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ABOUT ASIALICS-SEACSTIPM 2021

In this year 2021, the 17th ASIALICS and the 3rd SEAC-STIPM will be co-hosting “Science,
Technology and Innovation Policy for the Sustainable Development Goals” or “STI Policy for SDGs”
on November 3-5, 2021. As the 17th ASIALICS and the 3rd SEAC-STIPM share the same theme, we
believe that the collaboration of both conferences will enhance the strong partnership and build the
strength of academics together. We are very fortunate to have such a great group of scholars,
practitioners, and policymakers to share and discuss their interesting researches in one event. The threeday virtual conference will include three special panel sessions focusing on (1) Industry 4.0 as the
emerging challenge for STI Policy, (2) STI Policy for SDGs, and (3) STI Policy and Management after
Covid-19 Pandemic.
We believe that there is a critical need to highlight the breadth and dynamism of the STI agenda on
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The SDGs has underscored a diverse range of potentials for
private sector innovation, international technology transfer, enabling research excellence and supporting
mass entrepreneurship, etc. Meanwhile, the advent of Industry 4.0 and e-commerce has sparked great
interest within the innovation management community. The innovation has compelled government
agencies and other public institutions to rethink the laws, regulations, and policies on innovation and
sustainable economic development related to a broad range of issues including intellectual property
rights, data science security, entrepreneurship ecosystem, and private, public, people partnership to
promote innovation. Last but not least, the economic recovery from the COVID-19 crisis has forced the
government to revisit its existing policy models and practices. The STI Policy need to be more durable
and resilient, avoid a return to a “business as usual” pattern of environmentally destructive investment
and activities, and also improve the resilience of international production networks.
Our main focus of this joint-conference is to bring together researchers, scholars, and industry
participants from around the world to share their experiences and latest research results in all aspects
related to innovative activities for creating sustainable economic development, technology and R&D
management, and STI Policy and management. This conference also provides a platform to build a
broadened understanding of innovative STI Policy and management toward creating sustainable
economic development. In the digital and sharing era, the experience of Several Asian countries in
successful technological learning and STI Policy implementation for economic development needs to be
learned by other countries in Asia as well as around the world. More importantly, there is the need to
address the changing landscape of innovation that has become more complex and puzzling after the
Covid-19 pandemic. This is the exciting context for the 17th ASIALICS - 3rd SEAC-STIPM Conference.
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CHAIRMAN OF NATIONAL RESEARCH AND INNOVATION AGENCY
(BRIN) OPENING REMARKS ON
The 17th ASIALICS and 3rd SEAC STIPM Conference
"Industry 4.0 as the emerging challenge for STI policies"

Dr. Dudi Hidayat, Chair of ASIALICS Indonesia
Asst. Prof. Dr. Santi Charoenpornpattana, Chair of SEAC-STIPM Thailand
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Suvit Sae Tia, President of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi,
Thailand
A pleasant good morning to everyone.
It is a great pleasure for me to be able to welcome you all to this virtual Conference on the “13 th
ASIALICS and 3rd SEAC STIPM. I take great pride in representing the National Research and Innovation
Agency at this event that we are able to support worthwhile activities such as this one. Our pride in being
part of this activity stems from the fact that we are able to consistently support the ASIALICS Network
activities in Indonesia where some of the researchers also active member of this network. Whereas SEAC
STIPM network was initiated by us in 2017 which is also related to the issues in our country. Due to the
Pandemic situation, these conferences was delay 1 year.
With such background, I should like to stress that since the invention of internet-of-things, the
global world has entered the era of industry 4.0. The impact of this technological progress is inevitable
by both developed and developing countries. Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has increased the
urgency use of industry 4.0 technologies, such as big data and artificial intelligence, in supporting
people’s activities in the midst of physical distancing. In 2018, Indonesia through Ministry of Industry
has launched Making Indonesia 4.0 as a roadmap to aspire Indonesia as one of the top ten world
economies in 2030. Seven industrial sectors have been prioritized to implement the 4.0 technology
including food and beverage, textile and apparel, automotive, chemical and electronic, pharmacy, and
medical device. However, the fast-paced technological progress of industry 4.0 has given even bigger
challenges for Indonesian STI policies to keep up with. The revolution forces the whole world to
transform in higher speed then ever. The question is: how quick can we prepare and adapt for the
transformation? Although pandemic is still happening, we are also moving forward to a very concrete
work in this region, particularly in addressing the pandemic COVID-19, the economic issues, a very
basic needs and other important issues we face in this situation.
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Implementing STI policy for economic sustainable development has been a long-term challenge in
Indonesia. We face several constraints, such as limited STI budget, lack of priority setting, and lack of
policy coordination and continuity. BRIN as the leading research institute in Indonesia is currently
integrating all researchers from four big government research institutions in order to build a pool of
talents and to coordinate research budget for more efficient research management. We desire to achieve
innovation in frontier technologies through this institutional reform. Vaccine research and development
is one of Indonesia’a priorities.
ASIALICs and SEAC-STIPM Conference is a place where scholars from various countries can
share knowledge and experience their research results as well as STI policies formulation. Through this
international conference, hopefully we can learn insights from each other on how to embrace industry
4.0 technologies in re-arranging our STI policies as well as attaint the sustainable development goals in
2030. On behalf of BRIN, I am pleased to express my sincere gratitude to Asst. Prof. Dr. Santi
Charoenpornpattana, Chair of SEAC-STIPM Thailand as well as DR. Dudi Hidayat from BRIN for their
initiatives and support to this very important meeting. I wish you all a very successful meeting and look
forward to seeing the results.

Thank you.
Dr. Laksana Tri Handoko
Head of National Agency for Research and Innovation (BRIN) (Indonesia)
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President of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi
Opening Remarks
on
The 17th ASIALICS and 3rd SEAC STIPM Conference
“Science, Technology and Innovation Policy for
the Sustainable Development Goals (STI Policy for SDGs)”

Dr. Laksana Tri Handoko, Head of National Agency for Research and Innovation (BRIN) (Indonesia)
Dr. Dudi Hidayat, Chair of ASIALICS Indonesia
Asst. Prof. Dr. Santi Charoenpornpattana, Chair of SEAC-STIPM Thailand
Distinguished Speakers, Ladies and Gentleman
I wholeheartedly welcome scholars, practitioners, policymakers and students from our national and
international networks.
On behalf of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi Thailand, it is a great pleasure
and privilege for me to be here this morning and to welcome you all to our virtual international
conference. This 17th ASIALICS and 3rd SEAC STIPM conference is co-hosted by the ASIALICS and
the SEAC STIPM. We are grateful to Dr. Dudi Hidayat, Chair of ASIALICS Indonesia and Asst. Prof.
Dr. Santi Charoenpornpattana, Chair of SEAC-STIPM Thailand, the members of the scientific committee
and organizing committee who have arranged such a wonderful program throughout these 3 days.
Through history of our society, we have seen many emphases on reaching the best interest of
national economy. Development of infrastructure, advancement of science & technology, and investment
on human capital were always given as priorities, and they still are to these days. However, impact from
public policies on environment and social benefit were unknowingly overlooked. Climate change,
poverty and social inequity have gradually become more evident among other problems in many
countries. To resolve these problems, United Nations (UN) declares ‘Sustainable Development Goals or
SDGs’ as a key agenda for all nations to revisit and revise their policies. Via collaborative partnership
and setting mutual 2030 targets, it hopes to rediscover and balance the World’s prosperity for people and
planet.
To redirect Thailand’s development, policies such as recent ‘Bi0-Circular-Green Economy or BCG
model’ were administered to revitalize the country’s strategic sectors, such as agriculture & foods, health
& medicine, materials & energy, and tourism. These policies have taken SDGs as one of their core
guiding principle. However, achieving desirable economic, social and environmental outcome requires
understanding from various disciplines. In particular, conceiving the ‘BCG economy model’ for
Thailand’s strategic industries relies on vast amount of STI knowledge. Policymakers have arguably put
greater interest in STI; incorporating them as an essential part of perfecting public policies.
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It is therefore our strong belief that STI, along with cooperation of all stakeholders, can help shaping
our community to achieve the target of SDGs. Needless to say, the timing of this joint conference under
the theme of “Science, Technology and Innovation Policy for the Sustainable Development Goals
(STI Policy for SDGs)” could not have been more appropriate.
During this conference, the first part will touch upon “the rise of Industry 4.0 and its impact on
technological progress”. We will, on the second part, discuss on design and utilization of “the STI policy
agenda towards Sustainable Development Goals” for the long-term social and economic growth. And on
the last part, we also organize the special talk to highlight “the STI Policies and Management after
Covid-19 Pandemic” to share the efforts and experiences among the South East Asian countries.
I believe knowledge and expertise shared through the event will contribute to building an ideal
platform for our area of STI policies and STI Management. To achieve this aspiration, we hope to
broaden our international partnership and to enthusiastically invite other (South East) Asian countries to
join our community, allowing us to discuss and learn from one another.
Finally, on behalf of KMUTT, I would like to express my gratitude to everyone who have
immensely helped to make this event successful and worthwhile. I wish all speakers, experts, and
participants, an enjoyable time spent for fruitful outcomes.

Thank you.
Assoc. Prof. Suvit Tia
President of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi
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STRENGTHENING AUTHORITARIAN DESIGN?
MAPPING SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND
INNOVATION POLICY DEVELOPMENTS IN
CHINA IN THE AGE OF COVID-19
Yi Yang, Meng Liang, Shouji Sun and Yunjin Zou
yy2017@pku.edu.cn, liangmeng221@sina.com, sunvssun@gmail.com, yunjinzou@pku.edu.cn
Abstract
Science, technology and innovation (STI) play a key role in responding to COVID-19 amid
unprecedented socio-economic crisis it triggers. The purpose of this paper is two-fold: To expand on existing
reviews of 40 years of STI policies of China, and perform a content analysis of over 600 STI policies issued
by the Chinese government since 2020. Most notably, the sheer volume of local instruments issued (439 items
out of 644, plus some of the 183 items that were jointly published by both national and local governments)
reveals a literature gap as most STI scholarship only focuses on the national level while the local scene has
been at the forefront of S&T governance. Results also indicate that China needs to restructure its demandside, supply-side and environmental-side STI policy instruments to create a more efficient market space for
STI activities involving private techno-entrepreneurship. Such steps are needed in the face of the country’s
latest attempts of authoritarian design of STI dynamics with increasing state protectionism that uses import
and export barriers to restrict the flows of STI technologies, industries and enterprises——China thinks STI
will shore up social and political control without necessarily damping the entrepreneurial vigor that animates
its fast-growing economy.
Keywords: Science, technology and innovation; China; Policy instruments; Text mining; Meta-analysis;
COVID-19
Authors: Dr. Yi YANG is an assistant professor of public management at the School of Government, Peking University, China. He has
published widely in social theory and public management; Ms. Meng LIANG is a PhD candidate at the School of Government, Peking
University. She specializes in policy evaluation and big data analytics; Dr. Shouji SUN is an associate professor at the School of
Insurance and Economics, University of International Business and Economics, China. He studies the economics of innovation; Ms.
Yunjin ZOU is a PhD candidate at the School of Government, Peking University, with expertise on dissecting STI related metrics.
Contact: Ms. Meng LIANG at mengliang@stu.pku.edu.cn, by mail at: Leo KoGuan Building, Peking University, Beijing, China 100871,
and via phone: 0086-10-62751641
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1 INTRODUCTION
When the news first began to trickle out of China about a new virus in December 2019, risk-averse
financial markets were alert to its potential for disruption. But they could never have predicted the total
collapse that would follow in COVID-19’s wake, as stock markets fell faster and harder than at any time
since 1929, currencies across the world plunged, investors panicked, and even gold was sold (Tooze
2021). The COVID-19 pandemic is far more than a health crisis: It is affecting societies at their core—
—international lockdowns and border closings caused widespread business closures with supply chains
broken and industries from tourism to oil to hospitality collapsed, leaving millions of people unemployed.
Governments then responded with unprecedented interventions, just to keep their societies on lifesupport (Shrestha et al. 2020).
In this climate, science, technology and innovation (STI) policies could see fundamental changes
as political stability, environmental sustainability and social inclusiveness become more prominent
objectives on global governance agendas. As the OECD (2020) claims, STI policy would play a
significantly different role than it has in previous decades, when it was primarily evaluated according to
its contributions to productivity and competitiveness for growth. How does this prediction apply to
China, a country that has been known for strong government leadership in setting strategic STI directions,
objectives and policy frameworks? (Wang and Li 2021). The recent global expansion of government
mission-oriented STI policies already signals a shift towards increased political directionality of STI
dynamics (Larrue 2021)——a trend that may be reinforced during the COVID-19 crisis. We therefore
have to map the latest trajectories of China’s STI policy in this age of pandemic to answer this question.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold: To expand on existing reviews of 40 years of STI policies in
China, and perform a content analysis of over 600 STI policy documents issued by the Chinese
government (both national and local) since 2020 with NVivo.
Our major analytical framework is Rothwell and Zegveld’s classification (1985) that helps divide
China’s STI policy instruments into three categories: Supply-side policy instruments (e.g., provision of
financial, manpower, and technical assistance), environmental-side policy instruments (e.g., those
measures that establish the legal and fiscal framework in which industry operates), and demand-side
policy instruments (e.g., government purchases and contracts, notably for innovative products and
processes).
Results first reveal a literature gap as the sheer volume of local STI policy instruments issued (439
items out of 644, plus some of the 183 items that were jointly published by national and local
governments) shows that the local scene has been at the forefront of S&T governance in the pandemic
era. Findings also indicate that China needs to restructure its demand-side, supply-side and
environmental-side STI policy instruments to create a more efficient market space for STI activities.
Such steps are especially necessary in the face of Beijing’s latest attempts of authoritarian design of STI
governance with increasing state protectionism that uses import and export barriers to restrict the flows
of STI technologies, industries and enterprises——China thinks STI can simply shore up political control
2
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without necessarily damping the entrepreneurial vigor that animates its fast-growing economy
(Gueorguiev 2021).
Before the opening-up reforms in the 1980s, the science and technology (S&T) system in China
was a closed innovation circle that was inspired by the example of the Soviet Union (Xue 1997). Since
the start of opening-up, there has been support and investment in indigenous innovation over the years
but with varying efforts at different stages of development: The state becomes more active in knowledge
sourcing after 2000, using channels such as outward direct investment, international innovation
collaboration and attraction of highly skilled migrants. And with the wider coverage of globalization and
the growth in the technological capabilities of the Chinese state and private firms, policy orientation turns
more aggressive in incentivizing indigenous companies to acquire advanced external STI knowledge by
“going global” (Fu 2015).
In this pandemic world, China continues a recent political trend to build a techno-authoritarian state,
replete with “deep tech” such as cloud-computing, artificial intelligence, and home-made cutting-edge
chips (Li 2020). In 2013, President Xi Jinping’s emerging STI vision started to stress order and control,
as he said that “whoever controls data has the upper hand”. A year later he suggested that control of
science and information has become a key aspect of a country’s “soft power and competitiveness”. The
official classification of data in 2020 as a “fifth factor of production”, alongside labor, land, capital and
technology is another milestone (Kynge and Yu 2021)——Hannas and Chang (2021: v) observe, China’s
STI has always been designed for speeding up national development, to excel in global S&T competition.
Such a national strategy has been no more evident in the past year: Besides talking up deep tech, in
recent months, China’s regulators have cracked down on the country’s effervescent STI scene. For
instance, on August 27th the Cyberspace Administration of China set the rules for the use of
recommendation algorithms. This is the sort of software that S&T companies like Amazon and Alibaba
use to recommend products based on a customer’s shopping history. The regulations require that
companies expose the keywords with which they have labelled their users, and allow users to delete
them. They also require firms that deploy recommendation algorithms to “uphold mainstream values” —
—such algorithms must not be used to “engage in activities harming national security” or to upset the
political order (Cyberspace Administration of China 2021).
In fact, as a guiding principle on the orderly development of STI, President Xi (2021) clearly states
that China is moving into a new phase of development that prioritizes national security, not the growthat-all costs mentality of the past 30 years. Such a mentality can date back to the country’s early founding
years: In the country’s first “Long-Term S&T Plan” issued in 1956, the Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai
called for a mechanism to monitor foreign S&T developments with a martial metaphor: “Doing science
is like fighting a war.” (Liu 2016). Our results echo this nationalist mood.
Procedure-wise, we briefly discuss the historical trajectory of China’s STI policy and governance
dynamics before mapping their latest development since the pandemic starts. Through a quantitative
analysis of over 600 STI policies issued by China’s central government and local governments between
January 2020 and September 2021, we analyze the types of policy instruments used by the government,
their goals and enforcement intensity, showing the country’s sail to a techno-authoritarian state.
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China’s STI policy trajectories: A return to the past patterns?
As the second largest economy in the world, China exerts great influence on international trade
through its supply of, and demand for, innovation. How does this innovation system come into shape?
What can be the implications for the pandemic era?
Before the 1980s: Since China’s founding in 1949, its major source of technology and innovation
was the former Soviet Union. After the rupture of Chinese-Soviet relations in 1962, Western countries
and Japan became the main technology suppliers, mostly in heavy industries. Some scholars argue that
China’s centralized S&T system was more flexible and collaborative than its Soviet teacher (Feigenbaum
2003) because the Chinese state excelled at mobilizing national and local resources to execute large
strategic and political tasks——its success was striking in areas without open market competition, such
as the defense sector (e.g., building nuclear bombs or developing space programs), or other mega projects
including railways and telecommunications. But the system failed in fields where grassroots players,
both private and public, served as sources of innovation, mirroring the backwardness of much of China’s
civilian sectors by the end of 1970s (Suttmeier and Cao 2004).
1980-1994: In the 1980s, under the broader initiative of reform and opening-up, the country has
transformed into a market-oriented economy to a certain extent, shifting the task-led S&T system from
the defense industry to the building of the domestic economy. In 1985, Beijing initiated the S&T system
reform to define the acquisition of foreign technology as one of the main strategies for promoting STI
(Liu and Lundin 2006). Thus, technology transfer through direct foreign investment became a new focus.
1995-2005: As well summarized by Liu et al. (2011), industrial and sector-specific policies
dominated the periods before 1995, while financial, fiscal, and tax policies played a more prominent role
in 1995-2005. In terms of content, STI policies before 1995 focused on the initiation of new S&T
programs, but shifted in emphasis to innovation capacity building and the creation of an innovationfriendly environment in 1995-2005——the reliance on a single policy framework to support the
implementation of specific S&T programs gave way to the formation of a rich portfolio of diverse
instruments in which monetary policies tended to play an ever-increasing role.
2006-2020: However, we should note that just as China was integrated into the global economy,
various restrictions on non-state sectors remained in place while foreign technology and foreign direct
investment (FDI) became important drivers of technological change. This set the scene of the early 2000s
when the question of how to balance importation and domestic technological change was hotly debated
by Chinese policymakers; many argued that globalization had undermined China’s technological
independence and security without benefiting China’s research and development (R&D) capacity——
foreign companies were to produce for the Chinese market, but they would vigilantly safeguard their
core technology as their R&Ds were largely conducted in their home countries. In contrast, most Chinese
exporting companies belonged to lower tiers of global supply chains while Chinese joint ventures in the
domestic market relied on imported components to produce (Feigenbaum 2003).
Such national concerns caused the government to intervene so “systematically and invasively in
their innovation system” from the mid-2000s (Liu et al. 2011:918)——its renewed heavy-handedness to
innovation policy was fully articulated in the National Programming 2006–2020 for the Development of
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Science and Technology in the Medium and Long Term (MLP hereafter), which committed China to
achieve four broad objectives of “indigenous innovation” by 2020: To allocate 2.5% of GDP to research,
to source 60% of growth from the “contribution of S&T progress”, to base 70% of production on
homegrown technologies, and to raise the share of strategic and emerging industries to 15% of GDP
(Chen and Naughton 2016). We should note here that the “indigenous” translation can be misleading:
“Indigenous” does not necessarily describe technology that has to originate in China or be free of foreign
contribution.
Practically, by changing its innovation focus from external acquisition of knowledge to internal
creation of knowledge, several drastic measures were introduced by the government such as providing
incentives to public and private firms to set up R&D units, funding more Chinese participation in
international innovation collaboration (foreign contracted projects), encouraging Chinese firms to go
abroad to acquire foreign technologies, and attracting oversea skilled Chinese returnees and foreign
immigrants with imported technologies and knowledge (Fu et al. 2016).
Such shifts boosted national defense and produced more scientists, engineers, high-tech parks,
flexible venture capital investments, with stronger intellectual property rights protections (Gu et al. 2016;
Dang and Motohashi 2015). During the 2000s, millions of competitive technological enterprises and
startups were subsequently established all over China, transforming the state-dominated technological
landscape. Even state-owned enterprises (SOE) were given more autonomy to invest and innovate while
inefficient SOEs were allowed to go bankrupt (Zhou 2008; Lu 2000).
In a way, the indigenous innovation policy signals a return of the Chinese state to the center of the
nation’s S&T endeavor. This is most evident in how highly significant national projects are organized.
For instance, MLP identifies 16 mega-projects in microchip, broadband, alternative and nuclear energy,
aerospace, diseases control and health, and fuel vehicle development (Chen and Naughton 2016). There
are striking similarities between the organizational form of these mega projects and Mao-era weapon
programs in the 1950s and 1960s——projects have been administrated through a top-down system——
but unlike in the Mao era, participation of non-state enterprises is encouraged while the state has made
concessions to the demands of foreign enterprises, promising to maintain an open innovation system (Liu
and Peng 2011).
Overall, the 2006 MLP, viewed within the broader context of the past decades of reform,
demonstrates how China has prioritized improving the coordination among various national government
ministries and provincial governments, thereby reflecting an important learning process among
policymakers with respect to their understanding of how innovation works in practice at various
enforcement levels (Liu et al. 2011).
After such drastic reforms, China’s performance before the pandemic on innovation rankings is
strong. For instance, The WIPO/INSEAD/Cornell Global Innovation Index 2019 shows that China
moved from 17th to 14th place worldwide and was the only upper-middle-income country in the global
top 30 (WIPO/INSEAD/Cornell 2019).
Such achievements make us wonder if COVID-19 will necessarily strengthen the state’s top-down
approaches to STI policies. As we will show, the pandemic does.
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2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
We utilize the comprehensive policy analytical framework synthesized by Wang and Li (2021) who
compare STI policy developments in Russia and China (between 1990 and 2013), using the typology of
instruments, goals and implementation. They suggest, policy makers issue policies by means of policy
instruments that are implemented/enforced to achieve policy goals at various hierarchical levels. We
agree.
Policy instruments: First, policy instruments are the carrier of policy. As Borrás and Edquist
(2013:1513) put it, “The choice of policy instruments constitutes a part of the formulation of the policy”.
This paper adopts Rothwell and Zegveld’s classification (1985) in combination with the Chinese context,
and divides the related STI policy instruments of China into three categories: Supply-side policy
instruments, environmental-side policy instruments and demand-side policy instruments.
Rothwell and Zegveld’s framework has been widely used in policy analysis (see a latest literature
review by Sossa et al. 2019) and covers the broader aspects and social collective benefits that STI policies
should consider: Supply-side instruments provide financial, manpower, and technical assistance to public
and private enterprises, including the establishment of scientific and technological infrastructure;
demand-side instruments often elicit central and local government purchases and contracts, notably for
innovative products, processes, and services——here we add in a new subcategory to incorporate
China’s latest attempts on import and export control of certain technologies, industries and enterprises,
as a manifestation of increasing state intervention and protectionism; the environmental-side focuses on
taxation policy, patents, and regulations to establish a good environment for the innovation and growth
of enterprises, i.e., those measures that establish the legal and fiscal framework in which STI-related
industries operate (Shyu and Chiu 2002). Each side contains a number of subcategories, which we
summarize in our policy instrument thesaurus (Table 1).
Policy goals: Pierce and Delbecq (1977) define innovation as the initiation, diffusion and adoption
of new ideas or activities. Initiation assumes that context and structure play the crucial role in eliciting
innovation. Diffusion and adoption pay attention to the attitudes of the field members as the major source
of improvements. Therefore, we define generation of innovation, diffusion of innovation, and adoption
of innovation as the three broad innovation policy goals under study for this paper.
Policy enforcement level: O’Toole (2000: 264) reminds us that there is a gap between “the
establishment of an apparent intention on the part of government to do something, or to stop doing
something, and the ultimate impact in the world of action”. We recognize the complexity of policy
implementation by setting to measure its larger institutional settings——we are especially interested in
whether a STI policy has been enacted/enforced at the national (i.e., China’s parliament, state council,
ministries), or local levels (e.g., provincial governments). This enforcement level observation is
particularly relevant to China’s situation when we witness a trend of increasing participation by local
governments in STI. For instance, the R&D spending of regional governments is larger than that of the
central government (Normile 2018:276). In fact, many of China’s strategic emerging industries were
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fostered initially by regional governments rather than by the central government. For example, the
photovoltaic industry originally emerged in Jiangsu (Suntech) in 2001 with no involvement of the central
government (Chen 2016). Regional governments have also played crucial roles in funding and building
industrial parks and startup incubators around China (Zhang and Wu 2012). These parks provide
subsidized rent, tax deduction and services for firms.

3 METHODOLOGY
Our sample covers the pandemic period from January 20, 2020 (when China’s Wuhan, the first
epicenter of the COVID-19 breakout, was shutdown) to September 2021. After a comprehensive effort
by our team searching through (using keywords such as science, technology and innovation) government
websites

and

the

China

law

information

database

maintained

by

Peking

University

(https://www.pkulaw.cn/), we find more than 1,000 STI policy items, issued by the People’s Congress
(national parliament) and its Standing Committee, the legislature; the State Council, the executive; the
Ministry of Science and Technology (which also maintains a large STI policy file collections), the
Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of Education and other ministries that form the State Council; and
various government departments and agencies. We also search through all provincial governments’
websites on the STI momentum. These have been supplemented by and checked against various
published collections of STI policies.
After a careful filtering process that take out irrelevant (i.e., those with no specific mention of the
wording of “pandemic”, signifying STI policies that were not made for the pandemic reality), and
repetitive policy documents, we successfully collect a dataset of 644 STI policies for analysis, using the
software NVivo 12 that help us screen, extract, synthesize and critically appraise a large amount of policy
texts, with its strong automatic coding functionality (Houghton et al. 2017).
Table 1 lists our policy variables with their descriptions. The demand-side policy instruments
include four subcategories: Public procurement (D1), industry-higher education institution-R&D
institution collaboration (D2), import and export control of technologies and restrictions on certain
industries and enterprises (D3), and international collaboration (D4).
There are four items included in the supply-side: Fiscal support and subsidies for R&D (S1), human
resource support (S2), financial support (S3), and support for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and
micro and small enterprises (MSEs, S4).
The environmental-side instruments consist of six items: Administrative support and services to
S&T firms and activities (E1), infrastructure support such as tech parks and labs (E2), enhancement in
intellectual property protection (E3), tax incentives (E4), information support like data exchange services
(E5), and S&T standards setting (E6).
For our policy goals variables, on technological production, technological development (G1)
includes the design and research of new technological products; on technological diffusion, technological
transformation (G2) is about how new technologies can be used in applied research and
commercialization, technical exports (G3) are about selling technologies to other countries; on
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technological adoption, technological absorption (G4) and technological imports (G5) include the
encouragement of technological learnings from both the domestic market and abroad.
On the policy enforcement dimension, policies’ institutional enforcement/enactment levels are
featured by the legislature such as the National People’s Congress and its Standing Committee (H1), the
State Council (H2), ministries (H3), or provincial governments (H4). We also include a policy
characteristics variable to gauge if the policy was jointly issued by several government units (L1) or
made into law (L2).
It should be noted that as Wang and Li (2021) carefully caution us, policy instruments are not
mutually exclusive: For instance, a policy item for fiscal support (S1) on the supply-side can, at the same
time, be about tax incentives on the environmental-side——a policy item may also contain two or more
types of instruments. Therefore, the sum of such percentages, where the denominator is the number of
total policies, can be over 100%. Accordingly, adjusted percentages are provided where the denominator
is the number of total instruments, thus producing the sum of adjusted percentages that is 100%.
Similarly, a policy item can be issued to achieve more than one goals; it can also be enacted at more than
one level. Thus, adjusted percentages that sum to 100% are likewise provided for policy goals and policy
enforcement levels. Since every policy item has three dimensions (instruments, goals and enforcement
levels), it must take the value of 1 in at least one of the variables belonging to each of the three
dimensions.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As we map China’s STI policy instruments, goals and enforcement levels, Table 2 provides the
summary statistics of the variables used. For the results on the distributions of policy instruments, supplyside instruments (46%) and environmental-side instruments (39%) were used more predominantly than
demand-side instruments (15%):
For policy instruments: First, one explanation for the more prevalent uses of supply-side
instruments is that compared with demand-side instruments like industry-university and international
collaborations, or import and export control and restrictions, supply-side policies like fiscal support and
subsidies, as well as tax incentives are easier to implement because they involve fewer interested parties
and players that may depend on the government’s political coordination (Janvry and Sadoulet 2020).
Another reason can be that since many technological companies suffered greatly during the
pandemic due to lack of funds, incomes and human resources (Qi 2020), it is imperative for governments
to introduce quick incentive measures from the supply-side to give these enterprises a short-term boost
for survival, rather than using demand-side and environmental-side policies that may take longer period
to bear fruits——Results show fiscal support and subsidies (38%) and human resource support (37%)
were indeed used most frequently, followed by support for SMEs (13%) and financial support (12%)—
—a closer look at the fiscal support subcategory and its policy texts reveals that in Feb 2020, China’s
Guangdong province alone promised (via a policy text) to provide more than 500 million Chinese Yuan
(roughly 77 million USD) to assist public health and pandemic-related R&D activities in public service
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organizations (Department of Science and Technology of Guangdong Province 2020). Other provinces
like Henan also enacted policies in Feb 2020 to waive the rents for office space and production facilities
of S&T companies along with four million rewards for companies that fought the pandemic with the
local government (Department of Science and Technology of Henan Province). The human resource
support prospect during the COVID-19 era is also revealing as we find that both the central and local
governments tend to reward frontline S&T staff with monetary incentives as well as research funding,
and provide speedy international travel support for foreign public health experts coming to China to aid
the fight against the pandemic.
Second, a dip into the policy files of environmental-side instruments discloses that administrative
support (32%) and infrastructure support (28%) make up the largest portions of instruments used while
information support (16%) followed closely behind: All these can involve, for example, providing
pandemic-related public health training for S&T companies, handling all government administrative
procedures related to the businesses of S&T enterprises online to speed up their operations, and sending
S&T special commissioners to provide technical consultation and guidance for these enterprises while
expanding the open sharing of information and data. It is also notable that though China claims to respect
intellectual property rights (7%) with more formalized S&T standard-setting procedures (7%), the
intensity of policy supports on these two aspects does not look adequate——the Chinese government
may need to be more careful with the risk management side of the S&T market to protect the country’s
indigenous technological growth (Huang 2017). This also means that for environmental-side instruments,
the government during the pandemic era is mainly looking to help enterprises resume work and restart
production. No wonder less concerted efforts on the state side have been made to engineer meticulous
industrial planning and the development of specific industrial norms, standards and values.
Third, for demand-side instruments, industry-higher education-R&D institution collaboration
(48%) and international collaboration (43%) were used most often while government direct procurement
(4%) and import and export control and restriction on certain industries and enterprises (2%) were less
adopted despite proving very powerful.
On the one hand, the encouragement of industry-research and international collaborations signifies
the government’s determination to strengthen the transformation of S&T achievements into commercial
uses, and construct international S&T talent exchange platforms; on the other hand, though S&T control
and restrictions (D3) were used less often, their impacts cannot be underestimated: For instance, on
August 28, 2020, the Chinese government published the 2020 Amendment to the Catalogue of China’s
Technologies Subject to Export Prohibition or Restriction (the “2020 Export Catalogue”). As Cai et al.
(2021) well note, over the past 20 years, the Export Catalogue has only been amended twice, once in
2008 and the other on August 28, 2020. The 2008 amendment was already substantial, reflecting the
diversification of China’s economy and technologies. In the 2020 Export Catalogue, a total of 53 items
of technologies were deleted, revised, or added. For example, among those added in the restricted
computer technology (Class 15) and software (Class 16) categories include many technologies relating
to AI, big data and cybersecurity, such as speech synthesis, voice recognition, interactive understanding,
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print, handwriting and photo scanning recognition, and personalized information push service technology
and analytics.
Further, D3 has incorporated the latest policy momentums by the government to target incumbent
technology giants such as Alibaba and Tencent, curbing their monopolies, restricting their export and
import of certain technologies and their use of Chinese user data, and redistributing some of their profits
to smaller merchants (Kynge and Sun 2021). This can be reflected in several latest STI policies
initiatives: For instance, as the BBC (2021) reports, the Chinese government has recently published an
edict allowing children under 18 to play online games only between 8pm and 9pm on Fridays, Saturdays,
Sundays and public holidays. It is a new attempt to rein in what they view as the troublesome power of
S&T companies.
Likewise, new regulations begin to force tech firms to alter both their behaviour and their products.
The aim is to control what Chinese people see and do online. The new rules will require tech firms to
write code for their platforms so that they promote content that the government likes, and inhibit what it
does not: One forthcoming set of regulations published in draft on August 27th by the Cyberspace
Administration of China looks to set the rules for the use of recommendation algorithms (Cyberspace
Administration of China 2021). The draft regulations require, for instance, that companies expose the
keywords with which they have labelled their users, and allow users to delete them. They also require
firms that deploy recommendation algorithms to “uphold mainstream values”. Such algorithms must not
be used to “engage in activities harming national security” or to upset the social and political order. Then,
on Sep 2nd, China announced that a new stock exchange will be launched in Beijing, joining markets in
Shanghai and Shenzhen. It is hoped that the bourse will channel capital from investors to fast growing
small and midsized innovative firms (Xi 2021).
Overall, such latest interventionist and protectionist developments mark a sharp contrast of the STI
policy scene before the pandemic: As the World Bank (2020:8-10) finds via more than 170 STI policies
produced between 2011 and 2017, the country’s STI policies favored financial instruments over
regulatory, advisory, and other types of support, without that strong sense of interventionism and
protectionism of 2020-2021. Such emphasis suggests that the main market failure that the authorities
sought to address had to do with funding and access to finance. Tax incentives, matching grants, and
funding for collaborative activities covered twice the number of instruments of the next four of business
advisory and technology services, science parks, incubators and accelerators, and quality infrastructure—
—supply-side instruments dominated support instruments on the demand-side while most policies were
targeted at young (pre-seed, seed, and start-up), micro and small firms. Of 42 instruments devoted to
businesses along some stage of their life cycles, 36 focused on seed funding or the start-up phase. This
early pattern of STI policy dynamics was consistent with diversification, one of the objectives of Chinese
innovation policy given the decline in the contribution of new entrants to firm-level productivity growth
in China before the pandemic kicked in.
For policy goals: During the pandemic, the country paid greater attention to S&T development for
the fulfilment of technological production, as more than half (51%) of the policy objectives were geared
towards the design and creation of new technological products. Technological diffusion (40%) was the
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next key thing on the government’s agenda when China has also been keen on the transformation of
military and industrial technologies for commercial utilization to generate business earnings. But it seems
that the country has been less enthusiastic about technological absorption and technological imports from
both the domestic market and abroad during the pandemic time, marking a sharp divergence from
previous experience of heavy learning from the West on technological importation (Yang et al. 2019).
This can be an area for future improvement when international and domestic travel restrictions are finally
relaxed.
For policy enforcement: Our results indicate that policies were mostly enacted at the provincial
level (68.5%) rather than at the national level (31.5%). There were 183 policies that were issued jointly
by more than one government unit while only 3 policies were made into law (two of them were about
revisions of S&T standards while the other was about how national monetary awards for significant S&T
contribution should be given to prominent individuals) ——in line with the previous results on
instruments, both national and local governments adopt more supply-side than demand-side policies
while the national government places more emphasis on S&T policy environment.
And most notably, this sheer volume of local instruments issued (439 items out of 644 plus some
of the 183 items that were jointly published by both national and local governments) reveals a previous
literature gap when most of the China STI scholarship aforementioned only focuses on the national level
while the local scene has really been at the forefront of China’s S&T innovation. Thus, since more than
400 of these policies were issued at the local level, we made a Table 3 to compare the different STI policy
emphases spreading across diverse state hierarchical levels: While local governments (46%) tend to put
more emphasis on international collaboration than the national government (33%) would like to consider.
On the environmental-side, we find that the more administrative support offered by the local governments
also encourage easier STI research experimentation and implementation. For supply-side instruments,
the sharpest divergence happens when the national government supports STI activities with more
financial rather than fiscal support than local governments do——this is not surprising since financial
tools are often ineffective in curbing an overheated economy and trade surplus issues but in the pandemic
time, China instead needs financial policies to boost the scale and growth of its STI-related capacity and
economy (Wong 2011).

5 CONCLUSION
In the eleventh century, the most advanced application of new technology in the world could be
found in a Chinese city called Kaifeng, a capital of China during the Northern Song dynasty. It was a
clock, standing 13 meters high, that displayed not only the time but also a variety of astronomical
measures (Yip and McKern 2016:1). Other Chinese innovations before the fourteenth century included
technologies such as hydraulic engineering, iron ploughs, fertilizers, wheelbarrows, horse collars, and
veterinary medicine (Mokyr 1990). But the country’s innovative ability languished after that.
Today, however, China is determined not only to catch up with the West, but to re-establish itself
at the forefront of technological innovation. Can it succeed in the pandemic era? As we discovered via
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NVivo, the Chinese state has come a long way, but significant reform still lies ahead for the country to
become a truly innovation nation.
In particular, its innovation system has to guard against the powerful legacy of central planning and
strong bureaucratic and political control. It also needs to develop better mechanisms to take advantage
of nascent venture capital markets.
“Indigenous innovation,” finally, should stress China’s contribution to the world innovative system
as an engaging and transforming actor. If future policies are developed with such goals in mind, China
could overcome its historically limited role as a partner producer and become a truly innovative country.
Given its resources and capability, a strong innovation system in China could not only help fortify the
domestic economy but could also drive technological progress for the entire world.
Can China learn from the West, at least in some areas in the COVID-19 time? The US and the EU
had been encouraging bottom-up innovation to better take advantage of emerging technologies. These
policies help commercialize scientific outcomes by fast-tracking technological innovation. For instance,
European countries have identified technologies with large growth potential by leveraging the
entrepreneurial drive of the private sector, working through discovery and experimentation. Such a
bottom-up, innovation-based industrial policy has been called “smart specialization” (Foray 2015). It
prioritizes public support for innovation in economic activities that may not yet be fully “visible” but
have the largest developmental, innovative, and spillover potentials. It also relies on the “entrepreneurial
discovery” to identify, select, and modify smart specializations and to provide public support based on
the information from the markets. This process unites the private sector, academic bodies, and public
administrations in a process of mutual learning and knowledge sharing even in the age of COVID-19.
Thus, a similar bottom-up approach by China can reduce the risk of capture of innovation policies
by incumbents, that is, companies and industries that already have a strong market position, rather than
emerging firms that may still be too weak to affect STI policies——smart specialization helps
governments support winners and cut off losers, in line with Rodrik’s (2008) concept of what constitutes
a good industrial policy.
Likewise, STI reforms in the US have sought, for example, to improve patent quality and shorten
the approval process, thereby encouraging individuals or firms with potentially lucrative inventions to
not delay the patent filing, even if it is provisional, to avoid patent rights being awarded to a later inventor.
It also establishes new mechanisms, such as a post-authorization review procedure to improve the quality
of patents and safeguard the rights of inventors (World Bank 2020:3). In striking comparison, there are
major concerns about how China’s intellectual property rights (IPR) regime affects the volume and
quality of patents, given evidence indicating the significant positive effects of stronger IPR protection on
innovation and corporate R&D in China (Fang et al. 2016) ——two-thirds of Chinese firms believe that
patents do not provide enough protection against IPR infringement (OECD 2017). Smaller, private
companies are often most affected, because they lack the power and expertise of large firms for fighting
violations, probably more so in the pandemic time.
Admittedly, the STI scene in the US is equally complex. Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple
have accumulated power in ways that existing regulatory and S&T frameworks struggle to comprehend,
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with unprecedented implications for politics and society (Moore and Tambini 2018). No wonder since
2018, governments from the US to Australia have also sought to reduce the power of these platforms and
curtail the dominance of a few, yet regulatory responses remain fragmented, with some focused solely
on competition while others seek to address issues around harm, privacy, and freedom of expression
(Moore and Tambini 2021). But the difference between China and the West lies in the fact that China
believes that technologies will shore up rather than mitigate social control, and help suppress political
dissent without damping the entrepreneurial vigor or the innovation that animate its fast-growing
economy.
That belief may be wishful thinking. We suggest that China may need to be less hostile to bottomup STI strategies and private-sector forces, by relaxing its import and export control of technologies and
restrictions on certain industries and enterprises. One seminal study of China’s national innovation
system finds that it comprises two complementary components: One based on foreign technology transfer
and another on indigenous innovation (Tang and Hussler 2011). Just as STI literature and research
conclude that local R&D and foreign technology transfer rather complement one another——particularly
since the former helps improve local industry’s ability to absorb the latter——and that without significant
advances in technology transfer, local R&D yields far more limited productivity gains (Hu et al. 2005;
Sun and Du 2010).
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Table 2: Summary statistics of policy variables

Dimension
Policy
instruments

Type

Name

Supply side
Fiscal support and subsidies (S1)
Financial support (S3)
Human resource support (S2)
Support for SMEs and MSEs (S4)
Environmental
side
Administrative support and service
(E1)
Infrastructure support (E2)
Enhancement in intellectual property
protection (E3)
Tax incentives (E4)
Information support (E5)
S&T standards setting (E6)
Demand side
Public procurement (D1)
Industry-HE institution-R&D
institution collaboration (D2)
S&T import and export control and
restriction (D3)

Policy goals

%

704

46%

266

38%

87

12%

263
88

37%
13%

595

39%

193

32%

166

28%

43

7%

54
98

9%
17%

41
222

7%
15%

16

7%

106

48%

4

2%

International collaboration (D4)

96
223

43%
51%

Technological development (G1)

223
174

100%
40%

Technological transformation (G2)

154

89%

Technical exports (G3)

20
38

11%
9%

Technological absorption (G4)

16

42%

Technological imports (G5)

22

58%

Legislature (H1)
State council (H2)
Ministry (H3)
Provincial government (H4)

499
3
2
55
439

73%
0.6%
0.4%
11%
88%

Joint issue (L1)
Law or not (L2)

186
183
3

27%
98%
2%

Production
Diffusion

Adoption

Policy
enforcement

No

Institutional
level

Policy
characteristics
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RICE INDUSTRY: THE ROLES AND KEYCAPABILITIES OF INNOVATION
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Abstract

The innovation studies literature finds that innovation intermediaries or innovation-enabling
organizations perform roles that promote knowledge transfer, organizational development, and network
collaboration. Furthermore, these organizations require building necessary key-capabilities that allow them
to conduct these roles more successfully. However, a gap remains in understanding how intermediaries
perform their roles and develop key-capabilities as global value chains and innovation systems interact,
especially in agri-food business industries. This study chooses the Philippine rice industry as a case. It shows
how innovation intermediaries in the industry support the upgrading, participation, and innovation of their
stakeholders to compete against cheaper rice produced abroad. This study is part of a more extensive
dissertation on how innovation intermediaries in agri-food business industries perform roles and build keycapabilities as their organization types, value chain segment participation, and industry’s market orientation
vary.
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1 INTRODUCTION
For developing countries to maximize access to the global economy, their local industries will need to
participate in Global Value Chains (GVCs) (Gereffi and Fernandez-Stark, 2018). Participation may entail being
a supplier or service provider for a process in a value chain. However, it also means competing with incumbents
or new entrants in the same value chain processes. Similarly, an enterprise may compete for inclusion into new
value chain functions. However, for local industries to successfully integrate and participate in GVCs, they will
need support for upgrading and innovation. Different innovation system actors of a country may provide the forms
of support necessary for upgrading and innovation (Lee, Szapiro, and Mao, 2018).
Several studies posit that GVC participation is contingent on a country’s innovation system (Lema,
Rabellotti, and Sampath, 2018; Lema, Pietrobelli, and Rabellotti, 2018; Pietrobelli and Rabellotti, 2011). The
interaction between these creates a co-evolutionary relationship, signaling the needs of firms and the responses
to address the necessary capabilities for upgrading and innovation. Thus, developing countries must develop their
innovation systems to support their local industries, especially those heavily involved in local and regional value
chains (Keijser and Iizuka, 2018). In addition, to develop their innovation systems, developing countries need to
tackle existing systemic gaps, constraints, and barriers that hinder or stifle innovation and upgrading of enterprises
(Partners, 2007; Chunhavuthiyanon and Intarakumnerd, 2014; Lema, Rabellotti, and Sampath, 2018).
An innovation system actor often associated with supporting the innovation process is innovation
intermediaries (Van Lente et al., 2003). Howells (2006, p. 720) describes innovation intermediaries as “an
organization or body that acts [as] an agent or broker in any aspect of the innovation process between two or more
parties.” Moreover, these organizations have also been found effective in addressing innovation gaps (Partners,
2007). However, what constitutes the actions of innovation intermediaries is challenging to determine as their
roles often evolve and grow in number in time (Howells, 2006). Nevertheless, Partners (2007) provides a
simplified and encompassing description of the roles of innovation intermediaries as brokers, consultants,
mediators, and resource providers. As to which organizations perform these roles, the list grows over time too.
Still, several researchers (Van Lente et al., 2003; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009) have found the following
organizations performing these roles: knowledge-intensive business service providers, research and training
institutes, industry associations, chambers of commerce, innovation centers, university-liaison offices, innovation
consultants, network brokers, internet portals, and education providers.
An additional positive outcome for developing countries in improving their innovation systems and having
local industries integrate further into GVCs is poverty reduction, especially in the rural areas (Humphrey and
Memedovic, 2006). Across all industries, studies show that developments in agri-food business value chains
exhibit greater poverty-reducing effects (Otsuka, 2000; Nadvi and Barrientos, 2004; Humphrey and Memedovic,
2006; Narrod et al., 2009; Lee, Gereffi, and Barrientios, 2011; UNIDO, 2011; Fernandez-Stark, Bamber and
Gereffi, 2012; Ponte et al., 2014; Kissoly et al., 2017; Oyejide et al., 2019). AFB value chains do not only pertain
to agricultural production but cover the wider food industry. According to De Backer and Miroudot (2013), AFB
value chains link the upstream agriculture processes and downstream activities (e.g., food processing, marketing,
global trade). Moreover, they describe AFB value chains as GVCs that exhibit mostly buyer-driven chains led by
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food processors and retailers. Nonetheless, even if AFB value chains cover a broader set of GVC functions, the
upstream agriculture segments of these chains remain relevant and essential. Therefore, it will be beneficial for
developing countries with a large rural poor population, like the Philippines, to deepen participation and enhance
competitiveness in these AFB value chains.
According to the Philippines’ National Economic Development Authority (2017), three-fourths of Filipino
poor live in rural areas. As shown in Figure 1, farmers, fisherfolk, and individuals residing in rural areas exhibit
the highest poverty incidence among the primary sectors. One AFB industry that may aid in poverty reduction
and direly needs to enhance its competitiveness is the Philippine rice industry. Recently, the industry encountered
a tremendous challenge in the lifting of quantitative restrictions for rice imported into the country.

Figure 1. Poverty incidence among the basic sectors of the Philippines, 2015 and 2018.
Data source: Philippine Statistics Authority (2020)
The Philippines needs its rice industry to innovate and upgrade its functions to compete with cheaper
imported rice. To support this endeavor, the industry will need to maximize various innovation intermediaries’
support. Thus, this study attempts to understand how innovation intermediaries perform the roles that aid in the
innovation and participation of various players in the Philippine rice industry and learn how these organizations
build the necessary key-capabilities to do their work more successfully.
In conducting this study, the researcher hopes to add to the growing literature on the interaction of GVCs
and innovation systems by integrating innovation intermediaries into the discussion. Moreover, this paper seeks
to address gaps in the lack of comparative work on the roles of intermediaries in different parts of the same value
chain and add to our understanding of necessary key-capabilities by observing intermediaries in an AFB industry,
which represents resource-based industries. Finally, by centering on the domestic market-oriented development
of the Philippine rice industry, this study tries to partially address a critique on the lack of attention to demand
conditions in Malerba’s (2002) sectoral innovation concept.
An important note is that this study is part of the author’s larger doctoral dissertation research project. The
discussions and conclusions in this paper present the initial results of a chapter of the dissertation. The researcher
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is continuing to gather more data to substantiate and triangulate these results further. As the research is still
ongoing, we chose to mask the identities of participating organizations in this paper.
The succeeding Section 1 briefly discusses this paper’s analytical framework. Section 2 then discusses the
methodology employed. Next, section 3 provides a brief overview of the Philippine rice industry and its
challenges. Following this, Section 4 presents the roles and key-capabilities of intermediary organizations in this
study as they differ by organization type, the value chain segment they support, and through the domestic marketoriented development perspective of the rice industry. Finally, Section 7 provides an initial conclusion for this
study.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
This study adopts two frameworks to assess the roles performed and key-capabilities built by innovation
intermediaries. The first is Partners’ (2007) intermediary roles, and the second is an integration of Sutthijakra and
Intarakumnerd’s (2015) and Go’s (2019) intermediary key-capabilities frameworks.
In their study on innovation intermediaries in Australia, Partners (2007) identified four primary intermediary
roles: broker, consultant, mediator, and resource provider. Partners describes the roles as follows:
1.

Broker – intermediary services that aid in the successful negotiation and transaction of information,
technology, or collaborations for and from different parties.

2.

Consultant – providing expert knowledge and advice on technology or linkage information, acquisition,
or requirements.

3.

Mediator – actions that create opportunities for relationship-building between different parties and
conflict mediation or resolution between parties.

4. Resource Provider – the provision of owned resources for partners, stakeholders, or constituents of the
intermediary. These resources may be financing, training, physical resources, human resources,
production inputs, machinery, and others.
Sutthijakra and Intarakumnerd (2015) first developed the initial key-capabilities to enhance networks and
enrich their resources framework. Their original work identifies four key-capabilities: network capabilities,
coordination capabilities, knowledge-building capabilities, and management capabilities. Adapting their
framework, Go (2019) found that the networking and coordination capabilities described often experienced
overlaps in determining the actions and experiences that built these two capabilities. Thus, he opted to delineate
these two as external networking capabilities and internal communication capabilities.
As mentioned, this study integrates the two frameworks on intermediary key-capabilities by adapting Go’s
(2019) external networking and internal communication capabilities and Sutthijakra and Intarakumnerd’s (2015)
knowledge-building and management capabilities. Therefore, we describe key-capabilities adapted for this study
as follows:
1.

External Networking Capabilities – the ability of the organization to establish relationships and linkages
with others outside of its current network. This capability also includes the organization’s ability to
sustain the creation of these networks.
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2.

Internal Communication Capabilities – the ability of an intermediary to sustain and deepen its
relationship with partners, stakeholders, and constituents within its current network.

3.

Knowledge-building Capabilities – the capability of an intermediary to gain new and apply current
sector- or organization-specific knowledge that they need to provide their services in their current
network successfully and for its expansion.

4.

Management Capabilities – the ability of an intermediary to manage, implement, monitor, and evaluate
its own services, projects, and programs, or those tasked by its network partners.

This study adapts these two frameworks as they offer broad but well-differentiated concepts. Moreover, the
two studies on intermediary key-capabilities employed Partners’ framework to assess the key-capabilities
necessary for successful performance of its roles. Although the three original works derived their theories mostly
from manufacturing and service industries, these will still be applicable in AFB industries since these value chains
exhibit forms of manufacturing and services, like food processing and marketing. Nonetheless, it is still crucial
to understand how innovation intermediaries perform their roles and build their key-capabilities in AFB industry
value chains.

3 METHODOLOGY
This study employs a case-study design, guided by the works of Yin (2003, 2018), Creswell (2014), and
Creswell and Creswell (2015). We deem the case-study design the most appropriate approach as it allows the
researcher to examine cases containing rich contextual conditions that exhibit several variables and data sources
(Yin, 2003). Specifically, this study uses a descriptive case-study design that utilizes theories to guide the scope,
depth, and in describing the findings (Yin, 2003). Moreover, similar research on innovation intermediaries often
employs this methodology (Lindberg, Lindgren, and Packendorff, 2014; Sutthijakra and Intarakumnerd, 2015;
Ramirez, Clarke, and Klerkx, 2018; Go, 2019).
For its unit-of-analysis, this study examines phenomena on an organizational level. However, we do not
treat each organization included in this study as a single case. Instead, each organization is considered as an
embedded unit-of-analysis, building the findings for innovation intermediaries in the Philippine rice industry in
general. Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of this study’s case-study design (Yin 2018), as in Figure 2.
The outer box represents the overarching contextual condition of the case, while the inner broken-lined box
characterizes the case. Each dotted box within the case signifies each of the intermediary organizations
participating in this research. The organizations included at the time of writing are Government Agencies (GA),
Public Research Institutes (PRI), Industry Associations (IA), a Private Firm (PrvF), a Social Media Group, and a
Non-Government Organization (NGO).
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Figure 2. The research’s case-study design.
Note. This design was formed using Yin’s (2018) case-study design guide.
To select the organizations for this study, the researcher first conducted pilot interviews with experts from
the rice industry. We interviewed five experts from the government and academe between November 2019 to
January 2020. Furthermore, by presenting the four roles of Partners (2007), the researcher asked the experts about
organizations that perform any or several of these roles. Moreover, he also presented a list of innovation
intermediaries based on previous studies (Van Lente et al., 2003; Klerkx and Leeuwis, 2009; Kivimaa et al., 2019)
to help guide experts in describing innovation intermediaries in the rice industry. Although the researcher
attempted to interview private sector experts, he was unsuccessful as they would either be unavailable or not
respond. Nevertheless, when interviewing intermediary representatives, particularly industry associations, the
research would also weave questions regarding the industry and other critical innovation intermediaries.
The Private Firm and Social Media Group, however, were not chosen by the experts. Although not usually a
third-party, the researcher started considering Private Firms as innovation intermediaries upon interviewing a firm
that performed intermediary roles as part of its business. On the other hand, the researcher included the Social
Media Group upon noticing how these groups perform as an innovation platform. Owing to the physical
restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the researcher initially entered these groups to search for
intermediary partners and farmers that may help triangulate data. As of May 2021, this study includes 11
organizations: two GAs, three PRIs, three IAs, one NGO, one PrvF, and one SMG.
The research employed a purposive approach to collect data as it ensured that chosen persons agreed to the
interviews and possessed the necessary information. The data for this study were collected primarily through
semi-structured interviews and a focus group discussion. The researcher conducted 15 interviews and one focus
group discussion between March 2020 to June 2021. Of the 15 interviews, three were with rice farmers or owners
of farms. All of these were conducted over online video conferencing applications or through cellular phone calls.
In addition to interviews, the researcher conducted secondary desk research to validate and add to the interviews.
By interviewing rice farmers and conducting secondary desk research, the researcher can triangulate several
of the claims made by intermediary representatives. As the Philippines slowly allows travel and more people get
vaccinated, the researcher hopes to add a few more intermediaries in the study and interview more intermediary
partners or stakeholders and other value chain actors to triangulate data further.
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4 THE PHILIPPINE RICE INDUSTRY AND ITS CURRENT
CHALLENGES
The main challenge the Philippine rice industry faces is the lifting of quantitative restrictions on imported
rice. The policy shift came into light in 2019 with the enactment of Republic Act No. 11203, otherwise known
as the Rice Tariffication Law (RTL). With its passing, the law removed quantitative restrictions on imported
rice. Instead, it imposed tariffs on these. Regarding tariff rates, the Philippine government imposes 35% and 50%
tariffs on ASEAN and non-ASEAN countries, respectively (Department of Agriculture [DA], 2018; Ranada,
2019). Although the rates seem high, imported rice from ASEAN countries, like Vietnam and Thailand, exhibits
lower prices than those domestically produced. Historically, the Philippines imports 10% of its gross rice supply
on average (Philippine Statistics Authority, 2021). If local producers cannot compete with rice exporting
countries, the Philippines may soon be flooded with imported rice, effectively nearly eliminating the domestic
rice industry.
Why the Philippine government passed such a law is not without context. Briones and dela Peña (2015) and
Briones (2019) aptly summarized why the law had to come. In 1995, the Philippines opened agricultural trade,
following agreements with the World Trade Organization (WTO). With its opening, the government passed the
Agricultural Tariffication Act (Republic Act No. 8178). Like the RTL, the Agricultural Tariffication Act
imposed tariffs on agricultural products and allowed an annual minimum import quantity at a lower tariff rate.
However, a clearly stated product exempted in the law was rice, as the country’s National Food Authority (NFA)
still held power to authorize and allocate licenses for imported rice.
Nonetheless, the Philippine government accepted a ten-year agreement with the WTO that allowed the
private sector to import a set amount of rice, coupled with a higher tariff rate of 50%. In 2005, the Philippine
government requested an extension on rice import restrictions. The reason given was that the local industry was
still unable to compete with other rice-producing countries. The WTO approved the extension to 2012 and
extended it until 2017 while conceding a growing amount of rice imported by the private sector. Upon the 2017
extension’s expiration, the Philippine government did not request further extensions as WTO members
demanded more import concessions and because of the plummeting popularity of the NFA in managing rice
stocks and effectively allocating import licenses.
To compete with rice exporting countries, the Philippines needs to address several issues. First, the industry
needs to boost its production capabilities. As shown in Table 1, although the Philippines’ yield is higher than
Thailand’s, the harvest area is still much smaller. Compared to Vietnam, the Philippines yields roughly 1.5 times
less. Second, and exacerbating the first problem, is the cost of paddy production. As presented in Table 2, the
Philippines exhibits the highest production cost compared to Thailand and Vietnam. Of the inputs, hired labor
contributes the most considerable discrepancy. Third, the low uptake of more modern mechanized technologies
severely hampers the production capability and costs of domestic rice production and post-harvest processing
(Dawe, 2006; DA, 2018). Finally, the industry faces a lack of scale economies for rice production (Mataia et al.,
2019), leading to a reliance on paddy traders to consolidate supply in the value chain.
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Table 1:. Rice paddy production capacity of the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam, 2018.

Paddy Produced
Harvested Area
Yield

Philippines
19,603
4,855
4.04

Thailand
32,121
11,140
2.88

Vietnam
45,880
7,760
5.91

Note. Units: Thousand tons, thousand hectares, and tons per hectare (USDA data). Data source: International
Rice Research Institute (2021).
Table 2: Average rice production costs in the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam, in the crop year 2013-2014 (in Philippines
Pesos per kilogram).

Seed
Fertilizer
Pesticide
Hired labor
Operator, family, and exchange labor
Animal, machine, fuel, and oil
Irrigation
Land rent
Interest on capital
Others
Total Cost

Philippines
0.58
1.94
0.36
3.76
0.66
1.73
0.45
2.11
0.43
0.40
12.41

Thailand
1.12
1.56
0.90
0.66
0.65
1.66
0.14
1.85
0.07
0.20
8.85

Vietnam
0.44
1.36
0.87
0.46
0.81
0.81
0.08
1.49
0.08
0.13
6.53

Note. Data source: Moya et al. (2016).

The Philippine government institutionalized two central policies mainly through the Department of
Agriculture (DA) in response to these challenges. The first is the Rice Industry Roadmap 2030 (DA, 2018), which
sets goals for developing the industry in three phases. Phase one (2017 to 2030) hopes to increase yield, reduce
production and marketing costs, reduce post-production losses, and assist in transitioning farmers to other lines
of work. The subsequent phase (2023 to 2026) expands crop insurance, hopes for the diffusion and adoption of
more climate-resilient technologies, and further seed provisions for disaster-stricken areas. Finally, phase three
will promote more resilient rice buffer stock management, expand value-added rice product opportunities, and
encourage more responsible rice utilization.
Along with the RTL, the government created the Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Fund. Through this
policy, the national government appropriates several rice-related public organizations with an additional budget
amounting to 10-billion Philippine Pesos annually (approximately 197-million US dollars). This fund has four
main components and is divided as follows: 50% for its mechanization program, 30% for its high-yielding seed
distribution program, 10% for credit, and 10% for extension services.
Given the issues and response presented, the Philippine rice industry requires a domestic market-oriented
development approach, with its primary goal as competing with the imported rice. Furthermore, maximizing
participation within rice GVC would mean lowering costs, decreasing segment to segment losses, and increasing
overall yield (DA, 2018). Thus, a deeper understanding of the interaction between the Philippine rice innovation
system and GVC is required. Figure 3 presents this study’s consolidated view on their interaction.
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5 THE ROLES AND KEY-CAPABILITIES OF INNOVATION
INTERMEDIARIES IN THE PHILIPPINE RICE INDUSTRY
5.1 Organization Types
Data gathered on the 11 organizations reveals that different types appear to specialize in certain roles. Table
3 presents roles that were emphasized by interview participants and validated by several other data sources. In
the table, more stars (*) means that representatives emphasized a role much more than other roles for the same
organization. However, it does not mean that each organization may only specialize in one role. On the contrary,
most of the participating intermediaries emphasized two or more roles.
Government agencies emphasized their mediating and resource provision roles the most. Their mediation
role is not surprising as these public organizations have often been known as network orchestrators (Van Lente
et al., 2003). The resource provision role is managed and overseen by the central offices and distributed or
implemented by their provincial or local counterparts. These resources may take the form of training, farm inputs,
farm machinery, or the setting up of facilities. For GA2, they also brokered intersectoral opportunities in
mushroom farming using rice waste as compost.
The other public organization that performed an unsurprising significant amount of brokerage was the PRIs.
These organizations conduct R&D and broker their technologies to rice farmers, machinery manufacturers, and
product processors. In addition, the PRIs perform as a consultant by providing information for new technologies
or practices that an adopter may use. For example, PRI2 provides rice farming smartphone applications and rice
seeds as a resource provider, while the others have provided business planning services. However, the resource
provision role of PRIs is somewhat an unexpected result, as PRIs often take more technology generation and
brokering roles (Van Lente et al., 2003; Intarakumnerd and Goto, 2018) and not necessarily providing resources
at little to no cost

Private

Public

. Table 3: Innovation intermediary roles emphasized by organization types
Brokerage

Consultancy

Mediation

Resource
Provision

GA1

**

**

***

***

GA2

***

*

***

***

PRI1

***

**

*

**

PRI2

***

**

**

***

PRI3

***

**

**

**

IA1

***

*

***

**

IA2

***

**

***

**

IA3

***

**

*

**

SMG

**

***

*

**

PrvF

***

***

***

***

NGO

***

**

***

**

Note. Criteria for judging emphasis are based on focused roles during interviews and an FGD with respective organization
representatives and triangulated through other data sources.
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The six private-sector organizations highlighted their brokerage roles, albeit the SMG focused on the group
as a platform. Similarly, the IAs and the NGO broker financing opportunities, sales or trades between members
and stakeholders, community organizing, use of farm machinery, or other development-related opportunities.
Most private intermediaries also provide consultancy services on a variety of topics and not solely for rice-related
matters. Examples of non-rice-related topics are organizational development consultancy for agricultural
cooperatives and farmer associations, value chain and business analysis, and legal advice that the NGO and IA2
offer
An interesting finding not discussed in previous literature is the lobbying role that innovation intermediaries
may take. IA1 and IA2 emphasized the lobbying and policy work that they continue to do. IA1 even ran for a
congressional party-list position in the past. It is currently placed under the mediation role as lobbying allows
intermediaries to act as representatives on behalf of their constituents and others in the industry. Further research
is necessary to know whether lobbying is a separate role from mediation.
Of particular note is the private firm that emphasized performing all roles. The data collection process
revealed that they conduct their business to alleviate the challenges for rice farmers. They perform a mediating
role by cooperating with farmers through a partnership program. In it, the firm provides farmers with highyielding seeds and zero to low-interest loans for imported fertilizer. For its brokerage role, the firm offers
machinery and other farm equipment for partner farmers to use. As a consultant, the firm has agriculturists and
field technicians that support and monitor the progress of their partners and provide advice when necessary. The
firm also ensures purchasing the paddy produced by its partners, then mills, processes, and markets the rice under
their brand. By controlling its value chain, the firm can provide more upgrading and innovation opportunities for
its partner farmers.
The participating innovation intermediaries exhibit variations in what they emphasized as most critical and
focused on building for their key-capabilities. Like the previous table, Table 4 expresses emphasis in the same
manner. A lack of emphasis does not mean that the organization does not possess the key-capability. Instead, it
may mean that the intermediaries prioritized other key-capabilities.

Private

Public

Table 4: Innovation intermediary key-capabilities emphasized by organization types

External
Networking

Internal
Communication

KnowledgeBuilding

Management

GA1

*

***

***

**

GA2

**

***

**

**

PRI1

***

**

***

**

PRI2

***

**

***

**

PRI3

***

**

***

**

IA1

**

***

***

**

IA2

***

**

**

***

IA3

*

**

***

*

SMG

*

**

**

***

PrvF

***

**

***

***

NGO

***

***

**

**

Note. Criteria for judging emphasis are based on focused key-capabilities during interviews and an FGD with
respective organization representatives and triangulated through other data sources.
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One may notice that most organizations build all key-capabilities almost evenly, with some giving less
priority than others. Because of its network orchestration role, stakeholders and partners are the ones that usually
approach GA1. IA3, on the other hand, reported that they would like to focus on maximizing the support they can
give each other first and not think about partnering with others outside of their association or area yet. In addition,
owing to its open membership, the SMG does not actively promote its group to gain more members. Instead, the
SMG focused on building its management capabilities to operate more effectively.
Of the four key-capabilities, knowledge-building is the most emphasized by almost all intermediaries.
Building this capability allows them to learn their stakeholders’ needs and understand and apply rice-specific
knowledge. Particularly for PRIs, this key-capability is of utmost importance to conduct R&D. For other
organizations, building this capability also means accumulating information about applicable technologies and
practices that they may diffuse to their stakeholders and partners.
External networking is seen as vital for PRIs, particularly in looking for adopters, and most especially, for
R&D collaboration with other organizations nationally and abroad. IA2, the PrvF, and the NGO also highlighted
building and utilizing key-capability because it allowed them to access global opportunities. IA2 and the NGO
gain funding and projects that they provide to their stakeholders. PrvF built its facility as the owners maximized
their international contacts to learn about the most advanced rice production processes and technologies
worldwide. Moreover, common to all these organizations is their heavy online presence, where they share updates
of their work either through their respective websites or social media accounts.
For internal communication, government agencies find this vital to ensure that they can pass on the
information necessary to their local implementers. As the representative from GA2 highlighted, staff under their
office need to be sociable to relay and collect information effectively. IA1 and the NGO also emphasized this
capability. Without a physical office, IA1 built its internal communication mechanisms together with its
management capabilities by creating a system where its members lead and support each other on a municipal,
provincial, and national level. For the NGO, it highlighted this capability because of the restrictive effects of
COVID-19. As it only started operating in 2018, the NGO still needs to build trust with its partners. The pandemic
hampered their program implementation, but the NGO quickly realized the need to move their operations online
and began helping their partners shift to this model.
For management capabilities, the organizations mainly discussed systems that they have built, conducting
evaluations, and properly managing funds. However, the public organization representatives relayed that certain
institutions hinder their management capabilities. An example of this is the public procurement process which
takes too long and requires similar documents, regardless of how little or large the amount procured. According
to their representatives, it disincentivizes participation for many possible suppliers because of the tedious work
required to join the bidding process.
A shared aspect of the key-capabilities that the intermediaries often highlighted was their human resources.
Except for IA1, IA3, and the SMG, all other intermediaries emphasized the need to develop their staff to ensure
that they were always competent to handle the tasks required. For the public organizations, all mentioned staff
development programs allow their staff to pursue further studies or undergo specialized skills or management
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training. However, more than staff development, the organizations also mention hiring the right people or
professionals. For example, IA2, the PRvF, and the NGO emphasized hiring lawyers, engineers, community
organizers, business consultants, and specialized staff. With such attention given to human resource management,
we propose that we treat this aspect as a separate key-capability on its own.

5.2 Value Chain Segment Support
Table 5 showcases the roles performed by the participating organizations in each segment of the rice value
chain. As shown in the table, most intermediaries perform roles in the input supply, production, milling, and
milled rice/rice processing segments of the value chain. Following these segments, several intermediaries perform
roles under the marketing portion, and vastly fewer are support the aggregation and import or interaction with the
global market.
Brokerage roles are performed mainly in the input supply, milling, milled rice/rice processing, and marketing
portions. The three segments mentioned require more technologies, equipment, facilities, and training. Thus, it
does not come as a surprise that intermediaries perform brokerage in these segments. In the marketing portion,
the role is performed more to broker sales or markets for their partners.
Similarly, resource provision roles are also most performed in the input supply, milling, and milled rice/rice
processing portions. Public intermediaries mandated to provide resources to farmers, millers, and firms involved
in rice processing primarily perform this role. These resources may take the form of seeds, capital as loans or
grants, farm equipment, training, fertilizer, and other production inputs, and use of public facilities.
Consultancy, on the other hand, is performed in almost all segments of the value chain. In the upstream
portions of the value chain, the intermediaries practice consultation by addressing production and technology
inquiries and providing advice on input sourcing information and some buyer information. From the milling
segments onwards, the consultancy provided is quite similar, but it also includes business consultancy, especially
for the value-added product processing and marketing. Several of the intermediaries that provide business and
market consultancy are PRI1, PRI3, and the NGO.
Performing mediation roles in the value chain involves creating relationships between suppliers and buyers.
It may also involve sharing rice stocks between areas, such as what IA1 does, where they help members source
milled rice from members in other regions and funnel rice supply to disaster-struck areas.
A note on the marketing of milled rice: public intermediaries do not appear to be very much involved in this
segment because of the existence of the NFA. Even if the RTL removed several powers from the NFA, the
institution is still tasked with the public authority to purchase rice from farmers and manage the nation’s buffer
stocks. Conversely, private intermediaries are more active in supporting the marketing of their partners’ milled
and processed rice products. Besides providing buyer information and introductions, several broker transactions
for their stakeholders, as IA1, IA2, and the NGO do.
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A lesson from laying out intermediary roles in the value chain is that one may not see all activities listed
under a performed role in the value chain. For example, because a value chain focuses on the production to final
delivery processes, activities such as R&D conducted and diffused by the PRIs are not considered. The same goes
for the lobbying role done by IA1 and IA2. Moreover, the community organizing and organizational development
services which several intermediaries provide will not be immediately evident in the value chain. Thus, when
studying the role performance of intermediaries in a value chain, non-production process activities must be
considered. One way to aid in this endeavor is by examining the different institutions, laws, and practices
surrounding a value chain and assess how innovation intermediaries incorporate these into their roles.
For intermediary key-capabilities, it appears that differences in value chain segment support and
participation do not matter significantly. This is especially true for knowledge-building, and management
capabilities as these remain essential regardless of which segments intermediaries support. These two keycapabilities also support one another. Intermediaries must understand the entire value chain and the current state
of their stakeholders or partners in the chain. By learning their current state, intermediaries may also discover the
hindrances to participation, innovation, and upgrading. By applying this knowledge, the intermediaries exercise
their management capabilities by implementing programs and services that target specific segments or the entire
value chain. Public intermediaries seem to perform more segment-specific roles like providing inputs and training
or consultancy regarding specific processes or technologies in a segment. The PrvF and the NGO provide
examples for a whole-chain approach. The PrvF ensures that their business targets the entire chain and that their
actions in a segment build upon the next part. On the other hand, the NGO focuses on organizational development
training and business development. According to the NGO representatives, these types of training and
development programs are more chain-encompassing.
Similarly, the intermediaries’ external networking and internal communication capabilities are built and
utilized in a more whole-chain approach. The differences between them vary with the services they provide and
by organization type. Table 6 presents a summary of these findings. The public sector intermediaries expand their
network to deliver their work to more recipients. Moreover, PRIs rely on it for continuous R&D collaboration.
They utilize their internal communication to orchestrate their respective networks and monitor the progress of
their programs or R&D. The IAs, SMG, and NGO build their external networking to gain more members and
widen their partnership opportunities. These intermediaries do these to further their respective causes and
opportunities (e.g., lobbying work, finding more rice machinery suppliers and repairers, training programs, and
grants for members). Like the public intermediaries, the IAs and the NGO depend on their internal communication
capabilities to relay information to members and manage ongoing projects or programs. Conversely, the SMG
relies on its established internal communication capabilities to ensure adequate consultation within the group.
However, the PrvF is an outlier in that it uses its capabilities to enter and maintain its position in the value chain.
Given these findings, it seems more plausible to argue that, except for private firms, value chain segment
support and participation do not directly build intermediary key-capabilities. Instead, this study further supports
Sutthijakra and Intarakumnerd’s (2015) claim that key-capabilities are built depending on what roles
intermediaries perform.
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Table 6: The external networking and internal communication capabilities exhibited and built by participating innovation
intermediaries in the rice value chain.

External Networking

Internal Communication

GA

• For the diffusion of programs and
resources

• For network orchestration and
monitoring

PRI

• For R&D collaboration
• For technology consultation, diffusion,
and adoption

• Building trust with scientists
• R&D coordination and updates
• Sharing adopter stories

IA

• Finding new members and keeping their
network open to others
• To further their causes

• To relay information and opportunities to
members across the country

SMG

• Getting new members
• Creating local rice machinery supplier
and repair networks

• Individual consultation
• Sharing of information

PrvF

• To start their business and learn best
practices and issues

• To control all processes of their value
chain
• Maintaining standards
• Sustaining relationships

NGO

• Finding and tapping more partners
• To further their causes

• To relay information and opportunities to
members across the country

Note. The data for this table is drawn from the interviews and an FGD with respective organization
representatives and triangulated through other data sources.

5.3 Domestic Market-Oriented Development
Building on how innovation intermediaries performed their roles based on their organization type and
support in the value chain, we find that specific intermediaries better fit certain roles. To map these differences,
we follow Intarakumnerd and Chaoroenporn (2013) where they delineate roles based on the more general
typology of public or private organizations. Table 7 presents this paper’s findings on which roles public and
private organizations performed and may focus on to stimulate domestic market-oriented development.
Generally, this paper finds an almost similar assessment as Intarakumberd and Charoenporn (2013), except
that one role each from either organization type differs. For public sector intermediaries, it appears that they focus
more on performing brokerage, consultancy, and resource provision roles. With the PRIs and GAs leading the
generation and diffusion of technology in the Philippine rice industry, it is not surprising that they have focused
on brokerage. Although we do not emphasize the mediator role, it does not mean that public intermediaries do
not need to perform this role. Between the two public organization types, we find that GAs will fit better for
mediation-related roles.
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The other role this paper finds better fit for public intermediaries is the resource provision role. Among the
participating intermediaries, public sector organizations have reported and highlighted this role more than privatesector ones. Since the law mandates a budget and the delivery of many resources, public intermediaries may
ensure the provision of these resources. However, the proper use, maintenance, or management of resources
provided by the public sector is not solely their responsibility. Therefore, private sector intermediaries will need
to support the resource provision of public intermediaries to ensure that recipients utilize these efficiently and
effectively.
Compared to Intarakumnerd and Chaoroenporn (2013), this study finds that private sector intermediaries
have also focused on providing consultancy roles, like public intermediaries. However, compared to their public
sector counterparts, it seems that private intermediaries are better suited for mediation roles, especially
organizations that have large membership bases like IA1, IA2, and the NGO, or those that interact with several
other value chain actors, like the PrvF. Moreover, private intermediaries can assist their members in their
transactions or gain market opportunities by performing a mixture of brokerage and mediation roles.
Regarding suggested services, Table 7 also provides recommended ones for both public and private sector
intermediaries. Shared between both would be standards, certifications, and technology promotion and
acquisition, which requires awareness building and convincing farmers and other actors that these benefits
outweigh the costs in the long run. With more consistent funding, public intermediaries may focus on technology
generation and investments in setting up communal processing facilities (e.g., milling stations or product
processing machinery) and providing farm inputs. On the other hand, private sector intermediaries may focus on
diffusing available technologies and building their knowledge on which technologies are most adaptable.
Moreover, they may support the public sector intermediaries by supporting the business or organizational
development of farmers, agricultural cooperatives, associations, or other consolidated groups. A key finding from
the interviews with private intermediaries and several farmers is that resources provided by the government (e.g.,
farm machinery and equipment, milling facilities) are, at times, wasted because recipients are unable to manage
these resources or do not understand how to use them properly. Several private intermediaries argue that
professionalization may be the key to addressing this issue, as evidenced by the experiences of several billionaire
cooperative members of the NGO. Thus, private intermediaries in the rice industry may focus on providing
services that help develop value chain actors’ management and business skills. A shift towards the professional
development of rice-producing or agricultural organizations will coincide nicely with the government’s ‘no
cluster, no assistance’ policy.
The public and private intermediaries in this study have built and continue to develop their key-capabilities.
Table 8 provides an initial summary of the innovation intermediary key-capabilities built and suggested for a
domestic market-oriented development approach. Based on the roles that the two generalized intermediary types
focused on, certain similarities and differences in each key-capability are present. For example, for external
networking, both organization types need to remain and promote their networks to gather more members and
stakeholders for whom the intermediaries may deliver their services. Another common aspect of this capability is
adopting and continued use of social media for communication and publicity. Although not all organizations in
the study are consistent in their use of these new lines of communication, those that do like the NGO, the PrvF,
the GAs, IA2, and the PRIs have gained more opportunities for organizational collaboration, funding support, and
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additional users or customers. On the other hand, private intermediaries may exercise their external networking
more by maximizing their national and global network memberships. By being part of these networks, they gain
access to other organizations that may support their work or new stakeholders that they may serve.
Public intermediaries may develop their internal communication capabilities by harmonizing their policies,
programs, and directives with their local counterparts or implementers and other relevant agencies. Doing so will
aid in creating a better institutional environment for the value chain actors in the value chain. In addition, as public
intermediaries take the role of technology generation and provision of resources, private intermediaries can build
their ability to inform and communicate these opportunities to grow technology diffusion and adoption. Therefore,
it appears best for private sector intermediaries to encourage the replication of best practices and technology
adoption mechanisms across their membership bases. Moreover, they may share their successful cases with other
intermediaries within their current network for further adaption and replication.
Table 8:The key-capabilities built and exhibited by and suggested for innovation intermediaries.

Public
External
Networking

Private

• Opening avenues for industrial
consultation and contact
• Adoption and continued use of
new lines of communicating

•
•
•
•

Openness for collaboration and
membership
Maximize membership in national
and global networks
Introduce themselves to relevant
government agencies
Adoption and continued use of
new lines of communicating

• Harmonizing policies, plans, and
directives with regional/local
counterparts and other agencies
• Continued relationship with
technology adopters
• Build communication skills of
staff

•

KnowledgeBuilding

• Experts come from various fields
• Existence of technology banks
and libraries
• Learn and communicate endmarket demands

• Experts come from various fields
• Learn from national and global
networks
• Learn and communicate endmarket demands

Management

• Work is law-mandated
• Human resource development and
management is vital
• Encourage employment
permanency
• Passion for service of the country

•

Internal
Communication

•
•

•
•

Encourage replication, mentoring,
and demonstration between
members
Build communication skills of
staff
Communicate services and
purpose of the organization

Professional/professionalize the
management of the organization
Create a sustainable business
model, veer away from being
grant-reliant
Scale services to current
capabilities/delivery capacity

Note. The data for this table is drawn from the interviews and an FGD with respective organization
representatives and triangulated through other data sources

Both types see the value of having multiple types of experts or professionals on their teams for knowledgebuilding capabilities. Apart from being farmers or value chain actors, most intermediaries have personnel
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equipped with diverse professional skills and those versed in various rice-related fields, which is especially
important for the PRIs and the PrvF. Moreover, for most private intermediaries, many put forward their collective
experiences in the industry are their most vital knowledge source. Nonetheless, both types of intermediaries
ensure that they are in constant dialogue with value chain actors, most notably farmers, to learn about their needs.
However, one application of their knowledge-capabilities that the intermediaries may not always provide is
learning and sharing end-market demands. Although most intermediaries understand market demands, there
seems to be a lack in sharing this information with the rice farmers. Intermediaries may influence more innovative
changes in the rice production process by being more direct about what customers want.
For their management capabilities, there were several aspects that the different intermediaries emphasized.
For the public intermediaries, representatives highlighted human resource development and management. It
signaled to the staff that they are given growth opportunities even in public service. However, owing to the
limitations in the law, an issue related to human resources is the lack of permanent positions in offices. Several
have mentioned the loss of staff with potential because of the lack of job security. With people perceived as
critical factors to the success of their work, the government will need to address this issue to encourage more
skilled persons to work under its innovation intermediaries.
Another point raised by public intermediary representatives was their passion for serving the country.
According to them, many in their organizations remain because of their passion for serving the Filipino people.
Moreover, this passion is respected and cultivated well by their organization’s management team. It provides the
staff opportunities to see the results of their work to develop themselves. As one representative from a PRI
explained, it might be easy for a government scientist to develop some new technology and take it for themselves.
However, their staff does not do this because they enjoy being part of the organization and desire to serve their
fellow countrymen. Therefore, management capabilities are about how an organization implements, monitors,
and evaluates its programs and projects and maybe more about managing its staff. Alternatively, as previously
proposed, human resource development and management is likely a fifth key-capability.
The experiences of the private intermediaries are somewhat similar where they claim how vital their staff is
in ensuring the success of their operations. Apart from the staff, another facet of management most of the
intermediaries asserted is the professionalization of their organization. Included in the vie for professionalization
is creating a sustainable business model for the organization. The NGO and IA2 mentioned that they are trying to
veer away from being grant-reliant and move towards charging for services or receiving commissions to keep
their organizations running. Comparing the different private intermediaries, those without a similar mindset were
more arbitrary when discussing their programs and services for their members and stakeholders. By pushing for
more concrete management of the intermediary, more success may be possible.
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6 INITIAL IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Developing countries may maximize the services that innovation intermediaries perform to support the
upgrading and innovation of AFB actors in the agricultural value chains. In the Philippine rice industry, there is
an abundant presence of innovation intermediaries of different types that perform various roles to address different
systemic gaps and rice producers’ needs. In this paper, we assessed the roles that 11 organizations performed to
learn and understand how the intermediaries work and what roles they may focus on further. Their roles were
analyzed based on differences in organization type, their participation and support in the rice value chain, and
how their role performance enhanced the development of the domestic market-oriented industry. Beyond their
roles, the paper also assessed the key-capabilities these innovation intermediaries require to succeed in their work.
The most significant findings are as follows. First, counter to Intarakumnerd and Chaoroenporn (2013), this
study finds that public sector intermediaries perform brokerage considerably. Since PRIs cover most of the R&D
in the rice industry, the public sector may do the work needed to conduct the initial diffusion of new technologies.
These organizations also perform resource provision roles that often overlap with the brokerage of new
technologies and some markets. As this is law-mandated, there is some expectation that the government,
particularly the DA, provide for these technologies and resources.
Nonetheless, there is still private-sector intermediary involvement in brokering new technologies. The
significant brokerage opportunities that private intermediaries provide are markets and the use of shared
machinery. Thus, we may say that public intermediaries may initiate the brokering of hard and soft technologies.
In contrast, the private intermediaries may follow through by brokering markets and supporting the further
diffusion of these technologies.
Another important finding of this study is the consultancy role of private intermediaries, most exemplified
by the NGO and the SMG in this paper. Similar to the previous finding, it also runs counter to Intarakumnerd and
Chaoroenporn’s (2013) initial study on intermediary role delineation. Although rice value chain actors in the
Philippines still approach the government for advice, several farmers interviewed report that they seek
consultancy online and from fellow farmers. In more recent years, public sector intermediaries have also moved
towards a more robust online presence. However, addressing individual concerns may be overtly taxing on public
time and resources. Still, public intermediaries may use the data gathered on issues raised and how others respond
as a gauge to check on possible misinformation and what knowledge they may focus on diffusing.
Third, this study finds that innovation intermediaries also perform lobbying or policy roles. In this paper,
we list this role under mediation. As conveyed by two IAs, lobbying and policy work involved meeting with
politicians, organizing rallies, public awareness building, policy consultations, or running as a congressional party
representative. Performing this role targets the institutional environment, which affects the innovation process of
farmers, firms, and other enterprises. More studies may be necessary to unpack the lobbying and policy role of
intermediaries.
This study observes that intermediaries require broader role performance in the input supply, milling, and
milled rice/rice processing segments of the value chain. These are the sections where knowledge, technologies,
and resources are required most by value chain actors. This may mean other intermediaries involved in the rice
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value chain may focus their services on these segments. Nevertheless, the other segments are still important. Very
few of the participating intermediaries appear to involve themselves in the aggregation portion of the chain. As
this segment acts as a bridge between the upstream and downstream portions of the AFB chain, mediating and
brokering intermediaries may be necessary for these segments. Moreover, with the government’s ‘no cluster, no
assistance’ policy, consolidated farmers and farmer organizations may need assistance in developing their
organizational and management capabilities, which intermediaries may provide through business consultancy or
resource provision (e.g., secondment of managerial staff, or creation of management programs).
An additional finding this study gives is that specific roles or services of innovation intermediaries may be
understated when gleaned only through the value chain approach. Since value chain analysis focuses on
production processes, one may lose out on analyzing intermediary services that may indirectly affect these.
Examples of these actions are community organizing, organization development training, facets of business
consultancy, or R&D. One suggested way to aid in analyzing these services is by adding the institutional context
when visually analyzing intermediary roles in value chains. By having the institutional context, one may reveal
how innovation intermediaries support innovation and upgrading behind the production processes of a value
chain.
Sixth, for intermediary key-capabilities, this study supports the idea of Sutthijakra and Intarakumnerd (2015)
in that the roles the organizations need to perform principally influence key-capability building. Analyzed in the
three aspects, we find that all four key-capabilities still matter. In the value chain, we find that knowledge-building
and management as the most critical. Nevertheless, the interviews reveal that these capabilities depend on the
services or roles required of the intermediaries.
Seventh, a critical point raised by almost all intermediaries is the significance of their staff. Previous research
on intermediary key-capabilities (Sutthijakra and Intarakumnerd, 2015; Go, 2019) spread staff skills,
development, and management across the four key-capabilities. However, we find and propose that human
resource development and management be a fifth necessary key-capability for the success of intermediaries.
Although the knowledge and expertise of individuals build on the different key-capabilities of an organization,
knowing, harnessing, and developing the potential of personnel is not yet captured. We may find pieces of
evidence for this key-capability through the staff development programs, leadership and management styles, and
staff support that the intermediary representatives expressed as necessary for their success. Furthermore, this fifth
key-capability may also house the passion and service-oriented perspective that those working in public
intermediaries consistently describe.
To conclude, we provide several implications. First, innovation intermediaries need to have organizational
and management capability development plans. This paper shows that intermediary key-capabilities build the
roles these organizations perform. Similarly, by performing their roles, intermediaries cultivated their
organizational capabilities further. Second, understanding the capability development of innovation
intermediaries through a dynamic capabilities approach (Teece, 2019) may further build their key-capabilities for
successful role performance. Third, human resource management and development policies may need
amendments in the Philippines, particularly employment permanency. Providing better job security may allow
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public sector intermediaries to maximize the potential of highly skilled professionals seeking careers in public
service.
Fourth, agricultural organizations will also need to prepare organizational and management capability
development plans. As reported by several intermediary representatives and farmers, most agricultural
organizations form as collectives for the sake of having an organization. For most of these groups, they lack
professional managers or persons with organizational management background or training. As the Philippine
government encourages the formation of these agricultural organizations, an opportunity for managerial and other
dynamic organizational capabilities development may be present. However, these newly formed organizations
may not realize the need for these types of training. Thus, innovation intermediaries may broker and mediate the
demand for capabilities development that these agricultural groups do not yet see.
Finally, concerning the RCEF and coming from the initial findings of this study, the DA may be more
explicit in describing the actions that different innovation intermediaries may provide to support the
implementation of the RCEF. An example of this is IA2 partnering with PRI1 to provide farm machinery to IA2’s
member rice farmers. In addition, if the government provides more concrete approaches that different organization
types offer, the implementation and diffusion of the different RCEF components may be done more quickly.
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Abstract
Middle-income trap is a circumstance in which middle-income countries got stuck to a point wherein
they could neither rival low-income countries regarding low-cost labor as wages increases nor compete with
high-income countries regarding high value add industries due to lack of innovation capability. India has
been growing remarkably since its liberalization in 1991 however, we are doubtful if such growth is
sustainable to escape a middle-income trap. The main reason behind the middle-income trap is the lack of
domestic innovation capability and a comprehensive innovation focus policy strategy is the only way
forward.
The study review if India is actively investing in Research and Development (R&D) compare to that of
tiger economies (Malaysia, Taiwan, and South Korea). An indication of the possible transition of India
towards breaking a middle-income trap in the future is an increase in private sector investment in R&D as a
share of national R&D investment. Further, we compare India’s education system with that of Asian tiger to
see if India produces the desired level of skilled workforce who are capable of critical thinking to find
innovative solutions. Low quality of human capital act as a barrier on the development of innovation activities
and on the ability to assimilate more advance technology, preventing the productivity growth which in turn
may prevent a country from escaping a middle income trap. This comparative study enables us to recommend
several policy implications that would help India escaping the middle-income trap
Keywords: India, Middle-income trap, Asian tiger economy, R&D
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1 INTRODUCTION
Middle-income trap is a circumstance in which middle-income countries got stuck to a point wherein
they could neither rival low-income countries regarding low-cost labors as wages increases nor compete with
high-income countries regarding high value add industries due to lack of innovation capability. There is an
increasing number of research on the middle-income trap among policymakers and economists, on how to
break it and to understand the essential parameters required to break it. In the last few decades, East Asia has
been seen as an example of economic success and consider among few countries that escape the middleincome trap. With the rise of Japan's economy in the 1960s and 1970s, the “East Asian miracle” started and
was soon followed by the Asian Tigers (including Malaysia). Lately, China and India's economic growth and
development have also caught a lot of attention. China witness tremendous growth and economic
development with its economic reform in the year 1978. India on the other hand started its economic
liberalization in the early 1990s and rode the wave of globalization and advancement of global production
value chains.
We in this study, aim to examine if India possesses an essential pre-condition to break the middleincome trap by comparing with Asian Tigers (South Korea, Taiwan, and Malaysia). We believed China is
not a good match to compare with India as the Chinese government has the power to intervene in the market
and coordinate mechanisms to build productive industries.
The study adopted Doner & Schneider (2016) performance indicator (especially focus on R&D
investment and Education) to assess if India accumulate these essential to breaking the middle-income trap.
For Doner & Schneider (2016), middle-income countries often lag in educational spending and educational
achievement. Those middle-income nations where education levels consistently surpassed the standards for
their income level are more likely to break the middle-income trap. Many middle-income countries spend
far below the expected amount for Research and Development (R&D) for their income levels.
This article assesses the “essentials” across two periods- (1) India in the period of post-liberalization
and (2) India during the current Modi government 1.Through this comparative exercise, we hope to critically
assess the essentials and what it takes to break the middle-income trap. By comparing it against the tiger
economies we wish to understand the position of India in its middle-income trap.

2 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
2.1 Upgrading Assessment
We review if India progressively invests in R&D and regardless of whether the interest of the private
sector in R&D was initiated by government spending. In case the spending from the private sector is high
and continuously dominates the share of national R&D – like the situation in tiger economies and this would
highlight the possibility of India escaping the middle-income trap in near future. The commitment to R&D
activities indicates a pursuit towards breaking the middle-income trap (Paus, 2017). During 1996-2017, South
1

Our analysis is done without an assessment on the Modi government’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact on the Indian
economy.
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Korea, Taiwan, and Malaysia showed an increasing trend in R&D expenditures (Figure 1). South Korea R&D
expenditure as a portion of GDP was as high as 4.5 percent in 2017 and it is considered as highest in the
world (Young-sil, 2018). Meanwhile, Taiwan R&D expenditure as a portion of GDP rose from 2.26 percent
in 1996 to 3.3 percent in 2017, while Malaysia R&D expenditure rose from 0.21 percent in 1996 to 1.43
percent in 2016. Besides this, Table 1, shows that South Korea and Taiwan show a higher R&D investment
in business enterprises compared to investments in public research institutions and higher education. In the
case of India, during 1998-2004 the R&D expenditure remains stagnated at 0.7%. In 2008, it went up slightly
to 0.86%, before decreasing to the prior low level. In table 1, even though we see an increase in Business
enterprise spending as the share of national R&D but it is far below that of South Korea and Taiwan. The
low-performing R&D is puzzling, as India witnessed an increase in Foreign Direct Investment in the ICT
sector and public funding for research and innovative activities after liberalization (Singh & Krishna, 2015).
The Modi government has been encouraging private enterprises to increase R&D spending in certain key
sectors. PM-STIAC has proposed a 100 percent tax exception for products acquired from R&D for the first
five years of commercialization, provided that they are patent-pending or in some selected industries
(Vishnoi, 2018).

Figure 1: R&D to GDP
Source: World Bank (2020); Taiwan Statistical Data Book 2019; knoema

2.2 Quality of Education (human capital)
We intend to review whether India has the desired level of the significant labor force with the capacity to
control their environment and who are equipped with reasoning and searching for solutions for any problem.
This is important because a middle-income country needs high-quality labor forces to search and suggest
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new industrial structures altogether, as the old structures would become obsolete. The new industrial structure
infers new industries which are instrumental in breaking the middle-income trap.
The right to free education up to the age of 14 was implemented through The New National Policy on
Education (1986), which launched in 1992. In the year 1997, the India government introduced a bill in
parliament to make sure education for a child from age 6 to 14 a fundamental right. However, it was not
successfully adopted with the lack of adequate funding in some poor states. There are several reasons for the
decline in quality of education in government schools in India such as lack of qualified teachers, teacher
absenteeism, and shortage of teachers (Kundu, 2019).
Many tiger economies achieved a relatively high share of performers (15-year-old students) in PISA tests
for mathematics, science, and reading while having a low number of underperformers. In Table 2, South
Korea and Taiwan had 26.6 and 26 percent top performers in the 2018 PISA test respectively, further South
Korea and Taiwan had 7.5 and 9 percent low achievers respectively. Comparatively, India’s quality of
education remains behind that of tiger economies. India took part in the PISA test for the first time in 2009,
however, the result was rather disappointing. As shown in Table 2, between students in South Korea and
Taiwan (two Asian Tigers) and students in India, there is a difference of at least 184 points in average PISA
scores, which puts fifteen-year-olds in India four years behind those of Asian Tigers. Also, 86.4 percent of
the Indian students are below level 2, which means these students are very unlikely to move on to higher
education or training and are not likely to get high-skill employment in the future.
The Modi government has roll out research grants and fellowships encouraging students to continue their
Ph.D. in India’s premier educational institutions instead of taking research scholarships abroad. The
government has recently introduced the New Education Policy (NEP) 2020 to reform the Indian education
system. Aiming to restructure the existing education system, integrate vocational education, and improve
teacher training programs and recruitment (Government of India, 2020).

3 DISCUSSION
The article attempts to highlight that India is moving towards a middle–income trap, even though India
aspires to become a strong nation, it las significant lack of essential to break the middle-income trap. The
low commitment for upgradation (GERD below 1 percent) will prevent Indian enterprises from taking
advantage of technology spillover and technology transfers in markets, decreasing the innovation capability
of the firms needed for economic growth and catching up with other developed countries. The poor education
quality (86.4 percent below level 2 in PISA test) is worrisome as education is an important medium to
improve the quality of human capital, allowing people to acquired necessary knowledge and skills to
successfully transform India from labor-intensive, low wage economies into a high wage, higher value-added
economies. Further, the Modi government policies and programs are found to be comprehensive to a large
extent, they have yet to bring about any substantial change that would enable India to escape the middleincome trap in the future.
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4 CONCLUSION
In this study, we like to argue that even though India shows impressive growth after liberalization, we
found a significant lack of essentials that will help India escape the middle-income trap. Our comparative
study has several implications for policymakers- to start with, it is required for the Indian government to
show its commitment towards improving its education quality. In the early catching up period South Korea
and Taiwan focus on Technical and Vocational Education (TVE) while pursuing an export-let growth, this
skill and well-trained workforces were able to fulfil its increasing export demand.
India's R&D investment as a percent of GDP is consistently below 1 percent and lacks commitment in
promoting investment in R&D. South Korea and Taiwan continuously invest in industrial upgrading to
maintain export competitiveness. Since the 1970s Taiwan government has taken up several measures to
developed its ICT industries including acquisitions of foreign technology to introduced in a local company
and setting up Science Park, while South Korea initiate its S&T policy in 1960s, established a governmentfunded public research institute that will absorb and adapt foreign technology to support its industrialization.
Both South Korea and Taiwan in their early catchup stage learn the process of foreign technology absorption
and improvement on imported technologies.
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Abstract

Various literature investigates the determining factor of research and development (R&D) and the impacts
of R&D on firms' innovation performance and productivity. However, most available studies focus on
manufacturing firms, little is considered about firms in the service sector. The gap is more seen in the case of
service firms in developing countries. This study analyzes the data from Thailand R&D/Innovation Survey 20112018 and applies a structural model that describes the link between R&D expenditure, innovation output, and
productivity (CDM model). The study found a link between R&D activities, innovation output, and productivity
in the service sector. The results show that firms with higher R&D intensity tend to offer superior innovation
performance. Firms' characteristics and behavioral factors, such as size, openness strategy, foreign share, and
exporting behavior, increase the propensity to invest in R&D activity. In addition, innovation output has a positive
impact on firm productivity. This study highlights the importance of promoting R&D activities and innovation as
the basis for improved productivity of service firms in Thailand and highlights some differences in R&D activities
and innovations between the service sector and the manufacturing industry.
Keywords: Service sector, Innovation, R&D, Productivity, CDM model
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, Thai service businesses have continued to grow and play an increasingly important
role in the country's economy. The expansion of the service sector is likely to accelerate as Thailand approaches
the high-income status, as previously happened in other countries. Rapid urbanization has enhanced this trend
(Asian Development Bank, 2012).
Thailand's service sector is an important sector of the country's economy, with a value of 10.26 trillion baht
in 2019, accounting for 61% of Thailand's gross domestic product (GDP). There are more than 663,000 companies
in the service industry in Thailand. The service sector uses 40 percent of the labor force and lags behind
manufacturing productivity by 30 percent. Unlike many peers, Thailand's service sector share has not grown, is
dominated by lower-productivity industries employing lower-skilled workers, and boasts a low share of services
exports, which tend to be in traditional sectors (World Bank, 2020).
The lack of productivity and innovation in the service sector cause lower incomes for workers, high cost and
low quality for companies, impeding the manufacturing sector's competitiveness (Kohphaiboon, 2018). The
service sector is likely to be an intermediate input for the manufacturing sector, supporting the manufacturing
sector to operate more efficiently (such as transportation and financial services). The manufacturing-related
services (such as design, consulting, or factory installation and machinery) are also vital because they increase
competitiveness and product value-added. Domestic manufacturers can offer such services (design, waste
management, and other advanced services) they rely on imports.
An extensive literature analyzes the determinants of research and development (R&D) and the impacts of
R&D on firms’ innovation performance and productivity (see Crépon, Duguet, and Mairesse,1998; Fuentes et al.,
2015). Because most available studies focus on manufacturing firms, very little is known about firms in the service
sector. The gap is even more noticeable in the case of service firms in developing countries.
This study aims to understand how to make the Thai service sector more productive and innovative? This
study explored the linkages between R&D activities, innovation, and productivity in the service sector. In
addition, we investigated innovation activities in the service sector and the differences in R&D activities and
innovation between the service and manufacturing sector. The hypothesis of this study consists of (1) there are
linkages between R&D activities, innovation, and productivity in the service sector, and (2) there are differences
between service and manufacturing sectors regarding the decision to innovate and the decision to invest in
innovation and learning activities. This study uses data set from the Research & Development and Innovation
(RDI) survey between 2011 and 2018. Based on Crépon, Duguet, and Mairesse (1998), this study performs a
three-stage Crépon-Duguet-Mairesse (CDM) econometric model across the different sectors. The CDM model
investigates the relationship between R&D, innovation, and productivity. The conclusions from case studies will
be summarized.
The remaining parts of this study are organized as follows. Section 1 presents a brief overview of recent
contributions to the literature on innovation in services. Section 2 shows service innovation and productivity in
the Thai service sector and explains the data from Thailand R&D/Innovation Survey 2011-2018 compared with
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the manufacturing sector in Thailand. Section 3 introduces the CDM Model. Section 4 presents the results from
our three-stage CDM econometric model. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Few studies of innovation in services (Drejer, 2004; Evangelista, 2000; Hauknes, 1996; Miles et al., 1995;
Fuentes et al., 2015). One reason for the scarcity is that theoretical developments have been based primarily on
the study of technological innovation in manufacturing activities (Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997; Evangelista,
2000; Drejer, 2004). The immaterial nature of services also hinders the possibilities of measuring through
traditional methods on R&D and productivity. Moreover, tracking improvements or changes in product-services
(quality level) (Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997). Many R&D/Innovation surveys in developing countries following
Olso Manual (1992, 1997, 2005, 2018). Therefore, the study of innovation in services builds on the technologybased approach, also known as the assimilation approach, and definitions used to research the manufacturing
sector (technological and product innovation) (See Drejer, 2004; Tether and Howells, 2007).
Djellal and Gallouj (2000) and Tether and Miles (2000) criticize the assimilation approach, arguing that it
ignores that innovation in services has specific characteristics. They suggest that, in addition to technological
innovations, the definition of innovation should encompass various non-technological innovations, including
organizational innovations. They stress the interactions and complementarities between these two types of
innovations (Tether and Howells, 2007). Moreover, the focus of research has shifted from technology to
knowledge, away from the study of individual firms, to understand value chains or networks, locating services
and manufacturing as interconnected parts in a system. This study, therefore,
The three-stage Crépon-Duguet-Mairesse (CDM) econometric model
The three-stage Crépon-Duguet-Mairesse (CDM) econometric model is used to study the main determinants
of technological innovation and the impacts on the productivity of service firms. For comprehensiveness of the
analysis, we benchmarked the results of service firms with those of manufacturing firms. The question is how
applicable the methodology is to study the determinants of innovation and the impacts on productivity in service
firms. A challenge of using the CDM model in service firms is that the model tends to rely on R&D expenditures
as a proxy to identify innovative firms. However, R&D may not be the preferred learning mechanism
underpinning innovations (OECD, 2009). Service firms may find it challenging to track and record R&D
expenditures or even consider the funds used for innovation the same way as it is understood in the manufacturing
context.
R&D and innovation in the service sector are related to developing a new service concept or a significant
development of a service process, which will create more value for the company and partners (through cocreation). Service innovation is a new service or solution through a unique interaction with customers, valuing
new systems or business partners, increasing revenue in a new way, and an organization or service system for
new technology (Den Hertog, 2010, p. 19). Service innovation means product, service, or process resulting from
technology or systematic processes and providing better service. The service innovation is carried out in the
private and government sectors. Service innovation contains technological activities that it is not necessary to rely
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on R&D. These companies have the potential to change their actions in many ways, especially the relationship
with customers, shipping methods, and the development of new products and services. These service innovations
require new technology and capabilities of service organizations (Miles, 2013).

3 INNOVATION & PRODUCTIVITY IN THE THAI SERVICE SECTOR
Thailand's service sector is an important sector of the country's economy. However, most service firms in
Thailand are traditional services, which require labor-intensive, leading to limitations in upgrading innovation. In
Thailand, the demand for services has also expanded, reflecting the increase in the country's living standards. The
growing number of foreign tourists has also created strong demand for these services. Firms in developed
economies tend to purchase business services as an intermediate input, such as financial services and information
services, to satisfy their customers' needs and improve their products. Along with its economic development,
more sophisticated business services sectors have been growing fast. However, compared to its substantial
tourism sector, the sector of high-end business services in Thailand remains small (OECD, 2020).
Despite its increasing presence, the services sectors' productivity shows a mixed picture. The productivity
level of some services sectors, which embrace a high share of employment, such as the hospitality and restaurant
industry, is lower than that of others. In contrast, high-productivity business services employ a smaller percentage
of workers. Labor productivity in the Thai service sector increases slightly compared to neighboring countries in
ASEAN (World Bank, 2020). Thailand's service sector has lower productivity than production in the
manufacturing industry (OECD, 2020; Sawatpanich et al., 2018).
The reason might be a low standard of the service sector, limiting the growth of productivity. Another reason
is the lack of investment, especially foreign direct investment (FDI), in-service industry, resulting in a lack of
opportunities to upgrade technology. Lifting the productivity level of the traditional service sectors while
stimulating growth in the modern service sectors is essential to improve overall productivity. This fact calls for a
new policy focus to foster modern services sectors that can drive higher productivity growth in the long run in
Thailand (OECD, 2020).
Thailand has more stringent market rules than ASEAN countries. The Thai government protects some
service firms in market competition from foreign and domestic firms, especially the professional services and
other services operated by state enterprises. Low competition may not encourage the Thai service sector to have
not carried out innovative activities. Therefore, the liberalization of the service sector and professional work
opportunities are the key factors to increase efficiency, quality, and new ideas for the service sector in Thailand
(World bank, 2016). Foreign affiliates can act as suppliers of more sophisticated services to Thai manufacturing
and consumers, expanding the services sectors in Thailand thus also benefiting Thailand's domestic economy.
Estimates suggest that the services provided in Thailand are significant contributors to the productivity of
manufacturing.
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Innovative service firms in Thailand
The study compared innovative and non-innovative service firms using the Chi-square test and the ANOVA
F-test and using data from Thailand’s RDI surveys 2011, 2014, 2016, 2017, and 2018 (see Table 1). The results
show that the innovative service firms tend to be younger, being multinational firms with a higher percentage of
exports.
Innovation activities in the service sector are aimed at developing new services. They use more external
funding than in the handicraft industry. They spend more budget on developing people but less on purchasing
machines. Most innovations in the service sector are product innovation. The essential cooperation of innovative
service firms are local suppliers, parent company, and foreign suppliers, while professional associations are the
least important.
The innovative service firms have more employees, more technological activities, more organizational
innovation and market innovation, more patents, more cooperation with public research institutes and universities,
and received more innovative support measures from various public organizations such as The Office of the Board
of Investment (BOI), The National Science and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA), Office of National
Higher Education Science Research and Innovation Policy Council (NXPO), and the National Innovation Agency
(NIA) than the non-innovative service firms. However, there were no statistical differences in financial variables
(asset, capital, revenue, and profit), Internal R&D, and technological innovation.
Compared between the innovative service firms and the innovative manufacturing firms, this study found
that most innovative service firms are more Thai firms, with a smaller share of export revenue, have a larger share
of service and trading revenue.
Compared to innovative manufacturing firms, this study found that the innovative service firms have fewer
employees, fewer technological activities, fewer internal R&D activities, more process innovation, more patents,
less cooperation with universities and public research institutes. They receive less support regarding innovation
and productivity from the government.
The innovative service firms received less support from the BOI and NSTDA. However, the study did not
find any differences between the innovative service firms and the innovative manufacturing in firm age, financial
profile (based on assets, capital, revenue, and profit), and support measures from NXPO and NIA.

4 METHODOLOGY
This study refines an original version of a CDM model introduced by Crepon et al. (1998) to analyze the
linkages between R&D, innovation, and productivity. First, firms will decide on the allocation of resources to
activities related to R&D activities. Then they will choose whether to conduct R&D or not and how much money
to spend on it. Investing in that will lead to knowledge production, linking to product or process innovation, and
enhancing productivity. The refined version of the CDM model consists of 3 equations, including R&D,
(technological) innovation, and productivity.
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4.1 R&D Equations
There are two equations in this step, including R&D decision and R&D intensity equations. Firms will
decide whether they should invest in R&D activities or not and then the proportion of R&D spending. The
Heckman 2-step model is applied to alleviate the selectivity bias problem in the R&D intensity equation. First,
the effects of explanatory variables on R&D decisions will be estimated using the maximum likelihood method,
like the probit model. The coefficient will be calculated by the Average Partial Effect (APE). The R&D decision
equation can be illustrated as follow.
𝑅&𝐷𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝜀1

(1)

Where R&D Decision denotes the R&D decision of a firm. X1 denotes a set of explanatory variables
consisting of labor, foreign direct investment, export, patent, and firm age. β1 denotes a set of variable
coefficients. ε1 represents an error term.
Second, the impacts of factors influencing R&D intensity are estimated by Ordinary Least Squares
regression (OLS). The inverse Mills ratio term predicted from the first equation is included to deal with the
selection bias. It can be shown as follow.
𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝑅&𝐷𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) = 𝛽2 𝑋2 + 𝛽𝜆 𝜆 + 𝜀2

(2)

Where R&D Intensity denotes a proportion of R&D spending to revenue. X2 denotes the same set of
explanatory variables as the first equation. λ denotes an inverse Mills ratio predicted from the first equation. β
denotes a set of variable coefficients. ε2 denotes an error term.

4.2 Innovation Equation
In this step, the impacts of factors influencing technological innovation, a dummy variable, are analyzed
using Probit regression. The coefficients are estimated by calculating the Average Partial Effect (APE).
𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝛽𝑅&𝐷 (𝑅&𝐷𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦) + 𝛽3 𝑋3 + 𝜀3

(3)

Where Innovation denotes the technological innovation (product or process innovation). R&D Intensity
indicates a proportion of R&D spending to revenue. X3 denotes a set of explanatory variables consisting of labor,
FDI, export the importance of the cooperation with other organizations (locally-owned suppliers, foreign-owned
suppliers, parent company, private non-profit, competitors, and professional and industry associations),
acquisition of machinery, equipment and software, acquisition of other external knowledge, innovation training,
market introduction, product design, government support (BOI, NIA, NXPO), cooperation with university,
collaboration with a public research institute, and KIBS. β denotes a set of variable coefficients. ε3 represents an
error term.

4.3 Productivity Equation
The effects of technological innovation and other factors on labor productivity can be estimated by TwoStage Least Squares (2SLS) regression. The 2SLS model reduces the simultaneity bias from the correlations
between innovation and other unobserved factors. The instrumental variables of innovation in the first stage
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equation are R&D decision, FDI, export, the importance of the cooperation with the parent company and business
service provider, and acquisition of machinery, equipment, and software. Technological innovation and other
control variables can be written in the following equation.
𝑙𝑜𝑔(

𝑅𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒
𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟

) = 𝛽𝐼 (𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛) + 𝛽𝐿 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑟) + 𝛽𝐶 𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙) + 𝛽4 𝑋4 + 𝜀4

(4)

Where Revenue/Labor denotes labor productivity (proportion of revenue to labor). Innovation denotes
technological innovation (product or process innovation). Labor denotes the number of labors. Capital denotes
the amount of capital. X4 denotes the set of control variables, including non-technological innovation
(organizational and marketing innovation), firm age, FDI, and export. β denotes a set of variable coefficients. ε3
denotes an error term.

4.4 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics showed in Appendix A summarizes a data set from the RDI survey. It covers 31,208
firms, including 21,782 manufacturing firms and 9,426 service firms (that include 712 KIBS ‡ Firms). The survey
is cleaned up by dropping some companies that reported unrealistic information such as negative revenue, a high
proportion of R&D intensity (more than 50% of revenue), and high profit (more than twice revenue).

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from the CDM model consist of R&D decision and intensity, innovation, and productivity
equation, which can be explained as follows.

5.1 R&D Decision Equation
The estimation of factors influencing a firm's decision to carry out R&D activities using 2-step Heckman
regression illustrates in table 2. The model passes the specification test and correctly classified about 77.85%,
70.72%, and 85.12% of the samples in all industrial and service sectors, respectively. For all sample, our results
show that R&D decision is positively correlated with labor (firm size), export (international competition stimulate
R&D activities), and patent (intellectual protection leads to the chance to make profit from innovation). Patent
protection does not affect the decision to engage in innovation and R&D activities in the manufacturing sector.
However, it can play an important role in the R&D decision for service firms.
Foreign investment reduces R&D decisions because foreign firms import technology from their country,
and firm age has a significant effect on R&D decisions because firms can apply internal knowledge.
The comparison between manufacturing and service firms' R&D decisions shows that export is more critical
for service than for the manufacturing sector in R&D decisions. The result aligns with Sujarittanonta, P. and
Kamseang, C. (2017), stating that market competition contributes to innovation. The influence of patents on R&D
decisions is essential for service than for manufacturing firms. The number of staff has a more positive significant
effect in manufacturing than the service sector. The result is a significant negative effect of foreign investment on
manufacturing firms' R&D decisions but insignificant in the service sector. The service sector is more likely to
serve domestic customer needs. In addition, more KIBS than traditional service chooses R&D activities.

‡
KIBS consists of a computer consulting sector (ISIC 62), architecture and engineering activities, testing and technical analysis sector
(ISIC 71), and scientific research and development (ISIC 72) (Mercedes Rodriguez & José Antonio Camacho, 2010).
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Table 2: The estimation of factors influencing a firm's R&D decision

All sectors

Dependent variable:
R&D decision (dummy)
log(Labor)

Coef.

Manufacturing sector
P>|z|

Coef.

P>|z|

Service sector
Coef.

P>|z|

0.290

***

0.000

0.326

***

0.000

0.196

***

0.000

-0.248

***

0.000

-0.394

***

0.000

0.205

***

0.000

Export (%)

0.630

***

0.000

0.448

***

0.000

0.731

***

0.000

Patent (dummy)

0.050

**

0.025

-0.053

**

0.031

0.272

***

0.000

log (Age)

0.152

***

0.000

0.158

***

0.000

0.098

***

0.000

-0.017

***

0.000

-0.023

***

0.000

0.003

FDI (dummy)

Market share
KIBS

0.468

0.325
***

0.000

Number of obs

31,107

21,719

9,388

Uncensored obs

10,362

8,802

1,560

1175.47

1273.35

48.19

0.000

0.000

0.000

Wald chi2
Prob > chi2

Source: Author’s analysis based on RDI survey from 2011 to 2018
Note: *** denotes a statistical significant at 1 percent level, ** denotes a statistical significant at 5 percent level, * denotes a
statistical significant at 10 percent level

5.2 R&D Intensity Equation
The study estimated the R&D investment equation using the Heckman 2-step model (see Table 3). We found
that the Lamda or Inverse Mill ratio calculated in the first step from the Heckman 2-step model significantly
impacts the intensity of R&D investment in both the manufacturing and service sectors.
Looking at the entire sample, we find that the factors affecting R&D investment and a group of R&D capital
decisions are in the same direction. Those factors are the number of employees and domestic market share. While
foreign investment, exports have the opposite effect on R&D investment intensity.
Comparing the R&D intensity between the manufacturing and service sectors, we found that firm size,
foreign investment, and patent licensing resulted in higher R&D investments in the manufacturing sector but not
in the service sector.
Firm ownership has also been analyzed in terms of its effects on the decision to innovate. In general, previous
studies have dual findings. Some authors agree that firms with foreign ownership tend to perform more innovation
activities. At the same time, other studies have shown that firms with a certain degree of foreign ownership do
not perform innovation activities. Our results suggest that firms in the manufacturing sector with foreign
ownership (higher than 50 percent of capital) show a higher R&D intensity. This result corresponds to previous
discussions (Crespi and Zuñiga, 2010). Crespi and Zúñiga (2010) found that those firms in Latin America with
more than 10 percent of foreign ownership are more prone to innovate and also have a higher rate of R&D
intensity. These firms invest in R&D to adapt existing products to the local market Lasserre, 2011). In contrast,
our results found that foreign ownership has no distinctive effect on the propensity to innovate by service firms.
Foreign ownership in these service firms might not play an essential role in innovating, as they might not follow
an active R&D strategy.
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Surprisingly, this study found that export experience reduces R&D intensity for both manufacturing and
service firms. These results contradict those by Ebling (2000), Chaminade and De Fuentes (2012), and Fuentes
et al., (2015), who found that active export behavior has positive effects on firms' R&D performance. In contrast,
domestic market share has a positive impact on R&D intensity for both manufacturing and service firms. Service
firms that invest more R&D investment are more likely to serve domestic customer needs. The study also found
that KIBS tends to have more R&D intensity.
Table 3: The estimation of the R&D intensity equation

Dependent
variable: Log
(R&D spending)

All sectors
Coef.

Manufacturing sector
P>|z|

Coef.

P>|z|

Service sector
Coef.

Log (Labor)

0.323

***

0.000

0.350

***

0.000

0.086

FDI (dummy)

0.287

***

0.000

0.299

***

0.000

0.151

-0.426

***

0.000

-0.431

***

0.000

-0.415

**

0.048

*

0.057

0.112

***

0.002

-0.216

*

0.067

0.987

0.028

0.309

-0.033

0.000

0.074

0.000

0.014

**

0.013

0.421

***

0.002

-0.761

***

0.000

Export (%)
Patent (dummy)

0.067

log (Age)

0.000

Market share

0.042

***

***

KIBS (Dummy)
Mills : Lamda

-0.329

***

0.000

-0.385

***

0.001

*

P>|z|
0.058
0.154

0.608

Number of obs

31,107

21,719

9,388

Uncensored obs

10,362

8,802

1,560

1175.47

1273.35

48.19

0.000

0.000

0.000

Wald chi2
Prob > chi2

Source: Author’s analysis based on RDI survey from 2011 to 2018
Note:
*** denotes a statistically significant at 1 percent level, ** denotes a statistically significant at a 5 percent level. *
denotes a statistically significant at 10 percent level

5.3 Technological Innovation Equation
The study estimated various factors that affect the productivity of technological innovations using the Probit
model. Estimated results show that considering the total sample, R&D intensity increases the likelihood of
productivity in product innovation or process innovation (see Table 4). The results show that the effects of R&D
intensity are statistically significant on innovation output. R&D intensity impacts about 1.049 for manufacturing,
and it reported an impact of about 0.322 for service firms. This result confirms those by Crespi and Zúñiga (2010),
Griffith et al. (2006), and Raffo, Lhuillery & Miotti (2008). It indicates that firms with higher R&D intensity per
employee are more likely to introduce at least one product or process innovation. Surprisingly, comparison
between Knowledge Intensive Services (KIBS) and other service businesses. This study found that the innovation
output in KIBS was statistically lower than non-KIBS. The KIBs in Thailand that focus more on marketing
innovation without technology development may have lower productivity.
Foreign ownership is the determinant of technological innovation, but only for manufacturing firms.
Manufacturing firms with export experience in the service sector also have a higher R&D intensity measured by
expenditures. Manufacturing firms with export experience have, in general, more increased innovation output.
However, firms in the service sector did not confirm this result.
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Other factors positively correlated with the productivity of technological innovations include firm size,
exports, cooperation with various sectors (including local supplier, the parent firm, competitor, public research
institute, and university), Measures to support technology and innovation from NIA and NXPO, including
activities related to innovation, including the acquisition of machinery & software, Acquisition of external
knowledge, Training for innovative activities, the market introduction of innovations, and Design activities.
However, the factor that did not result in more significant innovation was being a multinational firm. Cooperation
with foreign suppliers, private non-profit, and professional associations
When considering innovation outputs between manufacturing and services, the study found cooperation with
parent firms and competitors, acquisition of external knowledge, market introduction of innovations, incentive
programs provided by BOI and NXPO. These factors have a more significant impact on the innovation output of
the service sector than the manufacturing sector. Our results show that public funds for innovation are essential
for innovation activities across manufacturing and services. An open innovation strategy plays a critical role in
innovation investment across all models in the services and manufacturing sectors. The findings support the idea
of open innovation and reaffirm the importance of non-R&D activities important to innovation in the service
sector. Our results are similar to studies by Tether (2005), Aboal & Garda (2016), and Fuentes et al. (2015).
Service firms that access market sources of information invest more in R&D and innovation activities than
firms that do not benefit from this particular source of information. Surprisingly, this result suggests that spillovers
from public data sources have a higher impact on service firms. To the extent that service firms can access free
general information, they will increase their investment in innovation. We can argue that firms in the service
sector will invest innovation intensity for obtained information.
Table 4: The estimation of the innovation equation

Dependent variable :
Technological
Innovation (dummy)
R&D intensity (%)
log (Labor)
FDI (dummy)

All sectors
Coef.

Manufacturing
P>|z|

0.718

***

0.00

0.034

***

-0.014

Coef.

Service
P>|z|

Coef.

P>|z|

1.049

***

0.00

0.322 **

0.03

0.00

0.036

***

0.00

0.025 ***

0.00

0.17

-0.020

*

0.10

0.010

0.64

Export (%)

0.055

***

0.00

0.059

***

0.00

0.012

0.65

Local suppliers (dummy)
Foreign suppliers
(dummy)

0.051

***

0.00

0.052

***

0.00

0.048 ***

0.00

0.91

0.013

Parent company (dummy)
Private non-profit
(dummy)

0.028

0.00

0.027

0.85

-0.013

***

0.00

0.046

*

0.06

-0.030

0.050

***

0.00

0.061

***

0.00

0.027 **

0.02

0.107

***

0.00

0.089

***

0.00

0.138 ***

0.00

0.037

***

0.00

0.047

***

0.00

0.016

0.16

Competitors (dummy)
Professional associations
(dummy)
Acquisition of machinery
& software (dummy)
Acquisition of external
knowledge (dummy)
Training for innovative
activities (dummy)

0.001
***

-0.003
0.052
-0.031
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**

***

0.31

-0.034 *

0.10

0.02

0.036 *

0.05

0.44

0.033

0.19

0.01

0.057 **

0.01

0.12

-0.032

0.32
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Dependent variable :
Technological
Innovation (dummy)
Market introduction of
innovations (dummy)
Design activities
(dummy)

All sectors
Coef.

Manufacturing
P>|z|

Coef.

Service
P>|z|

Coef.

P>|z|

0.061

***

0.00

0.053

***

0.00

0.073 ***

0.00

0.226

***

0.00

0.228

***

0.00

0.216 ***

0.00

0.24

0.003

0.79

0.042 **

0.03

BOI (dummy)

0.011

NIA (dummy)

0.096

***

0.00

0.102

***

0.00

0.084 **

0.05

NXPO (dummy)
Cooperation with PRIs
(dummy)
Cooperation with
universities (dummy)

0.149

***

0.00

0.090

**

0.04

0.283 ***

0.00

0.109

***

0.00

0.113

***

0.00

0.098 ***

0.00

0.085

***

0.00

0.085

***

0.00

0.085 ***

0.00

KIBS (dummy)
The number of obs.

-0.045 **
22,696

15,982

0.03
6,714

Wald chi2

2377.09

1711.17

620.27

Prob > chi2

0.0000***

0.0000***

0.0000***

Source: Author’s analysis based on RDI survey from 2011 to 2018
Note:
*** denotes a statistically significant at a 1 percent level, ** denotes a statistically significant at a 5 percent level, *
denotes a statistically significant at 10 percent level

5.4 Labor Productivity Equation
This study estimated the linkage of technological innovation productivity to productivity using the 2SLS
model (see Table 5). This study found no problems: over-identification and weak Instrument of the model.
Our results show that innovation output has a significant and positive impact on a firm's productivity for
both services and manufacturing firms. However, differences arrive in terms of the impact. Service firms seem to
grasp more benefits from innovation output to increase their productivity. Technological innovation has a more
powerful effect on fostering productivity in service firms than in manufacturing firms.
Surprisingly, our results show a negative impact of non-technological innovation on firm productivity in
both services and manufacturing sectors. Contrast with previous studies that point to the existence of
complementarities between technological and non-technological innovation that foster firm productivity (See
Fuentes et al., (2015).
Firm size is an essential determinant of firm productivity. Our result suggests that smaller firms have higher
productivity measured in terms of revenues per employee. Our result is similar to those by Fuentes et al. (2015),
which suggests that smaller firms might have more flexibility to introduce changes needed in a changing
environment, thus positively affecting their productivity. Other factors that positively affect productivity are
capital and firm age.
When comparing the manufacturing and service sectors, the study found that technological innovation
produces more productivity in the service sector than in the manufacturing sector. These findings differ from
Tether (2005) and Aboal & Garda (2016), which found that non-technological innovation is essential to
productivity in the service sector, mainly traditional service businesses. This fact may partly be because most of
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the Thai service sector is traditional. They are SMEs who do not focus on technology but use low-skilled labor to
provide services. The study also found that being a very old (experienced) entity increased productivity.
R&D investment in the manufacturing sector will generate more productivity gains than in the service sector.
Service innovations cost less to develop, which is an opportunity for service providers, especially SMEs. We also
found that KIBS has higher productivity than other businesses in the service sector.
Other factors such as R&D investment to revenue, headcount, exports, acquisition of machinery & software,
training for innovative activities, design activities, incentive programs provided by NIA, and Cooperation with
PRIs will affect productivity and innovation in the manufacturing sector rather than the service sector.
Cooperation with universities and local suppliers has a different effect on innovation in the manufacturing and
service sectors.
In sum, our results show that the effects of technological innovation and R&D intensity on innovation output
and productivity are statistically significant for services and manufacturing. The results did not show a difference
in terms of significance between manufacturing and services. Surprisingly, technological innovation and R&D
intensity have a higher impact on the complete service sample than for manufacturing firms. These results indicate
that service firms can benefit from their investment in innovation and R&D activities when it comes to innovation
output and productivity.
Table 5: The estimation of the labor productivity equation

Dependent variable :
log
(Revenue/Labor)
Technological
Innovation (dummy)
Non-technological
Innovation (dummy)

0.471

***

0.000

0.407

***

0.000

0.429

-0.074

***

0.000

-0.070

***

0.000

log (Labor)

-0.668

***

0.000

-0.667

***

0.000

log (Capital)

0.370

***

0.000

0.422

***

log (Age)

0.043

***

0.000

0.054

***

All sectors
Coef.

Manufacturing
P>|z|

Coef.

Service

P>|z|

Wald chi2
Prob > chi2

P>|z|
***

0.001

-0.041

*

0.071

-0.677

***

0.000

0.000

0.284

***

0.000

0.000

0.037

*

0.082

0.130

***

0.002

KIBS (dummy)
The number of obs.

Coef.

22,626

15,934

6,692

11141.07

8561.52

3378.55

0.000

0.000

0.000

Source: Author’s analysis based on RDI survey in 2014
Note:
*** denotes a statistically significant at a 1 percent level, ** denotes a statistically significant at a 5 percent level, *
denotes a statistically significant at 10 percent level

6 CONCLUSION
This study investigates the determining factor of research and development (R&D) and the impacts of R&D
on firms' innovation performance and productivity. This study analyzes the data from Thailand R&D/Innovation
Survey 2011-2018 and applies a structural model that describes the link between R&D expenditure, innovation
output, and productivity. The results from the CDM model on innovation determinants and the impact of
innovation on productivity show that innovation intensity has a substantial effect on the innovation output, and
innovation output also demonstrates a high impact on a firm's productivity. These results are consistent with those
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by Crépon, Duguet, and Mairesse (1998) and Crespi and Zúñiga (2010), Fuentes et al., (2015), as firms that invest
more in R&D and innovation activity and having more R&D intensity will have a higher propensity to produce
innovations. Those firms also show a higher productivity performance.
This study highlights the importance of promoting R&D activities and innovation as the basis for improved
productivity of service firms in Thailand. This study also highlights some differences in R&D activities and
innovations between the service sector and the manufacturing industry.
The policy recommendations are as follows. Firstly, our findings show that the firms' resource base is vital
for innovation. Therefore, the government should promote supply-side measures for service innovation, such as
increasing money. Research and development people should increase the efficiency of R&D in the government
research units and motivate the R&D investment in the private sector. The government should use demand
measures to boost technology development in service businesses. Moreover, service firms are small and lacking
resources, so the government should promote open innovation by encouraging the exchange of knowledge in
various forms of cooperation and promoting a robust service innovation system.
Second, the driving forces of service innovation are the firms’ executives' intention to innovate. Competition
and integration as part of the global service value chain will force domestic firms to develop innovation and
improve productivity. Therefore, the government should promote competition in the service sector. Liberalizing
services sector markets would strengthen the competitiveness of the services sectors and boost productivity not
only in the service sector but also in manufacturing sector that relies on these services as input (OECD, 2020).
Third, there is a link between R&D activities, service innovation, and productivity, so if Thailand wants to
promote innovation in the service sector, the government should encourage R&D activities in the service sector.
R&D activities in the service sector are different from the industry. Technological innovation plays a vital role in
increasing the productivity of the service sector. The Thai government should not promote non-technological
innovation activity alone. R&D activities are not the only focus of innovation policies in the service sector. Tax
incentives for encouraging R&D are more difficult to use for small service firms and favors large-scale, capitalintensive manufacturing firms. Thai governments should have a broader definition of promoted research and
development activities. The government should also promote non-R&D technology development activities.
Finally, this study has several limitations, such as the underutilization of panel data that can better analyze
the drivers for innovation and its effect on innovation output and productivity. Moreover, this study explores the
differences between only service and manufacturing sectors. Further study should classify subsectors to KIBS
and traditional service sector and hi-tech and low-tech manufacturing sectors.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Variable
Dependent Variables
R&D decision
(dummy)

R&D intensity

Technological
innovation (dummy)

Income/Labor
Independent
Variables
Labor
FDI (dummy)

Export

Patent (dummy)

Age
Market share

Local suppliers
(dummy)
Foreign suppliers
(dummy)
Parent company
(dummy)
Private non-profit
(dummy)
Competitors
(dummy)

Description

Obs.

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

A dummy that
equals 1 if the firm
decided to carry out
R&D activities
A proportion of
R&D spending to
revenue
A dummy that
equals 1 if the firm
performs product or
process innovation
A proportion of
income to labor

35,455

0.34

0.47

0

1

34,634

0.01

0.05

0

0.88

25,988

0.30

0.46

0

1

33,750

3.57E+07

5.06E+09

0

9.29E+11

The number of
employees
A dummy that
equals 1 if the firm
has more than 50
percent of foreign
investment
A proportion of
export to total
revenue
A dummy that
equals 1 if the firm
has at least one
patent
Firm age
The percentage of a
market's total sales,
that is earned by a
particular company
over a specified time
period
The importance for
the cooperation with
"local suppliers"
The importance for
the cooperation with
"foreign suppliers"
The importance for
the cooperation with
"parent company"
The importance for
the cooperation with
"private non-profit"
The importance for
the cooperation with
"competitors"

34,373

361.90

1306.81

1

70000

35,379

0.16

0.37

0

1

35,455

0.19

0.31

0

1

35,455

0.13

0.34

0

1

35,328
34,790

20.67
0.01

11.75
0.04

1
1.24E11

208
0.99

35,455

0.20

0.40

0

1

35,455

0.13

0.34

0

1

35,455

0.12

0.33

0

1

35,455

0.05

0.22

0

1

35,455

0.06

0.24

0

1
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Variable
Professional
associations
(dummy)
Acquisition of
machinery&software
(dummy)

Acquisition of
external knowledge
(dummy)

Training for
innovative activities
(dummy)

Market introduction
of innovations
(dummy)

Design activities
(dummy)

BOI (dummy)

Description
The importance for
the cooperation with
"professional
associations"
Acquisition of
machinery,
equipment
(including computer
hardware), and
software for
improving new
product or process
Acquisition of other
external knowledge
(purchase or
licensing of patents
and non-patented
inventions, knowhow, and other types
of knowledge from
other enterprises or
organizations
including
consultants) for
improving new
products or
processes
Training for
innovative activities
(internal or external
training for your
personnel
specifically related
to the development
of innovation)
Market introduction
of innovations
including market
research, changes to
marketing methods,
and launch
advertising and
branding
development
Design activities for
the development or
implementation of
new or improved
goods, services or
processes
Services provided by
BOI

Obs.
35,455

Mean
0.05

Std. Dev.
0.22

25,988

0.37

25,988

Min

Max
0

1

0.48

0

1

0.09

0.29

0

1

25,988

0.33

0.47

0

1

25,988

0.19

0.39

0

1

25,988

0.15

0.35

0

1

35,455

0.14

0.34

0

1
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Variable
NIA (dummy)
NXPO (dummy)
Cooperation with
PRIs (dummy)

Cooperation with
universities
(dummy)

Non-technological
innovation (dummy)

Capital (Baht)

Description
Services provided by
NIA
Services provided by
NXPO
A dummy that
equals to 1 if the
firm cooperate with
PRI (ex. conduct
joint research
projects, use of
licensed
technologies, use of
analytical and
testing services etc.)
A dummy that
equals to 1 if the
firm cooperate with
university (ex.
conduct joint
research projects,
use of licensed
technologies, use of
analytical and
testing services etc.)
A dummy that
equals 1 if the firm
performs
organizational or
marketing
innovation
Capital

Obs.
35,455

Mean
0.02

Std. Dev.
0.13

Min
0

Max
1

35,455

0.01

0.07

0

1

35,455

0.15

0.35

0

1

35,455

0.09

0.29

0

1

25,988

0.68

0.47

0

1

35,393

7.17E+08

2.95E+10

10,000

4.86E+12
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Source: Author's analysis based on RDI survey in 2011-2018
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Abstract
The electric vehicle industries in several Asian countries are included in an emerging category. These
industries generally have the characteristics of being driven by new technologies, market uncertainty, and weak
industrialization systems. Investigating the characteristics and factors that influence people's intention to buy
electric vehicles (EV) is an action of technology management to determine the required customer services. This
study investigates the factors that influence consumers' intention to purchase an EV using the extended Theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB). This paper uses the Meta-Analytic Structural Equation Modeling (MASEM)
approach and focuses on cases in Asian countries. We conducted a systematic search of the Scopus, Web of
Science, and IEEE databases in the last ten years between 2012 – 2021, then prepared the dataset following the
PRISMA statement. There are 11 articles included in this study. The paper finds that attitude is the most prominent
motivation for Asian customers to buy EVs. This study provides new insights into a model for the initial
management and services policy development as consumers in Asian countries face emerging technologies that
change new mobility paradigms.
.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Technology management is required to align one's use of technology with one's values and
goals' (Tammelin & Alakärppä, 2021). Understanding the motivations that influence the use of
technology is useful for planning the services to potential customers to strengthen the market.
Likewise, the electric vehicle (EV) market, which is still in its early stages of development,
especially in several developing countries in Asia, needs to be managed for good service planning
to strengthen the market. The strong EV market is beneficial for strengthening the EV industry in
several developing Asian countries and positively impacts environmental friendliness, long-term
economic benefits, and the growth of innovative features in the technology.
Many studies using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) have been carried out to investigate the
various motivations influencing consumers' intentions to buy EVs. These studies commonly used a
limited number of respondents (less than 500 respondents). Actually, integrating several studies will
produce research with a more significant number of respondents. The approach is known as the metaanalytic SEM (MASEM). It is a quantitative research design that systematically assesses previous
studies. This method has several advantages, such as being more objective in reviewing previous
research, assessing the strength of research evidence, increasing the accuracy of conclusions, resolving
the contradictive results among researchers, and generating new hypotheses (Haidich, 2010). The
growth of meta-analytic studies (also called a quantitative literature review) using secondary data is
remarkable. It is due to the availability of many methodological options, besides having important
implications in terms of meta-analytic results and contributing to the theory and application.
Presumably, this approach will become more popular as practitioners and researchers seek more costeffective but credible sources, guidelines and tools for evidence-based research design (Aguinis et al.,
2011).
Based on the best of authors' knowledge, research with the MASEM method to measure the factors
that encourage potential consumers to purchase EVs is still missing. It is time to integrate the research
considering that SEM research on EVs has been carried out since 2013. In order to fill in the gap, this
paper aims to apply Meta-Analytic Structural Equation Modelling (MASEM) to identify significant
motivations of consumer intention to purchase EVs in several Asian countries. This study focuses on
the advanced version of the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) on SEM approach-based electric
vehicles development, developed over ten years. The TPB is a psychological theory that discusses the
relationship between a person's beliefs and behavior. The second objective of this paper is the
implementation of the two-stage approach developed by Cheung and Chan (2005) by building a
composite correlation matrix based on the path coefficients ( values). This paper used the beta values
instead to build a composite correlation matrix, considering that most of the papers on the datasets
present this value.
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES
2.1 Theory of Planned Behavior
In the human behavior context, the intention or desire for something influences a person's
decision, ultimately resulting in an action. Human behavior designs each activity to achieve particular
desires or intentions within a certain period. Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) is a theory that
describes the intention into action developed by Ajzen (1985). In TPB, three interrelated variables
perform the intention and become a behavior to achieve what is planned in the intention. These
variables are attitude toward the behavior, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control.
In general, attitude is defined as something that is shown by someone as respect for whom people
might interact, for example, to organizations and institutions (churches, public housing, and student
government). It can also be to a person (a Black person, a fellow student) or minority groups (Blacks,
Jews, Catholics) (Ajzen, 1991). Meanwhile, social norms called subjective norms by Ajzen (1991) are
social pressures that influence decision-making in carrying out behavior. Normative beliefs about
whether most people think in the cultural context about the behavior relate to the individual’s decision
to engage the behavior (Ajzen, 1985). Next, perceived behavioral control measures the expected
process control of individuals when participating in a behavior. It defines a person's perception of the
ease or difficulty of performing the behavior of interest. Perceived behavioral control varies across
situations and actions, which results in a person having varying perceptions of behavioral control
depending on the situation (Ajzen, 1985). Perceived behavior control represents the individual’s
perception of the difficulty of performing a particular behavior (Kraft et al., 2005). It refers to a
customer's perception of the ease or difficulty of performing in purchasing electric vehicles. Depends
on the situations and actions individual’s perceptions of behavioral, the more resources and
opportunities the individual thinks he has, the stronger the perceived behavior control will be (Yan et
al., 2019).
The TPB has been used in many behaviors and intentions, including new technology adoption
such as electric vehicles. The TPB determines behavioral achievement based on cognitive ability in
the electric vehicles purchase intention. The development of TPB in the study of the potential
consumers of electric vehicles consists of three fundamental variables of this theory (Ajzen et al.,
2011). The adoption of TPB to build a framework for studying the intention to buy electric cars has
been carried out in various countries such as China, Taiwan, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Thailand.
Table 1 shows the various ways of adopting TPB in electric vehicles purchase intention.
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Table 1: TPB adoption in Electric Vehicle Purchase Intention of customers.
Author
Research Aim
TPB adoption
Afroz et al.
This paper examines
The study added components
(2015a)
whether attitudes towards
of TPB from two to five in
electric vehicles (ATEVs),
designing and developing a
subjective norms (SNs) and
questionnaire. The Study
perceived behavioral
adopted TPB with extension
control (PBC) have
in Attitude variable
significant associations
with consumer purchase
Two attitudinal variables
intention (PI) and the
were considered in this
purchase behavior of
model, namely individual
environmentally friendly
consequences (ICs) and
vehicles (EFVs).
environmental consequences
(ECs) adopted from Ramayah
et al. (2010).
Afroz et al.
To examine how attitudes
In this model, the variables
(2015b)
as measured by
are set in a ‘values–attitude–
environment consequences
purchase intention’ format.
and individual
Values are represented by
consequences are related to
self-transcendence (SVN),
environmentally responsible conservation (CVN) and selfpurchase intention of
enhancement values (SEVN).
electronic vehicles.
While attitudes consist of two
dimensions, attitudes towards
ECNs and attitude towards
ICNs of purchasing an EVs
that is represented by PIN.

Determinants
Added to the framework
Environmental
consequences (EC)
Individual consequences
(IC) TPB
Attitude towards EV
Subjective norms (SNs)
Perceived behavior
control (PBC)
Purchase intention (PIN)
Purchase behavior (PB)

Values format:
Self-transcendence value
(SVN)
Conservation values
(CVN)
Self-enhancement values
(SVEN)
-

-

Wang et al.
(2017)

Ng et al.
(2018)

To investigate the situation
in seven Chinese
geographical regions and 22
Provinces and to analyze
the factors affecting the new
energy vehicles (NEV)
purchasing intentions of
residents.

An extended TPB model is
used in this work to account
for the willingness of citizens
to purchase NEVs in China.
The existing theory on
consumer behavior provides a
support basis for consumer
preference research.

To develop a model to
identify relationships
between perceived values,
green attitudes,
normative factors, and selfexpressive benefits and
purchase intention of EVs

Measuring consumers'
environmental concern and
financial benefit consideration
which embodies the
consumers' attitude in TPB
model. Measuring preferential
policies which can be
regarded as subjective norms;
and measuring consumers'
perceived infrastructure
readiness and vehicles'
cruising range, which is in
line with perceived control.
Propose a model
integrating attitudinal factors,
normative factors and selfcontrol to explain the
purchase of electric vehicles
(EVs) by consumers. Adopted
different theoretical
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Attitude format:
Environmental
consequences (ECN)
Individual consequences
(ICN)
Purchase format:
Purchase intention (PIN)

Attitude
Environmental concern
Financial benefit
Subjective norms
Policy privilege
Perceived behavior control
Infrastructure readiness
Cruising range

-

Perceived value
Environmental concern
Trust
Personal norms
Self-expressive benefits
Responsive efficacy
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Author

Chen et al.
(2019)

Xu et al.
(2019)

Yan et al.
(2019)

Tu & Yang
(2019)

Research Aim

To explore the influence of
supportive policy, price
factor, functional value and
service value on consumer
purchase intentions of new
energy vehicles, based on
the theory of customer
perceived value. How does
Chinese socio-culture
(fragile and mianzi) affect
consumer behavior in
purchasing electric vehicles.

This study aims to
contribute toward
streamlining marketing and
planning activities to
introduce strategic policies
that stimulate the
purchase and use of BEVs.

To promote the further
development of electric cars
in China, this paper based
on the TPB theoretical
research framework,
investigates potential
consumers in typical areas
of Beijing and collects a
large amount of data
through the design of paper
and electronic
questionnaires.
This paper establishes a
theoretical framework based
on the theory of planned
behavior (TPB), technology
acceptance model (TAM)
and Innovation Diffusion
Theory (IDT), and explores
the key factors influencing
consumers’ purchase of
electric vehicles.
.

TPB adoption
perspectives with which to
predict environmental
behaviors, including the TPB
and the norm-activation
model.
Cognitive behavior adopted
from TPB and combining
socio-cultural elements in
Chinese culture (mianzi and
fragile) incorporating socioculture elements into
cognitive behavior models.
The Price factor, functional
quality, and service quality
become customer perceived
value which is the basis for
intention assessment as an
attitude toward behavior.
This study considers the
nature of human behavior by
extending the TPB model to
identify its predictors, as well
as its non-linear relationship
with customers’ purchase
intention. TPB can be
developed by discussing new
variables such as
environmental performance,
price value, non-monetary
incentive policy (NMIP) and
monetary incentive policy
(MIP) measures that influence
consumers’ purchase
intention.
The determinants of TPB
have positive and negative
attributes. Attitude has
positive and negative
attributes meanwhile social
norms and perceived behavior
control variables have just
only positive attributes.

Integrating TPB with other
theories and dividing the
theoretical framework of the
factors influencing
consumers’ intention of
purchasing electric vehicles
into first-order dimensions
(perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use,
compatibility, personal
innovativeness, interpersonal
influence, external influence,
attitude towards behavior,
subjective norm, self-control
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-

Determinants
Willingness to pay
Purchase intention

Customer perceived value
(attitude towards behavior):
Price factor
Functional quality
Service quality
Socio norms:
Mianzi
Fragile
Purchase intention

TPB:
Attitude
Social norms
Perceived behavior
control
Extended TPB variable:
Environmental
performance
Price value
Non-monetary Incentive
Policy
Monetary Policy
Positive attributes
Attitude
Subjective norms
Perceived control
behavior
Negative attribute
Attitude

First order
TAM
Perceived usefulness
Perceived ease of use
IDT
Compatibility
Personal innovativeness
a Extended TPB
(Subjective norm)
Interpersonal influence
External influenceTPB
Attitude towards
behavior
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Author

Research Aim

TPB adoption
ability, and behavioral
intention) and second-order
dimensions (self-efficacy,
facilitating conditions, and
perceived behavioral control).

-

Determinants
Subjective norm
Behavioral intention
Second order
Self-efficacy
Facilitating condition
Perceived behavioral
control

Promphat
&
Deebhijar
(2019)

To examine the direct and
indirect effects of attitude,
external environment,
marketing mix, subjective
norms, and customer
perception on purchase
intentions.

The external environment
exerts a social forces strong
enough to form an attitudinal
precursor to purchasing
intention (Ajzen, 1991).
Marketing mix refers to the
multiple processes involved
in promoting and selling and
augmenting and sustaining
the presence of a product. As
a tool (Kotler & Keller, 2006)

Huang &
Ge (2019)

This study introduced
consumer cognitive status,
product perception,
and incentive policy
measures (non-monetary
incentive policy measures
and monetary incentive
policy measures) to build a
purchase intention influence
mechanism model for EVs

Wang et al.
(2021)

Integrates incentive policy
perceptions and consumer
social attributes into the
research model to analyze
purchase intention. The
model constructs a
“perception-attitudebehavior” research
framework for analyzing
the influence of these
factors on consumers’ BEV
attitudes and purchase
intentions.

This study adds consumers’
Attitude
cognition status of EVs and
Subject norm
related incentive policy measures, Perceived behavioral
consumers’ perception and
control
evaluation of EV product
Cognitive status
attributes, and EV-related
Purchase intention
incentive policy measures based
Product perception
on the TPB. Cognition status
Non-monetary incentive
refers to consumers’ knowledge
policy measures
about EVs and related EV
- Monetary incentive
incentive policy measures.
policy measures
Product perception, in this case,
refers to consumers’ subjective
psychological evaluation of
specific product attributes of EV.
To explore the impact of different
types of policy measures on
consumers’ purchase intention
towards EV, divide incentive
policy measures into nonmonetary incentive policy
measures and monetary incentive
policy measures.
Built theoretical models based Incentive policy perceptions
on TPB, and design research
Perceptions of financial
frameworks that consider
policies
consumer’s policy
Perceptions of
perceptions to discover which
information provision
policies are effective and
policies
why. According to TPB,
Perceptions of
incentive policies involve
convenience policies
actual benefits provided to
consumers by the government Consumer social attributes
(Wang et al., 2017)
Environmental concern
-
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External environment
Marketing mix
Customer perception
Attitude
Subjective norms

Social norms
Face consciousness
Attitudes towards BEVs
Purchase Intention BEVs
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2.2 Hypothesis
Based on the expanded TPB model, the following is a description of this papers’ hypothesis.
Attitude (ATT)
Attitude (ATT) is defined as an individual's overall evaluation of participating in a particular
behavior. In the TPB framework, this variable has a significant influence on purchase intention.
However, based on the SEM test in the previous studies, this variable has a different level of
significance. It is reported that attitude is an important variable that affects purchase intention (Afroz
et al., 2015b; Huang & Ge, 2019; Tu & Yang, 2019; Wang et al., 2021; Yan et al., 2019). Therefore,
this paper makes the following assumption.
H1: Consumer’s attitude has a significant and positive effect on their intention topurchase EV
Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC)
Similar to the attitude variable, the variable of Perceived Behavioral Control (PBC) is included
in the TPB framework that significantly influences purchase intention. According to Huang and Ge
(2019); Xu et al. (2019), this variable was the most crucial variable influencing the purchase intention
of EVs. The variable also has a prominent effect on purchasing intention (Afroz et al., 2015b; Yan et
al., 2019). Then this study composes an assumption as follow.
H2: Perceived Behavioural Control has a significant and positive effect on their intention to
purchase EV
Subject Norm (SN)
It is one of the independent variables with a significant and positive relationship with the strength
of belief and motivation in influencing EV purchase intention. Subject norm is also one of the
behavioral controls perceived by predictors and consumer confidence in the brand. In Chinese culture,
the subject norm is not only influenced buying behavior, but also influences image values, so it is
considered a factor to give a good impression in the perception of essential people in their social circle
(Xu et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2019). The consumer's subject norm on EV has a significant positive effect
on purchase intention. However, EV's personal innovation and consumer's interpersonal influence did
not positively impact the subject's norms (Tu & Yang, 2019). Variable subject norm refers to the
various processes involved in promoting and selling and adding and maintaining the existence of a
product as a tool (Promphat & Deebhijarn, 2019). The subject norm that influences purchase intention
is closely related to alternative variables such as fuel efficiency, fuel consumption (convenience of
recycling or battery charging), vehicle comfort and budget (Afroz et al., 2015b). Therefore, it is
concluded that:
H3: Subject norm has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase EV
Perceived Value (PV)
Perceived value is also one of the key factors that positively and significantly affect purchasing
EVs. Consumers will tend to make purchases if they feel they can get many benefits from that product,
also depending on perceived quality, maintenance services and equipment such as charging stations
(Afroz et al., 2015a; Ng et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2021). Several variables that can measure perceived
value are demographic variables such as age, gender, education level, income, and car ownership in a
household. The level of convenience or difficulty felt by consumers regarding product ownership also
greatly influences perceived value (Chen et al., 2019; Huang & Ge, 2019; Promphat & Deebhijarn,
2019; Tu & Yang, 2019). From this discussion, it can be concluded:
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H4: Perceived Value has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase EV
Environmental Concern (EC)
Environmental concern (EC) is a general understanding and awareness of environmental
problems such as temperature changes, air pollution, and the international energy crisis, and the
problem of motor vehicle pollution that has become a global problem (Afroz et al., 2015a; Ng et al.,
2018). The variable contributes to environmental sustainability, promotes reducing environmental
pollution, and is vital to save natural resources (Xu et al., 2019). Environmental concern affects
purchase intention positively on BEVs (Wang et al., 2021). Environmental concern is one of the good
factors used to promote NEV's purchase (Wang et al., 2017). Overall, the paragraph above concludes
that:
H5: Environmental concern has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase
EV
Incentive policy measures (IPM)
Incentive policy measures (IPM) is a perception of financial incentive policy, Perception of
information provision policy, Perception of convenience policy. Which is one of the key factors in
influencing the intention to purchase BEV (Wang et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2019). The incentive policy
consists of non-monetary incentive policy (NMIP) and monetary incentive police (MIP). Both have a
positive effect on BEV attitude and purchase intention. The variable of NMIP is separate allocations
of BEVs license plates, abolish traffic restrictions on BEVs, implement the right to use bus lanes. The
variable of MIP is implement purchase subsidy for BEVs, increase the allowable loan amounts for
purchasing BEVs, implement tax exemption policy for the purchase of BEVs, provide preferential
insurance policy for the purchase of BEVs (Chen et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2019). This
explanation concludes that:
H6: Incentive policy measures has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase
EV
Charging Infrastructure (CI)
Charging infrastructure is a construction that plays an important role in the popularization of
electric vehicles, so it is very positive influential on purchase intention (Wang et al., 2017). Charging
infrastructure should be provided and supported by the government so that it can be promoted to the
private sector (Huang & Ge, 2019). The perfection of NEV charging infrastructure is supported by
several variables such as charging stations, battery stations, charging stations and ventilation stations
(Wang et al., 2017).
H7: Charging infrastructure measures has a significant and positive effect on their intention to
purchase EV
Financial Benefit (FB)
Financial benefit is a consideration for companies to increase savings for consumers to reduce
usage costs, such as providing new energy car battery rental, replacement, fast/slow charging, and
other services. So that consumers feel they are getting real financial benefits by buying new energy
vehicles (Chen et al., 2019). Significantly influences purchase Intention for NEV, it is also a privilege
for consumers, and Policies significantly affects Environmental Awareness for its consumers (Wang
et al., 2017). The variables that can be used for financial benefits is supportive policy, price factor,
functional value/quality, service quality, frugality, concept of “mianzi”, psychology concept of
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“mianzi” (Chen et al., 2019). From this paragraph the concluded is.
H8: Financial benefit measures has a significant and positive effect on their intention to
purchase EV
Willingness to pay a premium (WTP)
Willingness to pay (WTP) is a significant and positive relationship between consumers and AV
purchase intentions, so that consumers are willing to pay a premium to buy EVs. The variables
underlying WTP are, environmental concern (green energy), perceived value of EV, self-expression
benefits, personal norms, responsiveness efficacy, trustworthiness, price-premium, and location of the
cars. The premium price for an EV depends on the location of the car due to its striking green
environmental conservation status. Because people who live in a green environment are looking for
status so they dare to pay a high premium, while people who are outside a green environment will not
dare to pay expensive (Ng et al., 2018; Thananusak et al., 2017). Therefore:
H9: Willingness to pay has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase EV
External environment (EE)
External environment is directly related to the purchase intention of EPV among drivers, it also
brings a further prospect to influence purchase intention indirectly, such as through one's attitude
towards the product. The external environment is also very helpful in developing a person's subjective
or attitude in supporting or not supporting EPV, based on a person's general evaluation of the vehicle
(for example, as an energy efficient, environmentally friendly, and economically and socially
beneficial technology). External environmental variables consist of macro-level political, economic,
socio-cultural, and technological factors (Promphat & Deebhijarn, 2019). From this paragraph, it is
concluded that:
H10: External environment has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase
EV
Marketing mix (MM)
Marketing mix is the multiple processes involved in promoting and selling, as well as adding and
maintaining a product's presence. Which purpose to communicate effectively a series of coherent
messages in various ways to build a product, such as EPV, as an asset and a needed. So that it makes
other people want to buy the product. Thus the marketing mix is indirectly related to a person's
purchase intention which is influenced by attitude of EPV between drivers. The marketing mix
variables consist of product, price, place (how the product will be distributed), and promotion
(marketing communication strategy) (Promphat & Deebhijarn, 2019). Thus it is can be concluded that.
H11: Marketing mix has a significant and positive effect on their intention to purchase EV

3 METHODOLOGY
We use the meta-analytic structural equation modeling (MASEM) method to test our theoretical
model. MASEM is a statistical technique to fit hypothesized models on sets of variables from multiple
independent studies (Cheung 2015, 2019, 2021). MASEM combines the strengths of meta-analysis
(systematic synthesis of study-results) and structural equation modeling (SEM; fitting models with
intricate relations between observed and latent variables) (Cheung, 2021). Compared to the primary
study, MASEM has several advantages such as increasing the number of samples, thereby
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strengthening the statistical power and increasing accuracy by correcting the sampling errors
(Montazemi & Qahri-Saremi, 2015).

3.1 Data collection
We collected papers from database of Scopus, Web of Science (WoS), and IEEE Access in June
2021. Table 1 shows the searching strategy for each database. Briefly, we searched with the terms of
‘structural equation modelling’ and‘electric vehicles’ in the title, abstract, and keywords. This study
determined the following criteria: published in 2012-2021; affiliated Asian countries based on United
Nations Statistics Division (UNSD) (UNSTAT, 2021); and English language articles only.
Table 2: Search Result.
Database
Query Details Terms
Scopus
TITLE-ABS-KEY (‘structural’ AND ‘equation’ AND ‘modelling’
OR ‘sem’) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (‘electric’ AND ‘vehicles’)
WoS
(AB=('structural equation modelling') AND AB='electric vehicles')
IEEE Access
("Abstract":'Structural equation modelling') AND
("Abstract":'electric vehicles')
Total

Number of articles
94
37
8
139

Figure 1 shows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta- Analyses
(PRISMA), a guideline aimed at standardizing the writing of systematic review (Selcuk, 2019). The
process begins by removing the duplicate articles, then selecting the appropriate paper by reading title
and abstract. The criteria of next selections are the suitability of the dependent variable, namely
Purchasing Intention (PI) and the availability of path correlation by reading the full paper. Then we
collect 40 constructs that have a significant and positive effect on purchase intention. Furthermore, the
researcher merged the variables that were considered to have the same definition, so that 11 latent
variables were obtained.

3.2 Data Analysis
The unit of analysis in this study is a paper discussing purchase intention using SEM. The input
is the path coefficient (standardized regression weight) or commonly called effect size. The paper
observed the relationship between Attitude (ATT) and Purchase Intention (PI), Perceived Behavior
Control (PBC) with Purchase Intention (PI), Subject Norm (SN) with Purchase Intention (PI),
Charging Infrastructure (CI) with Purchase Intention (PI), Environmental Concern (EC) with Purchase
Intention (PI), Financial Benefit (FB) with Purchase Intention (PI), External Environment (EE) with
Purchase Intention (PI), Marketing Mix (MM) with Purchase Intention (PI), Willingness To Pay A
Premium (WTP) with Purchase Intention (PI), Incentive Policy Measures (IPM) with Purchase
Intention (PI), and Perceived Value (PV) with Purchase Intention (PI). This paper tested the effect
sizes for homogeneity and estimated the combined of effect sizes.
This paper extracted the standard regression coefficient () to create a composite correlation
matrix. We applied a 2-stage structural equation modelling (TSSEM) method suggested by (Cheung
& Chan, 2005). The method consists of two stages. At the first stage, we tested the homogeneity of
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the effect size and estimated the Pooled Correlation Matrix. Then we fitted the SEM analysis at the
second stage. In this study, we use metaSEM package (Cheung, 2015) in R Software to estimates
combined effect size and fitted SEM test. In first stage, tsemm1() function with Generalized Least
Square (GLS) approach (Becker, 1992) is used to estimate the combined effect size by pooling
correlation matrices from 11 articles. After the matrices are pooled then we used it to second step of
MASEM, fitted SEM analysis, by calling tsemm2() function with interval type is likelihood-based CI
since the number of studies is relatively small. The steps and formula based on Cheung and Chan
(2005) are as follows.
Stage 1: Testing Homogeneity of the Correlation Matric and Estimating the Pooled
Correlation Matrix

G = G (1)T G ( 2)T  G ( K )T 


We plot the beta values from the study K into the following

T

The correlation vector can be expressed by assuming a linear combination of the correct correlation
vector and the sampling error, which is as follows:
r = G + e
T

r =  r (1)T r ( 2)T  r ( K )T 

 and e is a random error, then the estimated value using GLS is:
where

ˆ = ( GT −1G ) GT −1r
−1

 = diag (1) , ( 2) ,, ( K ) 
where
matrix of 𝜌̂ is:

and

( ).

( g ) =  r ( g )

The estimated asymptotic covariance

−1
Vˆ = ( GT −1G )

We used the following formula to test the homogeneity of all correlation matrices across K studies,
−1
QGLS = r T −1 − −1G ( GT −1G ) GT −1  r



If it is known that 𝑝(𝑔) is a vector 𝑝(𝑔) × 1 and Ʃ(𝑔) is the population covariance matrix
𝑝 × 𝑝(𝑔) in gth studies, where 𝑝(𝑔) is the number of observed variables. Note that 𝑝(𝑔) is equal to
p only if all the variables are shown in the study. Furthermore, with the choice matrix 𝑀(𝑔) of size
𝑝(𝑔) × 𝑝(𝑔) with values 0 and 1 corresponding to the elements, incomplete data that can be viewed
directly with the complete data.
(𝑔)

x( g ) = M ( g ) x

Stage 2: Fitting SEM
After the homogeneity test was carried out using the assumption of fixed effects or random
effects, an estimation of the combined correlation matrix r and the asymptotic covariance matrix V
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was carried out. The matrix was then used as a weight to calculate SEM. The main diagonal element
of the combined correlation matrix is the number 1.0, so the correlation structure is analyzed using the
following equation:
T
F ( ) = ( r* −  ( ) ) Vˆ −1 ( r* −  ( ) )

p =

p ( p − 1)

Screening

Identific
ation

2
Where r * and 𝜌(𝛾) are the 𝑝′ × 1 vector of
elements obtained by stringing out
the lower triangular elements, excluding the diagonals in the sample and the implied correlation
̂ is the 𝑝′ × 𝑝′ weight matrix estimated from the ﬁrst stage and
matrices R and 𝜌(𝛾), respectively. 𝑉
𝛾 is a structural parameter vector.

Records identified from:
- Scopus (n = 94 )
- WoS (n=37 )
- IEEE Access (n =8 )
Total (139)

Records after duplicate
removed (n = 112)

Included

Eligibili
ty

Abstract screened
(n =29 )

-

Full-text articles
assessed for eligibility (n =
11)

Reports excluded:
inappropriate topic (n =
83)

Reports excluded:
The dependent variable is
not Purchasing Intention
(n=15)
- Incomplete data for
analysis (n=2)
- not based on TPB (n=1)
-

Studies included in
MASEM
(n = 11)
Figure 1. PRISMA
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first step in MASEM is a homogeneity test for effect size. This homogeneity test is to
understand the effect size of literature, that is, homogeneous or heterogeneous. The proposed hypothesis
is as follows:

H 0 : ρ1 = ρ2 =

= ρ12

H1: At least one pair of correlation matrices is not equal

2

A hypothesis test is carried out by comparing the value of Q-statistics to that of tabel with the
degree of freedom of the number of samples minus the number of correlations. If the value of Qstatistics is greater than that of

2
tabel

, then H0 is rejected, means the effect size among literature is

not homogeneous. Conversely, if the value of Q-statistics is smaller than that of
not rejected, means the effect size among the literature is homogeneous.

2
tabel
, then H0 is

2

The homogeneity test shows that the obtained value of Q-statistics was 2121.301 with 5%,726
was 720.876, means rejecting H0. In other words, the effect size among literature was not
homogeneous. Thus, the combined effect size was carried out with an assumption of the random
effect. Table 3 shows the estimation results of the combined effect size. The result is the first stage
of MASEM which is then used as input on the SEM fitted test in the second stage.
Table 3: The results of the combined effect size estimation.
Correlation

Effect size

Attitude (ATT)<--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.167087827

Subject norm (SN) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.150473358

Perceived behavioral control <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.131974248

Charging infrastructure (CI) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.055546724

Environmental concern (EC) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

-0.032239633

Financial benefit (FB) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.057145961

External environment (EE) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.046191870

Marketing mix (MM) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.059914885

Willingness to pay a premium (WTP) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.008707501

Incentive policy measures (IPM) <--> Purchase intention (PI)

0.093154494

Perceived Value (PV) <--> Purchase intention (PI)
Source: R output

0.161928005

The results of SEM Fitted test showed that the model was feasible with Chi-Square value =
14.8419; RMSEA = 0.000; Probability = 1.000 and TL1 = -0.4856. These outputs indicated that in
general the hypothesized model are able to represent the facts in the field well. Thus, it was concluded
that the model could be acceptable to explain the phenomenon of Purchase Intention (PI) influenced by
the proposed variables. Table 4 provides the Goodness of Fit and Cut off Values.
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Table 4: Goodness of Fit and Cut off Values.
Criteria
Model
Evaluation Results
Chi-square
14.8419
Probabilitas Chi-square
RMSEA
TLI
Source: R output

1.000
0.000
-0.4856

Cut off Values

Description
Not Significant

 0.05
 0.08
 0.9

Not Significant
Good
Not Good

Table 5 presents the results of the causality test to show the causality confidence interval. If the
confidence interval does not pass zero (0) then the exogenous variable is declared to have a significant
effect on the endogenous variable. Conversely, if the confidence interval passes zero (0), then the
causality is not significant.
Table 5: The results of causality test.
Causality
Lower bound


Upper bound

Effect

Remarks

ATT → PI

0.0421544

0.0189128

0.0662303

Positive

Significant

SN → PI

-0.0070298

-0.0202802

0.0046027

Negative

Not significant

PBC → PI

-0.0019381

-0.0125483

0.0086873

Negative

Not significant

CI →PI

-0.0020347

-0.0133457

0.0092110

Negative

Not significant

EC → PI

-0.0018770

-0.0139454

0.0102271

Negative

Not significant

FB → PI

-0.0017384

-0.0149203

0.0113553

Negative

Not significant

EE → PI

-0.0018806

-0.0161342

0.0123473

Negative

Not significant

MM → PI

-0.0015712

-0.0174057

0.0142431

Negative

Not significant

WTP → PI

-0.0013536

-0.0196466

0.0168783

Negative

Not significant

IPM → PI

0.0028423

-0.0192914

0.0249793

Positive

Not significant

-0.0034287

-0.0350976

0.0280820

Negative

Not significant

PV → PI
Source: R output

The structural equation for purchase intention is as follows:

PI = 1 AT +  2 SN + 3 PBC +  4CI + 5 EC +  6 FB +  7 EE +

8 MM + 9WTP + 10 IPM + 11 PV

Based on the structural equation and confidence interval, Attitude (ATT) has a significant positive
effect on purchase intention (PI), with an estimated path coefficient of 0.0421544. This means that if
the ATT improves, the PI will increase significantly. Meanwhile, Incentive Policy Measures (IPM) is
not significant with an estimated path coefficient of 0.0028423 but has a positive effect to PI. The other
10 variables are declared insignificant and give a negative effect.
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4.1 Discussion
The application of TPB in research EVs has extended the theory from three main variables to 41
variables. This paper studies that the extension of the theory occurs over 10 years in the following ways.
-

-

-

Combining TPB with other theories or models into a new framework/model: This strategy
has been widely practiced during its 10 years of development in EVs researches. Afroz et al.
(2015b) adopted the questionnaires of TPB for Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
development. TPB was also combined with theory in Chinese culture to explore the influence
of that culture on the purchase intention of new energy vehicles (Chen et al., 2019). In addition,
TPB, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT) were
merged to explores the key factors influencing consumers’ purchase of EVs (Tu & Yang,
2019). Moreover, Ng et al. (2018) extended the TPB by combining this theory with the norm
activation model.
Extending the main variables: Among the three main variables, ATT seems to be the most
frequently expanded variable. Its expansion was included as attitudinal variables as shown by
(Afroz et al., 2015a; Promphat & Deebhijarn, 2019; Wang et al., 2021) and was represented by
other variables such as done by (Wang et al., 2017). Moreover, Wang et al. (2017) also
represented the variable of SN and PBC with other variables to extend TPB.
Adding new variables into the TPB model: This strategy is applied by (Huang & Ge, 2019;
Promphat & Deebhijarn, 2019; Xu et al., 2019).
Looking at the determinants in the TPB from different dimensions or attributes: Retesting the new variables that were not significant in previous studies by testing from a different
point of view (Wang et al., 2021).

The results showed that among the three core variables of TPB, only ATT is an important variable
affecting purchase intention, while the SN and PBC variables are not significant and had a negative
effect. Likewise Afroz et al. (2015a) stated that their result showed ATT as an important dimension for
the formation of purchase intentions, although the other two main variables SN and PBC also greatly
affect the purchase intentions. A number of studies have also failed to prove a significant positive
impact of subjective norms on the consumer purchase intentions. In addition, ATT and PBC are the
main factors that influence consumers' purchase intentions (Huang & Ge, 2019). Moreover, in many
TPB studies, subjective norms tend to have no significant effect on intention (La Barbera & Ajzen,
2020). Meanwhile, it was reported that PBC has a moderating role in the influence of ATT and SN on
intention (Ajzen, 2020; La Barbera & Ajzen, 2020). However, according to the authors, the direct effect
of PBC on purchase intention still needs to be investigated further, considering that this study only
supports one hypothesis, namely attitude (ATT).
This study also indicates that the variable of IPM is not significance but has a positive effect to PI.
This means that the better the incentive policy measures (IPM), the purchase intention will increase,
but the increase is not significant. Referring to previous studies with the primary data, extended
variables (CI, EC, FB, EE, MM. WTP, IPM, and PV) in TPB gave varied results. Nevertheless, the
measurement of the relationship between independent variables and PI seems to be influenced by
several things. Huang and Ge (2019) shows that the variable relationship is influenced by the domestic
conditions of each country. For example, the author explains that non-monetary incentive policies did
not pass the test using SEM. They linked the results with the survey results and the situation in the city
where the research was conducted. In addition, the variable relationship is also influenced by the
characteristics of the country's society, as stated by Afroz et al. (2015). They said that Malaysians may
feel not morally obligated to show purchase intentions towards EFs when they related the individual
consequences to the environment and PI. Moreover, traditional Chinese culture adheres to the value of
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image, which assumes behavior will make a good impression in their social circle (Xu et al., 2019).
In the aspect of the formula Cheung & Chan (2005) stated that the two-stage approach can use the
path analysis model (), CFA or correlation matrix (). The use of the path analysis model may
allegedly give poor results marked by the number of rejected hypotheses. This paper uses a path model
considering that correlation data are rarely shown in the paper. This is due to the correlation value in
research that aims to build a model does not provide information about the magnitude of the changes
in the relationship between the variables.  values reflect the partial coefficients in influencing of all
predictor variables in a multiple regression model. We term as an imposing of data  on the correlation
matrix, so many blank cells are found. A previous study argued that correlation-based MASEM is a
robust approach to exploring the theoretical assumptions of an alternative model, while beta values are
used as a variation of the test between samples (Scherer & Teo, 2019). Nevertheless, instead of losing
valuable data, Bamberg et al. (2017) decided to extract the standard regression coefficient () and treat
them as the correlation coefficients (). Their study consisted of 26 studies reported  values, and 13
studies reported  values. They found that the  values resulted in a lower combined correlation than
the  values. However, they found the opposite pattern i.e. combined threat assessment - the estimated
confidence effect size based on the  values were significantly smaller than estimation based on the .
This means that the pooled beta values are feasible/adequate to be used to determine the combined
effect size, not imposing data, as the term used by this paper aforesaid. Nonetheless, Bamberg et al.
(2017) suspected that due to the relatively low number of the study.
This paper also used relatively small studies (11 papers) compared to the other similar researches
such as conducted by Scherer & Teo (2019) with 45 papers and Tehrani & Yamini (2020) with 72
papers. It is not surprising to assume that the more studies are collected and the larger the sample size,
the more reliable the results (Landis & Landis, 2013). In addition, the assumption that due to the small
amount of data will occur if the research results provide an insignificant relationship (Valentine et al.,
2010) or there is an opposite pattern as experienced by Bamberg et al. (2017). However, in metaanalytical studies if the strength analysis tests, wide confidence interval examinations, and
heterogeneity assessments have been performed, only a minimum of two samples is required (Valentine
et al., 2010).

4.2 Theoretical contributions
This study has several implications. First, our research presents an integrated model using path
analysis model to estimate the composite correlation matrix. Second, this paper applied A Two-Stage
Approach for Meta-Analytic SEM to provide a new insight of the factors that influence EV purchase
intention based on TPB. Third, by integrating the existing findings our study provides new insight into
consumers’ motivations and perceptions to purchase EVs. Fourth, this study reveals the development
of hu- man behavior which is an extended of TPB based on the decision to buy an electric vehicle.

4.3 Limitations and future research directions
This study has a number of limitations that are natural in studies with the meta- analytic designs.
First, this study uses secondary data instead of primary data, where all the papers involved are assumed
to have the same quality and adequate data validity. Second, this study uses the path coefficient value
(β), not the correlation value between constructs (α), to build the combined correlation value. Although,
there are some studies that support the use of the β values to test an alternative model estimate the
pooled correlation Matrix. Third, the researchers themselves who process the variables such as
combining variables, this has the potential to be biased. It will minimize the bias if the research uses an
expert opinion approach on the variable processing. Therefore, we call for future research to pay more
attention in combining the variables.
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5 CONCLUSION
We conclude that ATT is the most influential variable on customer purchase intention. ATT is also
the variable that has experienced the most trials on the way to expanding TPB. It may be argued that
compared to other core variables of the TPB, ATT are the key to certain behaviors including the
intention to buy EVs. Therefore, it is important to develop policies taking into account ATT for the
formation of customer purchase intentions. EVs are more expensive than other types of vehicles, but
the formation of attitudes (ATT) can encourage consumers to buy EVs. These formations include
increasing consumer confidence that the costs incurred for EVs will be commensurate with a
comfortable environment, pollution-free environment, support for the government programs,
appreciation from the colleagues and recognition of financial capabilities by the social environment.
Furthermore, although the use of path coefficients or  values to construct a composite correlation
matrix was supported by the previous researchers, the further explorations are still required.
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Abstract

The concept of entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE) has become increasingly popular among policymakers
because of its potential to drive economic growth, with a diverse range of policy actions. While the promotion of
EEs has been linked with innovation policy in many countries, whether such policy is appropriate in facilitating
the development of EEs has not been adequately explored. This paper fills this research gap by using the case
study method to examine EEs' development in China, through uncovering the process of unicorns' growth and its
link with innovation policy, drawing policy implications. Unicorns are privately-owned and high-growth
entrepreneurial firms, valued no less than US$1 billion, which are indicative of EEs in effective operation. The
China case is an appropriate one chosen to examine the link between innovation policy and EEs as the presence
of EEs in China is well supported by the speedy growth of a sizable number of unicorns over the past two decades,
during when China has been pushing hard for implementing innovation policy to promote national economic
development. Four innovation policy implications are drawn from the case study, including (1) Public policies
promoting innovation and entrepreneurship need not be separately formulated and implemented; (2) Business
model innovation is as important as technology-based innovation as innovation policy outcomes; (3) A top-down,
centralized approach in innovation policy implementation should best be avoided; and (4) Innovation policy
should reinforce the interactive relationship among individual components, at a systemic level, promoting both
innovation and entrepreneurship.
Keywords: Entrepreneurial ecosystems, China, innovation policy, unicorns, business model innovation
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1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of entrepreneurial ecosystem (EE) has become increasingly popular among academics
examining entrepreneurship, using a systemic and holistic perspective, widely taken as a driving force behind
countries' economic growth (Acs et al., 2014; Qian et al., 2012; Szerb et al., 2013; Zahra et al., 2014). However,
there is until now no agreed definition of EE, largely as a result of its diverse origin from different disciplinary
areas, as can be reflected from the numerous definitions identified and included in the review conducted by
Cavallo, et al. (2019). Among existing definitions, we found the one put forward by Stam (2015) containing key
features and is more inclusive in its consideration of EE outputs. An EE is "a set of interdependent actors and
factors coordinated in such a way that they enable productive entrepreneurship within a particular territory" (Stam,
2015). "Productive entrepreneurship" means "innovative and growth-oriented" outputs, covering entrepreneurial
employees, innovative start-ups, and high-growth start-ups (Mason & Brown, 2014). These outputs will in turn
contribute to aggregate value creation as positive outcomes for a particular territory in question (Stam, 2015).
While there is still no one agreed definition of EE, policymakers in different parts of the world have been
attracted by this concept and quick to put it in policy actions, hoping that it can help foster economic growth of
wherever locations concerned (Brown & Mawson, 2019). Recently, it was found that policymakers in many
countries linked EEs specifically to innovation policy, promoting high-growth firms. However, whether the
innovation policy is an appropriate tool to use in promoting the development of EEs, resulting in the emergence
of high-growth firms, has not been adequately examined. This paper fills such a research gap by examining a case
of the growth of unicorns in China and its link with the innovation policy, drawing important implications.
Unicorns are privately-owned, high-growth entrepreneurial firms, valued no less than US$1 billion, the presence
of which has been taken as a good indicator of EEs in effective operation (Brown & Mason, 2017; Brown &
Mawson, 2019). The rapid growth of unicorns has occurred in China over the past two decades during when the
Chinese government has implemented innovation policy, with changing emphases over the period, to foster
economic development of the country. The growth of unicorns in China is therefore a good case to examine in
understanding if it is appropriate to link innovation policy with the promotion of EE development, drawing
important policy implications.
The paper contains four sections besides this introduction. The first section provides a theoretical framework,
reviewing EE as an academic concept and examining policy actions implemented in some countries to put the EE
concept into practice. The second section discusses briefly the methodology used in conducting this research. The
third section examines the case of growth of unicorns in China, which contains four subsections, providing
initially an overview of the current state of unicorns in China, followed by an examination of China's innovation
policy over the last two decades, then tracing the growth of Chinese unicorns, and finally, analyzing the process
of EEs' development in China and its innovation policy implications. The final section contains the conclusion of
the paper.
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2 ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM: A REVIEW OF THE
ACADEMIC CONCEPT AND POLICY ACTIONS
The concept of EE has its origin rooted in many disciplines, including management strategy, innovation
studies, and regional development, to name just a few (Stam, 2015; Brown & Mason, 2017; Cavallo, et al., 2019;
Fredin & Liden, 2020). Originated from various disciplines, the concept of EE is still very much in flux, having
many definitions with different emphases. In a detailed review of the EE concept, as many as 16 definitions were
identified by Cavallo, et al. (2019: 1301-1303). In this paper, we will review key EE scholars' research studies,
identifying common themes on the EE concept. Such a review approach is useful in painting a conceptual portrait
of EE, facilitating subsequent examination of the process of developing EEs in China.
Daniel Isenberg (2010, 2011) described EE by identifying its composing elements. An EE is seen as
comprising a great number (as many as 50) of components/elements which can be categorized into six domains,
including culture, policies and leadership, finance, human capital, markets, as well as institutional and
infrastructural supports. These EE elements are interconnected and combined in complex ways. Only by
integrating these individual elements into a holistic system could entrepreneurship be emerged, new ventures
created, and a strong EE established. Acs, et al. (2014) highlighted that opportunity recognition, skill perception,
risk acceptance, as well as technology and education level were important variables fostering entrepreneurship, a
systemic phenomenon that is regulated by the institutional contexts. Important institutional variables at the
national level included domestic market, market agglomeration, internet usage, technology transfer, business
strategy, and depth of capital market. Mason and Brown (2014) and Brown and Mason (2017) also viewed the
EE concept as a systemic phenomenon, institutionally embedded. At the center of the EE concept was the
ambitious entrepreneurs, who were not isolated actors but part of an interdependent community of actors operated
within a complex system. For Stam (2015), EEs comprised both the framework conditions and the systemic
conditions, the former covered formal (physical and infrastructural) and informal (social) institutions enabling or
constraining human interaction, while the latter consisted of system elements including networks of entrepreneurs,
leadership, finance, talent, knowledge, and support services. Seeing the 'ecosystem' part of EE as just a metaphor,
Stam and Van de Ven (2021) viewed EEs as complex systems which contain symbiotically related and mutually
inter-dependent actors, assuming differentiated but complementary roles, operating and evolving within different
institutional contexts. Based on a systems perspective, Stam and Van de Ven (2021) recently proposed an
integrative model of EEs, comprising institutional arrangements (framework conditions) and resource
endowments (systemic conditions) the former covered formal institutions, culture, and networks while the latter
contained elements such as physical infrastructure, demand, intermediate services, talents, knowledge, leadership,
and finance, all of which were important elements producing EE outputs in terms of productive entrepreneurship.
Table 1 below gives a summary of the components/elements/variables/actors of EEs, as proposed by the key
scholars researching on EEs.
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Table 1: A Summary of the Elements/Components/Actors/Variables of an EE

Key EE Scholar
Isenberg (2010, 2011)

Brown & Mason
(2017)

Acs, Estrin, et al.
(2017)
Stam (2015); Stam
&Van de Ven (2021)

Components/Elements/Actors/Variables/Conditions in an EE
Six domains
Culture, Policies, Finance, Human capital, Markets, and
Supports (institutional and infrastructural)
Selective elements
Success stories of founders’ wealth generation, Societal
norms (e.g. Tolerance of risk and failure), Venture capital
funds, Entrepreneur strategy, Serial entrepreneurs,
Entrepreneur’s networks, Government and nongovernment’s institutional support such as start-up funds
and entrepreneur-friendly associations, Infrastructural
support such as telecommunications and clusters
Entrepreneurial
E.g. Support and mentoring services for start-up
actors
entrepreneurs, Business incubators, and Accelerator
programs
Entrepreneurial
E.g. Banks, Venture capitalists, Business angel networks,
resource providers
Linkages to large firms, universities, and R&D centres
Entrepreneurial
E.g. Professional associations, business brokers, and startconnectors
up communities
Entrepreneurial
E.g. Role models, Entrepreneurship education, Failure
orientation
tolerance, and innovation embracing
Institutional
E.g. Domestic market, Market agglomeration, Internet
variables
usage, Technology transfer, Business strategy, and Depth of
capital market.
Framework
Formal institutions, Culture, and Networks
conditions/
Institutional
arrangements
Systemic
Physical infrastructure, Demand, Intermediaries/Support
conditions/
services, Talent, Knowledge, Leadership, and Finance
Resource
endowments

Source: Isenberg (2010, 2011); Brown and Mason (2017); Acs, Estrin, et al. (2017); Stam (2015); Stam &Van de Ven (2021)

Productive entrepreneurship was taken as an important output of EEs, creating positive aggregate value
outcomes in a particular territory (Stam, 2015). For Mason & Brown (2014), productive entrepreneurship would
come up with innovative and growth-oriented outputs of EEs, covering entrepreneurial employees, innovative
start-ups, and high-growth start-ups. Stam and Van de Ven (2021) viewed the outputs of EEs as covering various
forms of productive entrepreneurship, including not only high growth scale-ups as maintained by Brown & Mason
(2017), but also innovative start-ups, entrepreneurial employees, or even failed enterprises that inspired or bred
new ventures, contributing, directly or indirectly to the net output of an economy. Acs, et al. (2014) and Acs,
Szerb, et al. (2017) introduced the concept of 'national system of entrepreneurship' (subsequently called 'national
entrepreneurial ecosystem', highlighting that dynamic interactions between individual entrepreneurs and their
institutional contexts in ecosystems regulate the outcomes of entrepreneurial actions, resulting in national
economic growth through increases in productive efficiency.
Mason and Brown (2014) and Brown and Mason (2017) highlighted the importance of the social, relational,
and spatial institutional contexts within which EEs' dynamic process of operation is embedded. Complex and
dynamic interactions between individual EE components within the social and relational contexts were wellexplained by Brown and Mawson (2019), drawing readers' attention to four main coordinative aspects of EE
which comprised entrepreneurial actors, entrepreneurial resource providers, entrepreneurial connectors, and
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entrepreneurial orientation. Successful (both current and former) entrepreneurs and rapidly scaled-up firms, for
instance, through spillover effects, fostered blockbuster entrepreneurship by providing role models for latecomerentrepreneurs, becoming investors and mentors for spin-offs, and acting as dealmakers to connect people, mediate
relationships, and facilitate new venture formation. As successful entrepreneurs changed their role to become
dealmakers, mentors, and advisers, they helped promote experiential learning transfer within EEs, ushering in the
process of entrepreneurial re-cycling to foster further entrepreneurial activities (Brown & Mawson, 2019).
Applying the complex adaptive system (CAS) theory to EEs, Fredin and Liden (2020) viewed EEs as containing
interacting agents/components which took parallel and simultaneous actions to continually adapt to and learn
within the systems, resulting in emergent and self-organizing behavior. For the spatial context, Brown and Mason
(2017) were among the scholars who draw insightful reference to the complex 'nested geographies' of EEs,
meaning that one EE could be embedded within another EE operated at different spatial levels, both domestically
and internationally. Stam (2015) also highlighted that EEs should be viewed as having different spatial scales at
the regional, national, and international levels. Fredin and Liden (2020) viewed the spatial dimension of EEs as
related to the boundary of the system, demarcating the system components and their environment. There was a
need to identify the spatial dimension, i.e. the geographical scales, of the EEs, making clear at which (e.g. city,
regional, or national) levels and in what particular locations the EEs were embedded.
According to Isenberg (2010), the root causes of EE formation were practically difficult to identify as
individual causal variables worked together to produce the outcomes which in turn shaped the causal variables.
There was no generic causal path to follow in creating an EE. For Fredin and Liden (2020), the EEs were complex,
dynamic, and evolving. It was meaningless to try exhausting individual components within the system because
the nature of the components and their importance would change over time. To understand the development of
EEs, one should focus instead on capturing the relational dimension of EEs comprising two different levels, first,
how interdependent components/agents were connected within the system and, second, how the behaviors of
individual components/agents were transformed into systemic behaviors which in turn fed back to the
components/agents at the individual level. Relations among the components/agents were non-linear, meaning that
a small difference in initial conditions could make a big difference in the outcomes. There was a co-evolutionary
relationship between the components/agents and their environment, and it was important to understand the
'interrelationships between microscopic processes and macroscopic patterns, as well as the evolutionary forces
that shape the system' (Levin, 2002). Entrepreneurial ecosystems were very much place-based and as each place
is unique, each EE was, therefore, a unique system consisting of different components. Such a view was echoed
by Isenberg (2010, 2011) who saw each EE as a unique system, containing a different mix of elements interacting
in specific ways. Brown and Mason (2017) also acknowledged that every EE is unique and that its development
path was highly dependent on its own historical and institutional trajectory.
While the EE concept is still very much elusive, policymakers simply could not wait to embrace the concept
and implement policies to foster the development of EEs, hoping that economic growth could follow.
Entrepreneurial ecosystem became a popular concept included in policy documents, for both OECD advanced
countries such as Australia, Canada, Ireland, the US, the UK, the Netherlands, Finland, and Norway as well as
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developing countries including India, Jordan, and Lebanon (Brown & Mawson, 2019). Interestingly, there were
no clear explanations given to the EE concept in most policy documents, as found in about 400 EE-related policy
documents from 46 countries reviewed by Brown & Mawson (2019). The EE concept was just taken for granted
as "a way of thinking" and not explicitly explained. The EE policies were aligned with a range of policy areas in
different countries, some connected with the industrial policies fostering "entrepreneurship" to promote national
economic growth, while others related to the regional/local policies promoting district economic development.
An example was using EE to inform the Strategic Economic Plans prepared by the Local Economic Partnerships
(LEPs) in England and Wales (The LEP Network, 2021). There were also EE policies linked specifically to
innovation policies implemented at various levels. In Australia, for instance, EEs were taken more or less as
synonymous with innovation ecosystems (Office of the Chief Economist, 2017). In Italy, the government pushed
for passing legislation to support developing an ecosystem of innovative start-ups and scale-ups (Flanders
Investment and Trade, 2020). Similarly, the New Zealand government was keen to create healthy start-up
ecosystems which were perceived as important in breeding successful start-ups (New Zealand Angel Association,
2017).
As EEs were often seen as more or less equivalent to innovative/start-up ecosystems, many EE policies,
unsurprising, were focused on new venture creation, containing initiatives to foster the genesis and growth of
innovative start-ups. Some policymakers have recently directed EE policies to promote high-growth firms (HGFs)
or scale-ups, hoping that blockbuster entrepreneurship could be generated. In Australia, for instance, the
development of scale-ups was perceived as economically important as it brought various stakeholders together in
a multifaceted ecosystem (Office of the Chief Economist, 2017). Such a policy approach is in line with the
academic view that successful scale-ups can serve as role models for aspiring individuals and, through
demonstration and spillover effects, activate the processes of “blockbuster entrepreneurship” and “entrepreneurial
recycling”, nurturing serial entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, angel investors, and spin-off companies (Brown &
Mason, 2017). The presence of high-growth scale-ups known as unicorns, privately-owned companies valued
over US$1 billion, are taken as a good indicator of effective EEs in operation (Acs, Stam, et al., 2017). Unicorns
are currently found to be geographically highly concentrated in just about 20 countries in the world, including
China.

3 METHODOLOGY
This paper adopts a case study research method to examine the process of developing EEs, by tracking the
growth of unicorns in China which is indicative of EEs in effective operation, and examine whether the innovative
policy is linked with EE development. The development of EEs is a complex and dynamic process which has
taken place within certain social, relational, and spatial institutional contexts over time. The case study method is
an appropriate research method to use as it can capture complex phenomena by teasing out the details embedded
within contexts (Yin, 2017). China is a good case chosen given the rapid growth of a great number of unicorns in
the country over the last two decades, indicating strongly that EEs have been up and running in the country for
quite some time. During the time when the number of unicorns was quickly increased, the Chinese government
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was found to be pushing hard for the implementation of innovation policy to promote national economic
development. Hence, by examining the case of the growth of unicorns in China, we will unveil the process of
development of EEs over the past 20 years or so, and whether such development is related to the innovation policy
implemented in the country. This paper examines the process of EE's development in China as a whole, fully
acknowledging multiple EEs are developing within different local institutional contexts, resulting in the
concentration of unicorns, as outputs of EEs, in some major Chinese cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou,
and Shenzhen in China.
Data on Chinese unicorns are collected using documentary research. There are currently many companies
collecting information on unicorns, the widely-quoted of which are from the list of global unicorns published by
CB Insights, a New York-based data company, and the Hurun Global Unicorn Index released from the Hurun
Group, headquartered in Shanghai. For both CB Insights and the Hurun Group, private companies which are
valued at US$1 billion or more are qualified to be selected and included in their list/index. However, the number
of and the actual companies included as global unicorns from these two sources are almost always not the same.
In 2020, according to CB Insights there were a total of 478 global unicorns of which 124 came from China
(Neikki, 2021). However, according to the Hurun Group, there were 586 global unicorns, 227 of which were born
in China in 2020 (Hurun Research Institute, 2020). Such a discrepancy in the unicorn number as gathered from
these two data sources is due to the definitional differences on unicorn. The Hurun Global Unicorn Index included
private companies valued over US$1 billion, established since 2000, with the capital coming from external
investors, as well as spin-offs from local tech giants (Strelavina, 2020). Ant Financial, for instance, a spin-off
company from Alibaba valued at US$150, ranked first on the 2020 global unicorn index according to the Hurun
Group, was not included in the global list compiled by CB Insights. This paper will mainly refer to the data
collected from the Hurun Group, supplemented by OTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION WHEN
NECESSARY.

4 A CASE STUDY OF UNICORNS IN CHINA
4.1 An Overview of Chinese Unicorns
The number of unicorns in China has been growing quickly and steadily over the last two decades.
According to the 2019 Hurun Global Unicorn Index, China had 206 unicorns out of the world's 494, surpassing
for the first time the 203 unicorns found in the US to become the world's number one country producing unicorns.
Topping the 2019 list of unicorns in China were the digital payment company, Ant Financial which was spun off
from Alibaba in 2011; the parent company of Tik Tok which is a video-sharing social networking service,
Bytedance; and the ride-hailing giant, Didi (Li, 2019). In 2020, a total of 586 unicorns were found in the world,
227 of which were located in China, only six less than the 233 unicorns found in the US (Hurun Research Institute,
2020). The US and China have been competing neck-and-neck in leading the number of home-grown unicorns.
While recent data indicated that China housed the world's second-biggest number of unicorns, these highgrowth firms were highly concentrated in several major cities in the country. In 2020, most of the unicorns in
China were found located in Beijing, followed by Shanghai, then Hangzhou, Shenzhen, and Nanjing, housing 93
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(41 percent), 47 (21 percent), 20 (9 percent), 20 (9 percent), and 11 (5 percent) unicorns respectively (Hurun
Research Institute, 2020). Such a pattern of distribution of unicorns in China has been rather stable over the last
few years, with Beijing and Shanghai ranking first and second, followed by Hangzhou and Shenzhen occupying
the third and fourth places. Nanjing recently took up the fifth place, which is sometimes occupied by other cities
such as Guangzhou. Besides the ranking pattern, it is important to note that the absolute number of unicorns in
Beijing, Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Shenzhen has been on a swift and steady increase since 2016 (Chu & Song,
2017; Hurun Research Institute, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020). Table 2 provides information on the cities where the
most unicorns were located in China, with their estimated market value in 2020.
Table 2: Distribution Pattern of Unicorns in China’s Major Cities and their Estimated Market Value, 2020

Number of Unicorns
2020

Percentage (%) of
Total No. of
Unicorns

Estimated Market
Value
(US$100 million)

Percentage(%) of
Estimated
Market Value

Beijing

93

40.97

4,050.46

44.37

Shanghai

47

20.70

1,402.14

15.36

Hangzhou

20

8.81

2,137.61

23.42

Shenzhen

20

8.81

724.77

7.94

Nanjing

11

4.85

233.94

2.56

Total

227

100

9,128.44

100

City

Source: Compiled from the data in Hurun Research Institute (2020)

Until recently, research studies examining Chinese unicorns were relatively scarce. One empirical research
study, conducted by local Chinese scholars, examined the factors influencing unicorns' location in China
regarding the 2016 spatial distribution pattern of unicorns (Chu & Sung, 2017). Factors examined were market
size, population segment, local government policies, and start-up services, globalization, and industry bases. It
was hypothesized that the presence of a huge consumer market, a well-educated young population segment,
regional and start-up support policies, a high degree of globalization, and a strong industry bases related to
unicorns' sectors were contributive to the growth of unicorns, resulting in the unicorns concentrated in several
cities in China including Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen. The study concluded that the presence of a fastgrowing new economy, driven by the Internet as well as information and advanced technologies, was a significant
factor, supported by available human capital coming from the young and well-educated population, fuelled the
growth of unicorns in China. The platform business model was found to be an important factor, accelerating
unicorns' development in China (Chu & Sung, 2017).
Unicorns in China are found to cover a wide range of sectors, the more significant of which are related to
the new economy such as e-commerce, financial technology (fin-tech), artificial intelligence, health technology
(health-tech), and platform economy. E-commerce is the sector that has topped the Hurun Unicorn Index from
2017 to 2020 for several years. Artificial intelligence has been catching up fast, rising to the second place in 2020
by both the absolute number and the percentage of unicorns in this sector. Combining data from CB Insights,
PitchBook, and other sources, it was highlighted in the 2020 Unicorn Enterprise Annual Observation Report that
there were 285 unicorns in China with a total valuation of US$1.3 trillion. Among these unicorns, 234 had sharing
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economy attributes which accounted for 89 percent of the unicorns' total valuation (CISION PR Newswire, 2020).
While the total number of Chinese unicorns, as put forward in this 2020 observation report, is about 60 more than
that of the unicorns as included in the Hurun Global Unicorn 2020 Index, perhaps as a result of the consolidated
number of unicorns from more than one data sources, the message that over 80 percent of the unicorns in China
have sharing economy attributes is not to be ignored. Table 3 shows the top 10 sectors producing the most unicorns
in China from 2017 to 2020.
Table 3: Unicorns in China by the Top 10 Sectors, 2020

2017
Sector
E-commerce
Artificial intelligence
Financial technology
Logistics
Health technology
Culture & entertainment
Sharing economy
Software services
New energy automobile
Educational technology
All sectors

No.
24
6
15
6
7
10
13
8
1
4
120

2018
%
20
5
13
5
6
8
11
7
1
3
100

No.
32
13
18
11
16
15
12
11
9
9
186

2019
%
17
7
10
6
9
8
6
6
5
5
100

No.
35
17
20
16
13
14
12
12
12
12
206

2020
%
17
8
10
8
6
7
6
6
6
6
100

No.
39
21
18
16
16
14
14
13
12
11
227

%
17
9
8
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
100

Source: Compiled from data in Hurun Research Institute (2017, 2018, 2019, 2020)

Unicorns developed based on business model innovation thrived particularly well in the sharing economy,
taking advantage of the large, fast-growing but yet fragmented consumer market in China (Credit Suisse, 2019),
Table 4 lists the unicorns targeting mainly at the huge domestic consumer markets in China, including information
on the sectors and their estimated value in 2020 (Hurun Research Institute, 2020).
Table 4: High Market-value Unicorns in China targeting at Domestic Consumer Markets, 2020

Estimated value
(US$100 million)
1529.05

Fintech

ByteDance
DIDI ＊

856.27

Social media

565.75

Platform Economy

lu.com

412.84

Fintech

Kuaishou Technology＠

298.17

Social media

Cainiao Logistics

290.52

Logistics

WeBank

229.36

Fintech

JD Digits

198.78

Digital Technology

Beike

152.91

Software Service

Da-Jiang Innovations

152.91

Robot

JD Logistics

137.61

Logistics

Unicorns
Ant Financial

Source: Compiled from the data in Hurun Research Institute (2020)
＊ DIDI was listed on the New York Stock Exchange in June 2021
＠ Kuaishou was listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in February 2021
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Institutional (including corporate) investors of China's unicorns are many and varied, covering both foreign
venture capital (VC) companies and local VC firms. Many foreign VC companies have local operations in China
and some local VC firms are investment arms of China's tech giants such as Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent (BAT).
In July 2018, it was found that the 98 unicorns in China received investments from 465 global investors, twothird (66 percent) of which had a local presence in China and a further 9 percent was from Hong Kong. Direct
investments from overseas investors were small, with only 13 percent invested from the US and barely any from
Europe (Albers-Schoenberg, 2019). This could be the consequence of China government's previous restrictions
imposed on foreign investments in certain industries, particularly the Internet and financial services, though such
prohibitions have gradually been removed (Albers-Schoenberg, 2019). In 2020, the top ten institutional investors
in unicorns in China, according to the number of unicorns in which they invested, were Sequoia Capital, Tencent,
IDG Capital, Hillhouse Capital, Alibaba Group Holdings, Qiming Weichuang VC, Zhen Fund, Shunwei VC,
Jingwei VC, and GGV Capital (Hurun Research Institute, 2020). It is important to note that a majority of the top
10 institutional investors are of Chinese origin, except three originated from the U.S. The US VC company,
Sequoia Capital, has been topping the list for several years (Gao & Guo, 2019; Hurun Research Institute, 2020).
Chinese tech giants, including Alibaba, Tencent, and Baidu have always been found on the top 10 list, though
Baidu invested in fewer unicorns recently. Information on the country origin of the top 10 institutional investors
and the number of Chinese unicorns receiving their investments in 2020 are given in Table 5
Table 5:Top 10 Institutional Investors of Unicorns in China, 2020 .

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Institutional Investors

Country of Origin

Sequoia Capital
Tencent
IDG Capital
Hillhouse Capital
Alibaba Group Holdings
Qiming Weichuang VC
Zhen Fund
Shunwei VC
Jingwei VC
GGV Capital

U.S
China
US
China
China
China
China
China
China
US

Number of
Unicorn Holdings
60
37
35
28
19
19
16
16
16
14

Source: Compiled from the data in Hurun Research Institute (2020)

4.2 Implementation of Innovation Policy in China
Innovation policy in China was embedded initially in the national development strategy of upgrading the
science and technology (S&T) of the country. In 1985, the Chinese Communist Party’s Central Committee
(CCPCC) issued the Decision on Reforming the Science and Technology System, officially marked the
commencement of the S&T reform in China. The guiding principle for the S&T policy was the "orientationreliance" principle, meaning that S&T must be oriented to economic development and, conversely, economic
development must rely on S&T. Continuing the "orientation-reliance" theme of the 1985 S&T policy, the State
Council and CCPCC issued the 1995 Decision on Accelerating Scientific and Technological Progress, proposing
a national development strategy to revitalize China through science, technology, and education. In this 1995
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Decision, it was promulgated that China's model of economic and social development was to be built on the
scientific and technological progress as well as the upgraded quality and skills of the labor force. Four years later,
the State Council and CCPCC further issued the 1999 Decision on Strengthening Technological Innovation and
Developing High Technology and Realizing its Industrialization, targeting, in particular, the public sector and the
state-owned enterprises (SOEs) (OECD, 2008).
Since the 1995 Decision, the role played by education was officially recognized as significant as S&T in
fostering China's social and economic development. Since then, government resources were directed to support
several major programs, such as the Knowledge Innovation Program of the Chinese Academy of Science, the
Education Revitalization Action Plan towards the 21st Century, the State High-technology R&D Program (the
863 Program), and the World Class University Program (the 985 Program), many of which were targeted to raise
the educational level in general and increase people's qualities and skills to drive innovation. The education system
was closely examined, directing the curricula towards areas related to S&T and changing the teaching methods
to encourage students to think critically more rather than just memorize (OECD, 2008). The government
recognized the importance of nurturing the younger generation and had, since the economic reform from the
1980s, supported hundreds of thousands of the brightest students to go overseas, mainly to the US, the UK, and
Japan, to study for higher degrees. Acquiring expert knowledge by working in different sectors upon graduation,
these migrant students returned to China and became invaluable human capital in various industrial sectors,
driving the economic growth of China. Since the 2000s, the rapid growth of the venture capital sector in China
has been fueled by these returnees, coming back mostly from the US, who tried replicating the Silicon Valley
model to the rapidly growing technology centers in China, such as Shenzhen, Beijing, and Shanghai, supporting
the development of tech-firms and start-ups.
As early as 1988, the Chinese government introduced the Torch program, allowing local governments and
universities to use a variety of funding arrangements in support of the growth of high-tech industries in China,
resulting in the development of science and technology industrial parks (STIPs). These STIPs were important
physical spaces incubating local technological and innovative businesses, breeding high-tech companies such as
Lenovo and Huawei (ESCAP, 2018). Science parks flourished, a notable one being the Zhongguancun Science
Park near Beijing, attracting innovative tech firms to cluster around the area where famous universities, like
Tsinghua and Beijing, and national research institutes, such as the Chinese Academy of Science, were located for
the exchange of knowledge. Availability of government grants and subsidies, coupled with the opportunities for
entrepreneurs to network with people from different backgrounds in these parks, played a significant role to attract
VC funding to finance small- and medium-sized technology firms (Guo, et al, 2012).
In 1999, the Chinese government further established the Innovation Fund (Innofund) for Technology-based
SMEs, under the auspices of the Ministry of Science and Technology and the Ministry of Finance, to provide
grants or loans in support of early-stage commercialization projects with innovative technology and good market
potential. High-tech firms in six fields were targeted, covering information technology and electronics,
biotechnology and medicine, advanced materials, automation, new environmental resources, and energy. The
amount of the Innofund has grown significantly from US$30.3 million in 1999 to US$760.4 million in 2012
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(ESCAP, 2018). Policy direction pushing for market-led innovation has started to take shape in China around the
turn of the century since the early 2000s.
In 2006, the State Council issued the implementation of the Medium- and Long Term Strategic Plan for the
Development of Science and Technology (2006-2020), with the overarching goal to enable China to become an
"innovation-oriented" society by the year 2020 and, in the longer term, a leading global "innovation economy"
through S&T development (State Council, 2006). It is the indigenous innovation that was targeted for by the
government, as the State Council and CCPCC issued in the same year the Strategic Plan for the Development of
Science and Technology and Improving Indigenous Innovation Capacity. The important role played by private
enterprises in the national innovation system was recognized, through promoting the integration of production,
education, and research to turn China into an innovation economy (Li, et al., 2018).
In 2015, the State Council and the CCCPC issued a call which aimed at "deepening the reform of the system
and mechanism and accelerating the implementation of the innovation-driven development strategy", further
emphasizing indigenous innovation and the importance of creating the needed institutional conditions for
breeding innovation (ESCAP, 2018). Investments were to be channeled to promote innovation for sustainable
development, targeting sectors including green development and frontier technologies such as big data and
artificial intelligence. In the same year, the government also drove the Internet Plus initiative, formulating an
action plan to promote the application of digital technologies in various sectors to foster the development of, for
instance, Internet banking and e-commerce (OECD, 2018).
After Li Keqiang, Premier of the State Council of the People's Republic of China, put forward the concept
of "mass entrepreneurship and innovation" in his keynote speech delivered in 2014 to the Summer Davos meeting
of the World Economic Forum as informing the national development strategy, policies were proposed in the
93rd Executive Meeting of the State Council held in 2015 to provide financial support for the promotion of
entrepreneurship and innovation, driving job creation and industry development (Li, et al., 2018; Strelavina,
2020). The State Council and local governments jointly implemented over 400 support measures putting the
concept into practice. In 2017, Guidelines on Tax Incentives for Mass Entrepreneurship and Innovation were
issued, cutting the corporate tax income of micro-businesses by half and raising gradually but significantly the
tax threshold from an annual taxable income of less than RMB$300,000 to less than RMB$3 million. In 2019, a
revised version of the guidelines was put in force, launching 89 preferential tax measures targeting key areas of
business start-ups and employment, and incorporating policies to further help small enterprises and individual
businesses getting loans or raising funds. Measures implemented included higher financial subsidies, lower taxes,
talent attraction policies as well as incentives for new management models and new platforms. New immigration
and exit-entry facilitation policies were introduced in the same year to attract foreign talents to invest in and start
their businesses in China (Deloitte China, 2019). President Xi Jinping, in the second session of the 13th National
People's Congress held in 2019, stressed the importance of creating favorable conditions for breeding
entrepreneurs and innovation, calling for the implementation of policies and measures to guide and support the
development of the private sector (Deloitte, China, 2019).
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After almost 20 years since the Chinese government pushed for market-led innovation to foster economic
development, it was only until 2015 that entrepreneurship, specifically "mass" entrepreneurship, was officially
given an important status, alongside innovation, in driving future economic growth in China. By promoting
"mass" entrepreneurship, the Chinese government was said to have no intention to encourage everyone to become
entrepreneurs, setting up their innovative businesses. The emphasis of mass entrepreneurship was on creativity,
which varied from person to person, an important element in fostering innovation to tailor to different
circumstances (Zhang, 2016). Over the last two decades, the trajectory of implementing innovation policy in
China has gone through various stages with different emphases. It focused initially on promoting S&T and
technology-based innovation, followed by taking education also as an important element, then emphasizing
private enterprises and market-led innovation, as well as the appropriate institutional contexts for indigenous
innovation and, recently, acknowledging (mass) entrepreneurship as an important force, alongside innovation, in
driving further economic development.

4.3 Growth of Unicorns in China
The development of unicorns in China can be traced back to the late 1990s when innovative start-ups
including the famous BAT trio were established and developed, over the years, to become tech giants in China,
even before the term 'unicorns' was officially coined in 2013. Tencent was found in 1998 as a start-up focused on
connecting people by instant messaging (QQ) and social networks (Weixin/Wechat), gradually growing to
connect corporates and technologies (Tencent Website, 2021). Alibaba was established in 1999 to operate online
retail and wholesale businesses including Taobao, TMall, Alibaba.com, and 1688.com, and expanded to cover
marketing services, cloud computing, logistics, electronic payment, media and entertainment, as well as health
and living (Alibaba Group, 2021). Baidu was established in 2000 as a search engine platform, expanding
subsequently to offer online entertainment services, non-marketing value-added services, and new AI products
(Baidu Website, 2021).
Leveraging digital technologies, these early tech start-ups scaled up quickly in China by using innovative
platform business models to satisfy various customers' needs. Alibaba, for instance, has a mission 'to make it easy
to do business anywhere', a simple rule underpinning the initial operation of an online platform connecting
international buyers and suppliers who might otherwise not be able to connect (Sun, et al., 2018). Over the years,
Alibaba has expanded and diversified its platform businesses to cover four major sectors, including online retail
marketplaces, payment systems, media and entertainment, as well as living and health. Similarly, Tencent and
Baidu adopted consumer-driven market-led innovative business models, initially connecting people and creating
social networks, then linking corporations and technologies, and also offering online services (Tencent Website,
2021; Baidu, Website, 2021).
These early tech start-ups were able to build their businesses on innovative platform models, largely as a
result of the increasing popularity of the Internet and the fast rate of growth of Internet users in China during the
2000s. An overwhelming majority of the Chinese Internet services subscribers used mobile platforms, particularly
mobile phones, to connect, particularly to do shopping (Gao and Guo, 2019). The fast growth of innovative startups was also due to their almost exclusive access to a huge but fragmented domestic market, comprising a mass
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of increasingly affluent local people seeking to raise their living standards by purchasing goods and using various
services online (Goodman & Zhang, 2008; Gao & Guo, 2019). It is not surprising to find that China has since
2013 ranked first in online retail sales (Zahra, et al., 2014). In 2017, China remained the global first in online
retail sales, with the proportion of retail sales of consumer goods in China amounting to 15 percent of the total
sales (Gao & Guo, 2019).
By building their own companies or investing/acquiring innovative start-ups with good potentials, tech
giants such as BAT help nurture new ventures, many of which have successfully scaled up to become unicorns.
Alipay, for instance, a mobile payment platform established in 2004 under the Alibaba Group, was spun off as
Ant Financial in 2014 to become one of the world's biggest unicorns by market value (Strelavina, 2020). The
BAT trio has their venture capital or investment arms, with a mission to identifying promising new ventures and
reaping the profits when they turn the Next Big Thing of the time (Ho, et al., 2018). These three big tech giants
together backed nearly 50 percent of unicorns in China (Small Tech News, 2019). Alibaba alone spun off 153
unicorns from a total of 206 unicorns in China in 2019 (Hurun Research Institute, 2019). Tencent also invested
in 160 firms that had grown to become unicorns, backing, amongst others, Didi Chuxing and Meituan Dianping,
China's biggest on-demand services platforms (recently exited from the Unicorn club through IPOs) (Liao, 2020).
Besides providing capital, successful start-up founders, by passing on their knowledge, often nurtured
entrepreneurship in their home regions (Economist, 2020). Jack Ma, the lead founder of Alibaba, with a number
of his business associates, established the Hupan University (recently renamed the Hupun Entrepreneurship
Research Center) in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province in 2015, offering highly selected groups founders of young
start-ups entrepreneurship programs and courses in his home town (Economist, 2020; Pandaily, 2018).
Since the 2000s, China has seen a rapid development of innovative start-ups, stimulated by the widely
circulated success stories of the leaders of early Internet giants (Gao & Guo, 2020). How Jack Ma, originally a
humble English teacher from Hangzhou, established Alibaba with his partners in 1999 and made it a tech giant
within a relatively short time is indeed fascinating. Lei Jun, the founder of Xiaomi, one of the largest global
smartphone and mobile devices manufacturing companies founded in 2010 and scaled up as a unicorn (exited and
listed on HKSE in 2018), is a recently-cited successful role model for the younger generation. With ambition,
aspiring entrepreneurs were able to start their new ventures because of the availability of funding support from
foreign venture capital (VC) firms during this time. Since 1998, the VC sector has grown quickly in China, with
the government lifting various forms of control. Foreign VC firms, for instance, were allowed to operate in China
without the need to cooperate with government agencies and to invest in the hitherto forbidden hot Internet sector
(Ahlstrom, et al., 2007). Well-known Internet/ tech platforms formed after the 2000s, modeled on early tech
giants, included JD.com, Qihoo 360, and Lu.com in e-commerce, Internet security, and online finance
respectively.
Human capital and embedded knowledge spilled over within the cities or the regions where innovative startups adopting digital platform business models were located, reinforcing further development of innovative new
ventures. These new ventures, highly scalable, were able to scale up quickly within a short time to become
unicorns. The birthplace of unicorns' founders in China has caught people's attention as it is interesting to find
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that the founders of innovative ventures of similar nature often come from the same city/province in China, though
the birthplace of unicorns' founders covers a geographically diverse area. Founders of Kuaishou and Tik Tok,
both video-sharing apps, and WeChat, the messaging app under Tencent, for instance, all came from Hunan
Province, the capital city (Changsha) of which housed a cluster of 12,000 companies in creative and cultural
businesses. Similarly, founders of ByteDance, the parent company of Tik Tok and Meituan-Dianping (now using
its original name, Meituan), online products and services shopping platform, both came from the Longyan city of
Fujian Province (Economist, 2020). Coming from the same city, innovative start-ups' leaders mingled with one
another, building social networks and accumulating social capital to foster further development of their new
ventures. In a survey of the Chief Executives of 101 Chinese unicorns operated in more than 13 industries by
PwC in 2018, leaders of unicorns/potential unicorns were found to be energetic and entrepreneurial. About 70%
of the unicorns' founding members surveyed were serial entrepreneurs involved in two or more start-ups,
indicating that they were persistent and not afraid of failure (Gao & Guo, 2020). Another important source of
human capital was the returnees (hai gui), former overseas students turning into migrants of advanced
industrialized countries after completing their studies. Equipped with expert knowledge in different fields, these
returnees came back and formed the backbone of new ventures. The number of returnees who were back in China,
creating their start-ups, increased more than sevenfold from around 50,000 in 2008 to 364,800 in 2014 (Zhang,
2016).
Between March 2014 and February 2017, more than 13 million new ventures were registered, 95 percent of
which were in the private sector, largely as a result of the government support measures promoting mass
entrepreneurship and innovation as the twin engines driving economic development in China (Xu, 2017). The
government was aware of the importance of facilitating the development of an ecosystem of innovation and
entrepreneurship, besides building, for instance, industrial parks, which were just providing infrastructural
support (Zhang, 2016). Since 2017, well-performing innovative ventures, either grown from within or acquired
externally by tech giants, continued to spin-off from their parent business groups to become independent unicorns.
Though many of these spin-off unicorns, together with some independently-grown unicorns, were subsequently
listed on various stock exchanges and exited the unicorn club, other fast-growing innovative ventures quickly
replacing them and joining the unicorn league in China. Between 2017 and 2020, the total number of unicorns in
China has grown steadily and quickly from 120 to 224, increasing by 47 percent within only four years (Hurun
Research Institute, 2017, 2020).

4.4 Developing Entrepreneurial Ecosystems in China and its Innovation Policy Implications
The rapid increase of unicorns over the past 20 years in China is evidential of an on-going process of EE
development in the country during the time. The growth of EE in China has started in the late 1990s when a few
entrepreneurs emulated the model of American start-ups such as Amazon, Google, and Facebook, leveraging new
technologies to rapidly commercialize their digital innovative business models (Strelavina, 2020). The presence
of adventurous entrepreneurs, pioneering the creation of innovative start-ups, is one of the important
components/elements/actors initiating the formation of an ecosystem of entrepreneurship in China (Isenberg,
2010, 2011; Acs, Estrin, et al., 2017). Available huge domestic market and affordable Internet services at the time
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are significant institutional variables framing the context conducive to the development of EEs in China (Acs,
Estrin, et al., 2017). Since the early 1980s, many people have gradually earned their 'first pot of gold', which has
taken by some as the emergence of the 'new rich' as a result of the economic reform in China (Goodman & Zhang,
2008). With the increasing popularity and affordability of the Internet services, more people have subscribed to
connect to the Internet, mostly through mobile devices such as mobile phones. The number of Internet users in
China has grown fast, increased more than threefold from 298 million in December 2008 to 989 million in
December 2020, which is more than three times the absolute number of users in the US (Lai, 2021). Local people,
many of whom possess the spending power, were eager to purchase the needed products or services offered by
online platforms, which were operated by innovative start-ups targeting to satisfy various domestic market needs.
It is not surprising to find that China has since 2013 ranked first in online retail sales (Zahra, et al., 2014). The
situation remained the same in 2017, with 15 percent of the total online sales came from retail sales of consumer
goods in China (Gao & Guo, 2020).
The innovative business strategy/model of the tech start-ups is a crucial component fostering further
development of EEs in China. Many of these start-ups are able to grow quickly because of the 'Social+' business
model, embedding social networking on their platforms as an anchor to drive increased user engagement and
growth. Pinduoduo, a former unicorn established in 2015 and scaled up quickly to become China's biggest online
group-buying platform for agricultural products, already exited the unicorns' club and was listed on the NASDAQ
in 2018, just three years after the company started its business. For Pinduoduo, the 'Social+' business model is
applied in the form of offering customers some users' discounts if they can successfully organize a "group buy"
by inviting friends participating in the purchase deal. This kind of business-model innovation can drive Internetbased platform start-ups in China to grow quickly, leveraging huge domestic consumer markets through the
satisfaction of a diverse range of customer needs. Early innovative start-ups, such as BAT, built on such businessmodel innovation, taking advantage of the customer base big data, to expand their platform businesses and
diversify over the years to cover different areas, creating their own Internet-based ecosystems. The broad
spectrum of businesses covered included e-commerce/O2O/retail businesses, content & media, messaging &
social, sharing economy, AI, smart devices, autonomous car, blockchain, fintech, education, gaming, esports, and
others (SCMP Research, 2018).
Success stories of the tech giants circulated among the younger generation and the company leaders quickly
became role models of the youngsters, aspiring to become successful entrepreneurs themselves and start their
own innovative start-ups. These entrepreneurial mindsets and behavior of the younger generation were
underpinned by the Chinese culture, including the orientation for achievement, tolerance of failure, aptitude of
problem-solving, and importance of social network (guanxi), another important component/element fostering
further development of EEs in China (Ahlstrom & Ding, 2014). Seeing the emergence of a new generation of
entrepreneurs, leaders of the tech giants were more than happy to become resource providers, investing in
promising local innovative start-ups to expand their own Internet-based ecosystems. Alibaba, Baidu, and Tencent
were all active investors in local start-ups, many of which had grown to become unicorns and some have already
exited the unicorn club through IPOs. Alibaba, for instance, invested in SenseTime (AI), EasyHome (Consumer
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& retail), and Meizu Technology (Hardware). Baidu made investments in Kuaishou (an online video platform
former unicorn listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKSE) in February, 2021) and WM Motor (auto and
transportation). Tencent, invested in Meituan-Dianping (an online food delivery platform former unicorn listed
on the HKSE in September, 2018) and Didixuxiang (a ride-hailing platform company listed on the New York
Stock Exchange in June, 2021). Leaders of tech giants were also mentors and advisers of innovative companies,
either grown from within or acquired from outside their business groups, many of which spun off to become
unicorns. Both knowledge and social capital resources were passed from tech giants to the new generation of
innovative start-ups. Being role models, investors, mentors, advisors, and mediators of social networks, tech
giants' leaders activated the processes of blockbuster entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial recycling, through
demonstration and the spillover effects, transferring capital, knowledge, and human resources to nurture new
groups of entrepreneurs or serial entrepreneurs. Many of the new innovative start-ups subsequently developed
into young unicorns which could be instrumental in bringing in, through their access to knowledge and external
resources, know-how, and capital to accelerate tech giants' growth (Strelavina, 2020). This complex and dynamic
process of interaction among individual EE components/elements, including tech leaders' role models, tech giants'
success stories and capital investment, knowledge and social resources, young unicorns' know-how, and external
resources reinforce one other to form a systemic pattern of production of entrepreneurship within the EEs in
operation.
The 2000s have seen a gradual increasing flow of both financial and human capital into China, framing the
systemic condition to drive the development of EEs further. The growth of the VC industry in China can be traced
as far back as 1992 when IDG, a US IT data service firm, formed a joint venture, with the state-owned Shanghai
Science and Technology Commission, to finance the technology development of Chinese firms (Malkin, 2021).
It was, however, towards the early 2000s that various regulatory controls on both foreign and local VCs were
loosened, allowing them more freedom to raise funds for fund management activities. Alibaba, for instance, was
able to obtain, one year after it was established, the company's first VC investment of US$200 million from
Softbank and its partners (Malkin, 2021). Since then, an increasing amount of foreign VC funds had made
investments in promising domestic innovative start-ups, enabling them to scale up quickly and develop into
unicorns. China's VC market, by the funds managed, became the world's second-largest in 2019, behind only the
US (He, 2019). Between January 2018 and May 2020, well-known US venture capital firms such as Sequoia
Capital, IDG Capital, and Matrix Partners made a total of 380, 199, and 173 investments respectively in China,
many of which went into financing unicorns (SCMP Research, 2019, 2020). Besides financial capital, there was
a good supply of human resources as a result of the returnees, who migrated to advanced industrialized countries,
such as the US and Europe, after completing their studies and coming back to China seeing opportunities. These
reverse migrants, many of whom supported by the Chinese government to study abroad in disciplinary areas
related to science, technology, and finance, were attracted by the policies fostering the development of science
parks through the provision of financial incentives of grants, loans, and tax breaks (Ma & Pan, 2015). They
became important human capital supporting the fast growth of many sectors including engineering, science, and
finance in China. A good example is the growth of the VC sector, illustrating how US returnee venture capitalists,
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equipped with expertise and foreign funds, fostered the development of this sector in China, after the burst of the
dot.com bubble in the early 2000s (Wang, et al., 2011).
Government policy support is a component/element not to be overlooked in influencing the growth process
of EEs in China. Early innovation policy in China was closely related to the S&T reform which was an instrument
driving the economic development of the country. Before the 1990s, the innovation policy in China has a strong
focus on R&D, adopting a traditional science-based model to foster technology-based innovation. With the
deepening of the economic reform in the early 1990s, the role of market incentives in the S&T system was
emphasized. Scientists and academics were encouraged to establish their links with enterprises, or even set up
their own companies and become shareholders of university's technology-based spin-off firms. However, the
commercialization process of the research outputs was very much government-led, dominated by officially
recognized institutions. Scientists would rather sell their innovative research outputs directly to firms than get
them patented for commercialization (OECD, 2008). The significant role of education in developing high-quality
and skillful human resources was also recognized during this time, resulting in making available the needed
human capital to foster innovation.
While not targeting at promoting entrepreneurship in China, many of the innovation policies implemented
between the late 1990s and the 2000s were instrumental in creating the institutional contexts required for the
development EEs. During the period, the development of the STIPs, establishment of Innofund, and recognition
of the importance of education, private enterprises, and the market-led, indigenous innovation in the national
innovation system were all important in contributing to the formation of an institutional context conducive to the
breeding of innovation and, unintentionally, to the development of EEs in China. However, while innovation
policy was implemented to develop an appropriate institutional context breeding innovation, the innovation
system in China was very much characterized by a top-down, centralized approach, focusing more on creating
physical infrastructure, such as the science and technology parks, than promoting innovation from the bottom-up
by fostering a culture of innovation. Cultural values encouraging critical thinking, creativity, and acceptance of
failure are important for promoting entrepreneurship, which is the driving force underpinning the innovation
processes. Promoting an entrepreneurial culture and attitude is to drive innovation from the bottom-up as
entrepreneurs are self-starters, always engaging in building social capital and constantly looking for opportunities
to create value. In China, entrepreneurship (mass entrepreneurship) is a concept officially recognized, just a
couple of years ago, by the government, as an important force, alongside innovation, in driving economic
development. Promoting innovation without encouraging entrepreneurship is akin to taking a fish out of the water
as innovation and entrepreneurship are two interrelated processes, both underpinned by the cultural values
mentioned earlier.
China's innovation policy has, for a relatively long time since the early 2000s, promoted innovation without
entrepreneurship, targeting technological-based innovation outcomes derived from science-based R&D, though
gradually encouraging a more market-led orientation. Business-model innovation, found to enable innovative
start-ups to scale up quickly to become unicorns, was not emphasized in China's innovation policy. Quite
interestingly, when China was pushing hard to implement its innovation policy targeting for the promotion of
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more technology-based innovation, business-model innovation flourished, taking advantage of the presence of
various components/elements interacting with one another within the growing EEs. Seeing opportunities in
business-model innovation, the entrepreneurs played a significant role in bringing together various
components/elements, interacted with each other within a complex and dynamic process, to produce blockbuster
entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial recycling, and a systemic pattern of the ecosystem. There has been a tendency
for the innovation policy in China, promoting new venture creation, to concentrate policy initiatives targeting a
single element such as the provision of start-up grants/loans. From the case of developing EEs in China,
policymakers should think more about systemic policy interventions, targeting to promote connections of various
components/elements operating within the innovation system.
We put forward four innovation policy implications upon examining the link between the innovation policy
implemented and the process of EEs' development in China. First, public policies promoting innovation and
entrepreneurship need not be separately formulated and implemented as entrepreneurship and innovation are two
interrelated processes closely intertwined, both sustained by cultural values such as creativity, critical thinking,
and acceptance of failure. Second, closely related to the first point is that innovative policies should best avoid
adopting a top-down, centralized approach focusing just on formal institutions such as building physical
infrastructure. A bottom-up, decentralized approach targeting informal institutions and the intangible aspects of
commercialization and science-industry-academia cooperation, such as culture, attitudes, and social capital, could
be more effective in fostering entrepreneurship and innovation. Third, innovation policy does not need to be
entirely built on R&D and based on a science model, focusing just on technology-based innovation while
downplaying business model innovation the outcomes of which can nonetheless foster the development of
technology-based innovation. Finally, innovation policy should reinforce, at a systemic level, the interactive
relationship among the components/elements promoting innovation and entrepreneurship, rather than target at
promoting isolated and individual elements.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper examines the process of developing EEs based on a case study of unicorns in China, the growth
of which is indicative of EEs in effective operation, and draws innovation policy implications. The EE is a concept
getting increasingly popular among academics studying entrepreneurship and its role in economic development.
However, the EE concept is different from that of entrepreneurship, which takes entrepreneurs as "economic
supermen" acting individually in isolation to create value. By contrast, EE is perceived as a process embedded in
particular contexts, containing various components/elements which interact with one another or interact with the
context of the ecosystem, in fostering or restricting entrepreneurship (Acs, et al., 2014; Zahra, et al., 2014). While
academic debates on the conceptual definitions of EE have not yet been resolved, policymakers are quick to put
the concept on their policy agenda, with some connecting it with the implementation of innovation policy to foster
economic growth. The Chinese unicorn case is an appropriate one chosen to examine the role played by innovation
policy in fostering the development of EEs as the period during which unicorns have been growing fast in China
coincides with the time when the government has pushed hard for the implementation of innovation policy, with
changing emphasis over time, in fostering national economic development.
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Findings from the Chinese EE development case indicated that unicorns are EEs' productive
entrepreneurship outputs, which have emerged and gradually developed over the last two decades since the late
1990s, bringing aggregate value to China. This is the period when many necessary EE components/elements were
found interacting with each other within the institutional contexts of China, producing outcomes that fed back
into the institutional contexts and creating changes. The process started when leaders of early tech giants took
advantage of the availability of a huge and quickly growing domestic consumer market, leveraging digital
technologies to experiment with their market-led innovative business models, supported by the fast rate of Internet
penetration and a soaring number of mobile devices' users seeking to improve their standard of living through the
consumption of goods and services. Fascinated by the success stories of the tech giant leaders, a new generation
of the young and bold followed their role models' footsteps and built their own innovative start-ups, with many
obtaining capital from the fast-developing VC sector in China. The innovative start-ups were able to access the
much-needed human capital made available as a result of the returning Chinese, who stayed overseas after
completion of their studies and acquired valuable knowledge by involving in different industrial sectors.
Subsequent generations of entrepreneurs benefited from the government policies implemented to foster national
economic development through promoting innovation and, more recently, entrepreneurship. Human and
knowledge resources circulated among innovative start-ups and scale-ups, through entrepreneurial recycling and
blockbuster entrepreneurship to create a systemic pattern of entrepreneurial behavior, driving the development of
EEs in China.
Case findings on the development process of EEs in China support the perspective that EEs are formed as a
result of a complex and dynamic process of parallel and simultaneous interactions among various
components/elements, including networks of entrepreneurs, entrepreneurs, leadership, finance, talent, knowledge,
and support services, operating inside the formal (e.g. physical and infrastructural) and informal (e.g. social and
cultural) institutional contexts enabling or restricting human interaction. Entrepreneurial behavior is in fact
emergent and self-organizing. The case study illustrates that the innovation policy in China has been instrumental
in facilitating the creation of institutional conditions conducive to the development of EEs, though not the original
target outcome. Conversely, the growth of EEs in China has bred mostly business model innovation, which has
not been heavily emphasized in China's innovation policy, particularly at the early policy phase targeting more
on technology-based innovation. The EEs developed are therefore unique, highly shaped by China's own
historical and institutional trajectory. Findings from the Chinese unicorn case study provide useful insights for
the formulation and implementation of innovation policy.
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Abstract

For the last two decades the government of Malaysia has been moving away from the traditional roles of
managing, governing and providing services for the country. The government is actively encouraging the public
or civil servants to join the bandwagon and create innovations in the course of their works, protect their
innovations with intellectual property protection and whenever possible commercialize them. Such giant leap is
in line with the provisions of Science, Technology and Innovation Policy 2020 in the efforts of converting
Malaysian’s economy from manufacturing-based to knowledge and innovation based instead. It also provides is
a good opportunity for the government to create a new source of financial and economic incomes, save resources
and increase the intellectual property index and ranking globally. A lot of incentives, resources and supports were
re-channelled for that purpose. To date, the implementation, real outcomes, outputs and impacts of the
government’s servant in the innovative activities remain largely unmeasured. Whether the return of investment
for such undertakings commensurate with the efforts or otherwise. What happen to the “innovators” and their
inventions are untraced. This paper presents part findings on Malaysian’s experiences towards creating
innovations and fulfil the STI Policy’s objectives. The article focusses on the civil servants’ involvement in
developing or creating innovative products or services and their challenges in materializing that policy objectives.
The study was conducted amongst public servants. Primary data was collected through interview and focus group
discussions with the winning organizations or units of National Award for Public Sector Innovations. In total, 86
participants from four winning organizations were involved. The civil servants’ efforts are commendable and
encouraging. They show the objectives of the STI Policy are correct. Secondly, the strategies of the STI Policy
are only workable if they are supported with correct support system and well-designed implementation plan or
programs, The result also shows that STI Policy document is broad ranging and unlimited for private sectors, big
companies or intended for machines, engineering or hardware only. “Soft” innovations in terms of service and
management processes as produced by the respondents are equally valuable, useful and should not be disregarded.
However, the government must iron out few challenges in ensuring the innovation program for civil servants are
sustainable. The findings of this paper are useful as policy input in improving the support systems, designing
action plans or policy interventions for STI Policy in the future.
Keywords: public sector innovation, service innovation, National Science Technology and Innovation Policy
2013-2020
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1 INTRODUCTION
Existing literature leaves little doubt about the significance and dynamics of innovation towards economic
growth and socio-economic development (Chen, Yin, & Mei, 2018; Fagerberg, 2018; 8undvall, 2016; Fagerberg,
Martin, & Andersen, 2013). It is even considered as the Holy Grail in economic growth and sustainability agendas
(Fagerber, 2018; OECD, 2016). The concepts, types of innovation and players have gradually expanded
(Schachter, 2016) It is no longer limited to “technological invention” as first explained by Schumpeter (1967).
Global challenges and changes in knowledge have led to diverse labelling of innovations such as “social,”
“cultural,” “institutional,” “inclusive,” “green,” “eco,” “open,” “user-driven,” “lean,” “low-cost,” “grassroots,”
“public,” and “transformative” (Fagerberg & Verspagen, 2009). (Stancher, 2018, Godin, 2015; Gupta et al.,
2003).
Even government and public sector have joined the innovation bandwagon (Torfing and Ansell, (2017). The
initiative is justifiable as public sector is an important economic actor. In serving the people and nation,
government vis-à-vis public sector must be ready to change, innovate, develop and increase service values in
meeting the public’s expectations and complex societal challenges, including climate change, demographic
pressures, urban congestion and social and economic inequality (OECD, 2018).
Problems, barriers and challenges to innovate are everywhere, regardless of sectors, industries or
organizations. Public sector as relatively new comer to innovation, faces those difficulties too, thus the gist of this
writing. The writing mainly identifies and analyses the limiting factors to Malaysian public sector innovation.
Policy makers and public sector managers could then improve the innovation program, activities, identify
solutions and best practices, measure the performance and call for future studies related to this topic or areas.

2 BACKGROUND FACTS
The public sector mainly consists of government in general. In details it represents the public administration
entities that provide services such as education, health, security at all levels of government. This includes
regulatory and enforcement agencies as well publicly-owned corporations The government’s workforce is
interchangeably referred to as civil or public servants or employees. As the largest employer, the public sector is
an important employer, service provider and procurer. (System of National Accounts (SNA), 2008).
Public sector innovation is defined to carry many meanings (Bloch & Bugge, 2013; Arduini et al., 2013)
They include technology process (Edquist et al, 2001), administrative process (Meeus and Edquist, 2006),
governance innovation (Moore and Hartley, 2008), product, services and process innovation (Damanpour and
Schneider, 2009; Walker, 2014), conceptual innovation (Bekkers et al., 2011) and implementation of new or
significantly improved products or services made available to potential users Gault (2013) This writing chooses
to adopt the definition given by Akmar et al (2017) as it is simpler, more direct but encompassing. Innovation in
the public sector mainly focus on processes, products, organisation and communication. Mooussa (2017) has
almost the same definition too. The key element is to bring positive impacts on the wellbeing of the public towards
creating a better or prosperous society, nation and future (Business News Wales, 24th August 2021).
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The topic on public sector innovation and their barriers or challenges only became hugely attractive by
2000s. Previously, the topic on public sector innovation was treated as sub-issues (OECD, 2014). Researchers
were inclined more towards management system, personal characteristics of civil servants, governance,
organizational factors and administrative tools characteristics of managers on innovation (Bernier et al.,2015;
Hidalgo & D’Alvano, 2014). Though Perel (2002), Amara, D’Este, Landry and Doloreux (2016) deliberated about
awareness and knowledge about barriers for the survival and success of innovation activities in public sector,
their research is on knowledge about the barriers instead of the barriers themselves.
The works of Axtell et al., (2000), Tidd (2001), Borins, (2001) Zhou and Shalley (2003), Kahai et al. (2003)
Engelen, Schmidt, Strenger, & Brettel, 2014; Wang, Rode, Shi, Luo, & Chen, (2013) focussed on public sector
innovation and their barriers. Barrier and challenges come in many forms. According to Tidd (2001) the different
nature of works between public sector as compared to business organizations does affect public sector innovation.
Bloch and Bugge, (2013) studied more about them and warned how the differences like lack of mechanism in
selecting market, power structure and bureaucracy influence the speed of public sector innovation. There are still
uncertainties whether leadership are affecting public sector innovation or not. Borins (2001) did not find such
evidence. Kahai et al (2003) and Shin and Zhou (2003) reached the opposite conclusion. Axtell et al., (2000),
Zhou and Shalley (2003) indicated leaders of public sector positively affects their subordinates. According to De
Jong & Den Hartog, (2007) and Osborn and Marion (2009) leadership style influents creativity and motivates the
subordinates in developing their full potentials. Amongst the many types and style of leadership, Grumusol and
Ilsev (2009), discovered transformational and participatory leaderships bring out the best of the subordinates, as
they permit the civil servants to be more creative, free and open. As employees or subordinates, they feel
appreciated thus motivated in bringing changes in themselves and the way they work (McMurray et al (2012).This
element is important considering civil servants are generally bound to the static organizational structure of the
government. Good and frequent vertical and horizontal interaction between superior-subordinates-teammates
create positives vibes and conducive working environment for creativity. Innovative thinking and creativity of
the workforce are the two major yet fragile elements of the complex process of public sector innovation (West,
2002; Mumford and Licuanan, 2004). Years later, Gieske, Buuren, and Bekkers (2016) revisited the same topic.
They warned for the need of public sector to manage such capacities properly as they could potentially become
barriers towards innovation. Wynen, Verhoest, Ongaro, and Van Thiel (2014) stressed on the importance of
autonomy in terms of financial, resources distributions, and management of personnel management as they too
can be become barriers themselves (Godin, 2002). This is indirectly in line with earlier findings of Koch and
Hauknes (2005). They found the size of organization, either too small or big can inherently create tension between
organization and innovation activities and consequently become barriers.
The works of Mulgan and Albury (2003), Vigoda-Gadot (2003 and (Matthews, 2009) are considered too.
Mulgan and Albury (2003) pointed out about how weaknesses in communication, lack of resources, workplace
politics negatively influence public sector innovation activities at individual and organisational levels. Individual
leader or civil servant as employees are pre-occupied with administrative burdens, responding to pressures,
routine daily operational matters in attempts to solving ad-hoc problems, than thinking about innovations or doing
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things differently in delivering services. They are attributed to poor planning and distribution of works by top
management (Matthews, 2009). Incentive systems and ability to reward the civil servant are motivating factors.
Inability and ignoring the needs to rewards innovate are another barriers and challenges (Vigoda-Gadot, 2003);
Matthews, 2009). These problems are closely related to organization structure, governance control, top-down
dictation in decision making. They are exacerbated further by office politics. Despite the presence and availability
of technologies, they discover that working culture in terms of risk aversion, inadequate competencies in
managing risk or changes as well as local culture in terms of perspective and world views are major barriers that
policymakers or decision makers mostly overlooked. For example, leaders’ lack the desire to make changes
couple with unwillingness to make unpopular decision such as shutting down failing programs or organisations.
Vigoda-Gadot (2003) also traced a culture of inferiority amongst public sector or even the public. There are
assumptions that imported innovation is better. Engelen, Schmidt, Strenger, & Brettel (2014), Wang, Rode, Shi,
Luo, & Chen (2013) warned about the importance of having a long term instead of short-term budgets. Otherwise,
they can be the biggest planning and program development issues. Djellal et al. in (2013) observed the glaring
differences between the organization structure in public sector as compared to private sector or business
companies. The public sector’s structures are known to be inherently and comparatively more complex,
considerably more heterogenous but less autonomous than the other two. Understanding the structures is
important nonetheless. Private sectors and business companies have a clearer, more deliberate and systematic
plans for innovation activities, whereas it is still fuzzy at what point and how innovations take place in public
sector.
Public Service Innovation In Malaysia
The 11th Malaysia Plan (2016-2020) has identified innovation as a source of growth and sustainability in
driving the country towards becoming a full fledge developed nation by 2020 (Economic Planning Unit, 2016).
The National Science Technology and Innovation Policy (STIP) 2013-2020 talked about the same. STIP 20132020 gave public sector innovation a special place. It is treated as one of STIP’s strategic thrusts, under the banner
of STI Governance. In delivering public services and supporting the STI activities for the nation, the government
is expected to provide an effective and well-functioning ecosystem for policy executions and enforcement. Doors
are opened to the public service and civil servants is to join and participate in the national movement to transform
and improve the government’s delivery system. The same drive is seen in several other key programs such as
Government Transformation Plan (GTP) and National Key Result Areas (NKRA). They are aimed at transforming
Malaysia into a fully fledged developed country b year 2020.
The public sector appropriately raised to the above calls. Malaysia is currently facing challenges of
competitive international trade, debt, deficit pressures, technology, innovation and globalisation (Ramli et al.,
2017; Siddiquee, 2008; Caverley, 2005). Malaysian public service needs to be more adaptable, responsive,
flexible and resilient in providing more effective, efficient and reliable services (Ministry of Finance, 2018). The
GTP programs abovementioned targeted at revamping the old tired traditional image of public service by bringing
in dramatic improvements(Kassim & Mokhber, 2015). Wide ranging changes were introduced to alter every
possible dimension, involving structural, procedural aspects of the public bureaucracy, the operational principles
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and values of public officials. It was envisioned the public service would eventually be more accessible,
responsiveness, better and speedier in providing value public services at minimised costs (MAMPU, 2010) as
promoted by OECD (2011). Both the GTP and NKRA programs rely on innovation to deliver the desired outputs
and outcomes.
The Malaysian Public Services and Prime Minister Office have appointed Malaysia Administrative
Modernization and Management Planning Unit (MAMPU) being the agency responsible in overseeing and
transforming the public sector and public services of the nation, together with Malaysia Performance Management
& Delivery (PEMANDU), Institut Pentadbiran Awam Negara (INTAN) and Kumpulan Innovatif & Kreatif unit
(KIK ) to take charge and handle public service innovation (MAMPU, 2013). For the last at least 10 years,
MAMPU has introduced one of the most notable awards for public service innovation namely Anugerah Inovasi
Sektor Awam (AISA) and Anugerah Inovasi Perdana Menteri (AIPM) awards. Both are meant for the most
innovative programs, products or services in public sector. AISA is awarded at organization level, whereas AIPM
is for the winner at national level. It is hoped the monetary rewards of AISA and AIPM could attract more civil
servants to participate and join the innovative activities within their organizations. The first winners of AISA and
AIPM were awarded in 2010, two (2) years after the program was introduced.
The government continues to intensify the above program. For example, in 2016, the government through
Guideline of Cultivating and Strengthening the Innovation in Public Sector 2016, began the talk on
commercializing the end products of those innovative activities and efforts. A sum of RM400million was
allocated in 2018 for Research and Development activities & ensuing IP protection for public service innovation
(MOSTI, 2019).
Despite the strong supports in terms of money, time and other resources for R&D and innovation activities,
there is still not much information on the government’s return of investment. While every government document
places high hopes on public sector innovations and the anticipatory changes, there is a dearth of scholarly work
that provides those details. This can be detected from the scarcity of literature reviews and research findings. Ali
& Buang, (2016) have long admitted the same too. So far, most of available government writings only focussed
on their success stories. Papers by Ali (2001) and Karim (2003) to certain extent contributed towards the body of
knowledge when they wrote about service delivery innovation in public sector. They however are both senior
bureaucrats of the government. Their writings are very narrative in nature, describing the intended goals and
potential benefits. They lack in-depth analysis of innovations in public sector or services and their impacts on
governance in general and service delivery in particular. So too papers by Tahir (xxx) and (xxx). Both are just
narration on the evolution of public services in Malaysia since 1980s until 2000s and the application of ICT as a
tool of service delivery for various e-government projects and programs respectively. Almost none, including by
the academia writes about their barriers and challenges through-out their process. This paper fills in that gap.

3 METHODOLOGY
This research is exploratory in nature due to scarcity of literatures on this topic. This fact influences the
methodology of the research. According to Connelly (2016), when there is lack of materials on the topic or area
of research, qualitative method becomes the most suitable method to adopt. He is supported by Booth (2018).
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Mukumbang et al, (2020) believe the same allows the researchers to ask the why and how questions in broader
sense and not limited to what, where or when questions. Likewise, the researcher can then explore more in finding
out, what happened, who and what was involved, and where things happened. By so doing, researcher could
explain the characteristics of a phenomena, populations and conditions accurately and consistently. This research
uses both secondary and primary data. Interviews and focus group discussions (FGDs) are the modes for obtaining
primary data. Both modes allow the participants or interviewees to freely express their opinions and answer as
much questions as they want. Most importantly, the approach also allows the researcher to further develop or
add new questions to the interviews or FGDs questions as when the participants or interviewees narrates the
experience or opinions (Bufkin 2006). The participants of this study are the finalists and winning organizations
of either the AISA, APIM or KIK awards at organization, Ministerial and national levels. 86 civil servants from
4 organizations participated in the study. All organizations have at least won the KIK or AISA. They too have at
least won the prestigious AIPM award once. The participants are divided into two big groups, regardless of their
organizations. Group 1 (G1) consists of 4 leaders (P1, P2, P3 and P4) and 4 managers (M1, M2, M3 and M4) of
the winning organizations (O1, O2, O3 and O4) of the AIPM awards. Group 2 (G2) comprises of all team
members (78 persons, labelled as TM1-TM78) of the innovation groups. 21 of them are females. 18 are singles,
12 single parents and the rest are married with minimum one child aged ranging from 2 to 23 years. Only 5 of
them are living with parents. 30 participants are seasoned participants, having representing their organizations for
the last 5 years. For the purpose of confidentiality, the name of each personal, their unit or section within the
department or organizations is withheld. Their responses from the questions are described in descriptive,
analytical and thematic manners. Inputs from both categories of group are tubulated and cross-checked with each
other for verification purposes.

4 FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
Members of G1 are mostly senior officers of the public service. All of them have between 10-12 years of
services before mandatorily retire from the public service at the age of 60. The remaining 10-12 years is regarded
substantial and long enough for them to implement any new innovation plans or programs. They have been
previously circulated and moved around from various Ministries, departments or sections. They are assigned to
take charge of innovation generally and KIK activities of their organizations, thus considered to have the right
skills, experience, qualification and knowledge about innovations and their entailing benefits. The average age
for G2 is 37 years. The youngest member is 26 years old with barely 2 years working experience as compared to
the most senior who is 56 years old. On average, they have 25 years working experienced. All members of G2
and G1 hold at least a Bachelor Degree of various disciplines. Their academic background varies too ranging
from humanities, social sciences, engineering, technology, finance, natural science, applied science, environment
and even language. M2 is the only person holding a Master degree in public administration and management.
All members of G1 and majority of G2 are handpicked and instructed by their superiors to join the innovation
programs, projects or activities at their organizations. They are due to job requirements and organizations’
decisions to compete at national innovation competition. 40 percent of G2 members volunteered. There is no
mechanism or specific selection process in identifying or selecting participants. Their reasons for volunteering
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vary, ranging from boredom, coaxed and motived by friends, stirred by curiosity and desire to improve things.
All related their excitement to the prospect of having direct hands-on experience in creating or improving
something.
Types of innovations by public service
All organizations initiated their invention-innovation projects in the same manner, by reviewing and
assessing which and what existing problems to solve or services to improve. The final decisions in deciding which
project to pursue is left with the team managers and leaders. All organizations successfully invented at least one
invention, either service or product. When probed further, only O1 manages to invent 1 product invention in a
form of crushing machine to destroy contraband goods indoors. Comparatively, the crushing machine is smaller,
lighter, faster, quiet, mobile, thus more efficient than the current machine. Other organizations invented service
innovation. This is in line with their job scopes and inherent duties of the government. Service innovation refers
to elements that could be systematically replicated and reproduced in other cases, context or environments. As
far as all parties in G2 are concerned, service innovation covers new outcomes as a result of either a totally new
service design or improved service process or delivery of services to the public. This includes customer
interaction, feedback channels, documentation processing, service design, distribution of works and services,
distribution system, data sharing, data storage mechanism and process, chain of command, decision making
process or a combination of them.
Barriers and Challenges
There are external and internal barriers and challenges faced by participants of this study. The external
barriers and challenges are elements or factors that occur outside their working place, capable of affecting them
emotionally or physically. Internal barriers refer to things and elements within their place of work that are capable
of affecting them and their performance in the innovative programs or activities. The external barriers comprise
of personal problems in form of family pressures, supports, personal space, time and social responsibility towards
others. The internal factors are leadership, incentives, support system, financial budget structure and size of
organization.
1.
i.

External barriers
Personal Problems
Everybody in G1 and G2 admits facing family problems in one way or the other throughout their

involvement in the above programs or projects. Most of the problems started with complaints, from either
their spouses, children, parents or siblings respectively. They complaints do not start immediately. They
become more frequently as the pressures to complete their invention increase. They commonly revolved
around lack of times for family, being away too much from family and even neglect. Their family are
generally unhappy when they tend to spend longer hours or sacrificed their weekends to be at work place,
especially when nearing any competition or datelines.
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ii.

Personal time and space
Whenever at home, their personal times are dedicated on making further research, reading, thinking or

discussing with friends and teammates about the project and impending invention. Missing important events
such as birthdays, parents-teachers day or even shopping have become more regular and common norm for
majority of them. They no longer have adequate or quality time for the family or even themselves. Sleep
becomes a priority and their form of resting relaxation. Seasoned team members shared their experiences of
abandoning their hobbies. They run of times and energy to socialize with neighbours or close friends anymore
so much so they are seen as reclused and un-detached with reality.
Such things repeatedly happened every time there is a new project. Majority of team members felt guilty
when they are unable to help around the house like before. The feeling is even worst amongst married female,
single and single parent participants. They felt as if they have let down their families. Single parents even
have to pay extra money to their baby sitters for the extra hours in taking care of their children. Married male
team members openly admitted of delegating their major marital and household responsibilities like visiting
their parents, attending religious classes, taking their children to dentist, medical check-up or payments of
bills to their spouses. Likewise, single participants either have to shelve responsibilities to other members of
their family, ask assistance from best-friends or totally ignore them.
Over the times, their families slowly weaned and indirectly withdrew their support, especially when the
projects dragged on. Many felt their family members have lost the initial enthusiasm like when they first
started. Many were confronted by their spouses, children, siblings, in-laws and parents who questioned their
decisions and sanity in joining the project. Personally, they are most hurt, angry and dispirited when their
families began to compare them with “other civil servants” in the public sector. These have led to frequent
quarrels in the family, even over small matters. In the end, they began affect their peace of mind, focus and
work performance since family is their founding pillars. They seek solace from their teammates and support
each other during those hard times.
iii.

Dilemma between family and work commitments
In hindsight, they admit the truth in those complaints. That facts make it double hard for them to deny,

reason or justify their actions. At the same time, they are torn between family and works, both, they regard
as equally important. Even though the thoughts of withdrawing from the teams did cross their minds, majority
did not pursue them. They cited several reasons. (i) They feel embarrassed towards their team, colleagues or
organizations thus have no desire to let these people down by breaking their own promises. (ii) They are
being professional and try hardest not to let their personal issues and problems to meddle with their duties at
work. (iii) They are adamant in finding solutions to their problems so it could reduce stress and time saving
at work. (iv) They have a strong sense of responsibility in completing the task together as a team.
2.
i.

Internal barriers
Leader and leadership skills
Almost all participants agree the importance of a leader and leadership skills in managing and steering

the directions of the teams successfully. However, they split in opinion about the practice of pre-determined
selection of leaders by their organizations. One group openly accepted that fact and practice, since it is the
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typical style and operation of any governmental sector or agency. In their opinion, it is immaterial how a
person becomes a leader and manager for the team, as long as they have the ability and function as such. The
second group prefers the opposite. They want the team members to have the liberty in choosing their leaders
and managers. Moreover, the innovation programs and projects are not part of their “official duties” thus they
should not to be bound tightly by governmental protocol and procedures on seniority and ranks, including on
the issues of selection of leaders. By doing so, they can truly have leaders of the right capabilities, regardless
of ranks and official posts. Though there are truly natural born leaders, they believe that traits can be trained
and acquired too.
Majority of G2 members have had encountered good and bad leaders. They do not have much problems
under the leaderships of a good leader. All agree that they become very creative, productive, motivated and
truly enjoyed their experiences despite the stresses and pressures. There are instances too when the teams
were led by personally nice individuals but serve as bad leaders with poor leadership skills for lack of ideas,
experience, will power, independent mind, ability to make unpopular decisions or willingness to take risk.
There are instances too where the leader leaned on team members to make hard and crucial decision instead,
under the pretext of consensus opinions. This causes delay and discomfort amongst teams.
There are also leaders who are unprofessional, unable to differentiate their functions as leaders for official
duties and voluntary works for the innovation programs. For example, adopting business as usual attitude,
continue treating the team members as subordinates, instead of peers by issuing orders and expected them to
be executed without fail. They were confused and mixed-up reprimand and scolding, with motivation. Team
members are “reprimanded” by the office where the leader heads for innovation-related mistakes. The
working environment then became tense and unpleasant. Small number of team members felt a sense of
distrust amongst them. Others felt they lost their creativity, freedom, ingenuity, less productive and joy to
procreate. Generally, they dislike operating under such circumstances.
ii.

Financial Budget
Each participating organization did allocate financial budget for the innovation activities. According to

members of G1, that sum is never fixed, depending on project and activities. As leaders they shall prepare,
propose and present their budgets for the intended project before their superiors. The current budget is always
insufficient. There is no allocation for patenting innovation product in department’s budget. As it is, team
members are taking turns and cumulatively forking their own money. All welcomed and look forward to the
government’s plan in setting aside certain percentage of operational cost for R&D, innovation and their
commercialization as stated in Pekeliling Transformasi Perkhidmatan Awam Bil. 1 2016 above mentioned.
Furthermore, the KIK New Horizon program also allows organization to use 10% of the annual training
budget for R&D and innovation purposes.
iii.

Support system
Although the Federal Government is encouraging all civil servants to take part in the innovation programs,

projects or activities for the benefits and betterment of public sector services, these activities are not official.
They are not part of their line of duties, thus do not contribute towards their appraised annual performance.
In turn, they questioned the reasonableness of setting aside the government’s operational and R&D budgets
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for innovation purposes, if such activities are not official. Furthermore, the aims of such programs are to find
solutions to their “official” work-related problems.
Because of this, the team members are expected to carry out their activities after working hours.
Participating organizations cannot give them a special leave from their daily administrative, technical,
management or office works. Being the case, they either have to stay longer at work in completing the jobs
of the day before switching to innovation activities. They generally feel over-burdened with administrative
burdens. Lack of rest also affected their physical movements and thinking capabilities. They cannot
contribute positively towards their official and innovation activities. Tentatively, they turn with other team
members or office colleagues in doing their office chores first. However, the above is only possible if all
team members are from the same section, departments or units and upon approval of their office leaders. In
both conditions, they are left with very little time to rest or personal time. The same also have created certain
animosity amongst colleagues at work, especially when they are on special leave to attend innovation
competition away. Team members were accused of playing truant from works or trying to win the affections
of the leaders and superiors through the innovation activities. This happens regardless of the size of the
organisations.
iv.

Incentives-reward system
AISA and AIPM awards gives away a sum of RM250,000 and RM1,000,000.00 respectively to the

winners. The money is usually awarded to and under the name of the wining organization. Despite this fact,
no one from G1 or G2 really sure what happen to the award money. They have no idea how and where the
money was spent. The team members alleged of not receiving any payment as reward or incentives for their
gargantuan efforts. Though they do not expect much, everybody in G1 and G2 feels excited at the prospect
of receiving some sort of incentives from their organizations. The incentives do not necessarily monetary but
could also be in kind.

Discussions
The Malaysian public sector is considerably very lucky. Year in and out, there are large supplies of staff
who willingly volunteer to participate in the innovation endeavours. Their willingness and voluntary
participations firstly shows that the plans of STIP 2013-2020 in encouraging the public sector to join the
innovation bandwagon are correct. It also proves that MAMPU is moving towards the correct directions.
Despite lacking the selection process or mechanism, somehow the organization manages to get the civil
servant with the correct mindsets and attitudes. From the narrative of their experiences, they displayed exemplary
characteristics and strong values. They are very loyal in serving their organizations, committed, mentally strong
and good team players. The fact they use their own money to pay for some of the activities are very noble. Even
though their participation and contribution are neither official nor counted for their annual performance and
despite the difficulties they face at home and work place, they refuse to withdraw or give up easily. Instead, they
are adamant in completing their task to solve their work-related problems, wanting their organization to win, and
continue supporting and motivating their team mates. These are indeed good values, invaluable to any
organizations.
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The public service cannot afford to lose such valuable talent and must proactively do something in looking
after their needs if not welfare, at least during the innovation programs. Office politics, bureaucracy and
discrimination must be nibbed at earliest opportunity as they influent the speed of public sector innovation. This
part of the findings has some similarities with the research of Vigoda-Gadot (2003) and Matthews, (2009). If left
untreated, the staff concern could feel despaired, neglected, victimized and may decide to quit joining and
continue contributing towards public sector innovation. The same too could deter others from participating in the
future.
The makeup of an innovation team should not be taken lightly. It is equally important as the idea of invention
itself. The traditional approach of creating an invention singlehandedly based on rigid processes or procedures
with little perspective from the others are long gone. Innovation is a team effort of diverse players from various
backgrounds. The idea of mixing team members of various units, departments, sections and academic
backgrounds works well. However, more needs to be done in managing them in ensuring their participation and
focus are not distracted by human management issues.
As far as the Malaysian public sector innovation is concerned, leaders and leadership are very important and
influential. This finding supports Kahai et al (2003), Shin and Zhou (2003). Good, open and trusting relationship
between leaders and teammates become the founding strength of the innovation activities. This affirms the
findings of Osborn and Marion (2009) Team members need leaders who are objective, willing to take calculated
risk, unafraid of failures, guide, support and motivate them. These are the characteristics and elements of either
transformational or participatory leadership Grumusol and Ilsev (2009).

It is still untested whether the

introduction of a proper selection system or free selection of preferred leaders by team members would change
the current findings or not.
Since all members of the innovation teams are wearing two hats, both the leaders and team members must
be careful in treading the lines. Both environments and their rules of games are totally different. For example, the
top-down dictation may work in “official-working” structure of the government, not for innovation activities. As
discovered, the leaders-superior-subordinate relationships still exist and extend beyond the official and office
realms. In many instances, the leaders from office have shown that they could affect their subordinates. In certain
context, both parties assumed that they are somewhat bound by the official government protocols and procedures.
Axtell et al., (2000) and Zhou and Shalley (2003) said about the same thing too. In reality, they are not.
What is described as support system in this writing here is also labelled as autonomy by Godin, 2002. It
generally covers allocation and distribution of financial, resources, talent management and reward system. There
are glaring short-comings in the support-system for Malaysia public sector innovation. One of the ways in
improving the support system is by reviewing the government’s current approach. Admittedly, the public sector’s
structures are inherently and comparatively more complex, considerably more heterogenous but less autonomous
than private sector or business organizations. Comparatively the latter have a clearer, more deliberate and
systematic plans for innovation activities than the public sector. However, the structure needs re-adjustment and
improvement if the government is really serious about making public sector innovation a success.
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The government has to decisively decide whether to treat and consider public sector innovation as part of
the official duties of volunteered staff or not. By accepting innovation activities as part of civil servants’ duties
and annual performance, the management can officially allocate certain portion of financial budget to pay for the
innovation activities, incentives, reward systems for sustainable middle and long-term public sector innovation.
As Djellal et al.(2013) put it, financial budgets and talent management are the biggest planning and program
development issues that must be addressed at first instance.
The Malaysian government can also take the opportunity to review and re-structure the working hours of
personnel involved. The same would automatically unlock their family-work dilemma and ease their burdens.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Malaysia has followed the global trends of public management reform through public sector innovation
programs. The service delivery system has been majorly benefitted from such activities, for national
competitiveness and socio-economic development of the country. Despite the success, there are still rooms for
improvements. The government must iron out few challenges in ensuring the innovation program involving the
public service and civil servants are sustainable. At the heart of bringing efficient services, save financial cost and
resources as well as improving quality in services, the government must focus on the personal, individual and
professional needs of those responsible for the procreation activities.
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Abstract
In the new era of the green economy, more countries have initiated a number of innovation policies to
take leadership in green technology sectors. Which countries will lead green innovation? How do countries
become more competitive in transforming their current technological structures to get greener? This article
suggests an analysis of the green technology space by dividing the concept of product space into two planes:
technological and production capabilities. International patents are commonly used to reflect technological
capability. By demonstrating global competitiveness, export datasets similarly show production capability. These
two indicators are consolidated into a single dataset using the Algorithmic Links with Probabilities (ALP)
approach that uses computer search algorithms to link patents and exports. With this dataset, we test the
hypotheses that countries are more likely to diversify into green technologies that are more related to the current
green export structures and that countries with strong green production capabilities are more likely to have higher
green technological complexity. Illustrations of select Asian countries will be presented to demonstrate the
applicability of green product space across time periods. The results would suggest strong policy implications
that green production can lead to green innovation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many leaders frame questions on greening industries as a choice between greening technologies or
developing the economy (Pegels & Altenburg, 2020). Pegels & Altenburg (2020) suggest that both can be
achieved simultaneously, whereby green transformations lead to economic growth. They suggest that greening
early can provide benefits in efficiency and market entry while eschewing lock-in of environmentally harmful
technologies. This study examines the connection between production of green technologies and their innovation.
Past studies on green innovation focus on the importance of the supply of innovation resources such as R&D,
human capital, and financial capital. In the new era of the green economy, more countries have initiated a number
of innovation policies to take leadership in green technologies. The policies that are adopted follow this
established theory that provides scarce resources from existing industries and redirect them towards new green
technologies. Which countries will lead green innovation? How can countries become more competitive in
transforming their current technological structures to get greener? This study sums up these questions: Would
production in green sectors lead to innovation in green sectors?
This article suggests an analysis of the green technology space by dividing the concept of product space into
two planes: technological and production capabilities. International patents are commonly used to reflect
technological innovation capability. By demonstrating global competitiveness, export datasets similarly show
production capability. These two indicators are consolidated into a single dataset using the Algorithmic Links
with Probabilities (ALP) approach that uses computer search algorithms to link patents and exports (Lybbert &
Zolas, 2014). Recent studies provide the means to classify industries by green technology (Hamwey et al., 2013;
Mealy & Teytelboym, 2020). With this reclassified dataset, we test the hypotheses that countries are more likely
to diversify into green technologies that are more related to the current green export structures and that countries
with strong green production capabilities are more likely to have higher green technological complexity.
Illustrations comparing Asian countries with are presented to demonstrate the applicability of green product space.
The results would suggest strong policy implications that green production can lead to green innovation. The
main contributions of this paper are (i) connecting innovation to the green product space, (ii) suggesting paths of
innovation from green production to green innovation, and (iii) providing empirical evidence on the
diversification of green technology, especially in Asian countries.
The rest of the paper includes a review of the literature on green innovation and green industry and the
relationship between production and innovation capabilities; a discussion on the data and methodology; results of
the analysis; and a conclusion.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Green innovation and green industries
Green industries are classified based on the product sectors that are produced for exports, which denote
quality and competitiveness of the manufactured goods at the global level (Fraccasia et al., 2018; Hamwey et al.,
2013; Mealy & Teytelboym, 2020). Thus, the span of the management and supply chain of green industries offer
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opportunities for innovation. Innovations are driven by changes in the product innovation, process innovation,
and management innovation.
Innovation in green technologies and industry has been studied in ways similar to innovation in other sectors.
Past studies have applied complexity economics techniques to model product spaces that measure the overall
industrial structure of exports (Hidalgo & Hausmann, 2009). The model is applied to the green product space by
classifying specific product groups into green categories (Hamwey et al., 2013). This has also been applied to
green industries to identify sectors of growth by focusing on demand (Fraccascia et al 2018). Literature on green
innovation has mainly focused attention on how to use the demand for green products to promote innovation
(Fraccascia et al., 2018). Many of the studies have explored the marketing strategies aimed at influencing
consumers’ purchase behavior (e.g., de Medeiros and Ribeiro 2017; de Medeiros et al. 2016; de Angelis et al.
2017; Ritter et al. 2015; Dangelico and Vocalelli 2017) and the attitudes and the motivations of the consumers to
buy green products (e.g., Biswas and Roy 2015; Maniatis 2016; Yadav and Pathak 2016). Some studies have
focused on how green innovation is affected by regulations (Zhang et al., 2019); and organizational strategy
(Gupta & Burua, 2018; Tseng et al., 2012; Song & Yu, 2018).
The supply side, concerning the aspects that can support firms to produce green products, has been less
investigated. These few studies consider development of supply chain capabilities (Klewitz & Hansen, 2014;
Somuk & Laosirihongthong, 2017; Srivastava, 2007) and the relationship between innovation and production as
a means for high-tech green innovations to lead to green products (Brunel, 2019). However, green production is
also expected to lead to green innovation (Gupta & Barua, 2018). The greater the competitiveness—as measured
by revealed competitive advantage—of a nation in a green industry, the more likely the sector is to grow. Mealy
& Teytelboym (2020) apply this logic to create a green complexity index, which is indicative of higher patenting,
lower CO2 emissions, and more stringent environmental policies.
The past studies on green innovation have focused on the discrete aspects of innovation. Green product and
management innovation are seen as a means to expand markets by developing new ways to meet new green
demand. Process innovations are generally seen as efficiency improvements. While past studies have considered
present production capabilities for decision-making on future production, there have not been studies that examine
the impact production capabilities on innovation in green industries. Production capabilities are not static.
Although technological change can occur through R&D activities and investments, dynamic green production
capabilities will also affect green innovation capabilities in the green economy.

2.2 Relationship between production and innovation
Many previous innovation studies, when discussing the source of innovation, considered research and
development as the key factor that leads to innovation (Pakes & Grilliches, 1980; Mairesse & Mohnen, 2005;
Lerner & Hall, 2010). New knowledge and technological discoveries have been considered as the results of
innovation activities in research labs. Innovation policies focused on fostering R&D through educational,
institutional, legal, and financial support. On the other hand, the innovation from the manufacturing and
production stage has not received as much attention, and production capability has often been considered as one
dimension of innovation capability (Guan & Ma, 2003) rather than a driving factor of innovation.
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However, recent studies, notably the research from MIT Production in the Innovation Economy (PIE) such
as Berger (2013) and Locke & Wellhausen (2014) emphasize the importance of production in encouraging
innovation activities. These studies highlight the gains from co-location of production and innovation, and the
negative effects on innovation in the United States that global re-distribution of production will bring. Production
sites not only bring the jobs and economic vitality to the economies, but provide testbeds to early-stage
technological challenges that can eventually result in successful innovation. Pisano and Shih (2013) point out that
active innovation takes place during the early-stage production such as testing the prototypes, improving
production efficiency, and even during customer interaction. These arguments support that the recent trends of
reshoring of manufacturing are favorable to not only domestic job-creation, but also domestic innovation (Eum
& Lee, 2019).
However, most of the discussions were based on the examples of traditional manufacturing sectors, such as
machinery or automobiles, and there is still room to provide empirical evidence to the linkage between production
and innovation in high-tech, knowledge-intensive industries. These studies need additional empirical evidence
from green innovation that requires the most up-to-date technologies, to strengthen the argument that production
leads innovation. Green innovation is not separable from green production, as it requires not only high-tech
knowledge but also production capability under a widening international green market. By re-highlighting the
role of production activities in fostering innovation, this paper aims to provide useful supply-side implications to
innovation policies for green sectors.

3 DATA
As mentioned earlier, a number of existing literature have confirmed the path dependence of the process of
technological diversification and the role of industrial competence during technological development. Integrating
these arguments, this study analyzes the possibility of new technology emergence by considering the current
industrial structure, or the industries where the country has comparative advantage with. This study identifies
industries in which the country has a comparative advantage through international export data and industries in
which the country has a technological advantage through international patent data.
International export and patent data are classified under a certain industry and technology classification
table, making it possible to compare countries by specific subcategories of industries and technologies. Moreover,
the export data represents the size of an industry with international competitiveness, guaranteeing the minimum
quality of the industrial products. Therefore, compared to domestic data, export data can reflect the qualitative
aspect of industrial performance to a certain degree during comparative analysis among countries. For the same
reason, international patent data also has the advantage of being knowledge products with international
competitiveness. In addition, the Asian countries that this study focuses on are countries with large enough export
volume and number of international patents. While international export data and patent data have distinct
advantages, they also have disadvantages. As export data does not reflect the domestic market, there is a
possibility of underestimating the industrial competitiveness and production volume of countries that are highly
dependent on the domestic market. For this reason, the industrial competitiveness of countries with a low degree
of openness to foreign trade is often underestimated. In addition, export data indicating the volume of the final
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goods do not reflect the added value, technical or qualitative aspects of the activities carried out in the industry.
International patent data also does not fully reflect knowledge outcomes and innovative activities within a country
(Pavitt, 1985), and in the case of underdeveloped countries, the number of international patents is remarkably
small, making it difficult to analyze. Despite these shortcomings, considering the advantages mentioned above
that outweigh these shortcomings, this study constructs an integrated industry-technology dataset based on export
and patent data.
Export data used in this study is based on data from The Growth Lab at Harvard University. Each country’s
export data until 2000 is from Feenstra et al. (2005), and the data after 2000 comes from the UN Comtrade
Database. This study, following the analytical approach of the product space (Hidalgo et al., 2007), uses the 4digit Standard International Trade Classification (SITC), Revision 2, covering over 700 sub-classifications of
industries. Next, the patent dataset comes from the international patent data of the OECD Statistic s Office
(OECD.Stat). The OECD Statistical Office provides data on international patent applications and applications
such as the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) and European Patent Office (European Patent
Office) of each country by technology classification. This study uses the number of USPTO patent grants by the
residence of the applicant. It follows the International Patent Classification (IPC) for the technology classification
at 4-digit, classifying the patents into about 600 detailed sub-classifications. Lastly, the definition of green
industry includes 11 industries at SITC 4-digit level, following Hamwey et al. (2013). Table 1 lists the SITC 4digit, definition of each industry, and the green categories of green industries analyzed in this study.
Table 1: Green industries in SITC 4-digit classification

SITC 4

SITC Definition

Green Category

8997

Basketware, wickerwork and other articles of plaiting
materials . . .

Waste management

6973

Cooking or heating apparatus of a kind used for

Energy efficiency

6975

Sanitary ware, and parts there of,of iron, steel, copper, or
aluminum

Waste management

7148

Turbines

Energy efficiency

7414

Refrigerating equipment (electric or other), other than
household-type . . .

Renewable energy

7162

Electric generating sets

Renewable energy

7763

Diodes and semiconductor devices (including photovoltaic
cells . . .

Renewable energy

8841

Optical fibres prisms, mirrors, and other optical elements . . .

Renewable energy

8744

Instruments and apparatus for physical or chemical analysis .

Environmental analysis

5121

Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated derivatives

Renewable energy

7782

Electric filament lamps and discharge lamps

Energy efficiency

Source: Hamwey et al. (2013)
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Since export data and patent data follow different classification systems, an additional process of unifying
the classification system is required to analyze these two data simultaneously in the same sub-classifications. To
this end, there have been a number of concordance matrices, including those from the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) and Yale University, that enables conversion of data between industry classification and
technology classification. Among them, the Algorithmic Link with Probabilities (ALP) proposed by Lybbert and
Zolas (2014) showed a higher accuracy than other methodologies. This method analyzed keywords of about 2
million PATSTAT patent data through data mining and matched the technology classification and industry
classification. This study uses ALP to match the aforementioned SITC 4-digit export data and IPC 4-digit patent
data, and reclassifies the patent data into industry classification to derive the number of granted USPTO patents
by each country for each industry. By converting the export data and patent data into the industry classification,
it can be analyzed simultaneously on the same classification, so it has the advantage of being able to look at not
only the existing industrial structure but also the technological capabilities when estimating the industrial
diversification path of each country.

4 METHODOLOGY
This study uses Balassa (1965)'s Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) index to calculate in which
industries a country has a comparative advantage. In addition, following the research of product space using RCA
(Hidalgo et al., 2007), this study measures the possibilities of a nation's entry into new industries based on the
proximity between industries and the density index around industries as suggested in the product space study.
First, the RCA that country c has in industry p measures the export share of industry p within a country and
the export share of industry p in the world market. RCA, in a mathematical presentation, is expressed as:
𝑥(𝑐,𝑝)

𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑐,𝑝 =

∑𝑝 𝑥(𝑐,𝑝)

⁄∑𝑐 𝑥(𝑐,𝑝)
∑𝑐,𝑝 𝑥(𝑐,𝑝)

where c stands for country, p stands for product(SITC4), and x for value of export volume.
When RCA is greater than 1, the country is considered to have a comparative advantage in the industry. For
example, if the export volume of Korea's automobile industry accounts for 10% of Korea's total exports, while
the automobile industry accounts for 5% of global exports, the RCA is 2 (=10%/5%). Thus, Korea is considered
to have a comparative advantage in the automobile industry. Since RCA uses the ratio of a country's total export
size of any industry, it can prevent the comparative advantage of countries with small economies from being
underestimated or overestimated. In addition, although its calculation uses the export data, RCA has the advantage
of representing the value of comparative advantage without unit. At the same time, there are also disadvantages
of RCA. The absolute value of RCA cannot express the degree of comparative advantage, so the change in
comparative advantage by year or comparison of the degree of comparative advantage between countries cannot
be expressed as the changing trend of RCA. In addition, since RCA is a relative index, it is necessary to consider
different socioeconomic backgrounds by time period and by country for the interpretation of the index. Taking
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these shortcomings into account, following previous studies on product space and technology space (Hidalgo et
al., 2007; Boschma et al., 2013) this study uses RCA only to determine whether a country has a comparative
advantage in a specific industry, rather than using the absolute value of RCA.
Next, the proximity index indicating the distance between two industries, is calculated as a conditional
probability value that a country has a comparative advantage in an industry under the assumption that it has a
comparative advantage in another industry. For example, if a country has a comparative advantage in the apple
industry, there is a high probability that the pear industry also has a comparative advantage (because there are
many inputs required in common, such as technology, infrastructure, and manpower). Conversely, a country with
a comparative advantage in the pear industry is more likely to have a comparative advantage in the apple industry
as well. In this case, the apple industry and pear industry have high proximity. If mathematically expressed, the
proximity index is calculated as the minimum value of the conditional probability between the two industries.
The proximity between industry p1 and industry p2 can be expressed as:
𝜑𝑝1,𝑝2 = min{P(RCA𝑥𝑝1 ≥ 1|RCA𝑥𝑝2 ≥ 1), P(RCA𝑥𝑝2 ≥ 1|RCA𝑥𝑝1 ≥ 1)}
Based on the proximity between industries, it is possible to determine what other related industries take
place in the virtual product space around one industry. The density index, representing the degree of overall
relatedness with related industries, can be derived by calculating how much comparative advantage it has in
similar industries with high relevance around that industry. Since there is path dependence in the process of new
industry development, the comparative advantage a country has in the nearby related industries of industry p can
determine the possibility of a country advancing into industry p in the future (Hidalgo et al., 2007). For example,
a country that has comparative advantages in the motor, tire, and motorcycle industries, which are highly related
to the automobile industry, has a high density of the automobile industry. Therefore, even if there is no
comparative advantage in the automobile industry at the current state, it is likely to gain a comparative advantage
in the automobile industry in the future industrial diversification process. The density index of industry p is the
sum of the proximities between p and the industries that the country has a comparative advantage in, divided by
the sum of the proximities between p and all industries. The density ω of industry p in country c is expressed as
follows:
𝜔𝑝2 = ∑ 𝑥𝑝1 𝜙𝑝1,𝑝2 / ∑ 𝜙𝑝1,𝑝2
𝑝1

𝑝1

where 𝑥𝑝1 is the dummy variable for p1’s comparative advantage, having the value of 1 if RCAp1 > 1 and 0 if not.
𝜙𝑝1,𝑝2 is the proximity between p1 and p2.
This study tests whether there is a path-dependence during the emergence of new green technological
capabilities, following the path from green production to green innovation. Therefore, in order to predict the
emergence of new comparative advantages in green technologies, it is necessary to analyze the green industrial
structures first. To this end, this study studies the effect of production density at period t on the technological
capability at period t+5, and examines whether having comparative advantage in production in the past leads to
emergence of technological capability in the future. The regression model to investigate this question is as
follows:
𝑅𝑇𝐴𝑐,𝑝,𝑡+5 = 𝛽1 𝑅𝑇𝐴𝑐,p,𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑝,𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑐,𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑝,𝑡 + 𝛼𝑡 + 𝜀𝑐,p,𝑡 ( 1 )
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where the dependent variable 𝑅𝑇𝐴𝑐,𝑝,𝑡+5 is 1 if the country c has technological advantage in industry p at
time 𝑡 + 5, and 0 if otherwise. The independent variable 𝑅𝑇𝐴𝑐,𝑝,𝑡 is 1 if the country c has technological advantage
in industry p at time 𝑡, and 0 if otherwise. 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑝,𝑡 measures the density of production capability around
industry 𝑝 at time 𝑡. The estimation also includes country control variables 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑐,𝑡 including GDP per capita
and population, industry control variables 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑝,𝑡 including industry volume and complexity of the industry
(Hausmann and Hidalgo, 2009), 𝛼𝑡 as time-fixed effect, and the error term 𝜀𝑐,𝑝,𝑡 .

5 RESULTS
This section provides the statistical and econometric analyses results to support the relationship between
past comparative advantage of green production and the future emergence of green technological comparative
advantage. First, Figure 1 shows the histogram of probability developing new green technological comparative
advantage after five years, by the current product density levels across all time periods. It shows the cases of
technological entry, where RTA<1 at t and RTA>1 at t+5, in gray, and other cases in red. Overall, the result
supports the hypothesis that higher product density in the past, or the production experience in related industries,
leads to the development of green technological capability in the future. This trend is more evident in the case of
East Asian countries, compared with the result of all countries. This evidence suggests that the green technologies,
although generally influenced by the related production experience, have emerged based on the production
especially in East Asia.
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The statistical evidence shows that there is a relationship between the past green production experience and
the future green innovation. Next, the econometric analysis further tests the relationship between the two factors
in order to analyze the cause-and-effect relationship. The hypothesis would be supported if there is a positive and
significant relationship between the two. Table 2 presents the results of this econometric analysis.
The analysis in Table 2 tests whether the 5-year lagged value of production density measure is related with
the presence of technological comparative advantage, based on the OLS model and Probit model. Columns (1)
and (2) show the results of the OLS and Probit respectively, using the baseline model with only two independent
variables, technological comparative advantage at t and production density at t. Columns (3) and (4) show the full
model estimations of OLS and Probit with control variables, but without the year-dummy variables. Lastly,
Columns (5) and (6) report the results of the OLS and Probit models with both control variables and the yeardummy variables.
Consistently across all the models, the product density at t shows both positive and significant effect on the
technological comparative advantage at t+5. This result is in line with the statistical evidence, and confirms the
hypothesis that the production experience in the past has a positive effect on the future green innovation. It is also
noteworthy that the technological comparative advantage at t is both positive and significant across all models,
too. In other words, the presence of technological comparative advantage positively influences the probability of
technological comparative advantage in the next time period. This indicates the persistence of the technological
capability in the green sectors, in addition to the close relationship between the innovation and past production.
Table 2.: Econometric results for the estimation of diversification into new industries to density.
Baseline
Baseline
Full model
Full model
Full model
Dependent
variable
OLS
Probit
OLS
Probit
OLS
𝑅𝑇𝐴𝑐,p,𝑡+5
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Full model
Probit
(6)

RTAc,p,t

0.414***
(0.014)

0.352***
(0.067)

0.366***
(0.017)

0.381***
(0.087)

0.368***
(0.017)

0.383***
(0.089)

Densityc,p,t

0.906***
(0.058)

3.696***
(0.539)

0.894***
(0.107)

3.729***
(0.963)

0.893***
(0.108)

3.680***
(0.988)

Complexityi,t

0.038***
(0.008)

0.261***
(0.093)

0.039***
(0.008)

0.268***
(0.096)

ln(𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑃𝐶)c,t

0.010*
(0.005)

0.133
(0.081)

0.010*
(0.006)

0.146*
(0.087)

ln(Population)c,t

-0.012**
(0.005)

0.057
(0.071)

-0.012**
(0.005)

0.068
(0.074)

ln(IndustryVolume)i,t

-0.004
(0.006)

-0.042
(0.049)

-0.003
(0.008)

-0.032
(0.096)

Year-dummy

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Constant

0.151
(0.157)

-2.032***
(0.151)

0.151
(0.157)

-2.329***
(0.012)

0.151
(0.157)

-3.919
(2.671)

R-squared

0.256

Log-likelihood
Observations

0.193
-1597.7

3,110

3,110

0.199
-1009.4

3,110

3,110

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p <0.05, *** p<0.01.
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6 CONCLUSION
This study investigated the factor of green innovation from the supply-side, specifically how the past
production experience influences the technological comparative advantage in the future in green sectors. Using
the approaches by previous studies on the path-dependence of technological development, this study suggests that
not only comparative advantage in technology, but also comparative advantage in production of related industries
positively influences the future development of green technological advantage. These results add empirical
evidence to the path-dependent nature of technological innovation, and provide an alternative producer-side
perspective of looking at the source of green innovation.
The findings of this study leads to the following policy implications. First, considering the positive influence
of production experience in future innovation, designing the green innovation policies should also start from
understanding in which green sectors a country has production comparative advantage in. Traditionally, the
strengths and weaknesses of green technological sectors have been analyzed based only on the technological
performances such as patents or publications, and used as the bases of planning the innovation policies. However,
the findings in this study suggest that in addition to the technological capabilities, the production capability such
as production volume or export performances should also be considered as key factors to stimulate innovation
activities. Second, green innovation should not only look at the green sectors, but the production in related
industries. The findings of this study show that countries having production experience in related sectors are likely
to be innovators in the sector in the future.
This study has certain limitations, which call for future research. First, this study analyzes the green sectors
and their innovation at industry-level, which may be too general to be considered together as green and blur the
product-specific characteristics. Further research on the link between production and innovation at product-level
can give more specific implications especially for newer green sectors that may be more difficult to be classified
at traditional industrial classifications. Second, this study does not differentiate the green sectors, and does not
consider each green sector’s characteristics during analysis. However, renewable energy industries and energy
efficiency industries may have different degrees of technological dependence, and the link between production
and innovation may also differ by green sectors. Lastly, to resolve the problems that green technologies are
expected to address, global perspectives need to be developed. Some firms may move manufacturing operations
between countries to avoid greening (Eskeland & Harrison, 2003). How can sectors that are known to drive
climate change be greened faster to avoid worse climate crises?
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Abstract
Economic development comes together with technological progress as well as structural changes of
factor inputs’ utilization. In a general perspective, both capitals and skilled labor tend to be gradually utilized
more in production processes. Looking closely at an industrial level, though, the structural change is varied. This
paper examines varieties of structural changes at an industrial level by using Thailand as a preliminary case study.
This article uses two datasets from the national statistical of Thailand Office (NSO). The Labor Force Survey is
used for calculating the numbers of unskilled and skilled labor. The Industrial Census is used for estimating capital
input, wage, and innovation expenditure at the firm level of Industrial sectors. The microdata can help to describe
the actual firm-level behavior about input factors usage. These variables have been represented and compared
between 1997 and 2017. Moreover, the article analyzes R&D and Human Resource Development (HRD)
expenditure at the firm level of the sub-sectoral industries. Four types of industries are classified: (1) a laborintensive industry dominated by unskilled labor, (2) a labor-intensive industry dominated by skilled labor, (3) a
capital-intensive industry dominated by unskilled labor, and (4) a capital-intensive industry dominated by skilled
labor.Three critical findings are discovered. First, majorities of selected industries did not change their types;
however, seven out of ten deskilled and decapitalized. It implies that supportive financial, education, and training
policies are required. Second, only three industries that entrepreneurs increased skilled labor and/or capital inputs.
Third, half of the studied industries reduced the innovation-related investments from 2007 to 2017.These findings
do not only make a vibrant portrait of the Thai economy at the industrial level during 1997-2017 but also help
policymakers to identify structural problems and prepare supportive schemes for industrial upgrading.
Keywords: Structural changes, Capital-intensive, Skilled labor, Industrial upgrading
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1 INTRODUCTION
Justin Y. Lin, the former World Bank chief economist, treats economic development as a “process of
structural transformation” (Lin, 2017: 5). The core idea of development is to facilitate structural upgrading in
various dimensions such as capital utilization (i.e., Chandra et.al., 2013: 52; Marconi and Rolli, 2008: 1),
technologies, product diversities (Imbs and Wacziarg, 2003: 64), scale of production, and economic institutions.
These activities often intertwine and reinforce each other.
Stiglitz and Greenwald (2014) emphasizes developmental roles of an industrial sector. They believe that the
sector provides technologies and value-added for economy higher than agricultural and service sectors. While
many observers reasonably argue that an advanced service sector (i.e., digital services) critically gains more roles
in economic growth, it alone cannot pull the country forward to high-income status.
As Hauge and Chang (2019: 31) states, “no countries have been able to transform their economies from lowto high-income without industrialization.” This paper therefore focuses on the structural transformation of the
industrial sector. Ten Sub-sectoral industries, from 1997 to 2017, are chosen in this paper, based on the variety
of the economic value and the growth rate of GDP. Table 1 shows the magnitude of values and growth rates of
GDP in the selected industries.
During 1997-2017, the average growth of ten selected industries was 4.37%. Regarding this benchmark, the
outperformed sectors are (2) electric equipment, (3) parts & motor vehicles, (4) chemicals & pharmaceutical
products, (5) rubber & plastics products, and (8) paper products.
Table 1: Average GDP and annual growth in selected industries, Thailand, 1997-2017
GDP (1997-2017)
1997

2017

Average (million baht)

Annual
growth
(%)

312,491

550,209

425,994

3.3

155,858

478,839

342,480

6.3

99,087

375,103

231,293

7.5

75,883

217,023

140,028

5.8

56,056

171,973

113,322

6.0

(6) Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel

74,423

77,873

97,164

0.6

(7) Basic metals

27,579

53,820

44,549

3.8

46,022

137,635

41,290

6.1

Sub-sectoral

(1) Processing and Manufacture of food and beverages
(2) Manufacture of electric equipment



(3) Manufacture of parts and motor vehicles
(4) Chemicals and pharmaceutical products
(5) Rubber and plastics products

(8) Manufacture of paper products









For instance, upgrading production technologies needs higher investment which in turn effects capital intensity.
The investment at large scale also requires high standard of financial institutions. These examples show that the
process of transformation is sophisticate.

Includes electric motors, generators and transformers and electricity distribution and control apparatus and
electric lamps and optical instruments and photographic equipment

Includes parts and accessories for motor vehicles and their engines and Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers
and Other transport equipment

Chemical products and basic pharmaceutical products and preparations and other chemical products N.E.C.

Includes corrugated paper and paperboard and of containers of paper and paperboard and Paper and paper
products
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GDP (1997-2017)
1997

2017

Average (million baht)

Annual
growth
(%)

(9) Manufacture of furniture

15,140

26,483

20,965

2.1

(10) Printing and reproduction of recorded media

4,997

7,712

8,287

2.2

Sub-sectoral

Note: (i) GDP values are derived by chain volume measures (reference year = 2002), NESDC. (ii) From 1997 to 2017, the
average annual growth rate in 10 industries was about 4.37 %.

2 METHODOLOGY AND DATA
This article uses two datasets from the national statistical of Thailand Office (NSO). The Labor Force Survey
is used for calculating the numbers of unskilled and skilled labor. The Industrial Census is used for estimating
capital input, wage, and innovation expenditure at the firm level of Industrial sectors. The microdata can help to
describe the actual firm-level behavior about input factors usage.
The input factors in the selected industries help to know the capital-intensive and skilled labor usage during
1997-2017. Moreover, we analyze R&D and Human Resource Development (HRD) expenditure at the firm level
of the sub-sectoral industries, which compares 2007 with 2017. The objective of this article is to identify types
and trends of input factors’ unitization in three dimensions: the skill ratio, capital intensity ratio, and innovationrelated spending.
The skill ratio is calculated by dividing the number of skilled workers, who own a bachelor's degree or
higher, by the number of workers without one. The capital intensity ratio is the percentage per year of capital
expenditures; rent of buildings, land, machinery, and equipment by labor expenditures such as wage, salary,
bonus, and the employer's contribution to social security. The neutral value of the ratios is equal to one. Therefore,
if the industry has a value of ratios greater than one, the industry is likely to be progressive by comparison.
When a 2x2 dimensional matrix of the skill and capital intensity ratios is created using data from 1997 to
2017, it can be used to illustrate the change in production factors at the firm level, also known as the structural
economic change (Table 2).
Table 2: skilled ratio and capital intensity ratio of ten industries, Thailand, 1997-2017.

skilled/unskilled

Sub-sectoral

K/L

1997

2017

1997

2017

(1) Processing and Manufacture of food and beverages

0.51

0.47

9.33

2.60

(2) Manufacture of electric equipment

2.02

1.95

3.00

1.37

(3) Manufacture of parts and motor vehicles

1.74

0.75

0.48

0.02

(4) Chemicals and pharmaceutical products

1.35

0.78

0.33

0.01

(5) Rubber and plastics products

0.78

0.68

0.76

0.05

(6) Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel

0.37

0.36

0.53

0.05

(7) Basic metals

0.55

0.86

2.02

2.74

(8) Manufacture of paper products

1.14

1.16

4.69

0.01

(9) Manufacture of furniture

0.40

0.29

0.55

0.16

(10) Printing and reproduction of recorded media

2.25

1.52

1.12

1.13
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Notes: green boxes are identified as a skill-intensive industry (skilled/unskilled > 1) and blue boxes are capital-intensive
industries (K/L > 1).

5 FOUR TYPES OF THAI INDUSTRIES CLASSIFIED BY FACTOR
INPUTS UTILIZATION
Figure 1 illustrates two critical ratios. The vertical axis represents the skill ratio (numbers of skilled/unskilled
workers) and the horizontal axis shows the capital-labor ratio (values of capital spending/labor costs: K/L). The
vertical and horizontal dash-line implies both skill and capital-labor ratio equal to 1. When the skill ratio is higher
than 1, it is a skilled-intensive industry. Also, when the capital-labor ratio goes beyond 1, it is defined as a capitalintensive industry. We can map ten industries from Table 1 into four groups.

Figure 1: Four types of ten industries classified by skill and capital ratio, 1997-2017
The first group: a labor-intensive industry dominated by unskilled labor
This group consisted of (3) parts & motor vehicles, (4) chemical & pharmaceutical, (5) rubber and plastics,
(6) wearing apparel, and (9) furniture. The last three industries were standing still at this position for twenty years.
They do not provoke any surprise feeling because these industries are perceived as the traditional sectors. Wearing
apparel and furniture, for example, are unquestionably utilizing unskilled laborers as the main input.
The first two industries are more interesting. At first glance, observers might guess that the industries are
capital- and skilled-intensive by implying a picture from big firms such as Isuzu, Toyota, Nissan, Pfizer, and
Johnson & Johnson. However, in Thailand, they are not. The parts & motor vehicles industry and chemical &
pharmaceutical industries were characterized as labor-intensive and skilled-intensive in 1997. Afterward, they
utilized less skilled labor towards 2017.

The second group: a labor-intensive industry dominated by skilled labor
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The only industry that belongs to this group is (8) the manufacture of paper products such as corrugated
paper and paperboard. It should be noted that the industry was considered as high capital and high skilled in 1997;
however, it changed characteristics toward the skilled labor-intensive industry sector in 2017.

The third group: a capital-intensive industry dominated by unskilled labor
Two important industries – (1) food and beverage and (7) basic metals – are positioning in this group. The
former represents a major growth engine of the Thai economy. It was ranked at the top of GDP generator during
1997-2017. Top three of the richest families in Thailand – Chearavanont Brothers, Chalerm Yoovidhya, and
Charoen Sirivadhanabhakdi – calculated by Forbes (2021) are operating in this sector.
The latter includes the manufacture of iron, steel, aluminum, and other intermediate metal goods. As a
producer of intermediate products, the basic metals industry critically contributes to other downstream sectors
such as the manufacture of electronics and machinery, construction, transport equipment, and mining (EIA, 2019).
These two industries continually utilized capital and absorbed abundant unskilled workers in Thailand from 1997
to 2017.

The last group: a capital-intensive industry dominated by skilled labor
This group heavily utilized both capital and skilled workers. They are (2) manufacture of electric equipment
and (10) printing and recorded media.
According to East Asian economies, electronics and electric products are powerhouses of modern industries.
They generate sizable growth and bring foreign currency into the economies. These products are also based on a
short-cycle technology which stimulates firms to quickly adjust their production functions (Lee, 2013). In
Thailand, this sector was accounted as the second-highest GDP generator during 1997-2017.
While the latter – the printing and recorded media industry – contributes a relatively low value of production
to the whole economic system, it is indeed imperative as part of the creative economy. The printing and the media
industry in Thailand relies mainly on skilled labors who have graduated from higher education (Pongthorn W. et
al, 2018; Pongthorn W., Winai H. and Nara B., 2020).
According to a perspective of new structural economics, the economy should upgrade from a traditional
structure defined by low skills and low capital intensity towards higher skills and higher capital ratio. Though
with regards to Table 2, there was no single industry shifted from the low-equilibrium (low skills and low capital)
to the high equilibrium between 1997 and 2017. Almost all industries stood still. Three out of ten were worsened
off by deskilling and decapitalizing.

5 UNDERCURRENTS: DESKILLED AND LESS CAPITALIZED
TRENDS
The prior section has discussed the types of Thai industries classified by their two-dimensional inputs
utilization. It shows that most of them tightly held their types from 1997 to 2017. Only three industries negatively
shifted. However, this section convinces readers to look closely into details. Instead of classifying their types by
the specific thresholds (skilled/unskilled and K/L = 1), we consider trends of data. Four patterns present in Figure
2.
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Figure 2: Incremental changes of inputs utilization in Thai economy, 1997-2017
The first and most important trend is that seven industries are deskilling and decapitalizing (a lower-left
quadrant). Among them, four industries, namely, food & beverages, electric equipment, parts & motor vehicles,
and chemical & pharmaceutical, should be seriously investigated. These are targets of industrial plans for a value
increasing and technological upgrading (i.e., Thailand 4.0 and 10 s-curve plans); nonetheless, they disappointedly
use lower ratios of skilled workers as well as capital.
The second trend is that the industry uses more skilled workers, but utilizes less capital (an upper-left
quadrant). This pattern consists of only the manufacture of paper products. The third trend utilizes less-skilled
workers but invests more in the capital (a lower-right quadrant). Only the printing and recorded media industry
is relevant to this trend. These two trends are getting better in some dimensions (uses either more skilled workers
or more capital investment).
Lastly, the only industry that can move upwardly to utilize both more capital and skilled labor is the basic
metals industry. Nevertheless, this sector is ranked seventh in terms of average annual production values (see
Table 1) and accounted for less than 5% of the total export values (OEC, 2019). It, therefore, reflects that the
best-trend factor utilization (enhancing skills and capital) does not exist in a major sector of the Thai economy.

6 INNOVATION-RELATED SPENDING
Now we have already discussed very fundamental dimensions of basic production function –skilled labor
and capital. Thai industries do not wok well. For two decades of development, they cannot significantly upgrade
their inputs utilization toward a high-skill ratio and high-capital intensity. This section shifts our focus to another
important input that is an innovation-related spending.
We preliminarily measure two indicators related to innovative activities: average growth rates of R&D
spending and labor training cost. The scope of time is shortened than above sections. It covers eleven years from
2007 to 2017. The result represents in Table 3 below.
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Table 3: Growth rates of R&D spending and labor training cost, Thailand, 2007-2017

Average Growth (2007-2017) (%)
R&D Cost
Training cost

Sub-sectoral
(1) Processing and Manufacture of food and beverages

0.53

255.62

(2) Manufacture of electric equipment

184.91

99.29

(3) Manufacture of parts and motor vehicles

-36.21

-21.14

(4) Chemicals and pharmaceutical products

227.12

10.72

(5) Rubber and plastics products

197.46

-49.40

(6) Manufacture of wearing apparel, except fur apparel

-83.09

-25.86

0.77

-1.28

-45.70
-66.51

-52.43
-58.21

-67.08

-78.00

(7) Basic metals
(8) Manufacture of paper products
(9) Manufacture of furniture
(10) Printing and reproduction of recorded media
Notes: green boxes indicate the positive growth rates

Five points should be emphasized here.
First, half of all studied industries, namely, (3) parts & motor vehicles, (6) wearing apparel, (8) paper
products, (9) furniture, and (10) printing & recorded media, meaningfully spend less in innovation-related
activities. Unexpectedly, the manufacture of paper products, which is based heavily on skilled workers spends
less on training costs (declines by 52.48%).
An equal wonder happens with the printing and recorded media industry. While it is identified as the morecapital-intensity sector, it spends less on R&D activities (declines by 67.08%). This reflects that the industry
might use the capital investment to buy a quick-win machine and solution for production upgrading rather than
spend for R&D.
Second, the strategic sector, especially, the parts and motor vehicles industry pays less for R&D as well as
labor training. While this sector is clearly defined as “the high-tech industry” based on criteria of R&D investment
(OECD, 2011), it is miserably failed to do so in Thailand. The gap of R&D and training efforts reflects that it has
a rare chance for successfully catching up with other global competitors, which actively invest in innovation.
Third, the food & beverages industry spends more on both R&D and labor training. However, most of its
attention concentrates on labor training. This is relevant to its characteristics of being capital-intensive dominated
by unskilled workers. To upgrade their production quality, the firms internally train their unskilled workers. This
also probably leads to more firm- or industry-specific skills instead of general skills.
Fourth, in contrast with the food & beverages, the rubber & plastic sector biasedly spend on R&D activities
at expense of labor training. The R&D cost aggressively increased by 197.46%, but labor training costs declined
by -49.40%.
Fifth, the chemical & pharmaceutical and electric equipment industries increase their innovation-related
spending during 2007-2017. This provides some clues that the industries are upgrading. However, two details
should be mentioned.
The chemical & pharmaceutical sector noticeably weighed more on R&D spending (jumps by 227.12%)
than labor training (slightly increases by 10.72%). More well-balance spending exists in the electric equipment
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sector, where R&D growth is accounted for 184.91% and labor training cost increased by 99.29% during the same
period. A clear increasing trend of innovation-related spending in these industries shows that to some extent they
are prompting for upgrading.

7 FIRM SIZES AND SCALE MATTERS
From the beginning to this part, this paper has encountered many counterintuitive findings. For example, the
chemical & pharmaceutical industry is identified as the high-tech and R&D-led industry in the global market;
though, Thai firms are not. The parts and motor vehicles industry also deskilled and decapitalized. It too spends
less on innovation-related activities during 2007-2017.
One might argue that many successful local enterprises impressively upgrade technologies. For example,
Thai Rung and Thai Summit Group are well-performed giants in the parts and motor vehicles industry. Siam
Cement Group (SCG), the leading conglomerate producing various industrial goods such as chemical and paper
products, also untiredly invests in R&D. However, these cases are diluted when we consider the whole sector.
According to Table 4, all Thai industries are operating by small and medium enterprises (SMEs). They are
accounted for about 99% across sectors. These SMEs have various disadvantages in technological upgrading
games. These SMEs have relatively small annual revenues which in turn left only small portions of capital and
technological investments for the future. Simultaneously, by using outdated machines, they often struggle to
reduce costs and increase the quality of the products. Hence, they cannot stimulate annual revenues. SMEs are
locked into this vicious cycle so that they cannot transform the production function toward higher utilization of
skilled workers, capital, and technology.
These SMEs have relatively small annual revenues which in turn left only small portions of capital and
technological investments for the future. Simultaneously, by using outdated machines, they often struggle to
reduce costs and increase the quality of the products. Hence, they cannot stimulate annual revenues. SMEs are
locked into this vicious cycle so that they cannot transform the production function toward higher utilization of
skilled workers, capital, and technology.
Tritos et. al. (2003) reviews foreign case studies and examines the Thai automotive industry. The paper
discovers, “larger companies are more inclined to make larger investments in NMT [new manufacturing
technology]” (p. 321, 325). This reflects that Thailand needs a well-crafted policy for helping SMEs in all strategic
industrial sectors. Without this kind of policy, the merits of technological upgrading in some large companies
surely be diluted and fueled the inequalities among enterprises.
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8 IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCHES
This paper uses two micro-level databases, the Labor Force Survey (LFS) and the Industrial Census, for
evaluating structural changes of Thai industries. It investigates skill intensity, capital intensity, innovation-related
investments, and sizes of the operating firms. Three critical findings reveal themselves.
First, majorities of selected industries do not change their type; however, within those industries, seven out
of ten were deskilling and decapitalizing. This includes strategic and high-value industries such as food &
beverages, electric equipment, chemical & pharmaceuticals, and parts and motor vehicles. It implies that
supportive financial, education, and training policies are required.
Second, there are only three industries; Basic metal, Manufacture of paper products, printing & reproduction
of recorded media in which entrepreneurs were trying to increase the scale of the skilled labor force and/or capital
factors; however, they are ranked at the bottom four out of the 10 industries in terms of economic value.
Third, half of the studied industries had reduced the innovation-related investments from 2007 to 2017.
Some of them are not making any surprise because they are identified as low-R&D sectors. Yet, the parts & motor
vehicles industry includes in the list. This is partially intertwined with the sizes of operating firms. More than 99
percent of firms are SMEs. It means the government should have supportive policies for SMEs in particular.††
These findings gear us to three directions of further research.
First, at this stage, the paper focuses its analysis on only two points of time (the beginning and the end)
within twenty years of development. While this method helps easily seeing the pattern of changes, it might lose
some interesting information during the period. For instance, some industries might be fluctuated and be
inconsistent. We may look closely into many points of time within the same period in order to make a clearer
picture of structural changes.
Second, this paper still cannot clearly explain why some industries are deskilling, decapitalizing, and paying
less attention to innovation-related investments. These are too complex to answer in this cross-industrial analysis
beyond providing some clues and hypothetical analysis. Further research to explain the particular pattern in each
specific industry is required.
Finally, characteristics and trends of structural changes in these ten industries give some hints about needed
supportive policies.
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Abstract
Given the public good characteristics of new technologies, especially those contributing to improved health,
there is a strong case for state support for R&D and for converting those research results to commercialise
products and processes. The state support to the market is even more vital in developing vaccines for the pandemic
COVID-19, which has engulfed the whole world and has shattered countries' economies and lives and ordinary
citizens. The paper analyses how the state and the market have responded to the development of vaccines for this
pandemic in two countries, India and the USA. India is chosen as it is one of the leading manufacturers of lowcost vaccines, and the USA is selected as it is the top country where systematic R&D on vaccines is carried out.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The 1990s saw a systematic paring down of industrial policy instruments, especially in the manufacturing
sectors of several developing economies. The Indian economy was one of the major ones to embrace this change
to a more market-friendly environment for investments in manufacturing. Despite this newfound euphoria for
markets to be at the commanding heights of an economy, knowledge production characterised by well-known
market failures was sought to be supported by the state, providing various sorts of even financial subsidies.
However, the 2008-2009 global financial crisis showed that markets were not necessarily efficient. Indeed, there
was a broad consensus that without decisive state intervention -- which included providing lifelines to specific
firms and certain industries -- the market economies of the United States and Europe may have collapsed. A
similar situation arose in 2020 with the onset of a devastating pandemic, which has affected the whole world so
adversely that even the economies and societies of some of the wealthiest economies are affected. Life and
economic activity have become very uncertain. The only credible solution to this crisis of unimaginable
proportions is the invention and commercial production of vaccines for COVID-19. According to some estimates,
about 290 R&D projects are in development across the world (WHO, 2021). Among all the countries, including
India, where such action was being pursued on a feverish pitch, the USA was the first country to develop and
commercialise a very highly effective and safe vaccine and that too using a hitherto not tried out new messenger
RNA technology. The world had placed a relatively high optimism on India as one of the most credible sources
of vaccine supply to an international partnership of donors, the COVAX, to distribute vaccines, especially to other
developing countries. However, India has not successfully used its large installed capacity and considerable
technological capability to manufacture and distribute vaccines in general and leverage this capability to make
and diffuse COVID-19 vaccines in particular. Based on an analysis of the relevant data on the support to the
market by the state for vaccine development and diffusion, we demonstrate in this paper that the contrasting
experiences of two leading vaccine manufacturers could be attributed to how both countries have used industrial
policy to drive vaccine development and production. The USA, which is characterised as a free market economy,
did not hesitate to dust up and employ various industrial policy instruments gainfully. India, on the contrary, an
economy long characterised by an extreme form of state control of economic activity, hesitated to intervene until
at last fatality rates started mounting, leading even to the Supreme Court of the country to intervene, suo moto,
and direct the authorities to put in place an effective vaccination policy. Finally, the Prime Minister announced
an amended vaccine policy on the 7th of June 2021, outlining a more significant role by the state in vaccine
production and distribution (Press Information Bureau, 2021).

The paper thus makes out a strong case for

industrial policy even in market-friendly economies and therefore adds to the renewed debate on industrial policy.
The paper is structured into four sections. Section 1 undertakes a brief survey of the renewed debate on the
role of industrial policy the rationale for active intervention by the state in knowledge production. The second
section discusses how the USA government has intervened to strengthen the capacity of its market to produce
vaccines. Likewise, the third section discusses the Indian case. Finally, the fourth section distils out the contrasts
between the USA and Indian approaches of market strengthening by their respective federal governments and
concludes the paper.
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2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Most economies of the world had used some instrument of industrial policy for promoting their domestic
manufacturing industry, especially in their catch-up phase. These industrial policy instruments manifested
themselves in several ways. For example, India's licensing policy gives preferential credit to new domestic
ventures at subsidised interest rates, reserving specific industrial sectors exclusively for public sector enterprises
and the small and medium scale sector. However, there was disenchantment with any form of state intervention
in general. It was thought to encourage inefficiency and sloth, leading to suboptimal allocation of resources in
some cases. This line of thinking culminated in the move towards economic liberalisation and privatisation in the
1990s across especially in the developing world, where the private sector soon began to replace state-owned
enterprises as the commanding heights of the economy. The standard argument was that markets were efficient,
so there was no need for the state to intervene either in the allocation of resources across sectors or in the choices
of technique and even if markets were not efficient, governments were not likely to improve matters (Stiglitz,
Lin, and Monga, 2013). According to Stiglitz, Lin and Monga (2013), the 2008-2009 global financial crisis dented
one's faith in the efficiency of markets. Of course, before this, Cimoli, Dosi and Stiglitz (2009) had already
rekindled this interest in the role of industrial policy in governing markets. Their study analysed the impact of a
collection of industrial policies, including those affecting the accumulation of technological knowledge,
institutions supporting scientific and technological learning, competition and intellectual property rights, and
trade policies.
Further, there was a broad consensus that without decisive state intervention -- which included providing
lifelines to specific firms and certain industries -- the market economies of the United States and Europe may
have even collapsed. This has led to a renewed debate on the necessity of having industrial policy even in socalled predominantly market-oriented economies (Lin, 2014). A systematic reading of literature reveals two broad
strands of literature. The first one deals with government intervention to correct market failures in general. This
literature questions the pervasive belief that market failures are exceptional, and there is a presumption of
preference for free markets (Coyle, 2020). However, it is also a fact that the concept of efficiency is a fuzzy one
difficult to be defined precisely in practical terms.
On the contrary, government intervention to correct market failures in having targeted industrial policies is
also problematic. Very often, the industries targeted are not consistent with the comparative advantage of the
country in question (Lin, 2014). Thus, the second strand in the literature that is more relevant for our purpose is
dealing with the rationale for industrial and innovation policies for dealing with market failures in new
technologies. Given the uncertainty of the potential returns to further knowledge, and given that exclusion is hard
to enforce even with patents in place, Arrow (1962) and Nelson (1959) had demonstrated way back in the early
1960s that profit-oriented firms in a free market economy would tend to under-invest in R&D. Accordingly, both
of them saw a clear case for public investment in the production of knowledge, such as the funding programs
overseen by the U.S. Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency, the National Institutes of Health, and the
National Science Foundation etc. Thus, there is a role for the state in the market economy as both an 'investor'
and an 'insurer' (Aghion, Antonin, and Bunel, 2021). These arguments favouring state support for the market
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make eminent sense in vaccines for COVID-19 as the R&D in developing new vaccine technologies require
enormous capital investments, especially at the testing phase. Further, these R&D projects are characterised by
high failure rates. Therefore, firms will require considerable capital subsidies and other forms of market
interventions such as advanced market commitments. The reluctant firms are encouraged to commit themselves
to evolve new vaccines.
COVID-19 has once again prompted many free-market economies to dust up and use various public
innovation and industrial policies to promote R&D and manufacture vaccines precisely. According to the WHO
(2021), there are 287 vaccine R&D projects across ten different platforms in various countries. The USA, by far,
has the most significant number of successful instances of technology development and its diffusion.

Part 1: THE USA CASE
The Chinese scientists sequenced the viral genome of SARS- CoV-2 on the 11th of January, 2020 and shared
it with the WHO and other countries1. The worldwide R&D effort in finding a suitable vaccine candidate for
dealing with COVID-19 commenced immediately afterwards. Of the three vaccines authorised initially, two were
from the USA. Table 1 summarises the main features of these vaccines.
Table 1: Leading Vaccine manufacturers for COVID-19
Vaccine
Country
manufacturer

Platform

Number of
countries where
the vaccine is used
111

Timeline

Pfizer/BionNTech

USA

mRNA

Moderna

USA

mRNA

63

The U.K.

Viral Vector
(Non replicating)

181

USA

Viral Vector
(Non replicating)

35

Sputnik V

Russia

49

Sinovac

China

Adenoviral
vector
Inactivated

38

TS: 24/04/20
TR: 09/11/20
EUA: 11/12/20
T.S.: 27/07/20
T.R.: 30/11/20
EUA: 18/12/20
T.S.: 28/08/20
T.R.: 23/11/20
EUA: 30/12/20
T.S.: 07/09/20
T.R.: 29/01/21
EUA: 27/02/21
TS: 07/09/20
EUA: 23/12/20
T.S.: 21/07/20

Sinopharm-Beijing

China

Inactivated

64

EUA: 07/02/21
July 2020

Bharat Biotech

India

Inactivated

6

Oxford-AstraZeneca
Johnson&Johnson

EUA: 31/12/20
T.S: 20/06/20
T.R" 21/04/21
EUA: 03/01/21

Notes: T.S.: Trial Start, T.R.: Trial Result, EUA: Emergency Use Authorisation
Sources: Compiled from New York Times Vaccine Tracker, Bloomberg Vaccine Tracker

The USA is one of those countries where several government agencies, both at the federal and state levels,
have supported medical R&D. The federal government in the USA has used a variety of instruments to support
both R&D on coronavirus vaccines and their eventual manufacture. These instruments are (i) strong support for
basic research on vaccines for coronavirus in federal government laboratories; (ii) legislative changes to provide

1

See Xinhuanet (2020)
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emergency support for vaccine development; (iii) enhancement of the institutional support for vaccine
development by establishing new institutional arrangements specifically for vaccine development and by
invoking old arrangements; (iv) provision of substantial financial support to vaccine manufacturers. These are
discussed now in some detail.
Strong support for basic and applied development R&D for vaccines
One of the most exciting aspects of vaccine development was the development and commercialisation of
very highly effective vaccines by the two USA manufacturers Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna, and one U.K.
manufacturer, Oxford- AstraZeneca, at a fraction of time compared to the usual time for vaccine development
(Table 1). Several factors are supposed to have contributed to this. Most Scientific research is cumulative and
path-dependent. Standing on the shoulders of giants is the commonly accepted metaphor to characterise scientific
research. Previous vaccine research on coronaviruses like Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and
Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) helped researchers know where to begin and also advanced
development of different types of vaccine approaches or platforms—which serve as a type of "template" for
scientists to use in creating new vaccines. The former two companies were also the first to develop a vaccine for
which a EUA was secured and use a new mRNA platform. The mRNA platform is considered a superior one for
vaccines for two reasons (Jackson, Kester, Casimiro, et al., 2020). First, they are faster to design from the get-go
to begin testing, which sped up the process to some degree. Second, they are easily scalable in terms of their
manufacturing. Both these traits are advantageous in vaccine development for COVID-19, where time and rapid
manufacturing of billions of doses of the vaccine is the essence.
A narration of the cases of these two sets of firms will bring out the fact that they were able to develop the
vaccines in record time as they were able to piggyback on fundamental research on newer types of vaccines that
were going on at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) for many years. The vaccines made by Pfizer and
Moderna, in particular, relied heavily on basic research on messenger RNA (mRNA) that emerged from two
federally funded research:
(i)
(ii)

the viral protein designed by Dr Barney Graham and his colleagues at the Chief, Viral Pathogenesis
Laboratory National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID}; and
the concept of RNA modification, first developed by Professor Drew Weissman and Katalin
Kariko at the University of Pennsylvania.

The two scientists were working on this concept together as a team since 1997. Professor Katalin Kariko
subsequently left the University of Pennsylvania and joined BioNTech. Needless to add, her presence at the firm
must have significantly helped the firm familiarise itself with this new vaccine development technology.
It is seen that the firms Moderna, BioNTech, CureVac and GSK together own nearly half of the mRNA
vaccine patent applications. Further, it is also noticed that the R&D that resulted in these patent applications were
funded and in collaboration with federal laboratories and therefore can attract the provisions of the Bayh-Dole
Act whereby federal agencies can license the basic research done by them to private sector firms who assume the
entire risk of developing and commercialising these technologies. As seen from our subsequent discussion, the
federal government has taken away even these risks from private sector companies by funding the R&D
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underlying the technology and providing advanced market commitments. In short, it is the strong support for
basic and applied development research provided by the U.S. state that has resulted in the American firms swiftly
releasing a highly effective and indeed safe vaccine for COVID-19.
But there have been some contrary views on the IPRs for these vaccines being licensed to the private firms
in the USA. The NIH usually funds drug research and often invents essential scientific technologies
later licensed and incorporated into drugs sold at massive profits by private sector firms. The NIH rarely claims
ownership stakes or pursues patent rights, but that appears different from this coronavirus vaccine, apparently
pursuing patent rights (Herman, 2020). On the contrary, one of the two firms, Moderna, has made a patent pledge
that it will not impose its numerous patents for the coronavirus vaccine and will even licence it to other companies.
See Box 2. However, some scepticism as usually patent pledges is taken as a public relations gimmick to build a
company's reputation. However, rigorous empirical research by Ehrensperger and Tietze (2019) show that
"driving technology diffusion and ecosystem and infrastructure building" is indeed the primary motive and
confirms what the existing literature has suggested. However, it is also a fact that vaccine technology is
complicated to be reverse engineered, unlike those in therapeutics. Once again, I will pick up this issue when I
discuss I.P. suspension for vaccines that India and South Africa have been demanding.
According to Sachs (2021), the vaccine is a scientific success. It serves as a reminder that many of America's
most significant technological breakthroughs result from collaborations between the market (private sector) and
the state (federal government). In her book, the Entrepreneurial State, Mazzucato (2013) showed us convincingly
that many new technologies ranging from the Internet to microwave ovens resulted from research done by
scientific agencies in the federal government.
Legislative changes to provide emergency support
Despite some criticism for its dilatoriness on the government's part to respond to the COVID-19 catastrophe,
the federal government was swift to respond with a piece of legislation known as the Coronavirus Preparedness
and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act, 2020. This Act provided $8.3 billion in emergency funding for
federal agencies to respond to the coronavirus outbreak. One of the most critical issues this Act address is
developing, manufacturing, and procuring vaccines and other medical supplies. An essential aspect of this
legislation was that spending on this was exempted from limits that are on discretionary spending. Of the $8.3
billion, $6.7 billion (81%) is designated for the domestic response and $1.6 billion (19%) for the international
response, and of this $6.7 billion, almost 94 per cent was devoted to health-related issues. The amount set apart
for vaccine research and purchase was $2.3 billion- or 28 per cent of the total. This shows the extreme importance
given by the federal government for vaccine development, although the amounts were mainly going to private
sector enterprises.
Enhancement of the institutional support for vaccine development
There are essentially two components to this institutional support for vaccine development: First, setting up
a specialised agency known as Operation Warp Speed (OWS). The second one was using the Defence Production
Act to speed up its manufacturing within the country essentially. These two are discussed in some detail.
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(a) Operation Warp Speed (OWS)
The programme was announced on the 15th of May, 2020, as part of the vaccine developed by the federal
government. It is a partnership between public-private partnership like the Manhattan Project during the Second
World War. The government agencies involved in OWS were the Department of Defence (DOD) and the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). As stated on the HHS website, the goal was to produce 300
million doses of COVID-19 vaccines, with initial amounts available by January 2021. The HHS has obligated
approximately $13 billion as of the 31st of December, 2020, to support the development, manufacture, and
distribution of vaccines alone. To help achieve the goal, OWS supported multiple vaccine candidates to mitigate
uncertainties associated with the safety or efficacy of developing just one or two vaccine candidates. The
programme selected six manufacturers using three different platforms. See Table 2.
Table 2: Vaccine manufacturers selected for sponsoring under the OWS

Vaccine platform
mRNA
Replication –defect- live- vector platform
Recombinant-subunit-adjuvanted protein platform

•
•
•
•

Vaccine manufacturers
Moderna (phase 3)
Pfizer/BioNTech phase 3)
Janssen (phase 3)
AstraZeneca (phase 3)

•
•

Sanofi/GSK (phase ½)
Novavax (phase 1)

Source: Government Accountability Office (2020)

One of the tangible effects of the OWS has been a significant reduction in the timeline to develop vaccines.
This used to be ten years or longer earlier, but now it has been brought down to just ten months. No doubt it is
also since considerable basic research in developing vaccines for coronaviruses was already underway at the NIH
(as discussed above), and the scientists at the NIH and some of the firms could also work together, due to the
OWS, shortening the development time considerably. Further, according to Government Accountability Office,
GAO (2020), the OWS addressed and solved three critical constraints to the speedy manufacturing of a
voluminous dose of vaccines.
•

Limited manufacturing capacity: Some companies are working on expanding production capacity.
Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) helped them identify an additional
manufacturing partner to increase their vaccine production. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is also
overseeing construction projects to expand capacity at vaccine manufacturing facilities.

•

Disruptions to manufacturing supply chains: The DOD assisted the companies with expediting
procurement and delivery of critical manufacturing equipment. Additionally, officials from BARDA
informed that their subject matter experts in developing and manufacturing vaccines worked with each of the
six OWS vaccine companies to create a list of critical supply needs common across the six vaccine
candidates. To address these essential needs of supply, DOD and HHS officials said that as of December
2020, they had placed prioritised ratings on 18 supply contracts for vaccine companies under the Defense
Production Act. Furthermore, OWS officials stated that they have worked with U.S. Customs and Border
Protection to expedite necessary equipment and goods coming into the United States.
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•

Gaps in the available workforce with specialised skills: OWS officials stated that they have worked with
the Department of State to expedite visa approval supporting the arrival of key technical personnel, including
technicians and engineers, to assist with installing, testing, and certifying critical equipment manufactured
overseas. OWS officials also stated that they requested that 16 DOD personnel be detailed to serve as quality
control staff at two vaccine manufacturing sites until the organisations can hire the required personnel.
The OWS was a sort of innovation in project implementation, although the basic idea for the project came

from the Manhattan project of the late 1930s-early 1940s. But what is even more important is that the oversight
institutions of the country, such as the GAO, provided the project with constructive suggestions for dealing with
some of the constraints that it faced. As a result, through OWS, the U.S. could mobilise its entire vaccine R&D
and manufacturing ecosystem. As a result, the country soon emerged to have a safe and effective vaccine for its
citizens and the world. The three American vaccine manufacturers together account for about 30 per cent of the
total vaccine production globally, although some of their production is done through contract manufacturers in
Europe. See Table 3.
(b) Use of the Defence Production Act to facilitate the increase of vaccine production
The Defence Production Act (DPA) was enacted in 1950, and it gives the president of the USA powers to
allocate "materials, services, and facilities" and award contracts that take priority over any other contract to
"promote the national defence. In the COVID-19 case, the law is being used to defend the country against the
virus. However, in extreme situations, the law can also prevent companies from exporting certain goods to keep
them within the United States.
It has been observed that since the start of the pandemic, the federal government has used the law frequently
in the crash programme to develop COVID-19 vaccines. According to the statement made by the then press
secretary to the then president, Mr Trump, the DPA was used 18 times to aid vaccine development2. The Biden
administration continues to use the Act and has even extended the DPA's use in the Pfizer contract, helping the
company get equipment to expand its vaccine production. Thus, all six COVID-19 vaccines developed as part of
OWS have somehow benefited from the DPA3. The assistance ranged from help given to acquire equipment and
access to scarce supplies and materials. In short, the DPA complemented OWS. This is yet again evidence to
show that the USA has not ceased invoking even rarely used industrial policy instruments to jump-start and
facilitate vaccine manufacturing.

2

https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-123020/
3
See the St o r y b y L is a S i mu n a c i, O f fic e o f t he Se c re t a r y o f D e fe n c e P u b l i c A ffa i r s ,
h tt p s ://w w w . d v id s h u b . ne t/ n e w s /3 8 6 2 1 1 / d e fe ns e -p ro d uc t i o n -a c t -s h o t - a r m- w a r p -s p e e d s - mi s s i o n
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(c) Use of the Defence Production Act to facilitate the increase of vaccine production
The Defence Production Act (DPA) was enacted in 1950, and it gives the president of the USA powers to
allocate "materials, services, and facilities" and award contracts that take priority over any other contract to
"promote the national defence. In the COVID-19 case, the law is being used to defend the country against the
virus. However, in extreme situations, the law can also prevent companies from exporting certain goods to keep
them within the United States.
It has been observed that since the start of the pandemic, the federal government has used the law frequently
in the crash programme to develop COVID-19 vaccines. According to the statement made by the then press
secretary to the then president, Mr Trump, the DPA was used 18 times to aid vaccine development 4. The Biden
administration continues to use the Act and has even extended the DPA's use in the Pfizer contract, helping the
company get equipment to expand its vaccine production. Thus, all six COVID-19 vaccines developed as part of
OWS have somehow benefited from the DPA5. The assistance ranged from help given to acquire equipment and
access to scarce supplies and materials. In short, the DPA complemented OWS. This is yet again evidence to
show that the USA has not ceased invoking even rarely used industrial policy instruments to jump-start and
facilitate vaccine manufacturing.
Indemnity clauses to vaccine procurement contracts
The Federal government has thoroughly researched and put in place measures to deal with all legal issues
that may arise in COVID vaccine development and its deployment (Hickey, Shen and Ward, 2020). This is
contained in omnibus legislation called the COVID-19 PREP Act Declaration. The consensus is that so long as
this declaration remains in force, COVID-19 vaccine manufacturers, distributors, and qualified health care
providers are generally immune from any legal liability for losses relating to the use or administration of that
vaccine. Instead, compensation through Counter Measures Injury Compensation Program (CICP) may be
available for individuals who suffer Serious Adverse Events (SAE) resulting from receiving a COVID-19 vaccine.
This legal remedy frees the vaccine manufacturers from paying compensation for SAEs emanating from vaccine
usage and de-risk their manufacturing from substantial compensation payments. In any case, the existence of the
CICP route and the fact that the two effective vaccines, both highly effective, have not reported any substantial
adverse side effects, places the vaccine user also on a safe footing.
Financial support to vaccine manufacturers
As has been argued by Arrow (1962), private sector enterprises tend to underinvest in R&D as they fail to
appropriate the full returns from their R&D efforts fully. This market failure is very acute in vaccine research, a
complex technological activity fraught with severe failure rates and a long gestation period. Testing for the safety
and efficacy of the vaccines is long drawn out and is very costly. This calls for direct intervention by the state to

4

https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-statements/statement-press-secretary-123020/
5
See the St o r y b y L is a S i mu n a c i, O f fic e o f t he Se c r e t a r y o f D e fe nc e P u b l i c A ffa i r s ,
h tt p s ://w w w . d v id s h u b . ne t/ n e w s /3 8 6 2 1 1 / d e fe ns e -p ro d uc t i o n -a c t -s h o t - a r m- w a r p -s p e e d s - mi s s i o n
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provide direct research grants and advance market commitments to the vaccine manufacturers. In light of this, the
federal government has put in place two mechanisms. The first one is direct funding of R&D in the in-house R&D
centres of vaccine manufacturers. The second one is advance market commitments, where the federal government
pre-purchases several doses of the vaccine at pre-determined prices. Such pre-purchase agreements assure a ready
market for the new vaccine. Both these financial support mechanisms make the vaccine manufacturers very
venturesome in committing themselves to time and effort in this very uncertain project.
(i)

R&D funding

The Global Health Centre has been compiling data on public investments in R&D for the COVID-19 vaccine
and therapeutics. According to this database, public authorities' total investment (usually the federal/central
government) is $ 5.8 billion, with the USA and Germany alone accounting for 63 per cent. Except for the Chinese
government sources, none of the other developing or emerging country governments are in the picture. Apart
from the public authorities, another 62 million dollars have been committed by philanthropic foundations such as
the Gates Foundation. See Table 4.
Table 4: Public R&D funding for COVID-19 vaccine development
(Millions of USD)

Public R&D Funding

Share (%)

USA

2327

38.80

Germany

1507

25.55

UK

500

8.48

European Union

327

5.54

Canada

283

4.80

Norway

262

4.44

Singapore

250

4.24

Australia

150

2.54

Saudi Arabia

150

2.54

Spain

87

1.47

Netherlands

58

0.98

France

18

0.31

Switzerland

10

0.17

China

8

0.14

Total

5937

100.00

Source: Global Health Centre (2021)

I cannot interpret the size of the R&D investment except that it is money committed just for a few enterprises.
In addition to these, the companies have been spending their financial resources on R&D, and this data are not
available. So the total R&D spending is those expended by the federal government agencies, the philanthropic
organisations and those spent by the private sector.
Almost 80 per cent of the funding has gone towards just two companies, and both have successfully got their
vaccine candidates receiving a EUA from the USFDA. The third company, Novavax, has also, in the meantime,
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developed a very highly effective vaccine that yet to receive a EUA 6. Interestingly, the Indian vaccine company,
Biological E, has received funding from the Gates Foundation as the company and Baylor College and Dynavax
are developing a vaccine in India7. Finally, HDT Bio Corp has received funding from the federal government in
co-developing an mRNA vaccine with another Indian company, Gennova. Thus US R&D investment is also
facilitating vaccine development in India as well.
(ii)

Advance market commitment

As seen earlier, governments commit funds to guarantee the price of vaccines once they have been
developed. These financial commitments provide vaccine manufacturers with the incentive to invest in vaccine
R&D and expand manufacturing capacity. So AMC is thus a well-established instrument of industrial specifically
designed for vaccine development. The federal government has used this instrument of support rather extensively,
as shown in Table 5. All the six vaccine manufacturers covered under the OWS have received substantial AMC
to the tune of $ 24 billion. This hefty AMC would have encouraged and provided a credible line of support to do
at risk- manufacturing of vaccines that were at that under various phases of testing.
Table 5: An advance market commitment by the federal government to USA vaccine manufacturers
(Millions of USD)

Vaccine manufacturer

APA

BioNTech/Pfizer

5973

Moderna Therapeutics

9499.56

Sanofi Pasteur/GSK

2072.78

Novavax

1600

University of Oxford/Astrazeneca

1200

Janssen

2029.48

AstraZeneca

1600

Merck and IAVI*

38.03

Total

24012.85

Note: *This product is no longer supported
Source: Biomedical Research and Development Authority (BARDA),
https://www.medicalcountermeasures.gov/app/barda/coronavirus/COVID19.aspx?filter=vaccine

The total financial support to the vaccine manufacturers works out to 26 billion dollars. APA accounts for
the lion share (91 per cent). The substantial financial support complemented the other instruments of support
which has made the USA a success story in vaccine development.
Summing up the USA case
The USA is now the leading country in the world for both R&D and manufacturing in the vaccine for
COVID-19. The basic R&D for the vaccine is mainly at the state-owned NIH. Still, a fair amount of applied
developmental R&D is in large MNCs and new biopharmaceutical companies. The federal government has
6
According to press reports, “Novavax says it may not seek emergency authorization from the Food and Drug Administration until the
end of September 2021. And with a plentiful supply of three other authorized vaccines, it’s possible that the agency may tell Novavax to apply
instead for a full license — a process that could require several extra months”. Also it is said that the company may secure EUA outside the
USA in jurisdictions such as the UK, European Union, India and South Korea. See New York Times,
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/14/health/covid-vaccine-novavax.html
7
Corbevax, the vaccine jointly developed by these three organizations is currently in phase 3 trials
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supported both vaccine research and manufacturing in a very significant way. This support has manifested in
myriad forms like effecting legislative changes to promote emergency support for vaccine development, provision
of substantial fiscal and institutional support and providing advanced market commitments. It is also significant
that the state has also not enforced its patents for vaccine technology. In short, the USA case presents an ideal
collaboration between state and markets. Thus it is a strong case in its use of industrial policy in an otherwise
free-market economy. However, there have been some concerns over the nature of government intervention in
vaccine development and its eventual distribution. One problem has been over the IPR of federally funded R&D
projects. The issue is somewhat complex and is certainly beyond the scope of the present paper. Another concern
has been on vaccine equity as the federal government has spent considerable public resources on vaccine
development. Still, its fruits have not gone to all sections of the society as the cumulative vaccination rates among
Black and Hispanic people continue to lag behind other ethnic groups in the country. Also, the USA has registered
one of the highest mortality rates due to COVID-19 globally, although the fast pace of vaccinations has reduced
the mortality trends. Further, it has also allowed the authorities to open the economy and for the citizens to return
to some semblance of normality.

PART 2. THE INDIAN CASE
As seen above, India is one of the leading vaccine manufacturers in the developing world and the world
itself. It has an installed capacity of about 8 million doses of 29 different vaccines. One of the largest vaccine
manufacturers globally is also in India. The country is a leading exporter of vaccines to the developing world and
has been having a positive trade balance in the vaccine. So much earlier on in the vaccine development of COVID19, hopes were placed on India to deliver large doses of vaccines at the lowest cost to the international vaccine
partnership COVAX and other developing countries. But vaccine production in India has not been on expected
lines, and her vaccination programme had been relatively slow. India has only one domestically produced vaccine
and two other foreign vaccines manufactured in India under a voluntary license from their original developer. But
the country is in the process of developing many new vaccines, and three of these are expected to be available
during the August through December 2021 period.
Structure of COVID-19 vaccine production in India
India has a long history of vaccine manufacturing dating back to 1890 8 . During the period up to the
independence, vaccine manufacturing was only in public sector research institutes (Laharia, 2014). The first
private sector manufacturer of vaccines came up in 1953, followed by several other firms subsequently.
Interestingly, the private sector domination of vaccine manufacturing commenced much earlier than 1991 when
the country launched a policy of economic liberalisation and privatisation. In other words, the decline of the share
of the public sector in vaccine manufacturing started right through the 1950s when the public sector enterprises
still occupied the economy's commanding heights.
Detailed data on COVID-19 vaccine production is not available. But Global Commission for Post Pandemic
Policy (2021) has estimated it to be 278.18 million doses of COVID-19 vaccines cumulatively up to the 31st of
8

See Lahariya (2014) for a mapping of the history of vaccines and vaccination in India.
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May, 2021. The domestically developed and produced COVAXIN is only about 10.5 million doses (just about 4
per cent). About 96 per cent of the vaccine produced in India is based on a foreign technology licensed, albeit
voluntarily, by a foreign supplier. India's indigenous vaccine development is very little, and it can be attributed
to India not having used industrial and innovation policy instruments to support vaccine R&D.
Vaccine R&D in India
As noted earlier, India has the reputation of being a significant vaccine manufacturer, and concerted efforts
have been made by the Department of Biotechnology since its inception in 1986-87. One of the vital programmes
that are currently underway is the Indo-US Vaccine Action Programme (VAP). The programme's primary
objective is to develop novel and innovative vaccine technologies in priority areas such as dengue, enteric
diseases, influenza (including avian influenza), malaria, and tuberculosis (T.B.).

One of its significant

achievements is the development lowest cost Rotavirus vaccine which became part of the universal immunisation
programme. Further significant strides towards a vaccine for diseases like malaria and dengue have also been
made. It is claimed that one out of every six children over the world receives vaccines manufactured in India.
Based on available research on the nature of R&D projects on vaccines, the following four issues
characterise Indian vaccine research in general, and those on coronavirus in particular: (i) Much of the R&D
projects on vaccines in India are devoted to the adaptation of already known vaccine technologies to specific
Indian conditions; (ii) As a result of this, one of the main objectives of this adaptive R&D is to make large doses
of the particular vaccine at the lowest cost possible; (iii) India has several technologically capable exclusive
vaccine manufacturers plus many pharmaceutical companies with vaccine development capabilities. Further, it
has also some public laboratories and public sector enterprises to embellish its vaccine innovation system; (iv)
The priorities for vaccine R&D is set out in the National Vaccine Policy 2011.

The national focus is for

manufacturing vaccines for locally prevalent diseases in India such as pneumonia, diarrhoea, and infections
capable of spreading epidemics such as Japanese Encephalitis, Dengue, Cholera and Typhoid. Thus, India did not
have any R&D projects on newer viral diseases such as those caused by coronaviruses, unlike in the USA.
Nevertheless, immediately upon publication of the genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2, 9 Indian companies started
R&D projects developing a vaccine for COVID-19 using a range of technologies. Seven out of these nine are
with foreign technical collaboration either in voluntary licensing to manufacture the vaccine in India in large
doses or strategic R&D partnership with foreign manufacturers. It is interesting to note that 5 of the seven foreign
collaborators are from the USA.
From the above data table, India appears to have followed three technology strategies towards coronavirus
vaccine development in hindsight. These are (i) voluntary licensing (in the cases of Covishield, Sputnik V, and
NVX-CoV2373); (ii) Own R&D (in the cases of Covaxin and ZyCoV-D); and strategic R&D partnership with
firms abroad (in the case of Corbevax, HGCO 19, inactivated rabies vector, and intranasal). Of the three, voluntary
licensing seems to be the dominant mode. The choice of these three modes is more dictated by company strategies
rather than by any specific designs. The fact that its R&D strategy is not that popular is an outcome of the low
priority for vaccine R&D that the state has accorded despite the National Vaccine Policy, 2011 favouring it. It
also points to the lack of support for domestic R&D with the right type of financial instruments. India's most
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important financial incentive for encouraging R&D is the R&D tax incentive (Mani, 2002). But it does not appear
to be the appropriate one for promoting vaccine R&D where direct research grants and AMC are the more relevant
instruments. This could also be seen in the case of the USA.
India did not have any public sector R&D projects devoted to an understanding coronaviruses that the
domestic manufacturers could piggyback on. Hence the need for foreign collaboration of sorts, which they seem
to have found on their own. Perhaps the liberalised foreign technology licensing agreement regime that was in
force since 2009 may have helped. Unfortunately, there exists no other data on state support for this partnership,
although it is very likely that some diplomatic channels may have been used to facilitate these crucial partnerships.

Legislative changes to provide emergency support for vaccine development
Unlike the USA, no specific legislative changes to vaccine development are available in India. The
government of India announced a Liberalised Pricing and Accelerated National Covid-19 Vaccination Strategy
in April 2021(Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 2021a). But this strategy is on actual vaccinations and not
on vaccine development. Thus apart from the National Vaccine Policy 2011, there are no other specific policy
document on COVID-19 vaccines. The Union Budget for 2021-22 has provided Rs 35000 crores for vaccine
development (Ministry of Finance, 202, para 37, p. 7)1). But its actual distribution has not been spelt out
anywhere, so much to say that the Supreme Court, in its order on the 30th of May, 2021, has ordered the union
of India to submit an affidavit detailing how this amount is to be distributed for vaccine development.
Institutional support
The institutional support consists of two separate arrangements. The first one is more related to the promotion
of vaccine R&D and its manufacturing, and the second is more focused on its distribution. The former is the
Mission COVID Suraksha to accelerate Indian COVID-19 Vaccine Development. The latter is the National
Expert Group on Vaccine Administration (NEGVAC). In terms of the timing of its respective establishment, the
NEGVAC was set up earlier in August 2020, whereas the Vaccine Suraksha mission was formed in November
2020.
(a) The NEGVAC
The NEGVAC implements India's vaccine policy. But none of its deliberations or recommendations is made
public as yet. Changes in the vaccine policy that deals with its domestic manufacturing and distribution are
announced from time to time by the Prime Minister or gleaned from occasional statements released by the Union
Ministry

of

Health

and

Family

Welfare.

From

whatever

information

that

is

available

The NEGVAC is more concerned with the immunisation programme rather than its domestic vaccine production.
This is evident from its six objectives made known in its very first meeting 9:
•

Conceptualisation and implementation mechanisms for creating a digital infrastructure for
the vaccine's inventory management and delivery mechanism, including tracking the vaccination
process with a particular focus on last-mile delivery.

9

This is based on Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (2020b)
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•

Deciding the broad parameters guiding the selection of COVID-19 vaccine candidates for the
country with inputs from the Standing Technical Sub-Committee of National Technical Advisory
Group on Immunization (NTAGI).

•

Procurement mechanisms for the COVID-19 vaccine include indigenous and international
manufacturing and guiding principles for prioritising population groups for vaccination.

•

Financial resources required for procurement of COVID-19 vaccine and various options of
financing the same.

•

Vaccine diplomacy: The expert group discussed that India would leverage domestic vaccine
manufacturing capacity and engage with all international players for the early delivery of vaccines
in India and low and middle-income countries.

•

Advising the states on vaccine procurement: The Committee also recommended that all the States
not chart separate procurement pathways.

One could see two distinct phases in the operation of the NEGVAC in terms of its emphasis on domestic
production. During the first phase of August 2020 through April 2021, the NEGVAC concentrated primarily on
the diffusion of vaccination and in the second phase, which corresponds to the post-May 2021 period, it began to
give relatively speaking more emphasis on the supply of vaccines as the success of diffusion crucially depends
on the availability of vaccines. This change in focus could justifiably be attributed to the intervention in the form
of a Suo Moto writ petition filed by the Supreme Court of India. In response to this petition, the affidavits filed
on behalf of the Union of India has some facts about the operation of NEGVAC as far as augmentation of domestic
supply of vaccines is concerned (Supreme Court of India, 2021a and b). This augmentation was to be achieved
through two routes; the first route is through ramping up of domestic manufacturing capacity at two of the
domestic manufacturers, and the second route through relaxing some of the conditions for the import of vaccines
developed abroad and for which the relevant regulatory authorities have issued a EUA in the USA, U.K., Europe
or in Japan or which are listed in WHO's Emergency Use Listing. Thus unlike in the USA, where oversight
bodies such as GAO have monitored the domestic production of vaccines, there was no such monitoring in India.
Therefore, everything appears to be in a trial and error fashion.
(b ) Mission COVID Suraksha to accelerate Indian COVID-19 vaccine development10
In April 2020, the union government set up a Task Force for Focused Research on Corona Vaccine" to
encourage domestic R&D of Drugs, Diagnostics and Vaccines. This is the only institutional arrangement for
encouraging domestic R&D for developing vaccines for COVID-19. It is part of the third stimulus package,
Atmanirbhar 3.0, and the nodal agency for implementing this mission is the Department of Biotechnology (DBT).
A dedicated Mission Implementation Unit at Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC), the
existing activities under National Bio Pharma Mission (NBM) and Indo-CEPI Mission will provide
complementary support to this mission. Phase-I of the COVID Suraksha Mission has been allotted Rs.900 Crore
10
The source of information for working out the ideas contained in this section are from Ministry of Science and Technology (2020)
and Department of Biotechnology (2021)
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for 12 months, although the details of how this amount is allocated among the various projects is not available.
Under the mission, a total of 11 vaccine candidates have been supported by the DBT so far in both academia and
industry. Three vaccine candidates are in human trials, with at least three more in advanced stages of preclinical
to enter human trials shortly. The mission strategy is to leverage both national efforts and international
partnerships in developing vaccines for COVID-19. The only project that is in Phase 3 trials is the one by
Biological E. The DBT has provided financial assistance in terms of grant-in-aid of over Rs 100 crore to this
project and has also partnered with the firm to conduct all animal challenge and assay studies through the
Translational Health Science Technology Institute (THSTI), Faridabad.
The mission is in operation for only seven months and shows some promise for developing vaccines that
may be used during the August through December 2021 period. Further, the government has also signed an AMC
for 300 million doses of the yet to be authorised vaccine from this specific firm. More on this will be discussed
in the section on financial support.
From our discussion of the institutional support, it is clear that, at best, it has been in existence only for the
last seven months or so. The government has steered clear itself from using any industrial policy instruments or
instead used it sparingly to sound more like a knee jerk reaction rather than a well thought interventionist strategy.
By and large, it has left the issue of R&D and manufacturing to private sector enterprises, occasionally intervening
in response to specific criticisms by mainly the highest legal institution in the country. Although considerable
vaccine capacity and technological capability exist in the public sector, this does not appear to have been
considered. Some commentators have even accused earlier governments of systematically destroying the capacity
existing in public laboratories and enterprises (Bhushan, 2021, Abrol and Franco, 2021), But the issue is
somewhat more complex. There are at least two significant constraints to involving the public sector in vaccine
manufacturing in the short run, although this a very credible strategy in the long run. First of all, India does not
have readily usable vaccine technology developed in the public sector. However, it has now at least one vaccine
(Covaxin) for which the central government can order the firm to issue voluntary licenses. In fact, according to a
press statement from the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (2021b) the government have already started
involving certain public sector entities in vaccine production11. Second and most importantly, except for the
Human Biological Institutes (HBI)12, none of the other public sector enterprises and the labs have valid permits
to manufacture vaccines issued by the regulator, the Central Drug Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO). For
the licenses to be renewed, the public sector entities have to improve their manufacturing practices and bring them
on par with current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGMP) prescribed by the CDSCO. Although this is doable,
successive governments appear to be not interested in these public sector vaccine entities. The most important
example of this lackadaisical attitude of the government is the hitherto non-completion of an effective vaccine
11
According to this report, two central government PSEs, Indian Immunologicals Ltd (IIL) and BIBCOL have entered into a voluntary
technology transfer agreement with BBIL. Further, a state PSE , namely, Haffkine Institute, has also entered into a similar technology transfer
agreement with BBIL The Union Government has also extended some financial assistance to all the above 3 undertakings although the exact
amounts are not made public. Consequent to this, IIL will be in a position to start production of Covaxin from September 2021, while Haffkine
Institute and BIBCOL will start production of the vaccine from November 2021. See Ministry of Health and Family Welfare (2021b).
12
Indian Immunological Limited, the parent company of HBI has entered to a R&D collaboration with Griffith University in Australia
to develop a Live Attenuated COVID-19 vaccine using the latest codon de-optimization technology. But there is no information on the
progress of this R&D project in the company’s website. See Kumar (2020).
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manufacturing facility, the Integrated Vaccine Complex (IVC), which is currently part of a public sector enterprise
HLL Biotech13. But as stated earlier, it is in the country's long term interests that these public sector entities,
which between them have an installed capacity to manufacture 887.5 million doses of vacc, be made ready to
manufacture and supply vaccines for COVID-19. They should be made the mainstay of the institutional support
for vaccine development in the country.
Financial support to vaccine manufacturers
Unlike the federal government in the USA, the central government in India has been very conservative in
financing vaccine R&D and its manufacturing. The two routes of funding it, namely the R&D route and the AMC
routes, have been used very sparingly. Nevertheless, based on our desk research, we have been able to construct
a picture of the total financial support for COVID-19 vaccine development, which works out to a total of Rs
9465.50 crores, of which Rs 946 crores is for R&D, Rs 4019.50 crores in the form of AMC and Rs 4500 crores
in the form of bank credit to private sector vaccine manufacturers without requiring a bank guarantee from them.
The following points are to be noted while arriving at the total amount spent.
1.

We have not included the Rs 35000 crores budgeted by the Finance Minister in her 2021-22 budget as
the details have not been spelt out. In any case, it appears that much of this amount is to be used for
purchasing and distributing vaccines than for R&D and manufacturing. The further affidavit submitted
by the government to the Supreme Court on June 26, 2021 has given a figure of Rs 9381.83 crores as
the procurement cost of vaccines (Supreme Court of India, 2021b, pp.46-47),

2.

Hitherto, only about 50 per cent of the funds have actually been spent; the rest are commitments.

3.

About a half of the funds are credit lines without bank guarantee extended to the vaccine manufacturers

4.

Of the Rs 4019.50 denoted as AMC, only Rs 1500 crores (37 per cent) is strictly speaking AMC. The
rest is amounted spent to procure locally made vaccines.

In short, India's financial support for vaccine R&D is very meagre compared to the substantial sums of
money spent on vaccine development by the federal government in the USA. For some reason, the government
in India appears to be more worried about breaching its fiscal deficit to GDP ratio rather than offsetting the natural
inclination for private sector enterprises to underinvest in risky R&D as predicted by theory. Fiscal conservativism
is a virtue in normal times. But it certainly is to be relaxed at all times in the arena of knowledge production.
Instruments for easing various constraints to vaccine production
A common philosophy that could be ascribed to public policies affecting industrialisation in the country is
the government's concern and actions about removing the constraints of various sorts to manufacturing by

13
IVC was established in 2012 at an ‘estimated’ cost of Rs 594 crore and has a sanctioned staff strength of 408, of which nearly 251 posts
are vacant. Between 2013 and 2019, IVC has generated a revenue of Rs 6.77 crore and incurred a loss of Rs 96.25 crore (based on a reply to
an RTI inquiry). The cost overrun in project cost was 52 per cent- the project cost escalated from original Rs 594 crore in 2013 to Rs 904
crore in 2019. See Express News Service (2021).
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improving the ease of doing business. In the case of vaccine R&D and manufacturing, there are some constraints
that Indian manufacturers face, and the government can play an important role in sorting these constraints.
The design and manufacturing of vaccines are supposed to be more complex than standard therapeutics
(Plotkin et al., 2017). However, among the various constraints that militate against its smooth manufacturing in
late industrialising countries such as India, two limitations stand out. The first one is the access to its specialised
proprietary knowledge, which manifests itself in patents and licensing. The second one is whether a country is
inserted into the Global Value Chain for vaccine manufacturing as the manufacture of vaccines requires many
raw materials and components. Here we will examine how India has addressed these constraints.
Intellectual Property Right suspension and stand on compulsory licenses
Vaccines for COVID-19 developed by the USA and non-U.S. manufacturers are all covered by many
patents. Although it is still early days, as far as most of the R&D projects are concerned, a surge in the number of
patent applications for COVID-19 vaccine-related patents14 is an excellent indication of the shape of things to
come. It is seen that the existence of patents is one of the leading technological barriers to the widespread diffusion
of technologies and especially innovations. So India, along with South Africa, has submitted a petition to the
WTO to have the patents for vaccines suspended for a specified period (WTO, 2020). Many global health experts
have sided with India and South Africa as the proposal has the backing of 100 of the WTO's 164 states. A panel
on intellectual property is expected to discuss the issue in June 2021. Prominent among the supporters is the USA.
As seen earlier, one of the leading U.S. vaccine developers has even made a patent pledge (see Box 2).
Moreover, since the vaccine R&D in most cases has been paid for by the national governments and
philanthropic organisations, there is a strong case for I.P. suspension. But there has been strong opposition to this
clamour for patent suspension by all developed countries such as the U.K., European Union, Canada, Japan,
Switzerland, Norway and pharmaceutical companies themselves. In a sense, a mere waiving of patents
unaccompanied by technology transfer is unlikely to be beneficial to vaccine manufacturers as vaccines are based
on complex molecules, and therefore a mere waiving of patents will not result in reverse engineering of the
technology for new vaccines (Kavanagh and Dollar, 2021). Further, the process technologies for vaccines are
protected by trade secrets rather than by patents. However, well known medical NGOs such as the MSF have
questioned this. MSF has referred to several instances in which aggressive patent strategies by leading vaccine
manufacturers such as Pfizer has sued smaller foreign companies which have developed cost-effective and
cheaper versions of high-cost vaccines (MSF, 2021). This has delayed the launch of more affordable versions.
Further, the Third World Network has documented at least four cases where R&D projects on COVID-19 vaccine
developments had to be abandoned (Third World Network, 2021).
In the absence of patent suspension, some have argued for national patent regimes to invoke a compulsory
license provided under one of the flexibilities of the TRIPS Agreement. However, the central government is not
for it. Its official view is clearly expressed in the Affidavit submitted by the Union of India to the Supreme Court
wherein it is stated that "Government of India does not favour a compulsory license as it believes that "the main

14

EPO (2021)
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constraint is in the availability of raw materials and essential inputs" (Supreme Court of India, 2021, -p.68,
paragraph 44). Instead, it believes that innovator companies will issue voluntary licenses given the growing
market and the need to expand manufacturing capacity in the shortest possible time. India has been successful in
getting three voluntary license deals. The first one is between Oxford/AstraZeneca and the Serum Institute of
India. The second one is between the Russian Direct Investment Fund, Dr Reddy's laboratories, and Panacea
Biotec. Among the two, it is only in the latter case that the government has intervened. The third one is between
Novavax, USA and SII for a vaccine for which an EUA is yet to be issued either in the USA or in India.
Further, at home, there have been press reports of Bharat Biotech willing to share the code for its
indigenously developed vaccine, Covaxin, with other domestic manufacturers. However, there is no evidence that
it has done so. However, concerns have been expressed about the terms and conditions under which these
voluntary licenses have been contracted, wherein some restrictive clauses may have been inserted.
The WHO had promoted the voluntary licensing of all kinds of technologies by setting up the COVID-19
Technology Access Pool (C-TAP). The C-TAP is to facilitate timely, equitable and affordable access to COVID19 health products. But according to MSF (2021), this proposal has received a lukewarm reception from the MNC
pharmaceutical firms.
In short, there is a strong case for a patent waiver, and India has taken a necessary and correct stand on this
issue.
(b) Insertion into the Global Value Chain for vaccine production
An essential aspect of COVID-19 vaccine manufacturing in the country is that domestic manufacturing
involves an estimated 360 different input types that have to be imported from abroad. There is a Global Value
Chain (GVC) for manufacturing vaccines, and just three countries, the USA, Germany, and China, are leading
producers of these raw materials and components. India is not inserted into this GVC. Among the 12 items
considered, India is a significant exporter of only preservatives. The USA, Germany and China are the leading
suppliers, and according to industry sources, India depends on the USA for most of its components and raw
materials. India has been importing a number of these inputs from abroad. Using OECD (2021), I have derived
India's imports of 16 key vaccine-making inputs (Table 6). It shows that the country imports a substantial quantity
of these imports for the domestic manufacture of vaccines. To make matters even worse, India has clamped a
high tariff of about 9.3 per cent on these vaccine inputs in contrast to the USA, which has a tariff of only 1.3 per
cent on these items (Basu and Veeramani, 2021). Although there has been a recent suspension of tariffs on imports
of COVID-19 related products in general, including that on vaccines, the suspension is only for about three
months.
Further, the USA's invocation of its DPA had erected a sort of export ban of these items to the Indian and
other foreign-based manufacturers affecting their manufacturing timelines adversely. This de facto export ban is
cited as another reason for vaccine production setbacks in India, leading to her vaccination schedule getting
thrown out of gear. As hitherto, she has been able to vaccinate only 5 per cent of her population fully. Only about
20 per cent of the population has received at least one dose of the vaccine. There is, of course, no denying the fact
that exports of domestically produced vaccines as part of India's vaccine diplomacy (accounted for 16 per cent of
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the exports up to the 29th of May, 2021), commercial exports (54 per cent), and those exported to COVAX (30
per cent) also contributed to the vaccine shortage 15.
Table 6: Imports of critical inputs for manufacturing vaccines
(Millions of USD)

HS 2017 Code
Vaccine input
285210
Thimerosal
283322
Aluminium Salts
290544
Sorbitol
291211
Formaldehyde
2941
Neomycin
290613
Sterols
701090
Vials
401699
Stoppers
4819
Insulated Cartons
901890
Vaccine Carriers
392310
Cold Boxes
841850
Refridgerators/ Freezer chests
841830
Freezers
281121
Dry ice
901831
Syringes
901839
Needles
Total imports of vaccine inputs

2019-20
0.42
0.02
8.50
0.16
1330.79
16.81
78.33
237.79
81.43
741.08
50.62
36.16
65.51
0.72
59.77
299.96
3008.07

2020-21 (Apr- Feb)
0.39
0.02
7.49
20.00
1364.77
8.66
65.48
211.43
60.07
612.72
34.19
30.35
35.01
0.49
59.03
170.76
2680.86

Source: Compiled from Export-Import Data Bank, Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and Industry,
Government of India
Note: The critical inputs and their HS codes are based on Annex B of OECD (2021)

It appears that, towards the end of April 2021, the USA seems to have lifted the export ban on specific raw
materials required by SII. The removal of this export ban was caused more by the devastation faced by India in
the aftermath of the second COVID-19 wave rather than by any specific interventions by the state16. Nevertheless,
it is a lesson for India with its Make in India strategy that the country needs to think through and map out the
entire sectoral system of innovation for vaccines and put in place policies for jump-starting production of various
inputs for vaccine making so that, at least, in the long run, it can emerge indeed as a significant supplier of
vaccines. This is an important area where government intervention is required.
Indemnity clauses to vaccine procurement contracts
Unlike in the USA, India has not given indemnity, or protection from legal liability, to any of its domestic
manufacturers of coronavirus vaccines. But recently, the government, in its desire to augment the supply of
vaccines, had decided to import vaccines from the two leading American manufacturers, Pfizer and Moderna. Of
the two, Pfizer has insisted on an indemnity as one of its pre-conditions for supplying vaccines to India. Press
reports indicate that the government, after some initial dithering, has finally approved Pfizer's request. The
company has obtained indemnity in several countries where its vaccine is already in use, including the United
States. Faced with the vaccine shortage, India has been on a vaccine import spree. It had already relaxed many

15

The source of this data is from Ministry of External Affairs (2021)

16
This is evident from the tweet by White House National Security Advisor, Mr Jake Sullivan. See his tweet at:
https://twitter.com/JakeSullivan46/status/1386359529865162752
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conditions that it had earlier imposed on foreign vaccine suppliers, such as the need for bridging trials for vaccines
that had already received a EUA in some of the jurisdictions abroad.

Theoretically, this is not good news from

the point of view of those likely to be adversely affected by the use of these vaccines. But in practical terms, this
is not causing worry, primarily because the vaccines imported from the USA have not shown any adverse effect
on the vaccine user. Further, India has already some regulatory measures in the event of SAEs that may arise but
only in clinical trials. According to a question answered in the Lok Sabha, 4735 people have died or had severe
injuries due to clinical trials of drugs between 2008 through 2020 (Lok Sabha, 2018 and 2020). Clinical trials of
new drugs are regulated under Rules 122 DA, 122DAB, 122DAC, 122DD, 122E and Schedule-Y of the Drugs
and Cosmetics Rules, 1945and the government has strengthened the regulatory provisions, including payment of
compensation for SAEs due to clinical trials. However, this does not cover SAEs from drugs and vaccines that
are authorised for use. Further, the compensation paid in the case of SAEs in India is very meagre: between 2014
and 2020, total compensation of just Rs 38.58 lakhs was paid (Lok Sabha, 2018 and 2020)
Summing up the Indian case
India has focused more, relatively speaking, on vaccine distribution than its domestic production despite the
fact there is an inevitable link between the two. Although a National Vaccine Policy 2011 was in place, it does
not appear to have been implemented seriously over the years leading to a weak institutional structure for the
support of domestic R&D and manufacturing of vaccines. Even now, the country does not appear to have a well
thought out and anchored COVID-19 vaccine strategy in place. In a concerted manner, direct intervention by the
government took place only in May 2021 after the decisive intervention by the Supreme Court of India. Given
path dependence in innovation capability development, the country did not have any history of investments in
basic research related to vaccines. The entire responsibility for developing vaccines for COVID-19 was left
entirely to private sector firms to build it from scratch. None of the industrial and innovation policy instruments
required to offset possible investments by private sector enterprises in R&D was put in place. The financial
support for R&D was very meagre. There is also no strategy for using the substantial installed capacity available
in public sector enterprises, although this should be only a long term strategy.

There was also systematic

identification of the constraints faced by domestic manufacturers as India is not effectively inserted into the GVC
for vaccine production. It still has to depend on foreign markets, especially the USA, for R&D collaboration and
for accessing crucial raw materials. But there is a silver lining in this otherwise dark cloud. India has lobbied for
I.P. suspension in vaccines and has secured the support of many countries, including that of the USA.
Further, Indian private sector manufacturers have managed to secure voluntary licenses to manufacture
vaccines developed abroad domestically. Additionally, some Indian manufacturers have partnered with American
biotechnology firms to co-develop vaccines and manufacture them in India. Through specific industrial and
innovation policy instruments, suppose the state can leverage this innovation capability; India has the potential to
emerge as a significant manufacturer of very safe and effective vaccines for pandemics such as COVID-19 and
that too at low cost. Not only India, but a large number of developing countries can indeed benefit from India's
technological capability in vaccine development and manufacturing.
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3 CONCLUSIONS
The paper is all about the continued relevance and use of industrial policy instruments even in so-called
market-friendly economies where economic liberalisation and privatisation policies have sought to reduce the
importance of state involvement, especially in the arena of industrialisation. Given the possibility of market
failures in knowledge production, state intervention to support the private sector activities is a very optimal policy.
Our analysis of the two contrasting cases, the USA and India, supporting the R&D and manufacturing of COVID19 vaccines lends considerable justification for the use of industrial policy instruments to arrive at successful
outcomes. Table 7 summarises the contrast between the two economies.
Table 7: Contrast between India and the USA in vaccine R&D and production

Instrument of support
Support for basic R&D on
vaccine for coronavirus
Legislative changes

USA
Solid- long historyFederally-funded research
Emergency support for
vaccine R&D- committed
USD 2.3 billion

Institutional Support

Solid- Two institutional
mechanisms
Operation Warp Speed
Use of the Defence
Production Act
Two routesFunding R&D- USD 2.32
billion
AMC- USD 24.01 billion
IP rights suspension for a
brief period
Patent pledges by one of
the manufacturer
Nil
Substantial through the
audit reports of GAO

Financial Support

IPRs

Indemnity clauses
Federal/Central government's
support for improving the ease
of manufacturing
Overall opinion about the use
of industrial policy
instruments
Policy outcomes
Number of vaccines
approved/under testing

Total vaccine production (in a
million doses up to May 31,
2021)
Share of population that is
vaccinated fully (in per cent
as of June 24, 2021)
Total vaccinated per 100

India
Weak- almost non-existent
No strategy for vaccine development, but a
system for vaccinations onlyThe union budget for 2021-22 has provided
approximately 472 million USD equivalent
but details not available
Not so strong
NEGVAC- more on the distribution of
vaccines
Vaccine Suraksha Mission- focusing more
on R&D
Three routesFunding of R&D- USD 127.57 million
AMC- USD 542.5 million
Loan guarantee- USD 606.82
Lobbied for its waiver
Not favouring compulsory licenses
Preferring voluntary licenses
Nil (?)
Ambiguous- private sector enterprises left to
fend for themselves

Substantial

Limited- has proceeded in two phases: before
and after intervention by the Supreme Court
of India

3- another three under
various stages of testing

3- of which only one is based on indigenous
technology- 2 are based on voluntary
licenses from foreign vaccine manufacturersanother 6 are multiple stages of testing

369.45

279.18

45.09

3.74

95.4

21.26

Source: Own compilation, Global Change Data Lab (2021)
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The USA is considered to be the home of the most virulent form of capitalism. This could be seen in the
pride of place accorded to private sector enterprises in that country, and it is also the home of some of the largest
and most innovative companies in a range of industries. In the area of medical R&D in general and in the
development of vaccines, the federal government in the USA has worked very closely with the market. What they
did is easily visible from a range of instruments that the federal government has invoked to jump-start the R&D
and production of vaccines for a new and unknown disease. A survey of these support instruments reveals that
they have tried out every tool of state support available in the book. But the most important of which is the
importance that the USA has given to fundamental research on vaccines, which eventually helped it develop
highly effective vaccines within a brief period. The USA has now gone a step further in assigning a greater role
for the government, even applied developmental research. This has manifested in the senate passing a new bill
called the United States Innovation and Competition Act of 2021 in early June 2021. This is an essential lesson
for countries such as India that it must support basic research on vaccine development in one of its numerous
public laboratories. The second lesson that the USA case has for us is the prime importance of involving the
public sector. In the USA, this is confined to the performance and finance of R&D itself. In the case of India, the
public sector must be involved not only in the performance and financing of R&D but also in the manufacturing
of vaccines as considerable installed capacity exists in the industry.
Further, the public sector laboratories and institutes have a long history of manufacturing and supplying
high-quality vaccines. They must be involved in vaccine production for COVID-19, even if it is only in the long
run. In other words, the public and private sectors must complement each other. The government can play an
essential role in crafting the sectoral system of innovation of the COVID-19 vaccine industry, just like what the
USA has done it already. The third lesson for India is that the state must play an active and timely role in
improving the availability of critical inputs for manufacturing and distributing vaccines in an industry whose
value chain is globally distributed.

The three issues more than indicate a more significant role for industrial

policy than what is practised on an ad-hoc basis now. Recent events and discussions have shown that a historically
free-market-oriented economy such as that of the USA is finding much relevance for a more significant role for
industrial policy. In comparison, a historically state-directed economy such as India seems to be moving towards
a more substantial role for the market with potential adverse consequences.
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Abstract

Deep tech startup is a deep tech business based on commercializing the deep tech research to radical
innovation. It is known in deep tech startup literature that funding, government and regulation, culture and
mindset, market access and technical expertise are the common factors inhibiting the growth of deep tech startup
in general. Our study aimed to develop policy recommendations for supporting the deep tech startup in Thailand.
The Design Thinking process was used as an analytical framework to make the policy recommendation. We
highlighted that entrepreneurial mindset is the most important factor. Based on the in-depth interviews with local
public organizations, startup incubators within universities and the deep tech startup founders. The findings
showed that the pathways for startup, especially those based on knowledge-intensive research, is unclear. It is
very difficult to motivate researchers, postgraduate students and professors in the science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields to get involved and be active in the process of commercialization
of deep tech research. The SWOT analysis was used to analyze the development gap of the existing startup
development programs in Thailand. The results demonstrated that those programs narrowly focus on the roles of
intermediaries or business matchmakers to bridge the gap between research and commercialization. Available
funding for startup incubation, in general, is targeted on boot camping, prototyping and pitching. We argued that
supporting mechanisms in Thailand’s deep tech startup ecosystem should be broadened by promoting the
entrepreneurial mindset in scientific researchers to take part in or even lead the commercialization process. We
classified the persona of policy’s target groups, which are scientific researchers, and strategically identified
policies to promote the entrepreneurial mindset for each group. Moreover, the pathway of deep tech startup in
Thailand were identified for the development entrepreneurial mindset of scientific researchers.
Keywords: Deep Tech Startup, Entrepreneurial Mindset, Thailand
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1 INTRODUCTION
How could Thailand recover and thrive after the Covid-19 crisis? It may take a while to take back the
negatively impacted society and economics. However, to leapfrog the economy, Thailand needs to strengthen its
innovation ecosystem and focus on deep tech startup, as the new growth engine with the capability to disrupt the
existing technologies and markets. deep tech startup is a startup with deep technologies, including Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR), Internet of Things (IoTs), Blockchain,
Biotechnology, Robotics, Energy, and Space Technology, with competitive advantage in terms of novelty,
advancement, complexity, and long-term business success.
Regarding Thailand’s deep tech startup ecosystem, the government has been implemented a myriad of
policies to support deep tech startup in different dimensions, including a financial support in research and
development, deep tech startup incubation programs, as well as the creation of network and connection among
college students, professors, entrepreneurs, and industries. With those policy measures, the output which is to
create deep tech startups and deep tech startup entrepreneurs does not seem to reach the expectations. The
limitations to elevate deep tech startup in Thailand include the lack of research commercialization, limited
funding, limited market access, and more importantly, the lack of entrepreneurial mindset. Most college students,
both undergraduate and graduate students, professors, and researchers do not want to innovate the startup. The
mindset to shift from their comfort zone to entrepreneurial mindset is still lacking. In addition, the lack of
knowledge to commercialize their research and innovations and the ambiguous career pathway have hindered
their will to become an entrepreneur.
Thus, the government should be concerned that an entrepreneurial mindset is a fundament to create a deep
tech startup. It should be cultivated and nurtured among students, researchers, and professors. In general,
entrepreneurial mindset is a way of thinking that is not only limited to do business, but the internal process to
create values, create products and innovations, identify goals, seek a new opportunity, manage resources, become
a leader, and possess optimism. However, policy measures supporting entrepreneurial mindset nourishment
among targeted stakeholders has not yet been actively focused. Consequently, this study aims to highlight the
significant role of entrepreneurial mindset in deep tech startup and develop policy recommendations in this regard.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
1.1 How to develop an entrepreneurial mindset
Regarding its definition, an entrepreneurial mindset is an output of a thinking process and understanding
leading to an entrepreneurial activity. Thus, it could be cultivated through learning and experiences, also
awareness triggered by multiple factors (e.g., environment, motivation, inspiration, etc.). Figure 1 shows that
belief and meta-cognition of individuals have an impact on cognition. When a person has multiple sets of
cognition relating to entrepreneurship, an entrepreneurial mindset will be gradually nurtured. However, the
entrepreneurial mindset does not always lead to an entrepreneurial action. Because the intention will have a major
influence on decision making, as well as bias and heuristics which could play a role in decision-making process.
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Thus, to groom ones to have an entrepreneurial-related action, we should take intentions, biases, and heuristics
into account.

Figure 1: Entrepreneurial mindset developmental process

1.2 The promoting factors for building entrepreneurial mindset
Nowadays, there are many institutions, government agencies and private sectors have continuously created
and developed ecosystems that promote startups. It includes the development of human resources, knowledge,
skills, and entrepreneurial mindset via education programs, seminars, incubation activities, booth camps, and
competition programs such as hackathon. The framework of promoting factor for building entrepreneurial
mindset as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Factors that promote the building of entrepreneurial mindset.
In this study, the principles of building entrepreneurial mindset according to psychological theory, and the
operations of institutions and other agencies at present were reviewed. We found that the factors which has
influencing on building of entrepreneurial mindset are inspiration and experience. These two factors can be
generated through entrepreneurial activities such as entrepreneurial education program, business project
participations, workshop activities, internships, and hackathon competitions. Those activities are generally held
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by entrepreneurship centers which are responsible to organize such activities, as well as to manage and build a
cooperation with individuals and involved agencies. Ultimately, they are one of the crucial stakeholders
supporting any operations or ecosystem for promoting entrepreneurial mindset, and creating innovations and
startups (Secundo, G., Mele, G., Sansone, G., & Paolucci, E., 2020).

2 METHODOLOGY
Design Thinking is used in this study as a tool for policy design. It also helps to understand the exact problem
and personas of the focused groups. The general elements of design thinking combine with the following steps.

Figure 3: Design Thinking Process
Step 1 Empathize is to fully understand the problem of interest, as well as evaluate and comprehend the
target audience. By thoroughly studying the problems and needs of the target groups, this stage also shed lights
on finding solutions that are relevant to the point. The tools used in the operation to develop policies are as
follows:
1) Secondary data: Collect data from documents, research reports, articles, strategic plans and
policies from both domestically and internationally resources. The data will be used to analyze the
situation, environment, problems and obstacles of startup.
2) Interviewing relevant people to create a thorough understanding of the problem
3) Persona analysis to understand the characteristics and behavior of the target audience. including
the problems and needs of the target group clearly
Step 2 Define the problem is the process of identifying the real problem or target groups. The data
obtained from the initial study were screened to analyze and synthesize the problems for policy formulation. The
tools used in the operation are:
1) In-depth interview a representative of different types of stakeholders such as teachers, students,
deep tech entrepreneur, government agencies. It shows problems, obstacles, opportunities and challenges
which can used to further analysis and synthesis of policies.
2) Data analysis is to clearly identify of problems and target groups in policy making.
Step 3 Brainstorming (Ideate) is a step in proposing new ideas and solutions to problems. It will help to
reflect the problem more widely which policy makers can combine several ideas to synthesize the guidelines for
building a policy model. The tools used in the operation are:
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1) Brainstorming of research teams, mentors and consultants based on the information obtained
from steps 1 and 2.
2) Prioritize ideas to lead to the creation of a policy model that clearly solves the problem.
Step 4: Prototype is the creation of a product or prototype. The prototype can be functions or basic details
that allow the sample group to visualize the entire approach designed. The prototype can create by using the
knowledge conceptual frameworks. The policy prototyping can also provoke criticism, analyze for defects, and
lead to development and amending the policy proposal. The tools used in the operation are:
1) Policy prototyping of this study is based on the conceptual framework of the building process of the
entrepreneurial mindset and the relationship between entrepreneurial mindset and entrepreneurial action,
including factors that promote the creation of entrepreneurial mindset (details appear in sections 1).
Step 5 Testing (Test) is an experiment that brings a prototype or policy prototype to test its effectiveness
with the target group. The prototype will be evaluated for further improvements before proposing the policy for
implementation.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Empathize the problems and target groups to promote deep tech startup.
In the first step of policy design, using the design thinking framework, we studied the context about the
policy gaps related to the development of entrepreneurial mindset. We found the problems and needs of the startup
by analyzing and collecting information from search queries and interviews with related parties. The results of
the analysis are as follows.
3.1.1 Analysis of interview results
We interviewed 3 groups of parties who involved in the deep tech startup ecosystem. They are professors,
university students and support organizations. The interviewees suggested many ideas to help and develop
startups in Thailand. Therefore, the analysis of interview results are as follows.
Table 1: Interview results of three target groups

Target groups
Professors

University students

Support organizations

The groups of suggestions
1.

Building human capital

2.

Entrepreneurial university including innovative entrepreneurship
class, and cultivate the concept of doing translational research to
student and professor.

3.

Build mechanism of cultivating master's/doctoral students to do
startups.

4.

Develop the ecosystem for supporting the startup such as unlocking
the laws and regulations, build a university holding company

1.

The consultant for doing business is needed such as Venture capital
mentors.

2.

Learning by example from successful people to inspire and be a role
model in business.

1.

Opportunities for scholarship students to work with the private sector
or startups.
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Target groups
2.

The groups of suggestions
Develop a system to link information of various Startup promotion
and development projects to be connected.

3.

Build a success model to inspire others.

4.

Promote the working mechanism of University Science Park, which
is a bridge solution provider. It is a linkage between university and
the private sector. It helps to commercialize a research, and also
collecting the needs of the private sector (market) to develop a
research.

3.1.2 Personal of target groups
We designed our target groups who involve with the startup ecosystem and has potential to support or be a
deep tech startup which are professors, university students and researcher. Since they have advanced knowledge
and technology, they are a significant source of capital for deep tech startups. Therefore, we studied the persona
of these 2 target groups and the result shown as follows.
Table 2: Personal of target groups
Target
Persona’s
Characteristics
groups
name
Professors Great
It is a group of new professors, aged not over 40
mindset
years old, who have research results and start having
students working in the lab. They love challenge,
and socialize with people.

Stable

Kind
adults

Detached

Students

Innocent

It is a group of professors who have been working
for about 10 years. Most of them are women than
men. They are with family. They have research and
the students who help support them. They are
interest to doing something new, but must be subject
to security conditions.
A group of professors aged 50 years and over with
stable income. They have many researches including
having a large number of students to support. They
are interest in doing what they are good at, and
staying in the same line of work and take quite a bit
of risk.

It's a group of professors who like to be introverted.
The main burden is to take care of the family. They
focus on doing research to meet the organization's
KPI. There are not many students to support them.
A group of students who have no goals in life, and
not interested in doing business. They enjoy school
life with friends and interested in learning new
things according to personal preference
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Needs
Supporting the
development of
research to
commercialization and
creating an ecosystem
for entrepreneurship
and startups.
A consultant to build
confidence and role
model of success in
being startups.

Students help drive
research towards
innovation/product
development for
further
commercialization.
Meanwhile, they are a
consultant who
pushing students to be
successful.
Inspiration, motivation
and the pathway to
success in being a
startup.
Inspiration and support
to build goals in life.
They need space to
show talent and
acceptance from
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Target
groups

Persona’s
name

Characteristics

Born to be

A group of students inspired by their family who run
business. The environment as a child instilled in
them a commitment and a goal of wanting to be a
business entrepreneur.

Lost in the
wood

A graduate student or alumni who didn't want to be
entrepreneurs while they were students. Then, they
have a goal of wanting to work in a company or get
a government job for career stability. However, after
working for a period of time have a desire to be
entrepreneur and build their own business.

Needs
people around you and
society
Mentors who gives
them closely
supportive and the
initial capital to run the
business.
Accumulate work
experience and funds
to build business, and
need university
support.

Define the problem of ecosystem and gaps to supporting of deep tech startup.
In the process of defining the problem, the ecosystems, government support programs were analyzed.
Moreover, the examples of foreign operations in development Entrepreneurial mindset also were studied (details
in section 3.2.2).
3.2.1 The analysis of the entrepreneurial mindset’s building process of each the government support programs for
startups in Thailand.
Research Gap Fund Program:
The program participants are professors and researchers. The research gap fund program doesn’t has
directly building process of Entrepreneurial mindset. It is extension of research that has already created a
prototype and wants to bring it to the market. In addition, this program provides funding for motivating the
professors, researchers and entrepreneurs to build on their work, but it doesn’t have an incubation process.
However, the project participants have the idea of developing research into commercialization.
Technology and Innovation-Based Enterprise Development Fund (TED Fund) Program:
The program participants are professors, researchers and students. TED fund program has building process
of Entrepreneurial mindset. The entrepreneurial mindset will be built through the training which is aims for
developing the ability and knowledge of participants. Moreover, the participants can enhance the experiences
from the research and technology commercialization.
Startup Thailand League Program:
The program participants are students of all levels. There are process of building entrepreneurial mindset
for students through several activities such as a Bootcamp.
Research to Market (R2M) program:
The program participants are professors, researchers and students. This program has a mindset building
process through two bootcamp activities and the participants can be motivated by a direct exchange of experiences
with experts.
In the conclusion, we found that some programs have activities for building the entrepreneurial mindset for
a short period of time, and it is just part of the training activities for participants in projects. In addition, some
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program just creating motivation from funding to do business for project participants. Therefore, those programs
do not really focus on building Entrepreneurial mindset to participants. In addition, government support programs
lacked of linkage between participants between several projects. As a result, participants do not receive the
continuous support that they should. Therefore, it is difficult to build the awareness about the journey of
government support measures to the audience or startups. At present, awareness is created through personal
relationships in inviting startups or interested parties to join the program. Therefore, there are few of new
participants to join. According to the Thailand Startup Ecosystem Survey in 2019, the proportion of startups who
did not participate 31% of government programs, with 68 percent of the main reason is being unaware of
government support measures.
3.2.2 International case study: A building entrepreneurial mindset
Case studies on Singapore (PwC, 2015):
According to studies and in-depth interviews with stakeholders in the Tech startup ecosystem of Singapore,
the key point that is obstructing the increase in the number of startups in the country is the culture and mindset of
society. Therefore, it needs to promotes the creation of awareness of startup success that has grown from people
in the country. Singapore needs to creating more awareness of startup success stories in the media to inspire fresh
graduate or people in general want to be more startup entrepreneurs. Moreover, it should have a teaching of being
entrepreneur from the beginning. The young generation should be inspired about the benefits of being a
shareholder are greater than the salary income of a company that is seen as more stable.
Case studies on National University of Singapore (NUS) (WONG, P., et al.):
A study of the role of NUS in the National Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in Singapore found that universities
play a key role in the development of Entrepreneurial mindset & skills among students and professors. In
universities around the world and across faculties, there are teaching how to be an entrepreneur. In the case of
NUS, it has a supports the creation of Entrepreneurial mindset & Skills for professors and students through the
incubators. NUS established the NUS Enterprise that is an independent organization that spearheaded the strategy
to develop innovation and entrepreneurship. The NUS enterprise is specifically aimed at supporting students, staff
and alumni by creating a good environment for entrepreneurship and global mindset, as well as supporting the
technology commercialization and building startup with the following activities.
1.

NUS Overseas College (NOC) Program: which is an entrepreneurial learning program for undergraduate
students. The students will be sent to internships in the company around the world to create experiences
and create success stories.

2.

Lean Launchpad Singapore: which is the entrepreneurial mindset development program for professors
and students. The Lean startup methodology will be taught to create understanding of technology
commercialization process. Therefore, it can enhance entrepreneurial mindset for graduate students,
researchers and university professors in doing research and innovation.

3.

Innovation & Entrepreneurship (I&E) Practicum: which are the grants for supporting entrepreneurs in the
early stages which only have an idea for developing innovations or ideas for doing business.

4.

Social Venture Challenge Asia: which is the competition program for business plan of social enterprise.
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Case study of European countries (Secundo, G., et al., 2016):
The development of entrepreneurial mindset for graduate students in the field of science and engineering
began to be a priority for the teaching system at a high level. According to Giustina Secundo et al. study, it studied
22 teaching programs at various universities located in the top 10 innovative countries in Europe. The processes
and strategies for creating Entrepreneurial mindset in science and engineering graduate students were identified.
It was found that university in European countries concern that the Entrepreneurial education (EE) is important
for all fields of students not only business student. The university's entrepreneurship training program is divided
into two sections which are the following.
1.

Teaching programs is focusing on teaching about the theory in the classroom. It will create a basic
understanding of business model design, the entrepreneurship, and the phenomenon of innovation.

2.

Interactive learning which is provide opportunity for students to learn from real world context. The
students can learn from experience and from communities in order to develop and apply the concept of
commercialization for create an innovative company or develop a business. which is an important
foundation for promoting the creation of entrepreneurs capable of applying knowledge and research to be
practical, responding to the country's social and economic needs. The university is responsible for
building a network with stakeholders in the community such as companies, entrepreneurs, policy makers,
intellectual capital center, industry, Science Park and Technology Transfer Office (TTO).

Case study of Italy (Secundo, G., et al., 2020):
Contamination Labs (CLabs) are considered by the OECD to be one of the best ways to support
entrepreneurship and innovation in Italian universities. CLabs was established with the financial support of the
University and Research (MIUR) under the Italian Ministry of Education to develop the Entrepreneurial mindset
for university students. Giustina Secundo et al. found that CLabs' entrepreneurial learning mechanism was to
create an extracurricular program to develop the Entrepreneurial mindset for students. There are students with
different education level and fields of study, and also the stakeholders in the entrepreneurial ecosystem join in the
program. Therefore, the students can gain the interdisciplinary knowledge and experience from joining in the
program, which is the key things that stimulates the creation of mindset for students. The program consists of 2
approaches to learning entrepreneurship. The first approach is to inspire and engage the students in raising
awareness and developing a new business innovation idea. The second approach is to experiment by creating
innovation projects or startups in student groups. The student will learn to solve problems from the trainers, which
come from many agencies and local entrepreneurs.

4 Policy recommendation
In the ideate step of design thinking process, it's an important step in proposing a variety of ideas to build
an entrepreneurial mindset for professor and university students to be Deep Tech startup. We recommended the
alternative policies for each kind of target groups as shown in section 3.3.1. Furthermore, we also prioritized the
policies recommendation according to the level of challenging target group to build entrepreneurial mindset. As
a result, the policy for supporting a group of ‘Detached’ and ‘Innocent’ were selected to make a policy prototype
which is called ‘Deep Tech Journey Policy’ that explain in section 3.3.2
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3.3.1 Policy choices of each target groups
We designed the policies to address the problems and needs of each target groups involved in the
development of an entrepreneurial mindset for deep tech startups, as follows:
Table 3: Policy choices of each target groups

Target groups
1.Great mindset
(Professors)

2.Stable(Professors)
3. Kind adults
(Professors)

4. Born to be
(Students)

5. Lost in the wood
(Students/Alumni)

6. Detached
(Professors)
7. Innocent
(Students)

•

Policy recommendations
Deep Tech Highway (Smooth the pathway)

•

Unlock the rules and regulations of the university and government, including
supporting fund and good ecosystems contributing to the building of deep tech
startup. For example, driving the establishment of a Holding Company in every
university, promote academic improvement and infrastructure sharing, etc.

•

Integration of agencies in promoting deep tech startups such as the cooperation
between the Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation,
the Ministry of Commerce (DITP) and the Ministry of Industry (TISI), etc.

•

Improve measures or regulations to synchronize with the needs of startups such
as product standards, export of goods, intellectual property registration, etc.
(Emphasis on building mindset through ecosystem adjustment.)
Deep Tech Partner

•

Matching Platform to connect professors with exist research, master-doctoral
students, and industry to build deep tech startup. There has program to
encourage the knowledge on Technology Commercialization / Marketing /
Team Matching. Moreover, it provides funding for making pilot scale.

•

There is a program for professor to gain practical experience of working in
successful deep tech startup companies both in Thailand and abroad.
(Emphasis on building mindset through inspiration & experience.)
Startup Gift Card

•

Support grants (Gift Cards) for students to create a real experience of
entrepreneurship. The students can start from building a small-scale business.
Students will get entrepreneurial mindset from real experience along with the
development of scientific and technological knowledge in the field of study.

•

Students will have both knowledge and entrepreneurial mindset that is ready for
doing deep tech startup.
(Emphasis on building mindset through the experience)
Alumni Return

•

Create opportunities for alumni to access resource from university or institution
such as access to tools or incubation programs for building a business, helps
finding a Co-founder or matching student to build business.

•

Extending the limitation about the age of participants to provide an opportunity
for alumni or everyone can participate in government’s supportive startup
programs. For example, allowing alumni who have graduated less than 10 years
can participate in TED Fund program or other activities.
(Emphasis on building mindset through ecosystem and experience)
Deep Tech Journey (Pathway of Success)

•

It is an Online Platform to create awareness of the pathway of deep tech
startups. This platform also is a connection platform between the
entrepreneur/startups and the several relevant agencies, especially for
government agencies, in order to gives assistance to entrepreneurs.
(Emphasis on building mindset through inspiration.)
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3.3.2 Deep Tech Journey Policy
We formulated the policy prototype to encourage the entrepreneurial mindset of Detached group (professors)
and Innocent group (students). These groups are person who lack of motivation, inspiration, understanding of
being entrepreneur or startup. Therefore, they can’t commercialize their research or technology. We found that
these target groups absences awareness of the pathway of deep tech startup or startup, and also don’t know the
information about the supportive program of university, government, private organizations and others.
Deep Tech Journey (Pathway of Success) is an incentive to inspire and create awareness of the pathway of
deep tech startup. It will create awareness through the providing of information and support from relevant
agencies in the form of Online Platform. The online platform can also support the work of regional science parks,
university incubators and other related agencies in public relations to build understanding and stimulate interest
in deep tech startup. Online platform consists of creating awareness and publishing a success stories of deep tech
startup entrepreneurs. It will be a contact channel for professors and students who need an advice or help about
deep tech startup issues.

Figure 4: Deep Tech Journey Prototype
This table shows the details of success pathway of deep tech startup.
Table 4: The details of success pathway of deep tech startup

Steps of Pathway
1. Research and Development

Details
R&D that brings to solve the
problems and commercialize
technology.

2. Tech Transfer / Licensing/ IP

This step is about the
entrepreneurs who license
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Supporting Units
1. The agency contributes to the
budget for R&D for
commercialization.
2. Business incubation support
agency.
1. Technology transfer and
intellectual property management
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Steps of Pathway

3. Product Launch

4. Success as a New Product

5. Standard MSTQ

6. Profit Sharing

7. Incentives

8. Success as a Business

Details
research or technology and used
for problem solving, making a
new product and include
intellectual property issues.
However, it must have a complete
technology transfer.
It is a planning step to lunch
product to market.
The development of product
according to the feedback from
market testing in order to meet
market demand. It needs experts
from various fields to fix the
product defect.
According to feedback from the
market testing, it found that the
product standards are important
step for commercialize the
product and can complete other
products in market. Therefore,
Measurement Standardized
Testing Quality (MSTQ) process
can assist startups in obtaining a
standard for their product and
driving its commercialization.
Profit Sharing is the sharing of
profit when the product gets
market acceptance and generate
income. To avoid a negative
impact on the business, the
benefits must be distributed fairly,
and the commercialization of deep
tech research should include some
of the benefits to researchers.
It is a contribution to the success
of entrepreneurs such as tax
benefits from the BOI. For
example, corporate income tax
exemption, exemption from
import duty on machinery,
exemption from import duty for
research, and exemption from
duty on raw materials for export.
Entrepreneurs may have different
aspirations for success, for
example, they want to have a
stable income, or some may want
to expand into the global market.
Therefore, they need to integrate
with other entities such as the SET
or International investor in order
to increase capital and expand
production for global business.
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Supporting Units
Support Unit such as Innovation
Technology Assistance Program
(ITAP)

1. Product-to-market support
agency such as Regional Science
Park (RSP)
1. Product-to-market support
agency such as Innovation design
center, NIA, etc.

1. Agencies under Ministry of
Higher Education, Science,
Research and Innovation that can
certify the standards.

1. Organizations that can give
advice on Profit Sharing process
such as Regional Science Park
(RSP)

1. Organizations that can provide
tax benefits such as BOI.
2. Agencies that can assist with
the application or request for
rights about innovation issues e.g.
Regional Science Park (RSP).

1. Agencies that can link the
business to the Stock market or
International investor e.g.
Regional Science Park (RSP).
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5 CONCLUSION
In the midst of Thailand's post-COVID-19 economic development, startup is important to driving Thailand's
economic recovery and help Thailand to cross middle income trap. Therefore, the policy to promotes startup is
important policy for driving Thailand economic, especially, creating new innovations or technology that can bring
to practical. However, there are many challenges to support startups, for example, funding sources, developing of
potential, skills, knowledge, and ideas of Thai Startups, and building the cooperation from all sectors including
the public, private and educational institutions, as well as creating a good ecosystem to support Thai startups.
This study developed the policy recommendations which aims for develop manpower of deep tech startups
by entrepreneurial mindset. The study consists with two scopes which are (1) Education of Entrepreneurial
mindset for professors and students to promote increasing of deep tech startup (2) Measures and mechanisms to
support professors and students to promote deep tech startup. In this study, we used Design Thinking as a
framework for policy analysis and design. From the analysis of problem of target groups, we defined the persona
of target groups and proposed policy for developing entrepreneurial mindset of Detached group (professors) and
Innocent group (students). These groups are person who lack of motivation, inspiration, and absence the
awareness of deep tech startup or Startup pathway. Therefore, the Deep Tech Journey (Pathway of Success) policy
will inspire and create awareness of the pathway of deep tech startup to them. It will create awareness through
the providing of information and support from relevant agencies in the form of Online Platform. The online
platform can also support the work of regional science parks, university incubators and other related agencies in
public relations to build understanding and stimulate interest in deep tech startup. Finally, this policy does not
focuses only to change the mindset of the Detached group and Innocent group, but also help changing mindset of
other target groups as well. In addition, Policy advocacy necessitates collaboration from various agencies and
parties such as Office of the Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation, The Office of
National Higher Education Science Research and Innovation Policy Council (NXPO), Budget allocation units,
Science park and Institutions to drive the process of developing human resources for deep tech startup in order
for it to be a significant force in the country's future development.
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Abstract

The success of the Philippines in global value chains (GVC) has been debatable, despite its relatively high
participation rate. Moreover, evidence on the impact of GVC participation on Philippine economic growth is yet
to be established. This study explored the causal effects of GVC participation on the productivity of
manufacturing firms in the Philippines. In accomplishing this, pooled ordinary least squares regressions were
conducted, using Philippine firm-level data from the World Bank Enterprise Survey and various GVC
participation indicators that account for two-way trade, possession of an international quality certificate, and
foreign capital. It also employed the inverse probability weighting to account for reverse causality bias and
establish stronger causal claims. Results showed that, overall, GVC participation generated significant
productivity gains among the participating firms. However, it was also observed that merely participating in twoway trade did not significantly contribute to increased productivity. Findings of the study suggest the importance
of capability building and technological learning of local firms in ensuring substantial GVC-related productivity
gains, and eventual upgrading to higher-value activities. This calls for a proactive and strategic approach in policy
formulation, focusing on establishing long-term learning and upgrading of local firms, rather than simply
increasing the internationalization of their activities. Acknowledging various factors, such as limited SME
capabilities, the presence of industry heterogeneity and alternative learning and upgrading channels, and the
development of a conducive environment for firm learning and capability building, is crucial in formulating the
appropriate policy instruments.
Keywords: global value chains, productivity, learning by supplying, capability building
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1 INTRODUCTION
The last few decades have witnessed significant technological advancements in transportation and
communications, resulting in the increasing globalization of trade and production. These developments enabled
firms to carry out production tasks across different locations, which paved the way for the emergence of global
value chains (GVCs). As GVCs gradually become an integral feature of the global economy, increased attention
has been given to evaluating the potential socioeconomic contributions of these value chains, such as
improvements in productivity and industrialization. Securing access to these benefits has been especially crucial
for developing countries, to ensure that their GVC participation would be instrumental in facilitating sustained
socioeconomic development.
The relationship between GVC participation and firm productivity has been established by various strands
of literature. Discussions on international trade and firm performance have noted that foreign market participation
and firm productivity have a two-way relationship. Firms have been perceived to self-select into foreign markets,
as they need to have the required capacity to cover additional costs in order to participate in export and import
activities.

Successful foreign market penetration then could provide significant channels of additional

productivity gains, such as knowledge and technology spillovers, and access to high-quality intermediate inputs.
Moreover, in the GVC context, supplementary opportunities for firm learning and upgrading could further boost
firm productivity. The theory of learning by supplying (Alcacer & Oxley, 2014) suggests that firms could
improve their technological and marketing capabilities from their experiences as suppliers. According to Fujita
(2012), lead firms and global buyers in GVCs significantly contribute to supplier learning, through inducement,
direct and indirect transfers, and monitoring.
Evaluating the effects of GVC participation is especially important in the case of the Philippines, whose
success in GVCs has been perceived to be debatable. Located in Southeast Asia, the country has been integrated
into regional production networks for decades, thanks to substantial flows of foreign investment. However,
although the country has boasted a relatively high GVC participation rate—driven by the country’s strengths in
human capital, investment regime, and inter-industry linkages (Bamber et al., 2018)—the country has been losing
out substantial shares of GVC-related trade and domestic value creation to its regional neighbors. Moreover,
unlike in other Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) members, the relationship between GVC
participation and economic growth has been relatively weaker in the Philippines (ASEAN-Japan Centre, 2017).
The inadequate capabilities of many local firms have inhibited their successful participation in foreign markets,
which impede the country’s pursuit for deeper GVC integration and upgrading.
In this regard, this study sought to contribute to the existing empirical literature on the productivity gains
from GVC participation, by providing evidence from the Philippine manufacturing sector. Specifically, it
attempted to explore causal links between GVC participation and firm productivity in the Philippine
manufacturing sector, with the following research questions:
1. Does GVC participation increase the productivity level of a Philippine manufacturing firm?
2. Does accumulation of capabilities augment the GVC-induced productivity gains among Philippine
manufacturing firms?
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In accomplishing the said objective, this study conducted a firm-level regression analysis, using data from
the World Bank Enterprise Surveys (WBES), as well as various GVC participation indicators developed by Dovis
and Zaki (2020), in order to gain insights on the underlying mechanisms relevant to GVC-induced productivity
gains. This study also employed the inverse probability weighting (IPW) method to control for reverse causality
bias, and establish stronger causal claims on the estimates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 establishes the relationship between GVC
participation and firm productivity, based on existing theoretical and empirical literature; Section 2 provides an
overview on the Philippine GVC participation; Section 3 describes the methodology of the study, including the
empirical specification and data sources; Section 4 analyzes the results, and discusses policy implications. Section
5 presents the conclusion and recommendations.

GVC PARTICIPATION AND FIRM PRODUCTIVITY
In understanding how participating in GVCs affects a firm’s productivity level, the study first drew insights
from studies on the dynamics between international trade and productivity. The existing theoretical and empirical
literature has established a two-way relationship between participating in trade activities and firm performance.
More productive firms have been observed to self-select into foreign markets. While firms are able to raise their
productivity levels through lowering marginal costs, entering foreign markets entails fixed costs that only firms
with sufficiently high levels of profit could afford (Clerides et al., 1998; Melitz, 2003). Extra costs related to
transportation, distribution or marketing, and product modification discourage less productive firms from
participating in trade activities (Wagner, 2007). Therefore, firms need to raise their productivity levels before
entering foreign markets (Greenaway et al., 2005).
Productivity effects of firm participation in international trade have also been the subject of various research
studies. In particular, the effects of exporting on firm performance, known as learning by exporting, have been
investigated for decades, heavily motivated by the export-led growth experienced by some Asian countries in the
60s and 70s (Silva et al., 2012). Engaging in export activities has been noted to further boost firm productivity,
as it provides firms various opportunities for capacity building and knowledge and technology acquisition
(Andersson et al., 2008). By relating the learning-by-exporting hypothesis with the concept of learning by doing
of Arrow (1962), Silva et al. (2012) posited the learning opportunities for exporters. By entering export markets,
firms learn and gain experience in addressing issues arising from more demanding foreign consumers, higher
quality standards, and stricter timing orders. Many studies have also noted various channels of productivity gains
that exporting firms could take advantage of, such as economies of scale, knowledge spillovers and technology
transfers, incentives to innovate, technical assistance, and higher intensity of competition in international markets
(Clerides et al., 1998; Holmes & Schmitz, 2001; Wagner, 2007; Montalbano et al., 2018).
Foreign buyers were observed to be an integral factor in stimulating learning by exporting. In the case study
of South Korean firms by Rhee et al. (1984), the exporting firms that experienced learning had frequent
interactions with their respective foreign buyers, through personal contacts, blueprints, and specifications. These
interactions resulted in improvements in quality control and production techniques. Other studies have even
observed foreign buyers proactively assisting their respective suppliers in their capability building. The study of
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Keesing and Lall (as cited in Silva et al., 2012) reported a number of foreign buyers setting up offices in the
suppliers’ countries in order to efficiently give advice and assistance on new technologies, as well as quality
control or design changes.
Significant developments in data have enabled research on the productivity effects of importing (Wagner,
2012). Studies on the learning-by-importing hypothesis emphasize the importance of importing on increasing the
variety and quality of intermediate inputs.

According to Criscuolo and Timmis (2017), firms importing

intermediate inputs gain access to other input varieties that are unavailable or very difficult to obtain domestically.
Foreign and domestic inputs are perceived to be imperfect substitutes, wherein foreign inputs are usually
considered to be of higher quality (Sharma, 2016). Moreover, imported inputs could be an important source of
knowledge and technology transfer. Inputs obtained from countries that are in the knowledge and technology
frontier could provide firms with information on more advanced technologies. Subsequently, these quality inputs
could incentivize firms to specialize in activities where they strongly perform (Wagner, 2012). Thus, access to
foreign intermediates provides opportunities for firms to lower their production costs, improve their production
efficiency and product quality, and, eventually, raise their productivity levels (Amiti and Konings, 2007; Halpern
et al., 2015; Sharma, 2016; Criscuolo and Timmis, 2017).
Further research on the dynamics among importing, exporting, and firm productivity suggest a potential
complementarity between importing intermediate inputs and participating in export markets. As firms increase
their productivity due to the use of a wider variety and higher quality inputs, they gain the necessary capabilities
to self-select into export markets (Wagner, 2012). Existing empirical studies support the notion that firms
participating both in export and import activities tend to be the most productive firms (Muûls & Pisu, 2009;
Altomonte & Békés, 2010). Kasahara and Lapham (2013) noted that both export and import activities are
associated with large start-up costs. However, findings of the study noted the complementarities between these
costs—on the average, the total fixed costs from simultaneously engaging in export and import activities are lower
than the sum of the respective fixed costs of exporting and importing. This could provide two-way traders
significant opportunities to lower average costs and augment productivity gains.
The development of literature on the export-import complementarity and the increasing economic
significance of fragmented production have provided an important thrust for analyzing productivity gains in the
context of GVCs. Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008) developed a theory on the productivity effects of trade
in tasks, based on an analysis of a small, Heckscher-Ohlin economy. The study posited that decreasing costs in
offshoring (due to technological improvements) could encourage a firm to specialize in tasks that it performs
most efficiently. The firm then offshores the less efficient tasks abroad, which would generate productivity gains
in proportion to the degree of offshoring activities. On the other hand, Alcacer and Oxeley (2014) introduced the
concept of learning by supplying, which analyzes the impact of supply chain participation on the productivity of
supplier firms. Learning by supplying is defined as a firm’s accumulation of technological and marketing
capabilities from its experience as an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). The study presented the
following hypotheses regarding the various determinants of a supplier’s learning and capability accumulation:
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1. A supplier’s capability accumulation is positively influenced by the duration and extent of its accumulated
supply activity in the industry;
2. A supplier’s capability accumulation is positively related to the respective capability levels of the
customer(s) served;
3. A supplier’s capability accumulation is positively associated with the level of its own preexisting
capabilities (i.e. absorptive capacity); and
4. A supplier’s capability accumulation is greater in supply relationships that encompass design in addition
to manufacturing (i.e. Original Design and Manufacturing or ODM), rather than “pure” OEM relationships
Lead firms and global buyers have been perceived to be an integral factor in the process of supplier learning.
According to Fujita (2012), lead firms and global buyers could facilitate supplier learning through inducement,
direct and indirect knowledge transfer, or monitoring. Inducement occurs through the lead firms’ challenging
requirements and targets, resulting in firms’ increased motivation to learn and upgrade. Direct knowledge
transfers include advice and assistance on different aspects of firm operations (e.g. production, plant operation,
troubleshooting, staff training), while indirect transfers entail informal sharing of information or exposure to lead
firms’ operations (Wong, 1992; Schmitz, 2006). Monitoring refers to testing and diagnostic feedback on supplier
or product performance, with respect to initially set targets or requirements (Schmitz, 2006). However, other
studies suggest that lead firms and global buyers could also hinder supplier learning and upgrading. Morrison et
al., (2008) advanced the notion of certain GVC governance patterns impeding firm upgrading, especially to highvalue activities. Meanwhile, Schmitz and Knorringa (2000) posited that while developing country suppliers
exhibit immediate capability improvements from GVC participation, they encounter difficulties to further upgrade
to higher-value activities (e.g. design, marketing, and branding).

OVERVIEW OF THE PHILIPPINE GVC PARTICIPATION
The Philippines has had considerable experience in parts and components trade. According to Ando and
Kimura (2003), the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) bloc successfully attracted regional
production networks in the late 1980s. These production networks mainly resulted from Japanese firms setting
up factories in the region to take advantage of lower production costs. It has even been noted that the rising trade
in intermediate goods within the region was one of the driving forces toward its regional integration (WTO, 2011).
Furthermore, the Philippines began to undertake trade and investment liberalization in the same period, which
enabled its participation in value chains.
Looking at Figure 1, GVC-related trade had already accounted for the bulk of the country’s exports by the
1990s. While nominal GVC-related exports have steadily grown since 1990, its percentage share on the country’s
gross exports has exhibited a decreasing trend during the past two decades. Moreover, the country’s GVC trade
has undergone a shift in composition during the said period. As illustrated by Figure 2, the percentage shares of
the two components of GVC trade—backward and forward GVC trade—had contrasting trends since the 1990s.†
Whereas the percentage of foreign inputs in the country’s exports has gradually decreased, the opposite has
occurred for the country’s domestic value added incorporated in other countries’ exports.

†
The backward linkages of GVCs generally refer to the import content integrated into a country’s exports, while the forward linkages
signify the domestic value content of a country’s exports, which are then embedded in another country’s exports.
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Figure 1: GVC-related Trade of the Philippines, 1990-2015
Note. Data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database.

Figure 2:Components of Philippine GVC-related Trade, as Percentage of Total Exports
Note. Data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database.
The country’s GVC participation is primarily driven by the manufacturing sector. As shown in Table 1,
around 80% to 85% of total GVC-related trade has been accounted for by manufacturing since the 1990s, and
much of its share is attributed to the electrical and electronics equipment (E&E) industry. The sector alone has
covered more than 60% of the total GVC-related trade value. According to Bamber et al. (2018), the E&E
industry has been the backbone of the Philippines’ participation in manufacturing GVCs. Since the 1970s, the
sector has been one of the key drivers of the economy, as a result of substantial investments from large
multinational corporations (MNCs). As noted by Frederick and Gereffi (2016), these investors are some of the
world’s largest integrated circuit companies. Subsequently, the industry has been an important source of
employment in the country.
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Table 1: Philippine GVC-related Exports by Industry, Percentage Distribution

Industrial Sector
Agriculture and Fishing
Agriculture
Fishing
Industry (excluding Manufacturing)
Mining and Quarrying
Electricity, Gas and Water
Construction
Manufacturing
Food, Beverages, and Tobacco
Textiles and Wearing Apparel
Wood and Paper
Petroleum, Chemical and Non-Metallic Mineral
Products
Metal Products
Electrical and Machinery
Transport Equipment
Other Manufacturing
Recycling
Services
Maintenance and Repair
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Hotels and Restaurants
Transport
Post and Telecommunications
Financial Intermediation and Business Activities
Public Administration
Education, Health and Other Services
Private Households
Others
Re-export and Re-import

19901994
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.9
0.7
0.0
0.1
81.2
1.1
6.6
2.0

19951999
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.8
0.7
0.0
0.1
85.1
1.3
5.8
1.4

20002004
1.0
0.7
0.2
0.8
0.7
0.0
0.1
84.5
1.4
5.4
1.3

20052009
1.1
0.9
0.2
1.0
0.9
0.0
0.1
80.1
1.7
4.3
1.2

20102015
1.2
1.0
0.2
1.1
0.9
0.0
0.1
79.0
1.8
3.9
1.0

2.6

2.7

3.0

3.2

3.4

1.7
64.9
0.7
1.2
0.4
17.2
0.1
1.3
2.8
1.3
4.6
0.9
4.9
0.1
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.2
69.8
1.6
1.0
0.3
13.3
0.1
1.0
2.2
1.0
3.7
0.4
3.8
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.2
69.1
2.0
0.9
0.3
13.8
0.1
1.1
2.3
0.9
3.8
0.3
4.1
0.0
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.4
65.0
2.1
0.9
0.3
17.8
0.1
1.3
3.0
1.1
4.7
0.5
5.6
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.5
64.2
2.0
0.9
0.3
18.8
0.1
1.4
3.1
1.1
4.9
0.5
6.0
0.0
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

Note. Author’s calculations using data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database.

The Philippine GVC participation rate (expressed as a percentage of total export value) has been among the
highest in the Southeast and East Asian regions. As shown in Figure 3, the Philippines’ participation rate during
the period 2010-2015 was the fourth highest among the ASEAN member states (after Singapore, Malaysia, and
Vietnam). Its participation rate was also higher than those of China, Japan, and the US—three of the country’s
main trading partners. However, despite the relatively high level of GVC participation, it has still been perceived
that, unlike many of its regional neighbors, the Philippines has not successfully captured substantial shares of
GVC-related trade. In terms of the total value of GVC-related trade, the Philippines had higher figures than
Vietnam, Brunei, Myanmar, Cambodia, and Laos. However, it was noticeably lower than some of the leading
economies in the ASEAN and East Asian regions (see Figure 4)
.
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Figure 3: GVC Participation Rate of Selected Countries, 2010-2015
Note. Data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database. GVC participation rate is measured by the percentage
share of total GVC-related trade on total export value.

Figure 4: Total GVC-related Trade of Selected Countries, in Billion US$, 2010-2015
Note. Data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database.
The success of the Philippines in integrating into GVCs has been a topic of discussion for years. Specifically,
it has been argued that the country’s manufacturing sector has failed to capture the wave of increasing
globalization, through GVC integration, which has brought significant benefits to some of its regional neighbors
(ASEAN-Japan Centre, 2017). A deeper look at the GVC-related trade in ASEAN during the early 2010s shows
that the Philippines failed to possess large shares of GVC trade in the region, both in backward and forward
linkages. Backward GVC linkages in ASEAN have been dominated by Singapore, which accounted for almost
half of the total backward-GVC trade in the region. Indonesia and Malaysia, meanwhile, exhibited the largest
forward-GVC trade among the ASEAN member-states. The latter component implies that Indonesia and
Malaysia are able to generate substantial domestic value in their respective GVCs, which is crucial in stimulating
the development of local industries and economic growth.
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Table 2 GVC-related Trade in ASEAN Region, Percent Distribution, 2010-2015

Backward GVC
Forward GVC

BRN
0.2
0.8

KHM
0.1
0.1

IDN
6.8
28.7

LAO
0.0
0.2

MYS
23.7
26.0

MMR
0.0
0.7

PHL
7.9
10.5

SGP
45.0
16.0

THA
14.1
15.4

VNM
2.3
1.5

Note. Author’s calculations using data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database.

Philippine GVC Participation and Economic Performance
During the last decade, the Philippines has been considered to be one of the fastest-growing economies in
Asia. The country’s average annual gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate stood at 6.4% during the 2010s,
which was a notable improvement from the 4.5% average growth rate during the previous decade. This recent
surge in GDP growth has been mainly attributed to the resurgence of the country’s manufacturing sector. The
sector generated substantial improvements in value-added growth in the last decade, as its average annual growth
of 3.3% in the 2000s increased to 5.8% in the 2010s. Building on the trade and investment liberalization that
started in the 1980s, the country actively developed and expanded its industrial policy during the 2010s to
facilitate a resurgence in the manufacturing sector (Aldaba, 2014; Rosellon & Medalla, 2017). Notable
interventions under the industrial policy include strengthening GVC integration, expanding domestic market base,
developing human capital, promoting SME development and innovation, and addressing issues related to
infrastructure, logistics, and doing business in the country (Rosellon & Medalla, 2017).
Although the country’s increasing participation in international trade and GVCs has been deemed to greatly
contribute to its economic growth in recent years, evidence of the impact of increased GVC participation on the
country’s economic performance is yet to be solidified. While GVC participation and GDP growth have had a
generally positive relationship for many ASEAN members, they did not have a strong correlation in the case of
the Philippines (ASEAN-Japan Centre, 2017). Linkages between GVC participation and economic performance
are also not yet established at the industry level. Based on Figure 5, there is no noticeable correlation between
GVC participation and growth in gross value added (GVA). The GVC indicator also does not exhibit a close
association with labor productivity growth (see Figure 6). Francisco et al. (2019) observed that various obstacles
hinder firms, especially SMEs, from not only entering GVCs, but also maintaining their competitiveness within
the value chains. Actual and aspiring exporters identified high tariff rates, corruption, infrastructure quality,
foreign currency exchange, and standards conformance as some of the urgent issues related to foreign market
participation. Moreover, findings from interviews suggest that SMEs face capability and technological issues to
successfully compete with ASEAN and East Asian firms and adapt to the changing market conditions and
consumer preferences in foreign markets.
With the Philippines gradually anchoring its economic development on strengthening its GVC integration,
it is important to further analyze how GVCs have facilitated the growth of local firms and, subsequently, the
country’s economic performance. This study aims to contribute to the budding empirical literature on the impacts
of Philippine GVC participation, by providing evidence on the causal links between GVC participation and firm
productivity among Philippine firms, particularly in the manufacturing sector. While existing literature has
slowly established the positive effects of GVC participation on firm performance, it is important to assess this
relationship in the context of the Philippines, in order to provide relevant insights on the policies needed for
facilitating the country’s successful integration and upgrading in GVCs. Thus, this study sought to answer the
following research questions:
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Figure 5:GVC Participation and Value Added Growth, by Industry, 2010-2015 Averages
Note. Author’s calculation using data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database and the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA).

Figure 6:GVC Participation and Labor Productivity Growth, by Industry, 2010-2015 Averages
Note. Author’s calculation using data taken from UNCTAD-Eora Database and the Philippine Statistics
Authority (PSA).
1. Does GVC participation increase the labor productivity of a Philippine manufacturing firm?
2. Does accumulation of capabilities augment the GVC-induced productivity gains among Philippine
manufacturing firms?

2 METHODOLOGY
Data Sources
In order to examine the impact of GVC participation on productivity in the Philippine manufacturing sector,
firm-level data from the World Bank Enterprise Survey (WBES) were utilized. The WBES is a comprehensive
firm-level database that covers firms from 140 countries. It provides information on firm characteristics and
indicators across various aspects, such as performance, labor and employment, competition, and innovation. For
the Philippines, the WBES has two editions, which were used to construct a two-year pooled dataset.
Manufacturing firms from the survey sample were extracted based on their respective International Standard
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Industrial Classification (ISIC) codes. The sample contained 2018 Philippine manufacturing firms. However,
missing values, mainly due to non-responses, reduced the actual number of observations included in the analysis.
Various indicators of GVC participation were used to answer the research questions. In particular, the
indicators were based on the four definitions developed by Dovis and Zaki (2020), which, aside from export and
import activities, accounted for foreign ownership and possession of international quality certification. Foreign
ownership and possession of international quality certifications in GVCs could indicate depth of GVC
participation. As noted by the study, firms with foreign capital could serve as international exporting platforms,
which suggests sufficient capabilities for extensive foreign market participation. Meanwhile, the study posited
that international quality certifications could signify a firm’s capability to produce quality goods. Moreover, these
certifications could be necessary especially in GVCs that are vertically fragmented (Dovis & Zaki, 2020). Thus,
the two factors were used in this study as proxies for firm capability accumulation. Table 3 elaborates the said
GVC participation definitions. For each GVC indicator, separate regressions were then conducted.
Table 3: Definitions of Firm GVC Participation

Variable
GVC1

Definition
firms that simultaneously export and import (direct exports accounting for
at least 10% of total annual sales; foreign inputs accounting for at least 10%
of total material inputs or supplies)

GVC2

firms that simultaneously export and import, and have an internationallyrecognized quality certification

GVC3

firms that simultaneously export and import, and have at least 10% foreign
ownership

GVC4

firms that simultaneously export and import, have an internationallyrecognized quality certification, and have at least 10% foreign ownership

Note. Author’s elaborations based on the definitions by Dovis and Zaki (2020).

Empirical Specification
This study employed an empirical model based on the Cobb-Douglas production function with constant
returns to scale. Modified versions of the constant-returns-to-scale production function have been utilized both
by microeconomic and macroeconomic empirical studies on trade (and GVCs) and productivity (see, for example,
Montalbano et al., 2018). For this study, a log-linear model with the following specification was utilized:
ln(𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ln(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 ) + 𝛽2 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 +
𝛽5 ln(𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 ) +  𝛽6 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽7 𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 + 𝛽8 𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 + 𝐼𝑟 + 𝐼𝑠 + 𝐼𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 (1)
where 𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 denotes the labor productivity—value added per worker—of firm i operating in sector
s and region r in year t; 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 is the firm’s capital intensity—capital input per worker; 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 denotes firm
age; 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 indicates small firm status according to total workforce; 𝑆𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 signifies percentage share
of skilled production workers in total production employment; 𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 denotes average wage; and
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 indicates firm-use of technology licensed from a foreign-owned company; and 𝑂𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡
denotes online operations, proxied by a dummy on maintaining a website. The variable of interest is 𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 ,
which signifies GVC firm participation. Moreover, industry, region, and year fixed effects are included, in order
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to control for unobserved factors at the industry and regional levels, as well as time-related factors; 𝜖 is the error
term.
Successfully identifying the causal effect of GVC participation on firm productivity requires controlling for
reverse causality bias. It has been established in the literature that more productive firms tend to self-select into
trade activities. Thus, failure to account for self-selection could result in biased estimates. To reduce the bias
arising from reverse causality and generate stronger causal inferences on the estimates, this study employed the
inverse probability weighting (IPW) method. This method allows for estimating causal effects, by using weights
to balance a set of observed characteristics between treatment and control groups (i.e. GVC participants and nonparticipants). The weights were based on propensity scores—the conditional probability of assignment to
treatment, given a set of observed covariates (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983). The propensity scores were estimated
by conducting a logistic regression of the treatment variable 𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 on the set of baseline covariates. The
following formula was then used to compute the weights:
𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 = 𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 +

(1−𝐺𝑉𝐶𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 )𝑝̂(𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 )
1−𝑝̂(𝑋𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑡 )

(2)

where 𝑝̂ (𝑋𝑖 ) is the estimated propensity score. Using the weights computed in Equation 2 indicates that the
control group would be transformed into a representative sample of the treatment group, based on the observed
covariates, allowing for the estimation of the average treatment effect on the treated or ATT (Morgan & Todd,
2008).‡ The computed weights were then incorporated in the regression analysis of Equation 6 in order to
estimate the ATT. This signifies that the analysis ultimately focused on the effects of GVC participation on the
labor productivity of the actual GVC participants in the sample. Table 4 presents the definitions of the variables
used in the study (the summary statistics are reported in Table A2).
Table 4: Variable Operationalization

Variable
ln(LabProd)

Definition
natural logarithm of labor productivity—value added divided by total number
of permanent, full-time workers (value added is total sales less total cost of
raw and intermediate inputs)

ln(CapInt)

natural logarithm of capital intensity—net book value of machine, vehicles,
and equipment; divided by total number of full-time, permanent workers

Age

firm age in 2008/2014 (in years)

Small

small firm size dummy (1 if firm has less than 50 full-time, permanent
employees; 0 otherwise)

SkilledPct

percentage share of skilled production workers in total number of full-time,
permanent production workers

ln(WageRate)

natural logarithm of total wages divided by total number of full-time,
permanent workers

ForeignTech

foreign technology usage dummy (1 if firm is currently using technology that
is licensed from a foreign-owned company; 0 otherwise)

‡
The concept of self-selection implies that GVC participation is not arbitrary—firms cannot instantly participate in GVCs. As such, the
author deemed the ATT—and not the average treatment effect (ATE)—to be the more appropriate estimate.
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Variable
Online

Definition
online operation dummy (1 if firm maintains a website; 0 otherwise)

GVC

global value chain participation dummy

Ir

region/location categorical variable (1 if Metro Manila; 2 NCR excluding
Manila; 3 Metro Cebu; 4 Central Luzon; 5 Calabarzon)

Is

industry categorical variable (ISIC Rev. 3.1 two-digit code)

It

year dummy (2008 or 2014)

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of Regression Results
GVC participants and non-participants in the sample exhibited notable differences in characteristics other
than their engagement in foreign markets, as shown by the differences in means in Table 5. On the average, GVC
participants had better performance than non-participants, as they were more productive, larger, had higher capital
intensity and percentage of skilled workers, and paid higher wages. Moreover, participating firms were generally
younger and exhibited higher shares of firms that utilize foreign technology and engage in online operations. It
is also important to note that gaps in labor productivity, capital intensity, percentage of skilled workers, and
average wages between GVC participants and non-participants increased when another criterion was incorporated
in the GVC indicator (i.e. GVC2, GVC3, and GVC4).
Table 5: Differences between GVC Participants and Non-participants in Selected Characteristics, by Indicator

ln(LabProd)
ln(CapInt)
Age
Small
SkilledPct
ln(WageRate)
ForeignTech
Online

GVC1
(1)
0.475***
(0.133)
0.451**
(0.176)
-3.508***
(1.02)
-0.317***
(0.035)
6.541***
(1.716)
0.511***
(0.114)
0.129***
(0.034)
0.183***
(0.038)

GVC2
(2)
1.143***
(0.182)
1.136***
(0.221)
-2.736**
(1.249)
-0.399***
(0.040)
7.815***
(1.941)
0.906***
(0.161)
0.160***
(0.048)
0.305***
(0.046)

GVC3
(3)
0.688***
(0.158)
0.671***
(0.209)
-6.791***
(0.891)
-0.316***
(0.039)
7.345***
(1.727)
0.589***
(0.133)
0.116***
(0.040)
0.180***
(0.043)

GVC4
(4)
1.129***
(0.205)
1.265***
(0.247)
-4.061***
(1.112)
-0.403**
(0.042)
7.607***
(2.094)
0.885***
(0.176)
0.148***
(0.053)
0.300***
(0.051)

Note. This table reports the differences in means between GVC participants and non-participants, according to the four GVC
participation indicators (e.g. GVC1=1 versus GVC1=0). Standard errors are reported in parentheses. * - significant at 90%
level; ** - significant at 95% level; *** - significant at 99% level

To provide a preliminary overview on the relationship between GVC participation and firm productivity
among Philippine manufacturing firms, unweighted pooled ordinary least squares (POLS) regressions were first
conducted. Table 6 presents the estimates of selected firm characteristics and performance indicators, resulting
from the separate POLS regressions for each GVC participation indicator. Capital intensity and average wage
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rate had positive and significant relationships with labor productivity, both at the 99% significance level. Having
online firm operations was also positively associated with firm productivity, at the 95% significance level. These
relationships were consistent with all GVC participation indicators. Small firm status, on the other hand, had a
moderate negative correlation with firm productivity—significant at the 90% level for all, except the third
indicator.
The variable of interest—GVC participation—showed a positive relationship with firm productivity for all
indicators. However, the relationship was significant only for the second, third, and fourth indicators (all at the
95% level). It could be observed that the estimates of the second and fourth indicators—both including the
possession of international quality certifications—had the highest magnitude of association with labor
productivity. Specifically, being a two-way trader and having an international quality certification was associated
with a 41.3% increase in productivity level. The estimate of the fourth indicator, meanwhile, was slightly higher;
this signifies that two-way traders with both international certification and foreign capital had a 41.4% higher
labor productivity than firms that do not possess any of the aforementioned characteristics
.
Table 6 : Pooled OLS Regression Estimates, Unweighted

Dependent Variable: ln(LabProd)
ln(CapInt)
Age
Small
SkilledPct
ln(WageRate)
ForeignTech
Online
GVC1

(1)
0.109***
(0.019)
0.002
(0.002)
-0.134*
(0.075)
0.001
(0.001)
0.704***
(0.033)
-0.016
(0.097)
0.163**
(0.073)
0.150
(0.094)

(2)
0.104***
(0.019)
0.002
(0.002)
-0.142*
(0.077)
0.001
(0.001)
0.669***
(0.034)
0.027
(0.097)
0.163**
(0.074)

(3)
0.108***
(0.019)
0.003
(0.002)
-0.120
(0.075)
0.001
(0.001)
0.701***
(0.033)
-0.011
(0.096)
0.160**
(0.072)

0.346**
(0.137)

GVC2

0.288**
(0.115)

GVC3
GVC4
Region dummies
Industry dummies
Year dummies
Number of Observations
R-squared

(4)
0.103***
(0.019)
0.003
(0.002)
-0.148*
(0.077)
0.001
(0.001)
0.671***
(0.034)
0.032
(0.098)
0.167**
(0.074)

Yes
Yes
Yes
956
0.574

Yes
Yes
Yes
916
0.547

Yes
Yes
Yes
956
0.576

0.347**
(0.151)
Yes
Yes
Yes
916
0.546

Note. This table reports the estimated coefficients of selected firm characteristics on firm labor productivity. Each column
corresponds to one of the four GVC participation definitions stated in Table. Robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses. * - significant at 90% level; ** - significant at 95% level; *** - significant at 99% level
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Table 7 shows the estimates of the weighted regressions, resulting from the IPW. Capital intensity and average
wage rates maintained their significantly positive correlations with labor productivity, both at the 99% level. The
rest of the covariates, however, did not generate any significant relationship with the dependent variable, except
for the small firm dummy in the first regression. Looking at the estimates of the GVC indicators, it can be noted
that the significance of the estimates was similar to the unweighted POLS, except for the third indicator.
Moreover, the relative magnitudes were also similar, with the second and fourth indicators generating the highest
estimates.

While the potential existence of unobserved confounders (e.g. innovation activities, previous

productivity levels) prevents this study from completely addressing the issues of omitted variable bias and reverse
causality, the results of the weighted POLS regressions strengthen the notion that, overall, GVC participation
significantly increased the productivity of actively participating Philippine manufacturing firms. Moreover, it
could be inferred that participating in foreign markets alone does not automatically result in significant
productivity gains.
Table 7: Pooled OLS Regression Estimates, Weighted

Dependent Variable: ln(LabProd)
ln(CapInt)
Age
Small
SkilledPct
ln(WageRate)
ForeignTech
Online
GVC1

(1)
0.169***
(0.029)
-0.0008
(0.003)
-0.214**
(0.095)
0.001
(0.002)
0.662***
(0.045)
-0.092
(0.117)
0.158
(0.106)
0.098
(0.099)

(2)
0.163***
(0.044)
0.004
(0.005)
-0.089
(0.168)
0.003
(0.004)
0.646***
(0.066)
-0.021
(0.194)
0.103
(0.154)

(3)
0.186***
(0.035)
0.002
(0.005)
-0.179
(0.117)
0.003
0.003
0.652***
(0.053)
-0.144
(0.146)
0.024
(0.128)

0.334**
(0.147)

GVC2

0.225*
(0.122)

GVC3
GVC4
Region dummies
Industry dummies
Year dummies
Number of Observations
R-squared

(4)
0.162***
(0.053)
0.005
(0.006)
-0.032
(0.166)
0.002
(0.004)
0.676***
(0.078)
-0.169
(0.226)
0.074
(0.169)

Yes
Yes
Yes
922
0.607

Yes
Yes
Yes
864
0.552

Yes
Yes
Yes
915
0.575

0.364**
(0.165)
Yes
Yes
Yes
791
0.5265

Note. This table reports the weighted regression results, with firm labor productivity as the dependent variable. Each column
corresponds to one of the four GVC participation definitions stated in Table. Robust standard errors are reported in
parentheses. * - significant at 90% level; ** - significant at 95% level; *** - significant at 99% level

Standards conformance and foreign investments have been vital in stimulating the emergence and growth
of GVCs, as well as the development of participating firms. Global standards have been instrumental in enabling
the codification of product and process specifications within the GVCs, which could ensure that suppliers can
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consistently deliver the quality of production required by lead firms (Cattaneo et al., 2013; Gereffi et al., 2011).
While failure to meet stringent quality standards could result in suppliers being trapped in low-value GVC
segments or forced to exit altogether, successful conformance suggests productivity improvements among
participating firms. In the process of meeting these standards, firms are compelled to develop their respective
capabilities, thereby increasing their productivity levels (Altenburg, 2006). Moreover, improved capabilities
could propel firms to upgrade to higher-value activities and access greater productivity gains (Gereffi et al., 2011).
Foreign linkages, on the other hand, signify that large foreign firms, particularly multinational companies
(MNCs) provide important channels of productivity spillovers for their local partners. MNCs are perceived to be
at the global frontier of productivity, innovation, and technology (Criscuolo & Timmis, 2017). As lead firms,
MNCs have sufficient capacity to conduct inducement, knowledge transfers, and monitoring, which, according
to Fujita (2012), stimulate supplier learning. The importance of foreign capital in GVC participation among
Philippine firms was underlined by the regression analysis of Mendoza (2020), which showed that, both for SMEs
and large firms, foreign ownership significantly increases the likelihood of firms entering GVCs and significantly
reduces the likelihood of quitting. The study posited that local firms with foreign ownership tend to have a higher
capacity to overcome trade-related sunk costs than purely domestic firms, and it is possible that the capacity
building of the local affiliates is facilitated by their MNC partners, through technology and knowledge transfers,
loans, and technical assistance.
The ability of these factors to stimulate upgrading and productivity gains among local firms has been
highlighted in a number of Philippine industries, most notably the electronics and electrical (E&E), automotive,
and aerospace sectors. The E&E has been the main driver of Philippine GVC participation, while automotive and
aerospace have been emerging as key industries in recent years. It has been observed that these industries have a
relatively high degree of regulatory controls, compelling firms to obtain quality certifications. This subsequently
required them to improve their respective capabilities, by undertaking various measures like employment of
skilled workers, staff trainings, and establishing better inventory and financial management systems (Bamber et
al., 2016; Sturgeon et al., 2016). MNC partners and parent companies have also contributed to the upgrading of
these industries. They provide assistance in improving production facilities, upgrading technologies, and
introducing newer and more sophisticated product lines. As these upgrading opportunities are usually at their
discretion, their local partners are induced to enhance their operations to prove their viability for operation
expansion (Frederick & Gereffi, 2016). These measures resulted in substantial upgrading in these industries.
Electronic firms, for instance, have undergone expansion of various manufacturing processes and product lines.
On the other hand, a number of automotive firms have functionally upgraded into design and R&D activities
(Frederick & Gereffi, 2016; Sturgeon et al., 2016).

Firm Learning and Capability Building for Successful Participation
The preceding discussion implies that among Philippine manufacturing firms, GVC participation is a
significant source of productivity gains. However, the notable importance of standards conformance and foreign
linkages posits the notion that possessing sufficient firm capabilities is vital in order to successfully participate
and upgrade in GVCs, and reap substantial productivity gains. According to Morrison et al. (2008), entering
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GVCs alone does not guarantee better industrial performance. The study asserted that acquiring GVC-induced
productivity gains is not an automatic and riskless process, and requires substantial investments in technological
learning and capability building. Thus, the non-significant estimate of the first GVC indicator might indicate that
many Philippine firms have been encountering capability constraints, which inhibit their success in GVCs.
Although firms in some Philippine industries have exhibited considerable GVC-induced productivity gains,
many local firms, particularly SMEs, still face difficulties in staying competitive in foreign markets, and are
constantly threatened to be left behind by their regional competitors (Francisco et al., 2019). This could be
attributed to the limited opportunities for many Philippine industries to engage in learning and building the
necessary capacity to compete in foreign markets. In many local industries, such as the handicraft sector, firms
do not have the required machinery and technology to efficiently mass produce, as well as undertake innovation
activities (Francisco et al, 2019). These limitations have resulted in losing out substantial gains from exploiting
the international market demand and economies of scale, which are then taken advantage of by competitors in
neighboring countries. More importantly, the lack of capability building could result in firms undertaking the
“low road” path—being trapped in low-value segments and engaging in a “race to the bottom” competition of
lowering wages and revenues in order to survive (Kaplinsky & Morris, 2001; Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2006).
Therefore, in order to establish sustained access to significant GVC-induced productivity gains, increased
attention must be given to technological learning and capability building, as these would ultimately enable local
firms to upgrade to the “high road” trajectory—competition through increasing productivity, wages, and profits
(Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2006).
The aforementioned predicament presents significant policy implications for the Philippines. To ensure the
country’s success in its GVC integration, it is imperative for the government to establish firm learning and
capability building as a more central aspect of its industrial policy. In particular, it must promote long-term
learning and upgrading trajectories of local firms, rather than merely increasing the internationalization of their
activities, to condition their entry into high-value GVC segments.

Navas-Alemán (2011) asserted that

participating in GVCs does not automatically provide an upgrading trajectory nor grant easy access to the
capabilities needed to compete and move up in these value chains. As noted by studies such as Morrison et al.
(2008), participating firms could even encounter obstacles in upgrading, especially to high-value activities. Thus,
sound policymaking in this context requires proactivity in identifying the upgrading issues of different firms and
industries, and formulate policies that would cater to their respective needs. For instance, participating firms
possessing outdated equipment and technologies need assistance in the modernization of their production
technologies. On the other hand, firms that have had considerable success in their respective GVC segments
could benefit from interventions that would allow them to undertake higher forms of upgrading.
In order to effectively adopt this approach, this study suggests the need to acknowledge the following factors,
which could be critical to learning and capability building: limited capabilities of SMEs, the presence of industry
heterogeneity, the potential of alternative learning and capability building sources, and the establishment of a
conducive learning and upgrading environment. Aside from being smaller in size, SMEs have lesser capabilities
than large firms; hence, they are vulnerable to various constraints, such as lack of access to finance, modern
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technology, and skilled workers (Aldaba, 2014). Meanwhile, industry heterogeneity signifies that industries have
notable differences in terms of structure and dynamics. Thus, a deeper understanding of these factors could be
important in formulating the appropriate targeted interventions. For instance, the government could build on its
current SME development programs, by enforcing guidelines or providing incentives that would compel large
firms and MNCs to actively assist in the upgrading of their SME partners.
While GVCs are a vital channel of productivity gains, learning, and capability building, it is important for
the government to recognize that learning and upgrading might not entirely take place within the confines of
GVCs. In some cases, successful firm upgrading necessitates exploiting certain means of learning and capability
building that are outside GVC participation. Hence, exploring these alternative learning and capability-building
channels could be instrumental in ensuring the eventual entry of local firms to high-value GVC segments.
Participation in domestic and regional markets, and engaging in global knowledge networks are some of the extraGVC learning sources that were noted to equip firms with the necessary knowledge and technologies to
successfully enter high-value GVC segments (Navas-Alemán, 2011; Li, 2020). Finally, it is equally necessary
for the government to provide a conducive environment for effective technological learning and capacity building.
This entails addressing the country’s fundamental constraints affecting its local firms, especially those located in
the regions. These include inadequate infrastructure and high power and logistical costs, governance and
regulation issues, and insufficient human resource development (Aldaba, 2014). Addressing these impediments
could complement the targeted interventions, as well as incentivize firms to procure advanced machinery and
technologies and explore important knowledge sources.

4 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Amid the increasing globalization of trade and production, it has become imperative to evaluate the potential
benefits of GVCs, and ensure their contribution to sustaining economic growth. This is especially crucial for
developing countries, such as the Philippines—a country that has been integrated into GVCs for decades and
boasts one of the highest GVC participation rates among ASEAN and East Asian countries, but remains to be a
small regional player. This study contributes to the current body of literature by providing evidence on the causal
effects of GVC participation on firm productivity in the Philippine manufacturing sector. In order to accomplish
this, this study conducted a regression analysis by utilizing the Philippine firm-level data of the World Bank
Enterprise Surveys (WBES).
Using an extended version of a constant-returns-to-scale production function, as well as the GVC
participation indicators developed by Dovis and Zaki (2020)—accounting for export and import trade activities,
possession of international quality certificates, and foreign capital—this study conducted pooled ordinary least
squares (POLS) regressions to estimate the relationship between GVC participation and labor productivity. To
control for reverse causality bias and establish stronger causal claims, this study employed the inverse probability
weighting (IPW), resulting in the estimation of the average effect of GVC participation among the actual
participants in the sample. Results showed that, overall, GVC participation generated positive effects on labor
productivity. However, for the indicator with only two-way trade participation, the effect was statistically nonsignificant. On the other hand, participating in two-way trade and possessing international quality certificates
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and/or foreign capital significantly increased firm labor productivity, at varying significance levels. Moreover,
the participation index that includes all characteristics exhibited the largest effect on labor productivity.
The significance of standards conformance and foreign capital in the findings suggests opportunities these
factors provide in building the necessary capabilities for successful participation in GVCs, which could augment
GVC-induced productivity gains. For instance, firms are compelled to develop their own capabilities to meet
stringent product and process standards, leading to enhanced production efficiency and, subsequently, increased
productivity (Altenburg, 2006). In a wider perspective, the findings point to the need for firm learning and
capability building to acquire sustained productivity gains, and avoid the risk of being trapped in the lower-value
GVC segments. This provides important policy implications for the Philippines, as many of its firms are having
difficulties modernizing their technologies and equipment to effectively compete with firms from neighboring
countries, and engage in high-value activities.
In light of the inadequate production and technological capabilities of many Philippine firms, the
government needs to have a proactive and strategic approach to the country’s GVC integration. Specifically,
policy formulation must focus on establishing long-term learning and upgrading trajectories of local firms, rather
than merely increasing the internationalization of their activities, in order to condition their entry into high-value
GVC segments. It entails identifying the upgrading issues of different firms and industries, and formulating
policies that would cater to their respective needs. To effectively adopt this approach, the government must have
a greater understanding of various critical factors, mainly the limited capabilities of SMEs, the presence of
industry heterogeneity, the potential of alternative learning and capability building sources, and the establishment
of a conducive learning and upgrading environment.
Understanding the binding constraints of SMEs, as well as distinguishing the differing dynamics among
industries, could be beneficial for formulating targeted interventions. While GVCs are a significant channel of
productivity gains, learning, and capability building, it is important to acknowledge that learning and upgrading
might not entirely take place within the confines of GVCs. In some cases, successful firm upgrading necessitates
exploiting certain means of learning and capability building that are outside GVC participation. As such,
exploring these alternative learning and capability-building channels could be instrumental in ensuring the
eventual entry of local firms to high-value GVC segments and access to sustained productivity gains. Finally, a
conducive environment for effective technological learning and capability building of local firms could serve as
support to the abovementioned policy suggestions.

Interventions addressing the country’s inadequate

infrastructure, high power and logistical costs, governance and regulation issues, and insufficient human resource
development could provide the needed thrust for long-term firm development.
The various limitations of this study could serve as motivation for further research on the impacts of GVCs
in the Philippines, as well as the factors crucial for implementing appropriate policy interventions. From a
methodological standpoint, utilizing other Philippine firm-level datasets, such as the Philippine firm-level
microdata used by Balaoing-Pelkmans (2017) and Mendoza (2020), could enable future studies to explore other
indicators of GVC participation, and employ other methods such as panel data regression. In terms of policy
analysis, this study focused on putting forward the importance of long-term firm upgrading in the context of the
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country’s goal of improving its GVC position. A deeper analysis of the institutional factors that influence policy
formulation in the country could provide valuable insights regarding the appropriate policy instruments for
proactive facilitation of learning and upgrading of Philippine firms, and how these policies should be
implemented.
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APPENDIX
Table A1: Manufacturing Sector Classification, ISIC Revision 3.1

2-digit
Code

Description

15

Manufacture of food products and beverages

16

Manufacture of tobacco products

17

Manufacture of textiles

18

Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of fur

19

Tanning and dressing of leather; manufacture of luggage, handbags, saddlery, harness and
footwear

20

Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture; manufacture of
articles of straw and plaiting materials

21

Manufacture of paper and paper products

22

Publishing, printing and reproduction of recorded media

23

Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum products and nuclear fuel

24

Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products

25

Manufacture of rubber and plastics products

26

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products

27

Manufacture of basic metals

28

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment
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2-digit
Code

Description

29

Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c.

30

Manufacture of office, accounting and computing machinery

31

Manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus n.e.c.

32

Manufacture of radio, television and communication equipment and apparatus

33

Manufacture of medical, precision and optical instruments, watches and clocks

34

Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers

35

Manufacture of other transport equipment

36

Manufacture of furniture; manufacturing n.e.c.

37

Recycling
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Table A2: Variable Definitions and Summary Statistics
Variable

ln(LabProd)

ln(CapInt)

Definition
natural logarithm of labor productivity—
value added divided by total number of
permanent, full-time workers (value
added is total sales less total cost of raw
and intermediate inputs)
natural logarithm of capital intensity—
net book value of machine, vehicles, and
equipment; divided by total number of
full-time, permanent workers

Obs.

Mean

S.D.

Min.

Max.

1,504

13.175

1.624

7.101

20.808

1,132

11.542

2.241

-3.828

18.761

Age

firm age in 2008/2014 (in years)

1,991

29.144

15.104

6

166

Small

small firm size dummy (1 if firm has
less than 50 full-time, permanent
employees; 0 otherwise)

2,005

0.566

0.495

0

1

1,938

75.145

26.364

0

140.816

1,736

11.470

1.422

5.896

18.530

1,883

0.173

0.378

0

1

2,008

0.452

0.497

0

1

1,934

0.192

0.394

0

1

1,864

0.102

0.303

0

1

1,934

0.124

0.329

0

1

1,864

0.076

0.266

0

1

SkilledPct

ln(WageRate)

ForeignTech

Online

GVC1

GVC2

GVC3

GVC4

percentage share of skilled production
workers in total number of full-time,
permanent production workers
natural logarithm of total wages divided
by total number of full-time, permanent
workers
foreign technology usage dummy (1 if
firm is currently using technology that is
licensed from a foreign-owned
company)
online operation dummy (1 if firm
maintains a website; 0 otherwise)
GVC participation dummy (1 if firm
simultaneously exports and imports-direct exports accounting for at least
10% of total annual sales, and foreign
inputs accounting for at least 10% of
total material inputs or supplies; 0
otherwise)
GVC participation dummy (1 if firm
simultaneously exports and imports, and
has an internationally-recognized quality
certification; 0 otherwise)
GVC participation dummy (1 if firm
simultaneously exports and imports, and
has at least 10% foreign ownership; 0
otherwise)
GVC participation dummy (1 if firm
simultaneously exports and imports, has
an internationally-recognized quality
certification, and has at least 10%
foreign ownership; 0 otherwise)
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Table A3:Balancing Test Results, Summary

GVC1

GVC2

GVC3

GVC4

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

-0.090

0.135

0.026

0.166

(0.233)

(0.267)

(0.241)

(0.285)

0.319

0.158

0.718

0.506

(1.000)

(1.404)

(0.896)

(1.242)

0.019

0.001

0.023

0.011

(0.039)

(0.042)

(0.042)

(0.043)

2.454

-0.071

-0.363

-0.431

(2.501)

(1.989)

(1.799)

(2.175)

0.079

0.059

-0.003

0.058

(0.137)

(0.206)

(0.161)

(0.209)

-0.022

0.028

-0.002

0.029

(0.054)

(0.061)

(0.054)

(0.068)

-0.026

0.011

-0.004

0.015

(0.048)

(0.054)

(0.054)

(0.060)

922

864

915

791

R-squared

0.011

0.009

0.010

0.013

F-statistic

0.150

0.130

0.130

0.150

p-value

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

ln(CapInt)
Age
Small
SkilledPct
ln(WageRate)
ForeignTech
Online
Number of Observations

Note. This table reports the balancing of covariates with respect to firm GVC participation. Robust standard errors are
reported in parentheses. Please see Tables A4 and A5 for the full results.
* - significant at 90% level; ** - significant at 95% level; *** - significant at 99% level
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Abstract
Universities play a significant role in a knowledge-based economy and are often described as engines for
growth that generate skills and knowledge that are a significant source of regional innovation and development.
Universities engaged at a different level in their regional innovation system (RIS) and these tired of engagement
depends on several factors mainly the type of university and the type of region. The article examines the role of
Technical University in rural innovation in the periphery region (North-East India). North East region of India,
which comprises eight states, is geographically isolated from mainland India and remains underdeveloped. The
North East region, surrounded by China, Myanmar, Nepal, Bhutan, and Bangladesh, constitutes around 8 percent
of India’s geographical area and is inhabited by 45 million as per the 2011 census.
In this article, we use a qualitative case study approach as proposed by Robert Yin to understand how the
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-G) fosters associative governance and plays an important role to
rejuvenate the rural cottage industry in North East Region of India. Unlike the top-down hierarchical state-directed
approach, Associative governance follows cooperation and network orientation in regional governance. The study
incorporates the triangulation method for data collection to strengthen construct validity. We analyzed secondary
data from policy documents, research data, and academic reports and the data are complements through semistructural interviews online and over the phone with different stakeholders including academic and administrative
staff, government agencies, NGOs, and micro small & medium enterprises (MSME).
The study found significant evidence that the Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-G) plays an
inclusive role not only by providing demand-driven technology intervention to increase the productivity, income
and reduce the drudgery of the rural population working in the cottage industry but also by empowering the rural
population through networking.
Keywords: Technical University, Periphery region, North-East India, Cottage industry, Regional
innovation system
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1 INTRODUCTION
Universities' mission had evolved from only teaching to teaching and research mission, and in the past few
decades, the third mission of universities attracted a lot of attention from academics and policymakers. The third
mission of universities is linked with the creation and utilization of knowledge for socio and economic
development (Chatterton & Goddard, 2000; Goddard & Chatterton, 1999; Etzkowitz et al, 2000). Universities
play a significant role in a knowledge economy and are often described as engines for growth that generate skills
and knowledge that are a significant source of regional innovation and development. Universities are also
increasingly considered as knowledge brokers- bringing advanced science and technology in the region through
collaborative research and project with a different institution .
Universities mostly being non-profitable organizations that received government subsidiary or tax
exemption, there is also an increasing external pressure to increase university-community engagement in the last
few decades. Koekkoek, Van Ham, and Kleinhans (2021), states that by engaging locally, universities could
ensure their relevance to society, fortify public trust, and to some extend legitimize public resources they received.
Engaging with local communities’ academia should reinvent themselves to move away from the perception of an
ivory tower.
While there is no lack of studies on universities' roles in regional development (Benneworth, Coenen,
Moodysson & Asheim, 2009; Trippl, Sinozic & Smith, 2015; Martin & Trippl, 2017) most of these studies has
been widely conducted in developed economies. Universities as an institutional actor in region, Ramachandra and
Scott, 2009, report that there are limited research or case studies that involved different types of universities, in
different national and regional systems and state of affairs, especially in the case of universities in the global
south. There is a gap in the literature on how the concept of university and community engagement has been
understood and how it is operationalized by different universities across the world (Koekkoek, Van Ham, &
Kleinhans, 2021).
The article aims to contribute to a greater understanding of Technical University's role in empowering
marginalized rural populations in the periphery region in developing economies such as India. The study examines
how the Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati institutionalized a collaborative platform in which different
actors (Government, NGOs, Academics, etc.) come together to build a regional innovation system, and directly
contribute at the grassroots level in the periphery region by empowering rural cottage industries†in the NorthEast Region of India. Indian Institute of Technology (IITs), are often looked upon as premier technical universities
in India, with more autonomy and funding from the government compared to those given to other universities.
North East region of India, which constitutes eight states, is geographically isolated from mainland India and
remains underdeveloped.

†
Cottage industries are characterized with low capital investment, individual and family labors, use traditional tools and equipment.
These industries include but not limited to handloom and handicraft, pottery, weaving, blacksmith and metal works.
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2 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
University-community engagement can be seen from various viewpoints such as a means to transfer
knowledge from university to communities outside (Weerts & Sandmann, 2008) or for socio-economic
development and technological innovation (Smith & Bagchi-Sen, 2012; Etzkowitz et al., 2000) or to enhance
human capital, capacity building and socio-economic benefits for communities (Munck, 2010).
Koekkoek, Van Ham, and Kleinhans (2021), report on the four different interpretations of universitycommunity engagement. As shown in figure 1, the entrepreneurial university, the regional innovation system, the
Model 2, and the engaged university. The entrepreneurship university model and the regional innovation system
model are more included towards the economic dimension while the Model 2 model and engage university model
focus more on societal challenges, and university collaboration and contribution towards regional development.
Many higher educational institute collaborates with communities to fulfill the civic components of their
mission. Societal needs are complicated and required creative knowledge that involves collaboration with
different stakeholders within and outsides
academia, however many higher education’s struggles to institutionalized a collaborative platform for
university-community engagement. For, Holland (2005), imparting a collective mindset that values community
engagement is not a simple and straightforward process with regards to organizational needs, resources, and
culture. Rather than renaming extra volunteer activities, it is challenging to implement community engagement
as an integrated strategy for higher educational institutes (Furco & Miller, 2009; Sandmann & Weerts, 2008).

Figure 1: University Engagement model
Source: Trippl et al., 2015
Institutes are defines as those with shared norms and standards that distinguish groups of social actors and
their relevant activities or interrelations (Barley & Tolbert, 1997). For Farner (2019), the institutionalization of
the university-community engagement process is difficult and complex however if the stakeholders acknowledge
this difficulty is the expected then they might find benefits in the adaptive approach.
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3 METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we use a qualitative case study approach as proposed by Yin (2013) to understand how the
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-G) fosters a collaborative platform and plays an important role to
rejuvenate the rural cottage industry in North East Region of India. We analyzed secondary data from policy
documents, research data, and academic reports and the data are complements through semi-structural interviews
online and over the phone with different stakeholders including academic and administrative staff, government
agencies, NGOs, and micro small & medium enterprises (MSME). Data were collected between February 2021
and July 2021.

4 NORTH EAST REGION AND AN INDIAN INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY GUWAHATI (IIT GUWAHATI)
4.1 North-East Region
Assam, Arunachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Manipur, Sikkim, Nagaland, and Tripura- these eight
states form the North East region of India. It is surrounded in the east by Myanmar, in the west by Nepal, in the
north by China, in the southwest by Bangladesh, and in the northwest by Bhutan. The region covers 7.8 percent
of India’s geographical area and about two-thirds of the region is hilly and mountainous. The North East region
is ethically and linguistically diverse with distinct cultures and traditions in each state. The region has a population
of 45 million as of 2011 consensus and around 27 percent of the population are schedule tribe.
According to NER Vision 2020, the development of the rural economy is key to the development of the
northeast region for two main reasons. First, more than 80 percent of the inhabitants of the region live in the rural
area and its livelihood relies upon spreading economic activities in rural areas. Second, the region has abundant
natural resources, and harnessing these to benefit the populace would require reinforcing forward and backward
linkages. It has been suggested that the rural economy should be given a major boost in envisioning a meaningful
plan for rapid economic development in the region.

4.2 Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-Guwahati)
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-Guwahati) established in Assam, in the year 1994, is the sixth
IIT and only IIT in the North East Region of India. At present, IIT Guwahati has eleven departments and five
interdisciplinary centers offering B. Tech, B.Des, MA, M.Tech, M.Des, MSc, and Ph.D. programs in almost all
the major engineering, science, and humanities disciplines. The institute offers a residential campus to around
412 faculty members and approx. 6000 students. IIT-Guwahati is also the only technical institute in North East
Region which has a rural development center.

5.0 INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT: A MULTI-STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE.
We used Roloff’s (2008) issue-based multi-stakeholders network to explained the institutionalization of a
collaborative platform called Rural Technology Action Group, North-East (RuTAG- NE) as shown in Figure 2.
A multi-stakeholders network arises when an issue or a problem becomes critical for different actors, who accept
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that they can't or ought not to approach alone (Roloff, 2008). Office of the Principal Scientific Advisor (PSA) to
the Government of India has initiated RuTAG with the main aim to improve and modernized rural cottage
industries through appropriate Science & Technology intervention (Bhattacharjya, Kakoty & Singha, 2019).
Table 1 shows a list of some rural technology transfers by RuTAG N-E.

Initiation phase
RuTAG-NE was set up in 2006, under the administrative control of IIT Guwahati, RuTAG-NE start selecting
science and technology-oriented NGOs who have some experience in technology transfer to work together. Also
starts interaction with rural artisan, villagers, and regional experts. The focus is to bring technology intervention
to increase productivity, income and reduce the drudgery of the rural population working in the cottage industry.

Acquaintance phase
The stakeholder get to know each other and learn to communicate effectively, NGOs are also given some
training by RuTAG on the technology transfer process and RuTAG acquires new knowledge from other
stakeholders on textile and sericulture, etc. NGOs help to build confidence among rural artisans and villagers.
Villagers become more cooperative.

First agreement phase
Problem statements are collected from NGOs and villagers or artisans during RuTAG -NE workshops in a
different region of the northeast. Here NGOs works as facilitator connecting the rural population with RuTAG NE.

Second agreement phase
RuTAG-NE , along with the committee members (including NGOs representative, IIT Faculty, social
scientist, etc discuss and identify the problem that should be considered.

Implementation phase
NGOs are expected to help problems identification and facilitate technology transfer, academic for
mentoring and developing technology, Government agencies for financing, etc. Prototype trial is conducted in the
field and feedback are collected. In this phase, different issues are encounter leading to both positive and negative
experiences. New stakeholders might join during implementation.

Consolidation and institutionalization phase
After working with different stakeholders during implementation. Better understanding, cooperation, and
trust are built up among stakeholders. Activities and procedures applied were almost institutionalized. The
stakeholder is quite aware of their roles and is now more likely to implement more challenging projects. The
standards and organizational structure adopted are tried and change in the continuous consultation process and
the stakeholders know about their effect on the network’s advancement. Here new stakeholders join the network
and learn from old members.
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Table 1: Some of the rural technology successfully transfer

SL. NO

Type of Technology

1

Betel Nut Cutter

2

Chaff Cutter

3

Heavy Duty Bicycle

4

Multi-nutrient Compressed Feed Block Machine

5

Biomass Dryer

6

Modified Potter’s Wheel

7

Pottery Item Dyeing Chamber

8

Eri Cocoon Opener

9

Hank to Bobbin Machine

10

Pirn Winding Machine

11

Power Loom for Muga Silk

12

Sectional Warping Machine

Source: RuTAG N-E IIT Guwahati
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Figure 2: Rural Technology Action Group, North East regional stakeholders and Technology Transfer Process

6 DISCUSSION
In this study, we examine how RuTAG N-E IIT Guwahati institutionalized a collaborative platform to
transfer rural technologies at the grass-root level to uplift the livelihood of the marginalized population in the
rural area. In our study, we can identify the role play by different stakeholders in rural technology transfer which
includes- NGOs for problem identification and feedback collection during the trial, Government agency for
providing funding, IIT faculty and regional expert for providing knowledge inputs, and rural technology
development, Rural Artisan for providing feedback on technology, etc. Regional communities are not only mere
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recipients of technology, but they are a part of the innovation system, and RuTAG N-E IIT Guwahati working as
an intermediator to facilitate such interaction. Otherwise, it would have been impossible for academia.

7 CONCLUSION
Institutionalization of university-community engagement platforms is important to successfully interact and
contribute to the region or local community. Through RuTAG N-E IIT Guwahati, the gap between the IIT
Guwahati and the community is minimized. It facilitates the interaction between the academia and community.
Our study has several implications for policymakers and academic administrators on how universities, especially
technical universities. IIT Guwahati was able to contribute to rural communities not only by supplying demanddriven rural technology that helps to improve their livelihood but also by developing a regional network through
seminars and workshops. A comparative study can be done on all the exiting RuTAG centers (7 centers) in IITs
across India. To identify and benchmark best practices or models for a technical university to deliver rural
technology demands and contribute to the rejuvenation of the rural economy in the context of a developing
economy.
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Abstract

The present paper focuses on the commercial strategies and the finance resources that social enterprises
adopt to scale their business on different development stages. As the development of social enterprises becomes
mature, several ways to diffuse social impact have been identified. Even though scaling social enterprise’s
business is regarded as an effective way to diffuse the social impact, the current studies on social enterprises
leveraging commercial strategies remain inadequate. Hence, the present paper adopts case studies by conducting
semi-structured interviews with four social enterprises, which have been established over 3 years and have already
met the break-even point to consider their next growth. Two of them are regarded as young social enterprises,
which are at the initial stage of scaling their business, while the other two are the representative pioneers in Taiwan
social enterprises with considerably stable business revenue. The conventional growth theory and fundraising
methods are employed to classify the four cases’ scaling approaches. The findings demonstrate that the social
enterprises highly rely on social purpose financial resources and external strategic alliances by leveraging their
social reputation at the initial pursuit for scaling. As getting mature, the social enterprises tend to decrease the
dependence on external resources and the advantages from public support; instead, they concentrate on the
traditional competitive advantages, such as quality and professional skills, to access to mainstream market for
running a sustainable business.
Keywords: social enterprise, business scaling, growth strategies, financial resources, funding, Taiwan,
strategy alliances, organization development
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social entrepreneurship has being popular in the last decades, and has been deemed as an innovative
concepts using business method to address the social problems while the government, the market and the
philanthropy failed to meet the people’s expectation (Dees,1998 ; Doherty et al., 2014;Santos et al., 2015).
Moreover, Michael Porter regards social entrepreneurship as an important trend in business than a specialized
field or a side activity of mainstream market. (Driver et al, 2012, p.422)
Although the standard definition of social entrepreneurship is still under discussion, there are a few
characteristics having been widely accepted, which are with clear social mission as their value proposition, using
commercial methods to achieve social purpose, self-sufficient finance, and with dual mission (Dees,1998 ;
Doherty et al., 2014;Santos et al., 2015).
The ventures fulfilling those specific characteristics are regarded as social enterprises, the hybrid
organizations combining two conflicting institutional logics of the profit-led and society-mission value systems,
and adopting the strengths from both sides (Doherty et al., 2014; Spieth et al., 2019).
Existing for solving social problems and making a systemic change of the society, social enterprises would
seek for growth and scale up to increase their social impact for achieving the ultimate goal after the success of
business model and financial sustainability (Doherty, B., et al.2014).
Academic researchers are extending their focus to the scale up phase and the corresponding growth strategies
(Blundel, R. K., and Lyon, F., 2015). Mulgan et al (2007) created a spectrum of social scale up methods by
different levels of organization’s control. Lyon, F., and Fernandez, H. (2012) have further listed three general
social enterprise’s scale up approaches, which are organization growth, external alliances and open network, with
twelve detailed strategies ranked by the level of original organization control and the level of diffusing the
innovation.
In addition to the strategies, several researches argued the finance is one of the critical resources influencing
a new venture’s scale up (Gilbert et al. 2006; Bloom, P. N. and Smith, B. R. 2010). Although social enterprises
are not seeking for maximizing the profit, how to manage the financial structure remains crucial to meet financial
sustainability and to drive a social enterprise scale up. (Jeffrey L. Bradach, 2003). Some researches argued that
social enterprises are harder to obtain financial resources than ordinary ventures, and the lack of finance could be
the fatal factor causes them failed (Dees, J. G., 1998; Doherty et al., 2014).
As most of researches on scaling up social enterprises claimed that the purpose of scaling up is for diffusing
and maximizing the social impact, the scale up researches primarily concentrates on diffusing social impact. The
studies of organizational or business growth for scale up in social enterprise are lacking, and Taiwan is offering
an interesting context to research.
In Taiwan, it is said that the first social enterprise established at early 1990s as NPO utilizing commercial
methods to earn the profit for sustainability while the first hybrid organization-Flow, Inc. established in 2007 by
integrating social mission as their goals and business model as their methods. The phenomenon of social
enterprise has existed for over a decade when the concept of social enterprise was introduced into East Asian
countries in 2000s (Defourny, J., & Kim, S. Y. ,2011; Kuan et al, 2013). With the Social Enterprise Action Plan
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and related policies released by Taiwan government in 2014, , the amount of Taiwan social enterprises has
increased significantly and gained the attention from both the academia and the industry.
The latest Taiwan Social Innovation Survey Report in 2019 have presented the current status of Taiwan
social innovation ecosystem. According to the official survey from 297 Taiwan social organizations, 65% are
social enterprises while the rest are NGOs. 50.2 % of social organizations are younger than 5 years, 52.9% of
which have less than 5 employees, 57.2% of which and the capital less than 1 million Taiwanese dollars. The data
indicates that the great major of Taiwan social enterprises currently are at the start-up phase; however, a few
social enterprises, regarded as the pioneers, have developed well moving to growth phase with financial
sustainability and scalable business model.
Moreover, the results of main organizational operation objectives shows that most of Taiwan social
enterprises locate at the phases corresponding to the sustaining stage and the scale up stage in the process of social
innovation from Murray, R., Caulier-Grice, J., & Mulgan, G. (2010).
Table 1: Organizational Operation Objectives of Taiwan Social Enterprises.

Operation Objectives
Maintain
Develop New Customer
Develop New Products/Service
Seeking for External Investment
Scale Up
Merging
with
Other
Organization
Reducing the Cost & Loss
Others

Earn Profit
48.7%
52.6%
52.6%
15.4%
24.4%
1.3%

Break Even
56.6%
61.9%
55.8%
16.8%
21.2%
0.9%

Loss
42.2%
57.8%
51.1%
22.2%
17.8%
1.1%

2.6%
9.0%

2.7%
3.6%

5.6%
6.6%

Source: 2019 Taiwan social enterprise investigation

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
As most of social enterprise scale up researches focus on social mission diffusion, there is room for
discussing business growth of social enterprise. The current research aims to provide a better understanding of
business-side scale up of social enterprises, especially focusing on business growth strategies and financial
resources.
Scale up has been widely adopted as a phase of business life cycle, representing the success of a business
venture that overcame the fragile start-up phase with their proven business model and met the breakeven point
(Marr et al, 2011). There are a range of different growth strategies at scale up phase can be identified, including
the internal ways by optimizing the services, the organization expanding, or enhancing the market penetration;
and the external strategies of the cooperation with other institutes, co-development or acquisitions (Lyon et al,
2012; Hung et al, 2007; Hartmann et al,2008). To classify the growth strategies, three common categories are
adopted: (a) internal organization development, (b) external strategic alliances, and (c) external mergers and
acquisitions (Hung et al, 2007; Kreutzer, M., 2012; Westley et al, 2014).
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Figure 1: A Spectrum of Growth Strategies
Source: Adapted from Kreutzer, M. (2012)
As for social enterprises, a process flow of social innovation drawn by Murray, R., et al,(2010) shows that the
scale up as a crucial phase to reach social innovation ultimate systemic change. A number of growth strategies
are taken at this phase to grow and diffuse the social impact. Geoff Mulgan (2006) has also claimed that as the
innovative idea been proved, the strategies would be required for scale up.
Mulgan et al (2007) has sketched a spectrum of social scale up by different levels of organization’s control.
There are four categories: (a) organizational growth by internal or external development; (b) semi-direct diffusion
by original organization with structured process, such as licensing, franchising or federations; (c) takeover,
namely acquired, by the government or powerful organizations; (d) uncontrolled diffusion through the open
system or network. The growth strategies for social enterprises are highly overlapped with the business growth
strategies.
Accessing to sufficient capital has regarded as a growth opportunity for every new venture, including social
enterprises. However, it’s always a challenge and a barrier of growing organizations, especially the constraint of
profit distribution of social enterprises decreasing the investing attraction (Tidd, J., & Bessant, J. R., 2018; Davies,
et al., 2019). Business capital market discipline is not always suitable for social enterprises. The business capital
investors require profit maximum. However, social enterprises, which give priority to social mission, are hard to
fulfill the requirement (Dees, J. G., 1998; Doherty et al., 2014). Furthermore, social capital market is not mature
enough to provide sufficient capital support. With the inadequacy of social impact investment, most of social
enterprises have to adopt commercial evaluating methods to demonstrate themselves for accessing main capital
market; otherwise, they can only rely on lumpy funding, which is inconsistent financial resources such as grants
and the donations. (Tidd, J., & Bessant, J. R., 2018).
Emerson, J. (2003) has pointed out various forms of capital from pure financial market to pure social
investment, including (a) grants without any returns, (b) recoverable grants with principal returns only, (c)
program-related investment with low market interest rate for pursuing social returns, and (d) a market loan or
equity investment for profit returns, shown as Figure 2.
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Figure 2: A Spectrum of Capital Forms
Source: Adapted from Emerson, J.,2003
To provide a better understanding of business-side scale up of social enterprises under the condition of well
balancing their dual mission, the present paper adopt business growth strategies categories and capital market
spectrum to classify social enterprises’ growth strategies and the financial resources for recognizing the
preference of scale up approaches from selected social enterprises.

3 METHODLOGY
To investigate the in-depth understanding of various growth approaches of Taiwan social enterprises, the
current research adopts a multiple-case study with semi-structured interview by selection four social enterprises
from diverse fields and different growth phases.
A qualitative research is conducted with the founders of four selected organizations to gather the practical
narrative data to explore their development processes and the strategies they choices for the growth.
As the current research focuses on scale up phase, the social enterprises are selected by certain criteria. All
of the organizations are with-profit hybrid enterprises with dual mission. None of them has taken donations but
earn the financial incomes as a business venture with their social missions corresponding to the SDGs (Rahim et
al.,2015). Considered as the early batches of Taiwan social enterprises, they all have been established over 3 years
and have already met the break-even point with stable business model, which can be able to consider their next
growth. They are pursuing various types of external resources. Recommended by Audrey Tang, the head of
Taiwan social innovation development, they are renowned in Taiwan social enterprise ecosystem by winning
several related competitions and activities.
At different levels of the growth period, the selected social enterprises can be classified into three of the four
development phases with different financial purposes of a new venture (Tidd, J., & Bessant, J. R., 2018).
Company C and Company D are the representative pioneers in their fields with considerably stable growth, while
Company B and Company A are at the early phase of growth with innovative models to strengthen their businesses.
Table 2. illustrates the selected case description.
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Table 2: Organizational Operation Objectives of Taiwan Social Enterprises

Established
year

Breakeven
point year

Capital
(TWD)

Social Mission

Business
model

Company A

2016

2017

1,200,000

Sustaining agriculture

Company B

2015

2018

3,000,000

Food waste reducing

Company C

2014

2015

28,880,000

Fair trade

Company D

2015

2017

50,000,000

Aged friendly society

B2B
B2C
B2B
B2C
B2B
B2G
B2B
B2C

The interview questions are designed with the core research structure while slightly different according to
the secondary data of each case. The open-ended interview questions of the social enterprises target on: (a) the
development experience to current position, (b) the various financial sources, and (c) the various growth
strategies,. The primary data from the social enterprises develops the diverse growth experiences, the various
portfolio of financial resources and the deep insight into the strategies the social enterprises selected for the scale
up.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Every case is divided into four sections to discuss, which are social mission, business model, growth
strategies and financial resources. The four sections can demonstrate the entrepreneurial motivation, the
innovation and different approaches they took during every development phase. Social mission and business
model of social enterprises represent how they balance dual mission (Hynes, B., 2009). Furthermore, Blundel, R.
K., & Lyon, F.(2015) argued that social enterprises scale up should involve both commercial logic and social
logic. Additionally, the selected strategies and the resource acquisition are regarded as the key factors of a venture
growth. Especially financial resources and financial structure crucially drive social enterprise scale up. (Jeffrey
L. Bradach, 2003; Gilbert et al. 2006; Hynes, B., 2009; Doherty et al., 2014). Hence, the discussion would focus
on the last two sections, growth strategies and financial resources, to identify the crucial issues of social
enterprises scale up.

1.1

Scale Up Approaches at Different Phases
There are three general phases of a venture scale up: initial pursuit for scaling up, following pursuit for

scaling up, and the maturity or exit. The scale up approaches of four social enterprises are shown as Table 3.
below.
Although all of the cases also have organization development by developing new services or revenue
generation during the first pursuit phase, it’s not powerful enough to drive them scale up. All the social enterprises
highly rely on alliance strategies as the driver except Company C. Company C is driven by both organization
development and alliance strategies equally. They received several contracts from the government to provide the
professional consulting services of public facilities. Company C not only developed a new market but obtained
the credibility, which can increase their attractive to more potential business or partners.
As for alliance strategies, there are different types. Four cases all utilized the partnerships with different
sectors to access into the resource network and involve themselves into the mainstream market. As primary
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industry reformer and food ingredient suppliers, Company B and Company D are mainly focusing on the
relationship with B2C retail market and end customers. They both broke into the catering and beverage market,
which is a high potential market with high-density branch distribution, as a strategic supplier provides not only
economic products with good quality but also the benefit of co-branding and social reputation effects. Their
business partners are renowned catering brands with over hundred branches around Taiwan. By cooperating the
partners with similar value, both of the social enterprises and the companies can benefit from each other. As the
business companies seek for optimizing public relationships, the social enterprises are leveraging the wide
branches distribution and existing popularity of the business partners to diffuse their social mission to the public
rapidly.
For Company A and Company C, the key business model is consulting services. They are both targeting on
B2B market. In B2B market, Company A partners with an energy development corporation by entering its director
board to engage into the huge outsourcing case with over billions dollar which Company A is unable to receive
the contract by itself. While Company C also found their main strategic partner to develop new market, bringing
accessible technology into traditional vehicle industry to process the transformation with one of the biggest
Taiwan auto manufacturing corporation. It's worth noting that the corporations collaborating with Company A
and Company C are more interesting in their capabilities and professional skills than just the add value of social
reputation.
Only Company C and Company D have proceeded to the consolidation & second growth phase. Following
with the different business model and target audiences, they adopt external alliances with diverse strategies.
However, as getting mature, organization development becomes a strong force to drive them scale up.
Mainly operating on B2B and B2G market, Company C’s scale up approaches is blending the organization
development and strategic alliances. They has elevated the partnership with the auto manufacturing corporation
to a new level. The design consulting and new automobile co-developing of the auto manufacturing corporation
becomes the core business focus of Company C to trigger the organization development. Moreover, Company C
introduced the auto manufacturing corporation to their external network with public sectors, other private
companies and stakeholders. Company C has developed several cross-sector collaboration and involved the auto
manufacturing corporation into the projects. At this phases, the auto manufacturing corporation are the crucial
customer to Company C organization development but also the key alliance partner to cross develop new
industrial network.
Table 3: The Scale Up Approaches in Different Phases

Initial Pursuit for Scaling Up
Company A

(Organization development)
 Consulting services
(Strategic alliances)
 Project partnerships with public sectors
 CSR cooperation with private companies.
 Strategic alliance with private companies.
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NIL
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or exit
NIL
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Initial Pursuit for Scaling Up
Company B

Company C

Company D

(Strategic alliances)
 Strategic supplier of the biggest restaurant
chain corporation
(Organization development)
 B2G contracts
 B2B consulting and outsourcing services
(Strategic alliances)
 Cooperating with private company.
 Cooperating with the public sectors and
private sectors

(Organization development)
 B2C retail sales
 B2B ingredients supplying
(Strategic alliances)
 Crowdfunding to expand the product
lines.
 Strategic supplier of famous beverage
brand.

Following Pursuit for
Scaling Up
NIL

Maturity
or exit
NIL

(Organization development)
 B2G contracts
 B2B consulting and
outsourcing services
(Strategic alliances)
 Co-R&D with private
company.
 Cooperating CSR program
with private companies
(Organization development)
 B2C retail sales
 B2B ingredients supplying
(Strategic alliances)
 Equity investment, codevelopment with private
company.

NIL

NIL

As for Company D, the organization development is triggered by the market demands for new products
phase. Due to its mature business model, diverse product lines and complete supply chain network, Company D
successfully increased its market penetration and reached the second significant growth. In addition to internal
growth, scale up approaches are also important. Company D conducts cross-field market developing with a pure
business investment. A biotech corporation has planned to develop dietary supplement market, a good quality
milk with high social reputation is a best choice to collaborate. Authorized the patent technology, Company D
has co-developed the first and only functional milk with the biotech corporation, bringing both of them to a brand
new niche market. The authorized technology of biotech can also enhance R&D capacity of Company D, which
is a new trigger of organization development.

1.2

Financial Resources and the Resolutions
This discussion uses the timeline to explore the context of the financial resources from four cases. As the

three general stages of financial phases for new ventures, Table 4. demonstrates the different financial
combinations of every stages from every social enterprise.
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Table 4: The Financial Resources of Four Cases

Company A

Company B

Company C
Company D

Initial Financial For
Launch
 Angel grant
 Competition grants
 Crowdfunding
 Self-fund
 Seed fund
 Government Loan
 Competition grants
 Self-fund
 Seed fund
 Self-fund
 Crowdfunding
 Angel funds

2nd Round For
Initial Pursuit

3rd Round For
Following Pursuit

Maturity
or exit

 Ordinary VC
(processing)

NIL

NIL

 Angel funds

NIL

NIL

 Self-fund

 Self-fund

NIL

 Self-fund
 Angel fund

 Self-fund
 Equity investment
 Crowdfunding

NIL

Company C and Company D are regarded as the mature social enterprises. At the late growth phase, they
have completed the process of three financial phases. It can provide a relatively comprehensive picture. By
classifying their financial resources and highlighting the main resources that really matters, the change and the
shift of the financial focus can be simplified and corresponding to the different growth stages. In the initial
financial phase, as they were young enterprises without resources and powers. They utilized different external
networks to connect to their early business market and to build their reputation and competence. As the business
model is mature, the mature social enterprises have a stable income flow by business revenues. They tend to be
more independent from external finances, holding the main control of the organization so as to balance the dual
mission, even to protect the social mission.
The two young social enterprises at the early phase show a similar picture. The young social enterprises also
start from dual financial resource of internal self-funds and external finances. However, they tend to highly relied
on the external finances than the mature social enterprises did. From the case of Company A and Company B, the
key financial driver of founding the company is lumpy funds, including the grants from competition or programs
and the small amount of seed fund. The importance of external resources take the first place of young social
enterprises while the mature social enterprises regarded the external investment as a bonus than a core financial
resource. One of the mature social enterprises has mentioned that it should not make uncontrollable external
finance become the core finance of the organization. It will make the organization fragile.

5 CONCLUSION
With reviewing the growth strategies of the four case studies, social enterprises highly interact with external
network, trying proactively to access into the mainstream market than regarding themselves as a sheltered industry.
However, the mature social enterprises have a tendency to concentrate and deep their collaboration on certain few
partners than widely cooperation with various new partners. The concentration can lead back to organization
development by enhancing their competences, creating new services or even new business model and
diversification. The support from business companies matters, however, the collaboration with social enterprises
matters, too. With their social-oriented characteristics, social enterprises can easily receive the public support and
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social reputation, which is a challenge of ordinary business ventures. Therefore, social mission, usually conflicts
with earning profit, becomes the exclusive advantage to raise the bargaining power of social enterprises.
As for financial resources from the four case studies, the current research found out a tendency that the social
enterprises are highly flexible in the early phase to include every related resources into their financial structure
while they integrate themselves into business market discipline as they become mature. The young enterprises,
lack of resources, rely on lumpy funds consist of the grants and business angels, swing themselves flexibly
between social enterprises and ordinary startups to receive resources from different networks. By those funds,
young social enterprises can test the market and find their business model quickly. Therefore, how to mobilize
the resources would be the crucial skill for young ventures to survive at this period. Nonetheless, the financial
structure cannot count on lumpy funds. The mature social enterprises, who are familiar with the rules of business
market, show the preference of being less reliance on external resources due to not only the instability of financial
structure, but also the control of the organization to balance the dual mission.
From the current research, four cases all have demonstrated how they scaled themselves up. Leveraging
external strategic alliances and social purpose financial resources at the first growth, the growth strategies have a
tendency to focus back on the internal organization development as getting mature, while the financial resources
also show a flow developing from the social grants, the social purposes finances to the mainstream business
investment.
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Abstract
China and Japan are both leading automobile manufacturers and exporters in the world. In recent years, both
countries have announced the blueprints to attain carbon neutrality by 2050 and 2060 respectively, and the
automobile sectors played a pivotal role in achieving those ambitious medium-term and long-term emission
reduction targets in both countries. In this study, we conducted a comparative study between China and Japan’s
automobile sector and analysed sustainability transition plans of both the countries. Quantitative and qualitative
data such as the market share of different types of new energy vehicles and technological mix are also collated.
The coherence and consistency between the near-term policy measures and the long-term development goals are
also evaluated. Both China and Japan have adopted a mixture of mutually reinforcing policies to support the
sustainability transitions of the automobile sector. In both countries, the policy mix and specific support measures
have been attuned and adapted to the actual needs of industry participants as well as users. It is found that both
countries have determined medium- to long-term development objectives, have committed ample resources and
made relevant institutional changes to facilitate the sustainability transitions of the automobile sectors. Due to the
differences in technology development pathways, China has focused on electric vehicles thus far, whereas Japan
has made considerable progress over hybrid vehicles and has elucidated an ambitious hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
development strategy. In 2020, the market share of new energy vehicles in China was 5.4%, whereas the
equivalent figure in Japan was about 11% to 12%. Sustained policy commitment and conscious government policy
efforts are necessary to facilitate sustainability transitions of the automobile sectors. Among the various
relationships between policymakers and various stakeholders, the state-industry linkage is identified to be the
most salient relationship to foster industry innovation and sustained improvements in environmental performance
and producer responsibility of the automobile sectors in China and Japan. Policymakers should be attentive to the
actual needs of industry participants and attune the portfolio of policy support measures accordingly.
Keywords: industrial policies, new energy vehicles, sustainability, strategic goal, technological choice
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1 INTRODUCTION
China and Japan are the largest and the third largest automobile manufacturers in the world. Both countries
have accumulated considerable expertise, technologies and intellectual property rights in automobile production,
and made hefty investment on sustainability transitions. China has signalled its commitment to reach the peak of
carbon emissions by 2030 and go carbon neutral by 2060, whereas Japan is committed to reach its carbon
neutrality targets by 2050. While there are commonalities between the medium- and long-term goals of the two
nations, the specific technological choices and policy mix of China and Japan are different. In this context, several
puzzles in respect of the state and industry interactions emerge, namely (1) How did government policies in China
and Japan respectively affect the technological choices and technology development pathways of their automobile
industries? (2) What were the roles and limits of the government in propelling sustainability transitions, R&D
investment and technological advancement? (3) How did the government attune and adapt its policy portfolios
and policy mix to foster the sustainability transitions of the industry? Our discussion is related with two conceptual
frameworks of innovation economics and sustainability transitions literatures, first, the changing policy mix and
inter-related policies pertinent to sustainability transitions as the emerging technologies develop and mature;
second, the phenomenon of technological path dependence in explaining the technological choices of nations.
Our discussion is expected to generate new insights on how the state interacts with the industry sector, and
contribute to the understanding on how different sorts of policy mix, timing and sequencing of policies might
contribute to sustainability transitions. Although our inquiry focuses on the automobile sector, it is possible that
some of the theoretical insights may also be applicable to other industry sectors which are currently facing
pressure to transit to a more sustainable mode of development.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORKS
The analytical frameworks which structure our discussion include the following: first, the changing policy
mix related to sustainability transitions during different stages of technological development of an emerging
technology; second, technological path dependence in explaining the different technological choices of nations.
In the literatures of innovation and industrial economics, there is an infant industry argument, which suggests
that there is a need for proactive governmental policy interventions to enable an infant industry or industrial sector
to take off, or otherwise, that industrial sector may never have the opportunity to accumulate sufficient economies
of scale and to establish itself in the market. Therefore, when an industry sector have clear positive externalities,
such as the potentialities of mitigating climate change and reducing pollution, there is a strong case for the
government to intervene to enable that industry sector to scale-up its level of development and prosper (cf.
Bozeman, 2001). In the meantime, it is also generally recognized that the government interventions should be
transitory and should not breed dependence (cf. Yiu, 2020). Theoretically speaking, the most optimal sequencing
and policy portfolios would be one which begins with strong and conscious governmental policy support to
jumpstart the development of an infant industry. As that technological sector matures and attains economies of
scale, the 'visible hand' of the government should be gradually reined in or phased out. Besides, the industry
participants should be incentivized to learn, innovate and come up with more efficient ways of doing things over
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time, so that it can gradually establish itself in the market, compete head-on with the related incumbent industry
sectors, and also be competitive at the international marketplace. From this perspective, the government ought to
devise an 'exit strategy' for its intervention packages, the determination of strategic timing of attuning or adapting
the level of policy support would require intimate knowledge and understanding of industrial economics of a
given industrial sector (cf. Xu and Su, 2016; Yeung, 2019).
The specific technological choices and technological mix of different nations need not be identical.
Technological development is often a path dependent phenomenon (Rauschmayer et al., 2015). When arriving at
decisions such as picking a technological sector to invest in and to engage in mass production, the state and the
market participants have to consider many factors, including their pre-existing knowledge base and technological
competence, the market conditions, government policies, technical feasibility, resources, availability of relevant
technical professionals and cost economics. Therefore, the present and future opportunity sets and possibilities
are not segregated from the past. Taking Japan's automobile sector as an example, Japan has been a long-standing
leading automobile manufacturer and exporter in the gasoline and fossil-fuel burning vehicles segment and has
accumulated expertise for more than 50 years. As such, the opportunity cost of abandoning the entire business
model may inhibit the industry to engineer a total departure from its preexisting technological choices (cf. Igami,
2017). Therefore, the incumbent may tend to favour incremental innovation, such as hybrid vehicles, rather than
radical innovation. In the meantime, China, as the world factory, has accumulated different sorts of technical
expertise which include battery technologies and automobile manufacturing, however, the intellectual property
base and indigenous technologies in respect of the conventional automobile sector is shallow. Thus, the
opportunity cost for China to embrace a new technology such as electric vehicle technology is much lower. Such
a combination of circumstances has given China the opportunity of ‘leapfrogging’ by investing deftly in the
electric vehicle sector. In the next section, our research methodology will be explained.

3 METHODOLOGY
This study blends in a variety of quantitative and qualitative data and evidence, and portrays a holistic picture
of the development of new energy vehicle sector in China and Japan in recent years. In respect of quantitative
data, our research includes the sales of different types of new energy vehicles or next generation vehicles, the
sales of conventional vehicles, the government's quantitative targets of new energy vehicles or next generation
vehicles, the level of subsidy provided by the governments, individual firms' production targets, etc. In respect of
qualitative evidence, our research includes the medium to long term development plan or blueprint released by
governments, national, ministries or municipalities’ policy documents and announcements, qualification criteria
and technical criteria for eligibility for government subsidies, relationships and interactions between the state and
the private sector participants, academic literatures, surveys on consumer behaviours, annual reports of
automobile manufacturers, etc.
The relationships between these quantitative and qualitative data can provide evidence of causality, albeit
preliminarily, of government policy effectiveness on influencing behaviours of industry participants and
consumers, for instance, the impact of government policy changes (such as level of subsidies and qualification
criteria for subsidies) on the changes in sales performance on new energy vehicles as well as conventional
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vehicles. Nevertheless, such analytical inquiry would be incomplete if the impact of other factors which take place
concomitantly are not properly controlled for.
For the purpose of this study, we focus on applying comparative lenses on the various structural and macrolevel factors which affect the new energy vehicle sector development of China and Japan. Through comparing
and contrasting these factors and structural forces, we aim to derive a thorough understanding of the operations
and causal mechanisms of government policies on the behaviours of various market participants, as well as sales
volume of different categories of automobiles in China and Japan. The scope of our inquiry includes three aspects,
namely (1) technological choices and technology mix, (2) inter-related government policies which are attuned to
the development needs and stages of technological development over time, and (3) the broader institutional
environment and framework which includes the medium-and-long term development plan of industry and major
policy goals. By adopting this comparative study approach, the similarities as well as critical differences of
technological choices and policy mix in China and Japan will be illuminated. While this study may fall short of
identifying an optimal policy mix or the best solution for incentivizing new energy vehicles development, this
could nevertheless broaden our perspective on the range of policy instruments and policy tools that may be
applicable in propelling sustainability transitions of the automobile sectors in many other countries, or
sustainability transitions of the other industry sectors in China and Japan.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Technological choices
A key difference between the strategy and approaches of the state and market participants of China and
Japan to achieve carbon neutrality is the choice of technologies. While China opts to focus on electric vehicles,
Japan so far relies on hybrid vehicle to deliver the reduction in carbon emissions. The evidence of reliance on
electric vehicle in China and on hybrid vehicle in Japan is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: New energy vehicles sales in China and Japan

In 10,000 units
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021 (1st half)

Total number of new
energy vehicles sales
77.24
124.7
120.6
132.15
119.4

Number of electric
vehicles sales
65.24
97
96.7
107.06
99.4

Share of electric
vehicles
84.4%
77.8%
80.2%
81.0%
83.2%

Total number of new
energy vehicles sales
103.8
117.6
136.6
144.1
150.3
147.5

Number of hybrid
vehicles sales
100.7
114.6
133.7
138.2
145.8
143.7

Share of hybrid
vehicles
97.0%
97.4%
97.9%
95.9%
97.0%
97.4%

Source: CAAM; MIIT of China

In 10,000 units
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Source: Next Generation Vehicle Promotion Center
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During the period January 2017 and June 2021, 77.8% to 84.4% of the new energy vehicle sales in China
were in the category of electric vehicle. The remaining share mainly comprises of plug-in hybrid vehicle, and fuel
cell vehicle merely accounts for extremely small number (on average 100 or less per month). Meanwhile, during
the period January 2014 to December 2019, more than 95% of the new energy vehicle sales in Japan were in
category of hybrid vehicle. The remaining share comprises of the almost same sales in electric vehicle and plugin hybrid vehicle, and fuel cell vehicle accounts for 494 in 2015 to 1,204 in 2016.
Meanwhile, the new energy vehicle sector is burgeoning in China and accounts for an increasing market
share among automobiles over time (see Table 2). On the current trajectory, the likelihood of realizing the
government’s stipulated target of 20% market share in year 2025 is high. In Japan, the market share of hybrid
vehicles are increasing, but the share of electric vehicles remains low.
Table 2: Market share of new energy vehicles in China

Year

Market share of new
energy vehicles (China)

Market share of hybrid
vehicles (Japan)

Market share of electric
vehicles (Japan)

2014
0.32%
4.79%
0.05%
2015
1.35%
5.83%
0.07%
2016
1.81%
6.90%
0.08%
2017
2.67%
8.08%
0.09%
2018
4.36%
9.24%
0.11%
2019
4.68%
10.37%
0.13%
2020
5.40%
11.39%
0.15%
2021 (1st half)
9.30%
NA
NA
July 2021
14.50%
NA
NA
Source: CAAM; MIIT of China; Yiu (2021); Automobile Inspection & Registration Information Association of Japan

While China recently unveiled its hydrogen energy strategy in its 14 th five-year plan, it is likely to take a
long time for the hydrogen fuel cell vehicle to achieve meaningful market share among the new energy vehicle
sales. Furthermore, as the local governments in different parts of China has invested a great deal of resources to
make available electric recharging facilities, there is network externalities and consumers are naturally
incentivized to adopt the electric vehicle technologies as it is much more convenient than other alternative
technologies. Therefore, the dominance of the electric vehicle technologies in China’s new energy vehicle
segment tends to be entrenched and is expected to persist. Following this line of thought, it is understandable why
China, as a contender for global leadership on automobile exports, is more proactive on developing the electric
vehicle technology.
It can be said that Japan has laid out its overarching hydrogen economy strategy, but it would still take
another 5 to 10 years to materialize. The reason that Japan opts to rely on hybrid technologies to reduce carbon
emissions can be attributable to technological path dependence. Prioritizing on making incremental innovation
can enable resources saving and leveraging on the inherent technological competence and knowledge base of
Japan. As Igami (2017) explained, the incumbent technological leaders often hold a more conservative attitude
when coming to decide to invest in a new technology, this is because the cannibalization phenomenon, the new
technology, if succeeds to take off, may turn out to be the substitute for some of its current products or market
share. Therefore, the net pay-off from venturing on a new technology is not necessarily positive.
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4.2 Evolving government policy mix over time
A salient characteristic of policymaking in China is the unparalleled capability of the government in
effecting and achieving its policy objectives. China’s effort on promoting development of new energy vehicle
sector began in mid-1990s, even when the policy focus and technological preferences were not clear at that time
(Gong, Wang and Wang, 2012; Zhou, Wu and Hu, 2020). Since the 12th five-year plan (2011-2015), the new
energy vehicle sector was destined as a strategic emerging sector.
China began its policy trials on public fleets such as taxis, buses and government vehicles, and subsequently
diffusing such success experience more broadly to commercial vehicles and private cars (He and Cui, 2019; Cui
and He, 2020).
During the early stages of subsidy provisions (such as year 2013 and 2014), lucrative pecuniary supports
were provided by the government, which could sometimes amount to 30% of the vehicle prices (Yeung, 2019).
Over time, the government’s policy portfolios are being adapted to the market conditions and cost economics. On
one hand, the subsidy programs for new energy vehicles have been phased down for 7 times since 2014 (includes
2014, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021) (Cui and He, 2020; Ministry of Finance, 2020b). On the other
hand, the government has been gradually shifting emphasis towards non-pecuniary policy supports, such as
enhancing infrastructure provisions, adopting more stringent environmental regulations, reserving parking lots
specifically for new energy vehicles, restricting the freedom of mobility of fossil fuel burning vehicles, etc.

Figure 1. Timeline of China’s national subsidy program for new energy vehicles
Source: Cui and He, 2020
It should be noted that in making consumption decisions, a consumer would weigh up multifarious
considerations, which include the ease and convenience of recharging and operating, electric range of vehicle,
reliability and durability, life-cycle costs, lump sum capital cost, operating and maintenance costs. Since
government subsidies effectively lowered consumers’ out-of-pocket costs, it necessarily increases the market
demand for new energy vehicles. Such demand-side policy interventions would also exert a positive impact on
the new energy vehicle manufacturers, by making available larger amount of sales revenue and enabling new
energy vehicle manufacturers to invest more resources on R&D. During the period 2010 and 2018, approximately
one-third of BYD’s R&D expenditure, was indirectly funded by the government subsidies. These have propelled
innovation and development of new product range (Yiu, 2020).
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The importance of learning, innovation and capability development has also been exemplified in the
structuring and designs of government policies. For instance, the government of China has applied more rigorous
qualification criteria for new energy vehicles over time, therefore, the new energy vehicle manufacturers cannot
afford to rest on their laurels, instead, they are incentivized to constantly learn and innovate to be eligible for the
state subsidy programs.
In the meantime, unit price cap of RMB300,000 was also applied as one of the subsidy eligibility criteria
(Argus Media, 2021). Thus, the new energy vehicle manufacturers are encouraged to target the middle price range
market, instead of merely focus on the high-end market segment.
In addition, the government subsidy program is merely transitory, and is scheduled to phase out over time.
According to the Ministry of Finance (MOF) announcement of April 23, 2020, “The Notice on Optimising Fiscal
Subsidies for Promoting New Energy Vehicles”, it was announced that the level of subsidies for new energy
vehicles will be reduced by 10%, 20% and 30% respectively from that of the previous year, and that all sorts of
subsidies will be phased out by year 2023 (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: The level of subsidy for NEV, 2019-2023
Source: Ministry of Finance (MOF), announcement in April 2020
In other words, the new energy vehicle manufacturers are expected to compete ‘head-on’ with conventional
automobiles from year 2023 onward. To survive at the marketplace, the new energy vehicle manufacturers must
produce better vehicles at lower costs, and be able to stay competitive at the marketplace, even in absence of
government subsidies.
At the same time, the national as well as local governments stepped up efforts on the provision of nonpecuniary policy supports, namely, recharging infrastructures, environmental regulations, parking lots allotment,
green plate policies, government procurement, etc. such that a virtuous circle of substituting conventional vehicles
with new energy vehicles can propel forward.
Although introduction of electric vehicles to the market is still limited in Japan, the government initiatives
to replace traditional internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEV) has begun as early as in the 1970s. The Ministry
of International Trade and Industry (MITI), which was reorganized to the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
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Industry (METI) in 2001, promoted electric vehicles in 1971, launching a 5-year government-industry R&D
program as well as subsequent fund for company R&D between 1978 and 1996 (Ahman 2006). The ministry’s
early focus on electric vehicles was driven by mitigating industrial oil-dependency in Japan and later by
international environmental concerns.
The MITI established a basic market expansion plan of electric vehicles, which intended to cover 10 years
in 1976. However, finding the goals unrealistic in subsequent years, the plan was revised in 1983 (Iguchi 1992).
A mandate adopted in California requiring large automakers to sell a certain percentage of zero-emission vehicles
and the Rio summit in 1992 increased interests in electric vehicles again as a long-term sustainable option (Ahman
2006). Reflecting these growing interests in environmental concerns, MITI issued a third market expansion plan
for electric vehicles in 1991.
During these decades, MITI took triangulated approach supporting R&D, infrastructure and market (Figure
3), but the financial input to the industry was minimum. According to Ahman (2006), it amounts to less than 100
million JPY until 1992, and infrastructural support of around 2,000 million JPY had been provided since 1993.
Therefore, the basic role of MITI was to draw “visions” of industrial development (Watanabe 2000) and
“coordinate the various actors including public agencies, industry, and local communities” (Ahman, 2006:435;
Yamamoto, 1997).
The purchasing program between 1996 and 1997, which targeted for the Californian market, led to the
introduction of 117 electric vehicles and “the Memorandum of Agreement between vehicle manufacturers and
Californian state led to a rise in production of electric vehicles in 1998 and 1999 to approximately 500-550 units
per year” (Ahman, 2006:439). However, production fell directly after the agreement was fulfilled, and
procurement program initiated in 1995 did not meet the targets mainly because of the turbulent economy during
1990s. Additionally, the infrastructure development had also failed to meet the targets of approximately 1,000
installed quick-charging stations by 2000. These yielded a lack of confidence among stakeholders in electric
vehicle markets.
The situation changed since the release of the Prius, a series of Toyota hybrid vehicles, in 1997. After the
release, hybrid vehicles were included into the definition of Clean Energy Vehicles (CEV) and the market support
of 10,000 million JPY per hear had come into action. Though the coverage of the support includes both hybrid
and electric vehicles, the realistic option for purchasers at that time was hybrid.
We have to note that the failure in meeting ambitious targets MITI had set since 1970s does not mean the
failure of technological development in the automobile industry in Japan. Rather, technologies invented in 1970s
to 1990s contributed to develop technologies necessary to launch hybrid vehicles (Ahman, 2006; Pohl and
Yarime, 2012). In this sense, MITI’s “focus on technologies that fulfill several policy aims and can be used in
several different applications” (Ahman, 2006) should be evaluated basically successful. Meanwhile, the early
adaption of hybrid vehicles rather than electric ones in Japan decided future expansion of that type of vehicles, at
the same time constructing “lock-in” for installation of electric vehicles in 2000s onwards in the country.
Observing rapid expansion of electric vehicles abroad, the government again start targeting electric vehicles
rather than hybrid vehicles. The budget of financial support for CEV purchase continues to be 16,000 million
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JPY, covering fuel-cell vehicles, electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid vehicles and clean diesel vehicles. Support for
charging infrastructure had been intensified between 2012 and 2014, which amounted to 24,000 to 30,000 million
JPY, more than ten times compared to 1990s (Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 2017). Although the
budget has been reduced to 1,000 to 2,000 million JPY after this period, the number of charging stations rapidly
increased from 5,907 in 2012 to 29,971 in 2018. While it is expected that the share of electric vehicles in sales
will increase to 13% in 2030, the hybrid is expected to be dominant up to 23% in Japan (Mosquet et al., 2020).
Finally, the government target is set not only on electric vehicles but on fuel-cell vehicles in Japan, though
the share or their sales is still limited. The government subsidizes private companies to build hydrogen stations,
which amount to 10,000 million JPY, equivalent to purchase support for CEV (Agency for Natural Resources
and Energy 2021).

Figure 3. Basic outline of Japanese Government programs supporting next generation vehicles development
Source: Ahman, 2006

4.3 Broader policy goals and development vision
In November 2020, China unveiled its medium to long term plan for new energy vehicles for the period
2021 to 2035. In the policy document, it was specified that China aims to advance the development of core
technology of new energy vehicles, and that electrification, digitization, smart grid and automation were
emphasized in the development plan. In respect of policy targets, numerous quantitative goals have also been set,
first, the targeted market share for new energy vehicle is 20% in year 2025; second, the energy intensity and
energy consumption (on per 100 kilometers travel) target have also been specified. In addition, China has also
stipulated a soft target, that new energy vehicles will be the ‘mainstream’ product in the automobile sector by
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year 2035. Nevertheless, China has not made any indication that the sales or use of fossil fuel vehicles will be
prohibited by 2035, and the phrase ‘mainstream’ is also subject to multiple interpretations.
While China currently focuses on its domestic market, it is poised to be a major global automobile exporter.
By leveraging on its strengths on electric vehicles and its vast manufacturing capabilities, China stands ready to
achieve a dominant position in the global electric vehicle market in the forthcoming decades. This is a plausible
scenario as China has demonstrated its ability to dominate the global market in other manufacturing sectors which
range from solar panel to wind turbine sector. During this process, China also strives to play a significant role in
shaping the development of the relevant international rules and technological standards, as well as obtaining the
intellectual property rights in the automobile sector and battery technologies.
In Japan, the government established the “Green Growth Strategy for Achieving Carbon Neutral in 2050”
in December 2020, following Japan’s new target of Carbon Neutral in 2050 declared in the first general policy
speech given by Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga. In the strategy, electrification has been considered the central
targets of any industries. Fourteen prioritized industries are mentioned in the strategy, and the transition to electric
vehicles is one of the target situated in the transformation of transportation sectors. It states that the government
takes inclusive measures to realize all the new vehicle sales to electric ones in 2030 at the latest. Introduction of
electric vehicles is wrote to be the first priority in 2020s as a mean to construct world-leading industrial supply
chains and the mobility society. They especially emphasized the transitions of Japanese Microcar and commercial
cars into electric ones.
While the aspects of international competitions are not clearly stated in the strategy, the revitalization of
Japanese economies is the obvious priority of the government. The strategy estimates the annual economic
impacts of 90 trillion JPY in 2030 and of 190 trillion JPY in 2050. The industrial targets are discussed integrally
in the car industry and the battery industry and taking a global initiative of markets in the latter industry is
emphasized in the plan. The Japanese government also strongly push forward the hydrogen society as a key
technological shift for achieving carbon neutral, and it aims to launch a new market of hydrogen electrification
turbines and fuel-cell trucks in and out of Japan.
In both countries, an ancillary development is integration of information and communication technologies
into automobiles, this objective is apparently beyond the fuel sources and battery technologies, it is about how to
optimize the performance and efficiency of the vehicles as well as the entire transportation network. The
technologies are to be used in various ways integrating car manufacturing industries and national infrastructure
systems: For instance, to minimize traffic congestion, avoid accidents and to economize the multi-modal
interactions of different components in the transport network.

Motives for pursuing sustainability transitions
A prime motive which underpins China’s commitment to new energy vehicle development is its concerns
about energy security and environmental sustainability of the country. Right now, China’s power generation
predominantly relies on coal, whereas the transportation sector heavily depends on oil and gasoline. Venturing
into the electric vehicle sector can help China to reduce its exposure to, and the perceived ‘vulnerability’ to the
fluctuations in crude oil prices. To reduce carbon emissions and environmental pollution, China is currently
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engineering a switch into renewables as well as nuclear energy sources, but this could be a formidable task to
realize net zero carbon emissions, which requires more than 90 trillions of capital investment during the period
2016 to 2060 (Baark, 2021).
Although Japan has depended heavily on imported energy sources, political arguments on energy mix in
Japan has been relatively behind the stage since the Great Japan Earthquake in 2011. The nuclear power had been
the promise for the government to achieve the energy independence, but after 2011 the government has refrained
from pushing the nuclear power and it only attempted to expand renewable energies of solar and wind through
2010s. While the national energy planning as of 2015 forecasted the needs of nuclear energy for 20% of electricity
generation, the declaration given by Prime Minister has returned the agenda of preferable balance of nuclear
power in the future to the political arena. In fact, during the presidential election of Liberal Democratic Party in
late September 2021, the candidates are divided according to the resumption of operations and promotions of
nuclear power in the country. The emphasis on the hydrogen economy in Japan is partly a reflection of political
struggle to find a way to compromise this argument.
An institutional advantage of China is its unusual capability of policy coordination and policy
implementation. A national five-year plan by the National Development and Reform Commission can elicit
concerted efforts and active responses from different levels of governments and a variety of government agencies
across the entire country. This serves as a development direction for the whole country to strive for. In Japan too,
national strategies such as the “Green Growth Strategy for Achieving Carbon Neutral in 2050” heavily influence
relevant ministries and municipalities’ policy making, but the implementation fidelity might be weaker than China
because of the difference in political regimes. In Japan, he strategies might be changed depending on the election
results, and local municipalities also have the autonomy to pursue different policies, in accordance with the
mayors’ goals.
Furthermore, it is notable that the national and local governments of China also held majority shareholding
or controlling stake in the leading automobile manufacturers, for example, the SAIC Motor, GAC Motor and
BAIC Motor. Through the state’s influence in the Board of Directors of these companies, the government can
exert impact on the R&D agenda, production targets and technology mix of those companies. Therefore,
realization of the state’s objectives on technological switch can be guaranteed to a certain extent. In comparison,
in Japan, the leading automobile manufacturers are private entities and are not obliged to follow the instructions
of the government.
In contrast, the government-industry relationship in Japan is more informal, so the government relies on
private companies’ collaboration to deliver and achieve the relevant national goals. The development of hybrid
vehicles shown above is an illustration of the state-industry relationship in technological development in Japan.


Electrification of automobile is only a step in the right direction, another pivotal transformation has to be come from the way China
obtains its electricity, otherwise, the improvement in environmental impact will only be modest at best, as the bulk of the emissions is merely
shifted from roadside emission to power plant emission.
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4.4 Fulfilling international obligations
In 2019, road transport contributed to 70% of the transportation sector's emissions and is among the biggest
source of carbon emissions in the world (Fig. 4). In 2019, China’s transportation sector is the country’s second
largest source of CO2 emissions, accounting for 9% of total CO2 emissions. The road transport sector, in
comparison to aviation and maritime, stands ready to decarbonize and offers new options such as vehicle
electrification.

Figure 4: Road Transport CO2 Emissions Worldwide (Asian Development Bank, 2019)
In 2020, China committed to hit peak emissions by 2030 and to become a carbon-neutral country by 2060.
The commitment followed by China’s New Energy Vehicle Industrial Development Plan (2021-2035) that aims
to build a green, robust, and sustainable transportation system. The plan also sets a target of an approximately
20% share of new energy vehicles (NEVs) by 2025. In 2021, China implemented 6a vehicle emission standards,
and planned to implement 6b standards starting from 2023. Chinese 6b emission standards are considered one of
the most stringent around the globe, and targets reduction of 50% for hydrocarbons, 40% for NOx, and 33% for
PM over Euro 6 levels. Currently, China leads the world in terms of the scale of its transport infrastructure. In the
14th Five-Year Plan (2021-25) for the transport sector to promote the development of a technologically innovative
transport network. As a major emitter of greenhouse gas (GHG) in the world, China is committed to implement
the United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
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Figure 5 shows the density of transport infrastructure network. By the end of 2019, China had a total of
139,000 km of rail track, of which high-speed lines represented 35,000 km, and a total of more than 5 million km
of highways, of which expressways represented 150,000 km. The country had 23,000 operative berths, including
2,520 berths of 10,000-tonne-class or above, and 127,000 km of navigable inland waterways. There were 238
certified civil airports throughout the country. The long-distance oil and gas pipelines totaled 156,000 km with
better connections achieved.

Figure 5: China’s Infrastructure Network (2019)
In 2020, Japan became one of those countries that have pledged to go carbon neutral by the mid-century. In
the Biden’s Climate Summit held in April 2021, the Japanese government revised the interim target and promised
to reduce emissions by 46 percent relative to 2013 levels. This was a substantial change from the previous targets
of reducing emissions 26 percent by 2030 and 80 percent by 2050 under the Paris Agreement.
Currently, Japan is the sixth largest GHG emitter in the world after China, the United States, the European
Union, India, and Russia. In 2017, it emitted a net 1,230 metric megatons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MtCO2e),
most of which originated from five sectors: power (37 %), industry (36 %), transportation (17 %), buildings
(10 %), and agriculture (4 %). To achieve the net-zero target by 2050, Japan has announced several plans in
different sector including the transportation sector, and aims to ban on petrol and diesel powered vehicles under
a revised environmental management plan by 2030. As of 2020, electric and petrol-electric hybrid vehicles make
up around 29% of Japan’s 5.2 million passenger vehicle registrations each year. Japan has made several
advancements in the commercialization of the hydrogen transportation. At the end of 2020, Japan had 4 100 fuel
cell cars and 100 fuel cell buses, and by mid-2021 the total had surpassed 5 500. With 137 hydrogen recharging
stations (HRSs) at the end of 2020, Japan currently has the most in the world. To support targeted level of fuel
cell electric vehicle adoption, Japan aims to make them price-competitive with comparable hybrid electric
vehicles, particularly by reducing the cost of fuel cells and hydrogen storage systems. Japan is also targeting HRS
cost reductions.
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5 CONCLUSION
Based on the above discussions, sustainability transitions for an industry sector such as automobile sector
are attainable with the coordinated and collaborative effort of policymakers, industry enterprises and the wider
society. To achieve challenging global climate goals such as limiting the temperature rise to no more than 1.5 ℃
when comparing with the pre-industrial era (IPCC, 2021), it requires devoted leadership and long-term political
commitment of the governments.
Government policy interventions such as subsidies, tax incentives, infrastructure provisions, and changes in
environmental regulations can assist the low-carbon transition. In the meantime, technological choices are not
independent from the previous technological trajectories and technological development pathways. These
elements are inter-related and previous technological choices may constrain a future decision. Technological
choices are often made within the context of various specific characteristics and constraints in a socio-technical
system (cf. Markard, Ravem and Truffer, 2012; Rauschmayer, Bauler and Schapke, 2015). Difficult and costly
decisions had to be made in altering consumers’ habits, overcoming inertia, adjusting the industrial practices, and
committing R&D resources on a new technology arena. The variations in opportunity costs of sustainability
transitions across countries can explain the different technological mix and technological choices of China and
Japan over time.
The process of low carbon transport policies will be helped by two parallel processes. First, Asia needs to
take transport policy pertinent to sustainability transitions more seriously and all countries in Asia should aim to
regularly update their transport policies in place. If there is no overarching transport policy in place it is not
possible to mainstream the portfolio of mutually reinforcing policies which address climate change. Second,
Asian countries are gradually moving from adaptation towards mitigation, and shortly thereafter, targets or
objectives that aim for carbon neutrality or net zero emissions by the middle of this century are elucidated and
formulated. At the same time, short -, medium- and long- term emission reduction scenarios, targets and
performance indicators are required for the transport sector, for transport sub-sectors as well as individual modes
of transport. These different types of targets and timeframes can guide the development of detailed policies and
actions by national and local governments as well as the private sector, and they can help pull together these
individual actions into a coherent low carbon transport policy.
As illuminated in our analysis, both China and Japan have already made encouraging progress on the
transition towards more environmentally friendly technologies and reducing carbon emissions in their automobile
sectors. While it remains to be seen when and whether some ambitious medium- to long-term goals of both China
and Japan can be realized, the comprehensive policy supports, infrastructures and technological capabilities of
the industries in both countries have been thoroughly laid down and developed. Therefore, it can be envisaged
that at least some of these policy objectives will be realizable in both countries in the forthcoming decades.
Meanwhile, we have also identified some subtle differences between the technological choices and policy
development approaches of China and Japan. It is evident that China has more heavy reliance on policy
experiments and policy trials. Besides, China also gradually attuned its the policy mix by retreating from a policy
regime which based on bold subsidies support to a more diversified policy approach which anchored on non246
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pecuniary policies such as recharging infrastructure provisions, administrative measures, and stringent
environmental regulations. It is also noteworthy that China policymakers made close observations of the realities
of the new energy vehicle market and has been proactive in policy learning and adaptation over times (cf. Xu and
Su, 2016). In Japan, the government policy interventions on the next generation vehicles can be traced back to
the 1970s and 1980s, and a range of market support, infrastructure and R&D policies and targeted initiatives had
been phased in and out throughout different periods. Currently, technological selection for the next generation
vehicles for the coming decade (such as the hydrogen fuel cell vehicles) has extended well beyond the automobile
sector and is part and parcel of the country’s overarching blueprint for long-term energy security and sustainability
transitions (METI, 2017b). The commonalities of the transition management experiences of both countries are
that broad-based medium to long term goals have been laid down during the early stages of transitions, and the
political commitment on realizing these long-term goals and honouring their international obligations are
unswerving and therefore, are likely to persist beyond leadership changes.
Finally, our study also highlighted that the significance of state-industry interactions in delivering innovation
and long-lasting changes towards sustainability in the automobile sectors of China and Japan.
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Abstract

Open Data Portal is the key intervention of E-Government initiative for information management. The
Government of Malaysia has introduced the initiatives since 2015 to facilitate open data portal and strengthen
transparency governance. This Open Data is crucial because it provides significant benefits to government in
term of political, social, economic, operational and technical. However, World Bank’s Open Data Readiness
Assessment (ODRA) for Malaysia stated that that despite the clear evidence of readiness and the country’s datarich environment, it was significantly difficult to access high- quality data from Malaysia. As a result, lower
scores on impact criterion in three consecutive years has landed Malaysia on 53rd of the ranking of the Global
Open Data Barometer. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to determine the general perception of public
servants toward open data initiatives and to identify determinants that impede the publication of open government
data by the existing government entity. The design employed in this study was qualitative through semi-structured
interview.

There are six common themes of perception identified and ten common themes emerged as

determinants. According to the feedback gathered, it discovered that Malaysian public servant demonstrates
highly positive perception toward the initiative although there is adversarial evidence. These findings can be
useful in enhancing public policy towards effective data publishing and sharing management. Subsequently may
serve as input to all relevant government agencies as well as provider to devise strategies to improve perceptions
by addressing the perceptual biases or translating it into actionable policy to promote the success factors onto the
non-providing agencies which would escalate the number of providing agencies, and consequently boost the
number of data set, and eventually enhance the availability of impactful dataset to support Malaysia Government
Data Sharing and Open Science initiatives that recently introduced. However, this study is confined to the public
sector and agencies and thus it cannot be generalized to all organizations.
Keywords: Public Servants, Open Data, Open Data Readiness Assessment, Open Science, Publishing
Impactful Open, Malaysia
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1 INTRODUCTION
Malaysia public sector agencies and institutions are always introduced new policies, strategies, approaches or practices
and implemented them successfully by various stakeholders to expedite country’s aspiration to become developed nation.
For the global scene, over the last decades, digital transformation has become the engine of change, especially changing the
internal process and the relationship between internal and external parties. In order to establish and maintain better
relationship and effective collaboration, information and data sharing are very crucial. As stated by Neumaier (2015), the
movement of Open Data has gain great intentness globally among governments, public institutions and growing increasingly
among industry players by promising transparency for citizens, more efficient and effective public services and the chance
to outsource innovative use of the published data. Majority of initiatives carried by the Government of Malaysia, have been
motivated by societal goals such as improving the transparency and accountability of institutions, and much has been written
about the importance of these efforts.
Open Data Portal (ODP) is the main initiative of Open Data. It is an online catalogue or websites that hosts
a collection of datasets and provides browse, search and filter functionalities over those datasets. On daily basis,
Malaysian government machineries collect, store and produce significant amount of data while rendering their
business services, processes and activities. Despite the fact that abundant of data resides in these government
agencies, as of 1st March 2018, in comparison to other countries whose rank higher than Malaysia in the 4th Open
Data Barometer index, only 2,823 of machine-ready datasets (MAMPU, 2018) published on the portal. In
addition, the Asia Pacific Open Data survey 2020, Malaysia is ranked among the lowest comparing to ASEAN
counties members after Philippines, Singapore, and Indonesia. Table 1 presents the comparison between Malaysia
and other selected countries regionally and internationally and the number of datasets on the national ODP.
Table 1: Comparison of no. of datasets and ranking between Malaysia and selected countries.

Country

Link

No. of Datasets
(2018)

4th Open Data
Barometer Rank

United Kingdom

Data.gov.uk

44,843

1

United States of
America

Data.gov

237,541

4

South Korea

Data.go.kr

24,960

5

Japan

Data.go.jp

21,029

8

Philippines

Data.gov.ph

2800

22

Singapore

Data.gov.sg

1,280

23

Indonesia

Data.go.id

2.743

38

Malaysia

Data.gov.my

2,823

53

Thailand

Data.go.th

2,560

53

Source: Open Data Portals MAMPU (2018) & 4th Open Data Barometer (2017)

Government generates enormous number of data which can be of economic and social value to society as
a whole. With the introduction of the Circular on The Implementation of Open Data for Public Sector in 2015
(MAMPU 2015), which for the first time bringing ‘on board’ the philosophy of open data, those data stewarded
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within each agency and individually.
The key framework conditions for successful ‘Open Data Policy Making’ have been set up by the
government circular which the aim to create “data value chain friendly” policy environment. The objective is to
put in place the “systemic” prerequisites for effective use and re-use of data through legal and soft law measures.
However, the expected impact of the Open Data policies and the development of data portals is to drive economic
benefits and further transparency are showing up at a very slow to moderate pacing at our door. Table 2 indicates
the readiness, implementation and impact of Malaysia Open Data on the global scale. Malaysia ranked 53 rd in
the 4th Global Open Data Barometer Ranking (2017) with the scores of 28%: 53 (Readiness), 20 (Implementation)
and 19 (Impact).
Table 2: Global Open Data Barometer Rankings

Open Data
Barometer Edition /
Year
st

Overall
Score (%)

Rank

Detail scores (per 100 each)
Readiness

Implementation

Impact

1 Edition (2014)

-

-

-

-

-

2ndEdition (2015)

41

30.76

44

37

3

3rd Edition (2016)

51

24.60

46

17

16

4th Edition (2017)

53

28.00

53

20

19

Source: Global Open Data Barometer Rankings - The World Wide Web Foundation, 2014-2017.

In order to advance the open data initiative, Malaysian Administrative and Management Planning Unit
(MAMPU) has established a long-term collaboration with the World Bank, through the Open Data Readiness
Assessment (ODRA) in October 2016 as the first country in ASEAN to adopt the ODRA methodology.
Successful implementation of Open Data initiative requires effective participation and collaboration between
several parties such as political leaders, public authorities, technologists, and users. In view of this, the Ministry
of Science, Technology and Innovation together with the Academic of Science Malaysia has introduced the
Malaysia Open Science Platform (MOSP) as a strategic transformative initiative to strengthen Malaysia STI’s
Collaborative Ecosystem to achieve Shared Prosperity Vision 2030 as well to ensure that the data can be made
shared and available to everyone to access, use and share depending on the types of data.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
1.1

Conceptual Framework
The main constructs of this study can be conceptually depicted in Figure 1 below. It consists of the

perception of civil servants’ (independent variable) as the implementer of the open data initiatives and the
‘impact’ of datasets published on the open data portal, as the construct of dependent variable.

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework: Relationship
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The first step of the Open Government Data (OGD) initiative is identifying which datasets to be ‘opened’
or to be disclosed from abundant of data collected and generated every day by agencies. Motivation and decisions
made in such delicate nature of data selection process is believed to be influenced by perceptions toward the
initiative itself in dimensions such as readiness, usefulness, quality, etc.

1.2

Theoretical Framework
In attempt to understand adoption of information technology innovation from government perspective, most

literatures employ model from popular theories like theory of reasoned action (TRA), technology acceptance
model (TAM), theory of planned behavior (TPB), diffusion of innovation theory (DOI), and many more. Those
widely used models suggest key factors at different level, especially individuals. But at organisational level, the
process of adoption of such innovation is more complex and is influenced by multi-dimension determinants
(Liang, Qi, Wei, & Chen, 2017). According to Lippert & Govindrajulu (2006) there are two models offering
understanding of such perspective: Technology Organisation Environment (TOE) Framework (Tornatzky and
Fleischer’s 1990) and Information System (IS) Success Model (DeLone & McLean’s 2003).
TOE framework asserts on three specific contexts in which organizational adoption processes take place:
(1) Technological context; (2) Organizational context; and (3) External environmental context. TOE can be
applied broadly for exploring the organization-level adoption of different new IT innovations in qualitative
research. On the other hand, IS Success model proposes seven measures, which are structured in three layers;
first layer: ‘information quality’, ‘system quality’ and ‘service quality’ and second layer: affect ‘user satisfaction’
of the IS. Last but not least, two variables determine the ‘individual impact’ and the ‘organizational impact’ of
the information success are at the third layer.
The focus of this study is on the perceived usefulness in contexts identified from literatures by Liang et al.
(2017): (1) Technological factors about characteristics of Information Technology (IT) innovation itself; (2)
Organizational factors encompass the governmental characteristics; (3) Institutional factors are regarded as
critical to an understanding of the adoption process; and (4) Environmental factors include social, cultural,
economic and demographic factors. Fitting in the framework of this study which is, from government’s
perspective, respectively, perceptions in the context of technology, organization, institutional, and environment
that determine the data stewardship, which in turn is assumed to the availability of high impact data for disclosure
as illustrated in Figure 2. The aim of this study is to look at the data publication practices among government
agencies and how they place emphasis or prioritize on the publication of ‘high value’, ‘high-impact’, ‘most
benefit the public’ and ‘most relevant’ datasets.
Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990) developed the TOE framework to describe the organizational components
that affect the firm’s technological adoption decisions in three specific contexts in which organizational adoption
processes take place: (1) the technological context; (2) the organizational context; and (3) the external
environmental context. The technological context relates to technologies that are available to an organization
internally and externally, focusing on how technological characteristics themselves can influence adoption
processes and technology that may be useful in improving organizational productivity. The organizational
context relates to characteristics of an organization in terms of resources available to support the acceptance of
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the innovation, with a focus on structures and processes of an organization that constrain or facilitate innovation
adoption and implementation. Other criteria include firm size and scope; the centralization, formalization,
interconnectedness, and complexity of the managerial structure; and the quality and availability of the firm’s
human resources. The environmental context pertains to the arena in which an organization conducts business,
including external factors such as industries, competitors, regulations, etc. These factors both constrain and
support technological innovations

Figure 2: Theoretical Framework: Technology Organisation Environment (TOE)
Other criteria include firm size and scope; the centralization, formalization, interconnectedness, and
complexity of the managerial structure; and the quality and availability of the firm’s human resources. The
environmental context pertains to the arena in which an organization conducts business, including external factors
such as industries, competitors, regulations, etc. These factors both constrain and support technological
innovations

3 METHODOLOGY
The study used qualitative approach with thematic and narrative data analysis. In selecting a representative
group from the population under study, purposeful or purposive sampling technique will be used in order to focus
on particular characteristics of a population that are of interest. This non-probability sampling technique
particularly useful in exploratory qualitative research with small number of cases which can be decisive in
explaining the phenomenon of interest. In this research context, the focus is on the 151 dataset providing agencies
that already involved in the actual release of datasets which accounting for around 20% from total number of
government agencies. This study focuses on existing data providing agencies based on the number of datasets
published on DTSA. Three providing agencies from the each top and bottom have been selected as listed in table
3 below. This is to show the differential degree of perception among the two groups.
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Table 3: Selected Open Data Providers Agency

Group

Top

Bottom

No. of Dataset
Published

Agency
Ministry of Human Resources (MOHR)

420

Ministry of Rural and Regional Development
(MORRD)

281

Ministry of Plantation Industries & Communities

230

Jabatan Bantuan Guaman

4

Majlis Agama Islam & Adat Melayu Terengganu

4

Education Service Commission Malaysia

3

Source: Compile from Data.Gov.my (2019)

The targeted respondents included the Chief Information Officer (CIO) or Executive-level officers in
charged with spearheading and leading the organization ICT strategy, those senior officers that have direct
experience with the publication of the agency’s data as well as the technology utilized to implement, support and
sustain the strategy for Open Data. A total of 25 executive officers from six agencies have participated in the
interview.
Open-ended and semi-structured interview questions were devised for this study. The topics discussed
during the interviews concerned with exploring the trade- offs, including the potential positive effects, the
potential risks and the contextual and dataset-related variables that influence data disclosure. More specifically,
questions were asked about the organization that the interviewee worked for, data publication, including reasons
for publishing data, stakeholders, amounts of data published, steps taken to publish datasets, business processes,
metadata, political, economic, social and technical barriers and potential risks of publishing data. Questions about
the above- mentioned topics have been asked in each of the interviews to ensure consistency. Questions were
based on the research objectives and literature reviews. Content of the questions were validated by appointed
expert for adequate and precise data.
The interviews were audio-recorded and notes were taken during the interviews. The interviews provided a
few new variables that were added to our initial list of variables from the literature. All recordings were
transcribed and the verbatim analysis allowed extraction of significant citations by associating the data with
research objectives and research questions. While thematic content analysis was used to find common patterns
across a data set.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Part One
A. General Perception Toward Open Data initiative on Civil Servants
Research question 1: What is the perception that public servants hold toward the Open Data initiatives in
term of its context, knowledge and process?
The first part of the analysis is answering the research question number one above. The interview started by
assessing on how effective organisation publish and consume their open data with The Open Data Maturity Model
developed by the Open Data Institute and the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs. The model
successfully used in assessing operational and strategic activities around open data of an organisation. Hossain
& Chan (2015) emphasise that organisational readiness will have positive influence on organisational adoption
of open data.
Participant were shown a grid Table 4 and asked to identify the organisation’s levels of maturity of their
open data initiative. All participants indicated that their agency somehow has already embarked on the journey
and positioned themselves either at the beginning of the journey (Initial stage (2 agency)) or have gone to few
miles from starting point (Repeatable (2 agencies) or Managed (2 agencies)) but yet has manage to step foot on
‘Optimising’ stage.
Table 4: Open Data Maturity Model

Stage

Description

Initial

The desirable processes are non-existent or ad hoc, with no organisational
oversight.

Repeatable

Processes are becoming refined and repeatable, but only within the scope
of individual teams or projects. There are no organisational standards.

Defined

Processes are standardised within the organisation based on best practices
identified internally or from external sources. Knowledge and best
practices start to be shared internally. However, the processes may still not
be widely adopted.

Managed

The organisation has widely adopted the standard processes and begins
monitors them using defined metrics.

Optimising

The organisation is attempting to optimise and refine its process to increase
efficiency within the organisation and, more widely, within its business
sector.

The data document, the transcription of the interview was further analysed by identifying the important
words, phrases and paragraphs, highlighted and compared over the transcription and against each other to come
out with common themes and codes. Six themes emerged from the interviews and listed in the table below.
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Table 5: Coding & Common Themes on Perception

Domain

Sub-domain

Perception • Ministry’sperformance
• Government’s performance
• Industry’s performance
• Economic performance

Theme

Selected Quote(s)

(1) Performance
Indicator

“If we can, we want to share our
successes, our achievement. It is the
need of the people. For example, in any
parliamentary constituency, what has
the Government done, what has
ministry done”.
“Why are we confident that the data
we upload is quality data because that
is the key indicator of the commodity
sector. Key indicators for performance
and the commodity industry that we
raise his information.”.

• Ministry’s function and
•
•

•
•
•
•

importance
Transparency of government
services
Data as what has agency been
working on implementation

Data for policy
Policy-driven data
Political reason
For public, political and socioeconomy
Parliament duty
Legislative decision making
Trend and analysis

•
•
•
•
• Alternative data sharing
• Potential user
• In-trend with open data

(2) Organisational
excellence
corporate image
& branding

"Users also need to know that the
ministry has many functions where it
indicates the importance of the
ministry."

(3) Usefulness of
open data

“Government transformation plan, that
the data is necessary”
“The use of our data is very widespread.
Convey our level, which is the usual job
of parliament.”

(4) Importance of
the initiative

"I think it really meets the needs of
MAMPU and also that we are not left
behind in this open data technology."

(5) Quality over
quantity dilemma

“Currently the Statistical Unit has a
concern, we want data that gives an
impact according to the global
parameters.

technology

• Big data precursor
• Every data has value
• Fit the purpose for local and
•
•
•
•
•
•

international
MAMPU’s good move
Leverage the latest technology
trend
Dilemma to increase number of
datasets
Quality over quantity
Understanding on data quality
Fit for use data
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Domain

Sub-domain

Theme

• Data is quality depends on who
•

Selected Quote(s)
Giving an impact that's number one.
And then number two if there are these
criterias we can see the quality of data.
Like ourselves, we value quality over
quantity.”

provide it
Data quality depends on the user.

“Another possibility, MAMPU can first
study on the criteria used to achieve the
barometer instead of we put a lot of
data. That's what a lot of ministries are
noisy right now, not keep pushing.
Which is which people want, quality or
quantity. ”

• Students for study/research
•
•
•
•

purpose
Researcher
Inter-ministerial policy
Global agency
Open data is not only for public,
but inter-governmental

(6) Potential user

"It is also possible that this data is
needed by the World Bank to publish a
development report."
“R&D to the university, stakeholders,
local authorities”.
“More to students event together with
G2Gs many refer to the ministry
concern”
“usually MITI, Department
of Statistics,
MOA

MOF, MORRD, EPU,

also has a
referral .”

Based on the findings, with the exception of one participant, it is safe to conclude that both top and bottom
providing agencies are on the same page perceiving Open Data initiative, positively high.
(B) Determinants and Barriers in Publishing Open Data
Research question 2: What are the factors that drive (or deter) government agencies to disclose public data?
Second part of the analysis yielding ten (10) themes as per table 6 on the determinants and barriers of Open
Data initiative implementation.
Domain
Determinant/
Barrier

Sub-domain

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible data
Data shared is not P&C data
Published data considered as trial
Data availability
Accustomed to working with data
Data governance more than eight years
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Domain

Sub-domain

•
•
•
•
•
•

Theme

Top-down directive
Top management involvement
Ministry’s function and importance
JPM’s directive
Lack of CIO’s involvement
CIO’s participation

(3) Strategic management of initiative
and leadership

• Participation in MAMPU’s initiatives
• Open data provider recognition / award
• Government web portal rating

(4) MAMPU's role and responsibility

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(5) Governance for the initiative

•

Partial compliance of circular
Structured data governance
Collective decision lower the risk
Team commitment
Focal point appointment
Low level of staff involvement
Not part of agency’s key performance
indicator
Not a priority for certain agency

•
•
•
•
•
•

No claim / no labelling
Fear of too detail
Hassle on providing detail data
Fear of data misinterpretation
Additional work load
Negative perception on data shared

(6) Negative sentiment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(7) DTSA
Public awareness on DTSA
Don't capture download number
DTSA for government
DTSA’s interface is not user- friendly
DTSA not flexible
DTSA not cater data multiple form
DTSA clustering problem
DTSA interface – data hits & downloads
hit
(8) Data stewardship
Data sources
Lack of data for small agency
Sensitivity of data
Data validity
No record keeping
Duplication of data
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Domain

Sub-domain

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Theme

Responsible personnel
Retraining
Centralised – data management
Cut-off time
(9) Low awareness
Need to increase understanding among
providing agency
Openness among governmental agencies
is low
Openness vs. readiness
Awareness only among agents
Awareness among civil servant is low
(10) No user engagement activity
No idea on who uses the data
Data user and supplier interaction
Low public awareness

With one exception, generally Malaysian civil servant demonstrates highly positive perception toward the
initiative of open data. As perceived by the participants, their organisation, somewhat, has becoming familiarised
with the initiative. Some have not standardised the processes while some have widely adopted it, though without
proper governance. Six common themes identified regarding this perception. There are (1) Performance
indicator; (2) Organisational excellence corporate image & branding; (3) Usefulness of open data; (4 Importance
of the initiative; (5) Quality over quantity dilemma; and (6) Potential user. Furthermore, ten common themes
emerged for as determinants. There are: (a) Data availability; (b) High data literacy; (c) Strategic management
of initiative and leadership; (d) MAMPU's role and responsibility; (e) Governance for the initiative; (f) Negative
sentiment; (g) DTSA; (h) Data stewardship; (i) Low awareness; and (j) No user engagement activity

4.2 Part Two
Governments have been collecting and storing huge volumes of some of the most valuable data in the world.
This, of course, emerged with technological developments during the last few decades. It has never been easier
to collect data and, storage never cheaper. Computing power and widespread availability of open-source tools
have made opening data, so that it can be accessed, analysed and distributed by anyone, within or outside
government is essential to unlocking the deemed potential of data. Hence, these developments had been flowing
in the vein of civil service for few years now with the introduction of the only directive, spearheaded by MAMPU.
There is no question on our readiness as it has been vividly manifested and facilitated by the advancement of our
ICT capability and capacity, but we have yet seen the said societal, economical and institutional worthiness of
the technology. The outset of this research is to examine the civil servants’ perception toward the Government
of Malaysia’s Open Data initiative and explore the determinants that motivate the existing providing agencies to
publish their data on the DTSA while others still at the nascent of considering to heed with the circular
requirement or status quo.
Research objective 1: To examine the general perception hold by public servants toward open data initiatives.
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Eight participants from the agency of Ministry of Rural and Regional (MORRD) and Ministry of Human
Resources (MOHR) perceived that their organisations have reached the stage of Open Data initiative maturity of
‘Managed’, the highest among the participants, and next to the highest stage, ‘Optimising’ based on the Open
Data Maturity Model developed by Open Data Institute in 2015. The perceived stage gave the indication that
those government agencies have manifested and translated open data technology in their processes and has begun
to standardising it in the form of monitoring and metrics. This claim is evidenced by the setup of data-rich
environment within both ministries.
The MORRD has internal data warehouse called the ‘War-Room’ to collect data from all corners of ministry
and its agencies by quarterly. The data is then analysed and published in an annual publication for internal use
and a part of those data are published on the DTSA. Until this part of paragraph was written and published 337
dataset and the exercise of general data management has been in place for about eight years. MOHR on the other
hand has already published 556 dataset (early January 2019). Most data are from Jobs Malaysia’s and the
ILMIA’s databases. Another two providing agencies perceived that they are at the stage of ‘Repeatable’ – second
stage of maturity that demonstrates processes are becoming repeatable within certain scope of individual teams
with no organisational standards. These agencies are Ministry of Plantation Industries and Commodities (MPIC)
and Education Service Commission Malaysia (SPP).
Perception is considered highly positive among these two providers toward the publication on DTSA, might
be driven by the perceived usefulness of open data technology. Another perception is regarding the potential user
and re-user of their published data. Generally, all providers don’t have any clue of who is using their data, how
their being used and for what reason, rather than government-to-government information exchange, student and
academician. And more, they don’t have any activity which engage them to the user.
One remaining provider has a different tone on the initiative. Perceived as on ‘Initial’ stage of maturity,
Jabatan Bantuan Guaman (JBG), JPM, clearly reasoned out that the published data was merely complying with
Provider Based Evaluation (ProBE) criteria, an annual assessment by Malaysia Government Portals and
Websites Assessments (MGPWA) in improving the quality of the online service delivery system, and Open Data
is not the main focus of JBG, currently.
Research objective 2: To identify factors/determinants that foster and/or impede the publication of open
government data by the existing government entity.
What are the distinctive determinants or features that distinguished or differentiate between the top and
bottom providing agencies? That is the second notion of this study. By learning the providers’ perception, we
also learned what influence their selective attention, their characteristics, confirmation bias, perceptual error and
their mental model. All common themes of determinants identified in this study accord to what Ruijer et al.
(2017) categorised as government structural barriers. Figure 3 illustrates the possible ‘big picture’ when relating
between all determinants when putting them together. The first incentive is the data availability. Top providing
agencies have more data to offer than the bottom ones. With well-structured data management or data
stewardship within the organisation that demonstrated in the data-rich working environment, data is abundance
at the expense of each top providing agencies
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Figure 3: Determinants and barriers in the current open data initiative.

5 ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION
5.1 Part A
Other important determinant is the role and responsibility that have been played by MAMPU. Besides being
the national secretariat for Open Data initiative, other roles of MAMPU are operationalising the DTSA and as
policy setter. However, MAMPU needs to play the role of interventionist cum advocator even more in order to
increase more awareness not only among civil servant but public and other stakeholder as well. Higher awareness
will help to eradicate negative sentiment that might impede the implementation of open data
The ability to read, understand, create and communicate data as information is essential too in dealing with
open data. This is what data literacy means. It is not just a buzzword in this digital age of data. Despite the higher
computing power that available at our expense, government personnel need to master a particular skill or to
become proficient in open data technology platform, equipped with the understanding of the underlying principles
and challenges of data. This will in turn empower people to comprehend, interpret, and use the data they
encounter—and even to produce and analyse their own data. MAMPU and agencies need to advocate more data
science skills programs in their training calendar.
Perception on the demand side of the open data initiative among the participants resulted with disability to
identify who is using their data, how they are being used and for what purposed. Enacting a risk like previouslyobserved conundrum where government agencies failed to appropriately exploit innovative initiatives “due to the
one-sidedness or internal orientation of the ICT-driven public sector innovation agenda.

5.2 Part B
This study offers few insights for policy recommendations to policy-makers and managerial implications to
agencies. Sought on the providers’ perception gave us information on what influence their selective attention,
their characteristics, confirmation bias, perceptual error and their mental model.
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5.2.1 Considerations is not geared toward releasing impactful open data
When the question on ‘does the participant perceived that their released or published data were of high
impact, high quality or high potential’ administered, none of the providers could gave assurance that they believed
their perception were as such. The focus, back then, was purely on increasing the number of dataset regardless
the quality of the data. No guideline or criteria on how to select them, no proper governance and without knowing
who those data were for. Conradie & Choenni (2014) - suggested that it should take a nuanced approach towards
data release, avoid releasing data for its own sake, and take small incremental steps to explore data release. The
previous action had been offset by poor performance on the Open Data Barometer. Thus, to reap the fruit out of
open data, with the perceived usefulness and perceived potential user, MAMPU and agencies should instill the
idea of publish with purpose of fit for use’ data – from randomly publishing data to ‘publish with purpose’ (Open
Data Charter, 2018).
5.2.2 Demand-driven Open Data policy
This study fancies the idea of investigating the perception from the demand- side of the initiative. It is not
surprising to learn that most agencies have no idea of who are their data user Circular above put no emphasis on
empowering provider to know thy user and re-user. A sense that the open data task is complete once data is
published online misses out on the greater potential of open data to act as the start of conversations and
collaboration between those inside, and those operating outside of government. DTSA is purely a technical
intervention that supports citizen access to data, it can also create a barrier between citizens and ‘their’ data.
5.2.3 Data integration with ministries and agencies
Relevant data of different ministries and agencies has to be integrated and streamlined. MAMPU need lead,
enforce and continuously monitor the performance of data management and implementation of open data.
5.2.4 Government intervention and investment in digital infrastructure
Government should increase investment in digital infrastructure for all agencies where currently they only
been allocated with a small budget and a small ICT staff.
5.2.5 Replicating ‘success stories’ onto non-providing agencies
Even among the providers, as the findings suggests, Open Data initiative is well perceived by all, but one.
Hence, it is unruly and misleading to apply halo perception to generalise that civil servant shares the same notion.
The findings can serve as input for MAMPU and agencies, provider or not, to devise strategies to improve
perceptions by addressing the perceptual biases or translating it into actionable policy to promote the success
factors onto the non-providing agencies which would escalate the number of providing agencies, and
consequently boost the number of data set, and eventually enhance the availability of impactful dataset.
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6 CONCLUSION
We can conclude that this study posits that Malaysia could achieve progress and create significant value by
connecting these existing components, in particular the public sector must address a number of key issues related
to the existing fragmented policy environment, open data challenges and the still limited synergy, integration as
well as engagement around Open Data management. It also can be claimed that awareness across public sector
on how specifically that value can be created and leveraged to address specific policy challenges need to be
enhanced. As such intrinsic motivation for Open Data and Open Science implementation is very low, and clear
champion amongst line agencies have yet to emerge.
This study may serve as the precursor in understanding the current state of perception among public servants
the general picture of how well has the initiative of this emerging technology have been perceived and adopted.
This is to help to avoid pitfall of government’s digital strategy and awaken a sense of urgency, draw out practical
lessons on how open data can be published and used effectively in order to point toward how to do better. The
findings not only contribute to understanding of the emerging phenomenon but also provide policy
recommendations to policy-makers and managerial implications to agencies.
The study can be continued to cover the rest of the providing agencies that have yet to share their
perspective, views on the initiative. Later the findings may be able to draw a complete picture of the adoption of
the initiative which later might be augmented into a comparative study either between the non-providers; nongovernment agencies; or even with practices by other countries.
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Abstract
To compete in the global stage, Thailand needs an effective monitoring and evaluation system to identify
progress and capability of the Science, Research and Innovation system. (SRI system) The system could also act
as a guideline for collecting important national and international statistical data, as well as to for the preparation
of the country's capacity buildings in STI and in benchmarking with other countries. This research proposed
guiding principles for designing a systemic approach to monitoring and evaluating the development of SRI
System in Thailand. The comparative study was establishing framework from secondary data, based on National
Innovation System (NIS) and SRI Index in developing and developed countries which concern about context and
policy of Thailand. The proposed guiding principles including 1) the development of framework which provides
assumptions for creating a systemic approach in order to understand the SRI System in various dimensions; 2)
the guideline for developing the index (dimensions and indicators) that reflects the status of a country (the national
profile) and important goals for national development (strategic goals); and 3) the development of analytical
dimensions and indicators that reflect the overall picture of the SRI system. Based on the guiding principles, a
design of the systemic approach composes of 5 dimensions: Resources, Environment, Activities, Network, and
Performance, which are fundamental to successful implementations of monitoring and evaluation of SRI system.
Each of the 5 dimensions has a set of strategic indicators. In total, there are 17 groups of the indicators and 112
strategic indicators. Up-to-date context and expert comments will be required for the adjustment of the indicators
to suit practical applications in the future.
Keywords: National Profile Index, Strategic indicators, SRI Performance, National SRI Syste1
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1 INTRODUCTION
The recommendations on a mechanism for monitoring and evaluating of policy of Science Research and
Innovation, in both a normal working cycle and a crisis or emergency situation, indicates that amid the COVID19 breakout, the monitoring and evaluation mechanisms are to have control over all fiscal plan and the state
budgets for SRI, including that of the Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation, as well
as SRI related projects of other ministries. Despite strenuous efforts to monitor every budget plan, the evaluation
system did not seem to contribute to the development of SRI and a more effective fiscal management. The
recommendations thus suggest that improvement of the monitoring and evaluation system is urgently necessary.
The improve system should be able to demonstrate efficiency of SRI policy implementations on all levels and
able to provide comprehensive data for the country development. It is a critical to design a good system and more
importantly, a practical one.
A good monitoring and evaluation system must be used on operation, management and strategy. The results
have to be systematically analyzed and synthesized to generate overall status of the country SRI development.
An approach is to employ National Profile Index (NPI) as a framework to monitoring of development and the
capability of Higher Education, Sciences, Research and Innovations. This should take into account timeframe of
the development, that would define evaluation criteria, advancement, capability of Thailand’s SRI. In other
words, national profile provide analytical framework for Thailand to benchmarking with SRI development of
other countries. In the long term, this approach facilitates a time-series evaluation and comparative analysis of
SRI development and capability. Nevertheless, Thailand SRI evaluation system does not demonstrate a clear
framework for selection of evaluation index
This study focuses on defining a conceptual framework for selecting the country’s competency index for
science research and innovation (National Profile Index). It aims to reveal the status, strengths, and weaknesses
of the SRI system. The framework should lead to benchmarking system and more efficient SRI system of
Thailand in the future. It would have impacts on operation procedure that is goal-oriented, highly-effecient,
effective, good governing, and continuously improved. Therefore, one of the most important processes is to
utilizes the monitoring and evaluation results in policy decision making, budget allocation, etc.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
To construct a conceptual framework for the selection of National Profile Index, it is important to consider
the characteristics-, the progress-, and the capacity of the country in science research and innovation. These
factors are key elements in the big picture of the country's SRI system, Success of SRI should be measured from
Thailand as a whole, not the success of the Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation
(MHESRI). Impactful development of SRI can be reflected not only by the progress in the policy, direction of
the national, but also development of targeted industries at all levels, such as famer, SME’s, MNC.
In response to the policy of Higher Education, science, research and innovation strategies 2020-2027, there are
four platforms set forth, namely, a) Manpower and Knowledge Institution, b) research and innovation to meet the
challenges of Society (Grand Challenges), c) research and innovation to increase competitiveness, and d) research
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and innovation for area-based development and inequality reduction. Moreover, the government was moving
forward to reform the ISS system to be more supportive to the SRI, such as ecosystems, public administration.
This would benefit the ISS in adjusting the direction, developing policies and actual implementation of strategies
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Strategic Framework of monitoring and evaluation of SRI system

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Literature Review on National Innovation System (NIS) and SRI Index
The secondary data of NIS and SRI Index in developing and developed countries comparative study was
collected to establishing framework (in 2.2). The key procedures of monitoring and evaluating SRI system were
compared, for example, methodology of monitoring and evaluation of SRI system, Level of system development
(comparation to GII 2019 Index), Capacity focus etc. The review selected 3 countries in Asia, that are South
Korea, Japan and Malaysia; the non-Asian countries are United States of America, OECD member countries and
EU member countries.

3.2 Framework to develop a monitoring and evaluation of SRI system
The fundamentals to framework design can be drawn from literature and case studies of other countries.
Bear in mind that purpose of the framework is to measure the system capacity, to improve the system and to revise
monitoring and evaluation of ISS Thailand. This study used indicator catalogue of ISS Thailand in comparison
to the guideline from other countries. Fundamental ideas for constructing the framework are as follows.
1) Focus on evaluation of system development to support improvement and capability of the system
2) Define area of evaluation that is the areas that related to HE and ISS
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3) Set evaluation criteria (Index and Indicators) that is reliable, measurable, attainable. The criteria should
identify with;
• Level and turning point of the country’s development trend
• Strategy and pathways that align with future goal
• Capability and objectives of target groups e.g. MNC, LE, SME startup and Research Institute
4) Evaluation methods and procedure should conform to international standard in order to facilitate
benchmarking on global stage in the future.
5) Aware of validity and reliability of data and sources
6) Aim towards developmental evaluation rather than value judgement.

3.3 Designing of the National Profile Index
National Profile represents status, capability, and basic system of the country. It also represents level of
progress in SRI system towards achievement of the country strategic goal, which is defined in this research as
“capability of SRI and HE system. Higher Education in science and technology is a driven force for the country,
apart from specialised institutes.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Literature Review on NIS and SRI Index
The overview of research and development on monitoring and evaluating of SRI system in Asian and
others countries shows interesting comparisons on the Composite Index. This method of developed countries
may not be suitable in the context of developing countries. Therefore, it is crucial to revise and construct
Composite method Index in order to suit the context of Thailand. Revision of the composite index can be
undertaken based on the principles of economic growth model and the country's innovation system.
Results of the comparison on key issues of the systematic monitoring and evaluation system as shown in
table 2 and 3.
Table 1: The comparisons on key issues of monitoring and evaluating SRI system in Asian

Key Issues

South Korea

Japan

Malaysia

Methodology of monitoring
and evaluation of SRI
system

Composite Science
and Innovation Index
(COSTII)

Japanese Science and
Technology Indicators
(JSTI)

Malaysia Science,
Technology and
Innovation
Indicators (STI)

Level of system
development (comparation
to GII 2019 Index)

11th Best-Ranked
Economies

15th Best-Ranked
Economies

2nd Best-Ranked
Economies by
Income Group

(Developed/Advanced
Country Group &
High-Income
Economy)

(Developed/Advanced
Country Group &
High-Income
Economy)
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Key Issues

South Korea

Japan

Malaysia

Target group of
development

High Technology-based
LEs

High Technology-based
LEs and SMEs

Knowledge and
Technology Intensive
Industry

Capacity focus

• Use the composite
index to specify
dimensions and weights
to each dimension
• Compare South
Korea's overall level of
S&T innovation
capability with OECD
countries
• Country Profiles show
published data to
analyze the strengths
and weaknesses that
need to be developed in
each dimension.

• Use the time series of
metrics and statistical
values relative to key
countries (predominant
in each area)
• Conduct a case study
based on the technology
transfer process and
identify the output
compared to key
countries.
• Emphasis on
measuring results from
outcome indicators,
including explaining the
outcome derived from
the commercialization
process

• Identify the STI
Ecosystem framework as
four areas, where key
issues and indicators are
identified in each area.
• Use the time series of
metrics and statistical
values relative to key
countries (predominant in
each indicator)
• Identify performance and
focus at potential areas to
use as a guideline for
further development of the
systemic approach of NIS
in Malaysia.

The agency
responsible for
monitoring and
evaluation

Korea Institute of
Science & Technology
Evaluation and
Planning (KISTEP)

National Institute of
Science and
Technology Policy
(NISTEP)

Malaysian Science and
Technology Information
Centre (MASTIC),
Ministry of Science
Technology and
Innovation (MOSTI)

Reference

KISTEP, 2018

NISTEP, 2019

MASTIC, 2016

Table 2: The comparisons on key issues of monitoring and evaluating SRI system in countries outside Asian

Key Issues

United States of America

OECD member
countries

EU member countries

Methodology of
monitoring and
evaluation of
SRI system

State Technology and
Science Index (STSI)

Comparative performance
of national science and
innovation systems

European Innovation
Scoreboard (EIS) และ
Regional Innovation
Scoreboard (RIS)

Level of system
development
(comparation to
GII 2019 Index)

3rd of 10 Best-Ranked
Economies

8th of 10 Best-Ranked
Economies OECD

7th of 10 Best-Ranked
Economies by Income
Group

(Developed/Advanced
Country Group & HighIncome Economy)

(Most of all were in
Developed/Advanced
Country Group & HighIncome Economy)

United States of America

OECD member
countries

Key Issues
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Target group of
development

High Tech-based
Enterprise (focus on SMEs
and Startup)

Innovation-Driven
Enterprise

Innovation-Driven
Enterprise (focus
SMEs)

Capacity focus

• Use the composite index
method to specify
dimensions and weights
• Ranking on overall scores
with each dimension based
by state for S&T capacity
and ecosystems to promote
commercialization and
creation of high-skilled
jobs. It also shows the
foundation and readiness to
compete in the future
innovation economy.

• The metric group dataset
was adjusted by using the
normalized method to
compare to OECD mean
(100 scores is the standard
mean)
• Country Profiles
published data analysis of
strengths and weaknesses
of the National STI
System in each OECD
member country's
established dimensions,
and used to measure
innovation and
development results from
comparing the SRI
indicators with foreign
countries.

• Composite index
method is used for each
dimension and all
dimensions weight are
the same.
• Use EIS, along with
RIS, to support the
development of
policies that promote
and enhance innovation
in Europe.
• Country profiles
showing performance
metrics scores, context
metrics scores, and the
changing of capacity
compared to the past.

The agency
responsible for
monitoring and
evaluation

Milken Institute, the
leading of think tank in the
US

OECD.Stat

Office of European
Union

Reference

Klowden et al., 2018

OECD, 2015

European Union, 2016

Thailand economic growth rate has been lower than other ASEAN low-and-middle-income countries.
Economy restructure has been ongoing in the past 3 decades but the structural transformation has not yet
completed. Thailand witnessed concentration of low labor productivity in agricultural sector. Sharp raised of
national minimal wage, which had shaken growth of labor-based manufacturing sectors. Stagnant economic
growth and increasing income socioeconomic gap pointed to insufficient investment in basic facility and human
capital, poor quality education and healthcare services. Growth of investment has slowed down, for examples,
Foreign direct investment, high-technology exports. This situation was not beneficial to the goal of becoming
high-income country which depends on 5 driving factors;
1) Research and development
Thailand high-tech industry and business, including agricultural industry relied mostly on imported or
absorbed technology from foreign tech firms. Research funding was 0.25% of GDP, and was not increased in the
last decade, which was considered as low investment. Although there were some investment on research facilities,
but limited research funding caused stagnant progress in applications of basic research to marketable innovations.
Strategic supports are needed to pave ways for research and development in both government and private sectors.
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2) Work skills mismatch
There were a large number of graduates who were unemployed or cannot find the job that match their
degrees. Gaps between workforce market and education has been widened. In smart industrial age, Thai
workforces held much lower quality of science and mathematics skills in comparison to those in high-income
countries. Although education fiscal plan designate almost 5% of GDP, this may not be considered as high
investment but definitely not low. Strategic collaboration of business and industry and education sectors should
be formed urgently to increase the number of workforces in science and technology, and might as well intervene
in quality of life and standard income of those who work in this area. Communication skills, particularly low
English proficiency of graduates, must be reformed.
3) Legal restrictions on expansions of Service industry
Thai law and regulations on services industries caused difficulty in free market competitions that would be
benefit to the customers and the industry itself. This is particularly true in tourism, transportation, communication,
and telecommunication, and financial industry. Government policy on competitions and concessions should shift
direction towards high collaboration with private sectors to increase productivity, high quality workforces and
strategic investment.
4) Lack of Facilities for Smart Industry and business
Appropriate Facility for 21st Century ways of living is vital to socioeconomic growth. It accommodates
healthy competitions, and increase efficiency of transportations, data management, energy resource management.
Geographically, Thailand is a high potential hub of transportation and business in the Southeast Asian regions,
however, technologically, the facilities must be upraded and improved to meet the need of the new world.
5) Missing Middle:
Thailand business and industry was dominated by large and small enterprises. If there are larger number of
medium enterprises, market expansions can be realized on international scales. Medium enterprises have capacity
to employ, cooperate, and compete on impactful scale. Government should support potentials small enterprises
to become the medium and provide financial supports, legal and regulations, knowledge, access to technology to
the medium enterprises.
Analysis and study of Thailand ‘industrialization and technological catch-up’ by Asia Development Bank,
shows that the state of development of Thailand (in 2015), measured by technology and economic indicators such
as research and development investment, technology absorption, business potentials. The study recommends that
revision indicators used in the monitoring and evaluation system of SRI so that the results truly reflect the state
of development in present context. The recommendation presents a guideline that can be transferred into
indicators as follows;
•
•
•

R&D Expenditure in the Public Sector
R&D Expenditure in the Business Sector
University Industry Linkage Activity (Network/Process)

•
•
•
•
•

High Tech Exports (%)
Patent Applications
Intellectual property Rights
Employee Training
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
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•
•

Ease of Doing Business Index (EDB)
Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship (Motivational Index)

•
•

Global Entrepreneurship index (GEI)
ICT development index (IDI)

•
•
•
•

Quality Infrastructure Index
Logistics Performance Index (LPI)
Venture Capital
SMEs Innovative collaborating with others as % of Total

4.2 Framework to develop a monitoring and evaluation of SRI system
Based the reviewed principles, this research team designs a monitoring and evaluation system that aims at
development of higher education, science, research and innovation in Thailand. Its novelty is that no such attempt
has been done at this scale. It is expected to provide a conceptual framework for monitoring and evaluation, that
is align with the up-to-date context of Thailand, as well as, to be flexible and adaptable to be used for of SRI
system, in a long run.
a) Framework development of monitoring and evaluation of SRI system takes into account the elements
and concepts of M&E process to integrate with the understanding of the NIS system of the country. The integrated
ideas provide a firm theoretical ground on which to create a systemic approach that is able to tackle multidimensional and overall analysis of the SRI. The integration of theoretical and practical understanding resulted
in awareness of interconnectivity of the country’s strategic goals and target industries. Such realizations also
influence the learning process and capacity building of assessors and related personnels. The dynamic of the
interconnectivity shift the focus from innovative output to outcome and impacts on multidimensions.
b) Framework for selection of index and indicators; Development of Index and indicators is undertaken
within the national profile framework. The index should reflect the country’s strategic goals, directions and
objectives. The index are common and specific index, which relates to goals, development sectors and target
groups. Selections of the index requires experts’ review and advices through appropriate means and platforms
available.
c) Analysis of elements and indicators aims to identify valid relationship between the indicators and strategic
goals. This study gathered and reviewed indicators that have been used in Thailand in the past years. The analysis
categorise the data on annual basis to create Time-sries analysis. Based on the study, it recommends that;
•

Based on the Time-Series analysis, the completed set of indicators can be adapted to be used as a
country's monitoring and evaluation criteria. The annual analysis of the National Profile would show
that the overall development of the country's SRI system has been monitored and evaluated each year.

•

Key indicators for benchmarking with other countries should include information from the same source
as the key countries in order to validate the benchmarking. Each Indicator can be compared individually
with specific countries or groups. The comparative study of trends can be carried out based on TimeSeries data or can be benchmarked in the form of a Composite Index for specific dimension comparisons.

Result of the analysis should be prepared for public presentation. Communication to the public is significant
to the development of socioeconomic adaptability of the people and also cross-examine the transparency of the
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M&E system. It could be presented in visual form, Scoreboard or dashboard. Another important step is to define
the focus of monitoring and evaluation (Strategic Sector/Target Group). It ensures the alignment with the
direction of national development. Therefore, there was a series of discussions with key stakeholders and experts
to critique and endorse the conceptual framework. In addition, effectiveness of the procedure could derive from
simple, easy-to-use format of report. The results and scope of information that supports the monitoring and
evaluation system should be emphasized clearly, for future implementation and development.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework of strategic indicator for monitoring and evaluation SRI system design
(Applied from Arocena and Sutz, 2015).

4.3 Designing of the National Profile Index
As mentioned above, the national profile index consists of two components; 1) Common Index that reflects
the overall condition and progress of the country, 2) Specific Index that reflects the situation and progress in the
strategic sector and the target groups that the country wants to develop. Each component has a set of indicators
that reflects the capabilities of the SRI system, known as the Strategic Indicators.
The strategic indicators of the Common Index can be perceived from 5 dimensions; Resources, Ecosystem,
Activities, Network, and Performance. These are basic elements leading to the implementation of the system
development. Each of the 5 dimensions holds 17 different groups of indicators. There is a total of 112 strategic
indicators. (Table Figure 3)
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Figure 2: Monitoring and Evaluation Framework of Strategic Indicator
Dimentsion-1 Resources
Human resources is fundamentally important to the activities of HE and SRI. In terms of critical mass, it
is important to consider the number of research and development staff, R&D staff that is of high qualifications,
Ph.D graduates in all fields. These staff are the factor that elevate the organization capability for examples
university, research institute and private company with R&D department.
Organization is a complex systemic view of SRI. University, institute and private company are the
mechanism that can drive SRI systematically.
Knowledge as resources is intangible asset of the system. Knowledge creation and conservation within the
organization lay a firm ground on which SRI can leap forwards. This type of assets appear in the forms of
publications (both work experiences and laboratory experiment), patents, copyright, intellectual property of all
kinds.
Dimentsion-2 Environment
Area-based Ecosystem is enabling system or any mechanism that encourage area-specific innovation and
provide opportunity for the target group to up-skill, re-skill, new-skill related to innovations. For examples,
development of regional capital city, special economic areas, community-based enterprises.
Support System is an environment that has influences on development of research and innovation. For
examples, law and regulations, procedures and guidance, and networking and facilitation. The government must
be ready to stimulate, support, and protect the intellectual property in the digital age.
Infrastructure and Culture includes physical infrastructure that would materialize the ideas, and culture that
support SRI activities in public and private sectors.
Finance and Funding focuses on the systematic approach to support, monitor and commercialize the research
ideas and innovations. It comes in the forms of project fund, seed-money maching fund, or academic support
program that drive innovations and socioeconomic development.
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Dimentsion-3 Activities
Higher Education Quality includes any activities that identifies the quality of higher education, human
reseource development, novel research and innovative mechanism for socioeconomic development.
Entrepreneurship is activities of entrepreneur, businessgroup, producers and supporting system to nurture
entrepreneurs, for examples, public interest and competition in entrepreneurial markets, participation and self
development, and start-up business that has impacts on socioeconomic development.
Innovators means activities of innovators that contribute to competitiveness of the country in the areas of
industry in international scale. Target groups are those who has direct impacts on the areas such as multiinternational corporations: MNC, large entrepreneurs: Les, Small and Medium Entreprise: SMEs, and STARTUP.
Finance Investment is all financial issues and supports that contribute to the advancement of SRI. In the long
term, financial investment could support knowledge creation, commercialization of research results from public
and private sectors. For examples, all budgets for research and development, financial support for innovation
(separated from R&D), venture capital.
Dimentsion-4 Networking Process
Linkage to industry and community is cooperation between government, private sector, triple helix model of
innovation (university, industry and government). These types of co-operation, for example, aim to impact
knowledge exchanges, to elevate skills and competition capability in existing resources. It also aims to put
forwards encouraging environment that nurture co-research, research firms, licensing of technology from the
owner, student exchange and workshops.
Technological Co-operation means relationship that initiates technology transfer, shared knowledge, coresearch, innovation development team of cross-organizations. The co-operation must yield benefits to those
within the network in terms of innovation and commercialization. End result for example is spin-off company for
new products.
International Co-operation aims to increase synergy across political borders and to form healthy competition
on global scale. Joint invenstment and co-research of such scale would bring to light a greater result and broader
markets.
Dimentsion-5 Performance
Knowledge and Innovation Creations, as a performance criteria measurement, is the end-product from the SRI
and HE activities. For example, Patents, Publications, Quality of Patents, revenue from licensing, profit and
market share of innovations, number of start-up that grows into big company.
Equity and Sustainability means output and outcome from activities of SRI and HE that lead to sustainable
development, reduce gap between socioeconomic class, environmental friendly and contribute to grassroot
economy.
Knowledge and Technology Utilization means output and outcome from business and industry that are based
on research and innovation. For example, value-added products, technologically equilibrium balance of trade,
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knowledge intensive service:KIS, export of high-medium technology, and also the number of technological
skilled workforces in the industry.
From the framework and principles, the research team identify key index and indicators which conformed
with outcome parameter and aligned with strategic goals and Objectives and Key Results: (OKRs) stated in the
policy of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation (2020-2030). This data-set can be used for;
benchmarking on international level and time-series evaluation model. There are 11 index selected from National
Profile Index and Strategic goals as follows;
National Profile Index
1) Total R&D Personal or Researcher (Head Count/FTE)
2) University/Research Institution
3) Critical Thinking in Teaching
4) Number of Publication in the past 10 years in 10% top Journal (STOCK) as % Total
5) International scientific co-publications % as Total
6) Number of Publication in 5% or 10% top Journal
7) Technology balance of payments as a percentage of GERD
Strategic Goals
8) Human Development Index: HDI
9) Global Innovation Index: GII
10) Inclusive Development Index: IDI
11) Income Poverty: Proportion of Population Living Below the National Poverty Line
There are emerging indicators detected from National Profile Index that should be taken into consideration.
This set of index have not been analyzed. No baseline information is available. It is recommended that project
owner and data provider should be assigned to tackle this area of monitoring and evaluation. There are 8 emerging
indicators as follows;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Area-Based Innovation District
Quality Infrastructure Index
(Social cohesion
Business incubators and accelerators
Non-R&D innovation expenditure
Employment in knowledge-intensive activities (manufacturing and services as % of total
employment)
7) Employment High-Skill activities (manufacturing and services as % of total employment)
Table 3: Strategic Indicators and their 5 dimensions

Dimension
Resources

Index Group
Human Resources

Essential Indicator
-

Total R&D personnal (FTE)
per capita or 1,000 population

-

Adult population at tertiary
education level (%)

-

New Doctoral graduate rate
in science and engineering
(%)

-

-
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Additional Indicator
Total R&D researchers
(FTE) per capita or 1,000
population)
New Doctoral graduate rate
in science and engineering
(%))
Intensity of specific
fields expert
Overseas postgraduate
students)
Overseas Teacher/Professor
Lifelong learning
Lifelong learning
(Workforce)
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Dimension

Index Group

Essential Indicator
-

Organization

-

Knowledge
Resources

-

-

Environment

Area-Based
Ecosystem

-

Support System

-

Infrastructure &
Culture

-

Finance &
Funding

-

Top 1,000 universities
Top 1,000 Research
Institution
Number of companies
ranked in R&D ranking of
the top 2,000 world
companies
Number of Publication in
the past 15 years (STOCK)
Number of Publication in
the past 10 years in 10%
top Journal (STOCK) as %
Total
Number of Patents in the
past 15 years (STOCK) (Resident Applications)
Area-Based Innovation
Supporting
Area-Based Innovation
District

-

Ease of Doing Business
Index (EDB)
E-government development
index
Intellectual property rights
ICT development index
(IDI)
Quality Infrastructure Index
Logistics Performance
Index (LPI)
National culture
Science in schools
Social cohesion
Strategic Fund
Priority /
Commercialization Fund
(Frontier / BCG /
Spearhead)

-

-

-

Higher Education
Quality

-

Entrepreneurship

-

Skillset of graduates
Critical Thinking in
Teaching
TEA (Total early stage
Entrepreneurial Activity)
Business incubators and
accelerators
Business formation (per
100,000 population)
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Specialization (Research
Paper by Elsivier/Patent)
Field-weighted citation
Impact
Field-weight citation Impact
Specific BCG

Number of large-scale
projects promoting spatial
innovation level
Number of communities /
localities that STI has been
developed
Motivational Index
Global Entrepreneurship
index (GEI)

-

ICT investment (per GDP)
Investment in
Telecommunications

-

The proportion of the
budget actually received to
the budget set
The Proportion of
commission research / call
for proposal
Number of large-scale
projects
Total Public Expenditure on
Tertiary-Level Education
University education
High-Tech Business
formation (per 100,000
population)

-

Activities

Additional Indicator
Total R&D personal in
business enterprise
Student Mobility
Outbound/Inbound
R&D Firms (%)
Innovation Firms (%)

-
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Dimension

Index Group
Innovators

-

-

-

Essential Indicator
MNC and Les and SMEs
introducing products or
process innovations as % of
Total
MNC and Les and SMEs
introducing marketing or
organizational innovations
as % of Total
MNC and Les and SMEs
R&D in-house as
percentage of Total
Startup Incubator &
Accelerator

-

Finance
Investment

-

Network
(Process)

Linkages to
Industry/Society

Technological
cooperation

-

International
cooperation

-

Performance

Knowledge &
Innovation
creation

-

GERD as a percentage of
GDP
R&D expenditure in the
business sector
R&D expenditure in the
public sector and higher
education
Non-R&D innovation
expenditure
The number of joint
research projects
% of Joint Research
% of Contact Research
% of Licensing out
Established network
(Technological
cooperation)
Innovative MNC and Les
and SMEs collaborating
with others as % of Total
Foreign direct investment
as a percentage of GDP
Number of patents with
foreign co-inventors
International co-invention
(%)
International scientific copublications per million
population (or per GERD)
Patent Applications per
Capital
Number of SCI papers per
R&D personnel
Trademarks (per GDP)
Publications in the top
journals (per GDP)
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-

-

Additional Indicator
SMEs introducing products
or process innovations as %
of SMEs
SMEs introducing
marketing or organizational
innovations as % of SMEs
SMEs innovating in-house
as percentage of SMEs
LEs introducing marketing
or organizational
innovations as % of Les
LEs innovating in-house as
percentage of Les
MNCs introducing products
or process innovations as %
of MNCs
MNCs introducing
marketing or organizational
innovations as % of MNCs
MNCs innovating in-house
as percentage of SMEs
Venture capital (% of GDP)
Industry-financed public
R&D expenditure (per
GDP)
Percentage of BERD
financed by government
BERD as a percentage of
value added in industry
Public-private co –
publication per million
population
Internship/Training
Innovative collaborating
with others as % of Total)
University/Academic
Institution Spinout/Spinoff)

License and patent revenues
as % of GDP)
Scientist publication among
the top 10% most cited
publications worldwide as
% of total scientific
publications of the country
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Dimension

Index Group
-

Equity &
Sustainability

-

Knowledge and
Technology
Utilization

-

-

Essential Indicator
Number of patents in force
per 100,000 inhabitants
Sales of new-to-market and
new-to-firm / Sales of new
to market and new to firm
innovations as % of
turnover
Human Development Index
(HDI)
GINI coefficient
Energy intensity
GDP From Agriculture (or
%Growth)
Medium and high
technology value added
Technology balance of
payments as a percentage
of GERD
High-tech exports (%)
Employment in knowledgeintensive activities /
Employment in knowledge‐
intensive activities
(manufacturing and
services as % of total
employment)
Employment High-Skill
activities / Employment in
High-Skill activities
(manufacturing and
services as % of total
employment)

Additional Indicator

-

-

Exposure to particle
pollution (PM 2.5 / air
quality index (AQI))
CO2 emission intensity
Water consumption
intensity
Income of farmer
Ecological footprint
Knowledge-intensive
services exports /
Knowledge‐intensive
services exports as % of
total service exports
Growth in specific sector
industries

5 CONCLUSION
This research attempts to propose a monitoring and evaluation system for development of higher education,
science, research and innovation. To ensure practical application of the system, it put emphasis on the guiding
principles rather than concrete recommendations, which would have had difficulty in adapting to changing
directions of the SRI and Thailand 20 Years strategic plan.
First principle is three-tiers policy monitoring and evaluation. Applications of the monitoring and evaluation
system should include all three levels, that are, Strategic policymaking, Policy deployment and Implementations
of the policy. By aligning the monitoring on all levels, evaluation will show authentic results of the policy in use.
Second principle is the system of four components; there are four crucial components of the system that requires
monitoring and evaluation, that are1) progress and proficiency of the SRI system, 2) strategic key results 3)
progress of policy deployment and 4) In-dept monitoring and evaluation through research-based approach.
Third principlze is structure alignment of the system; monitoring and evaluation should clearly reflect “what
actually happened on multi-levels” in accordance with SRI vision, missions, policy goal and Thailand strategic
plans. Such approach is practically difficult but viable with monitoring and evaluation methods that resemble
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structure of the national profile. It is the requirement of data in terms of dimensions, scopes and depths from
strategic to implementation.
With these three principles, a conceptual framework is formulated to assist the design of SRI monitoring and
evaluation system. The conceptual framework can be described as to have 5 dimensions, based on the three
principles. The dimensions are Resources, Environments, Activities, Networks and networking procedures and
Performances. Currently, SRI monitoring and Evaluation system is structured under this concept. Within each
dimension, there are 17 categories of index, each of which consists of 112 strategic indicators. However, these
indicators and indexes require continuous reviews to remain relevance to the changing context of Thailand.
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Abstract
The subsidy from the national government to universities in Thailand has long been allocated via the model
of itemized budgeting that requires the government to subsidize universities based on their items of expenditure.
However, the use of itemized budgeting in the allocation decision tended to be supported by inadequate support
of evidence-based information resulting in a mismatch between the development of universities’ capacities and
the national demands, the allocation without a specific goal, routine-based outputs and the lack of innovation in
manpower production. Accordingly, this study aims to propose a new model for redesigning the budget allocation
that supports the effective and efficient use of resources, the development of universities’ capacities and the
manpower planning in Thailand. To develop the new model, the qualitative data, collected through the broad
range of documentary review and the interviews from the experts and the key stakeholders, was used to analyze
and synthesize the new main features of the model. The experts and the key stakeholder also engaged in approving
the results of the study. The results from the study indicate that the efficient and effective model of the budget
allocation to universities is the performance-based budgeting. In this regard, the university performance should
be measured by the empirical criteria including the demand-signal based operational plan, academic performance,
university-industry linkage, universities’ infrastructures, the numbers of research utilization in every dimension
and the numbers of students. Moreover, the government should subsidize the universities through the demandside financing to match the university’s expected outputs with the national demands. More importantly, the model
of allocation needs to encourage the investment from the public sector in the form of public private partnership
(PPP) to ensure the utilization of research from the private firms and other sectors. In conclusion, the new budget
design, if used by the universities and related organizations, should improve the efficiency and effectiveness of
budget allocation and support the development of the university’s capacity with an emphasis on its missions to
promote the role of the universities in producing and developing the manpower for the sectors in high demand in
Thailand.
Keywords: Budget redesign, Performance-based budgeting, Manpower
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1 INTRODUCTION
The itemized budgeting is the prominent model of the budget allocation to universities in Thailand. This
model allocates a budget based on the items in the expenditure list of the university without adequate evidencebased information. The results from the monitoring of budget spending also indicated that the itemized budgeting
had not been able to support the development of universities capacities relevant to the national competencies and
national needs. In this regard, the dominance of the itemized budgeting resulted in an untargeted resources
allocation, a routine output and less innovation or manpower to achieve the national goals.
The government of Thailand has recently formulated a demand-directed high-skilled workforce
development plan in response to national needs and the need for life-long learning workforce. Given the condition
from the notification of the Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation (MHESI), the
preparation of an operational plan, a supporting document of the budget estimate, must emphasize the
enhancement of national manpower. Considering the direction of these initiatives, the system of budget allocation
for higher education should be redesigned to support the achievement of universities’ missions and expertise as
well as the national needs and the goals of national strategy. In this regard, this study aims to propose a new model
of budget allocation that stresses the expertise and competencies of universities as the major factors to enhance
the budget spending for higher education in an efficient and effective way and to improve universities’ capacities
for fulfilling the gap of the national manpower.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Resource mobilization for education and budgetary resources
Resource mobilization refers to all means for securing resources, such as money, equipment and personnel,
to support organizations The acquisition of resources might be carried out through an allotment, supplement,
establishment and other means of acquisition that support the efficient management of organizations.
The resource mobilization for education is all activities involved in securing monetary and non-monetary
resources, i.e., personnel, wisdom, knowledge, labor, equipment and building, to support the objectives and goals
of education management effectively and efficiently.
Educational resources are all factors directly and indirectly involved in education management, such as
budget, personnel, equipment, technology, land, buildings and learning resources, utilizing to support the
achievement of visions, missions, and goals of education management.
Budgetary resources for universities are the resources from multiple channels including all sorts of
universities’ income, annual subsidies from the government, donation, government funding, fee, tuition,
compensation, fine, fee for services, assessable income from a joint venture using the university asset, income
from the management of royal property and other sources of income 1.
The cases of graduate and workforce production in Thailand
The New Growth Engine Project2,3
The project was firstly introduced on 24th April 2018 after the government approved the principle of the
project aiming to produce high-skilled workforce for the new growth engine industry under the Thailand 4.0
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policy and the national higher education reform policy. The office of the permanent secretary, MHESI,
implemented the project by proposing the new scope and process of learning management that satisfy the demand
of labor market, manufacturing and industrial sector. The production of graduates to support the new growth
engine requires the development of hard skills, the job-related skills, and soft skills, the skills to promote the
efficient working process. The main objectives of the skill developments are to produce the new graduates and
workforce with high competencies and capacities for the new S-Curve industry, to create a platform for
developing the higher education for the future and to cooperate with firms and entrepreneurs in producing
graduates and workforce with self-learning capacities and 21st century skills.
The Student Loan Fund (SLF)4
Operating for the first time in 1996, the Student Loan Fund aims to provide a loan for the student who could
not afford tuition fee, educational expenditure and living cost from high school to universities. The grantee is
obliged to disburse the loan within 15 years with interest at the rate of 1 percent after graduating for 2 years.
After implementing SLF in 1996, the cabinet also approved the proposal to establish the Income Contingent
Loan (ICL) and integrated the management of SLF to ICL to unite the policy for educational loan under the same
law with the aim to provide a loan for education to the grantee with the following characteristics: the
disadvantaged grantee, the grantee who studied in the fields with high demand for manpower and the country’s
development, the grantee who studied in the shortage of professional fields or funding-focused fields and the
grantee with academic excellence.
The Equitable Education Fund (EEF)5
The Equitable Education Fund was founded to serve the needs of student in two ways. First, the fund aims
to reduce educational inequalities by providing fund to the students who could not afford the essential educational
expenditures. Second, EEF intends to improve the teaching quality and effectiveness. To achieve these goals,
the government subsidizes the fund to EEF directly while putting the administration to the hand of funding
administrators. The main target of EEF includes the infants, kindergartens, secondary and high school students,
vocational students, dropouts and the teachers in the underfunded schools. As the coverage of funding are large
and exhaustive, EEF developed the Proxy Mean Test (PMT) to assess the poverty level based on an average
household income and information related to household status. Using PMT as the main tool, EEF provide five
types of funding as follow.
The equitable fund the funding for the special disadvantaged students that allocates the half of funding to
schools for the expenditure of breakfast and other learners’ development activities and the other half to cover the
cost of living for students
The fund for high and innovative fields of study the funding for the students willing to study in the high
competency and country-targeted fields or the professional shortage fields in the provinces or the field of STEM
The fund for teacher’s retrenchment the funding for students in countryside with high academic
achievement intended to be a teacher
The community-based fund the funding to support both in terms of budget and the project administration
costs to an agency with a potential and high-quality proposal
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Her Royal Highness Fund the funding to the students graduating from vocational education with high
academic achievement and the interest in the country-targeted, STEM and digital technology fields
The Collaborative Project to Increase Production of Doctor (CPID)
Introduced in 1994, the Collaborative Project to Increase Production of Rural Doctor (CPIRD) was the
special project for enhancing the production of doctors to meet the national demand. Then, the cabinet also
approved the 2013 – 2017 Collaborative Project to Increase Production of Doctor plan (CPID) to increase more
doctors on 18th December 2012. After the implementation of the CPID plan, the numbers of doctor and the
proportion of a doctor to patients in Thailand gradually improved but the production of doctors in the regional
area was still lower from the predetermined goal. As a result, the Consortium of Thai Medical Schools (CTMS)
in cooperation with the Ministry of Education (MoE) and the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) formulated the
2018 – 2027 CPID Plan to continuously increase the doctors to meet with the national demand of medical and
health services. The new CPID plan also aims to solve the problem of doctors’ shortage and unequal distribution
of doctors in the different regions. These goals in the new CPID plan are relevant to the human resources
management plan, the human resources reform strategy and the missions of MoPH that predict the demand for
doctors in the next 20 years to support the capacity building of medical and health services in every sector. In
the same regard, the implementation of the new CPID plan also support the implementation of other significant
public health policies, e.g. the medical hub for ASEAN, the ageing society plan and the capacity to manage the
complexity of future diseases. To achieve these goals, the CPID plan has been involved in setting up the
community-based curriculum to support the production and the retrenchment of the doctors in the countryside
by improving the bonds between the doctors and community, encouraging the students in the project to study in
the medical field and returning to their hometowns after graduation, especially in the area with the high demand
for doctors.
The Engineer Graduates Production Project
After the implementation of the Sixth National Economic and Social Development Plan (1987 – 1991),
the shortage of personnel in the science and technological sector became serious, particularly in
engineering. More importantly, the quality of workforce in the science and technological sector was not
matched with the demand of labor market as the engineering graduates tended to lack the expertise and
skills to operate in the industry. Moreover, the fundamental knowledge of engineering programs in higher
education could not keep up with the pace of the new industrial and technological development.
Consequently, the Seventh National Economic and Social Development Plan (1992 – 1996) set the
guidelines and actions to develop engineering personnel in three ways as follow.
Supporting the institutions both in public and private sectors in expanding their production in
mechanical, electrical and electronical material (including computers) and industrial and chemical
production
Improving the quality of equipment for practicing and the quality of engineering graduates by adjusting
the selection procedure to focus more on the students with the appropriate aptitudes and interest in
engineering
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Increasing the support of the research and development of engineering programs in university,
especially in terms of knowledge and experience of lecturers, through the better compensation incentives
and the chance to work in other jobs for the knowledge and expertise development
Between 1989 and 1991, the project for accelerating the production of engineering and petrochemical
graduates was also put in action to increase the engineering graduates in both fields for satisfying the
national manpower demand, especially in the problem of personnel shortage and unequal opportunities in
access to engineering programs in higher education.
The Higher Education for Industry (Hi-FI)
Hi-FI is one of the mechanisms and platforms under the “Complete Education Platform for the
Development of Master Graduates and Research and Innovation Development of Industrial Sector”
project. Developing from the Science Education for Industry (Sci-FI), the pilot project in 2019, Hi-FI has
been implemented by the National Science and Technology Development Agency (NSTDA) in
cooperation with the Faculty of Science, Chulalongkorn University and the Office of National Higher
Education Science Research and Innovation Policy Council (NXPO). To implement the Hi-FI project, the
Hi-Fi consortium was used to expand the Hi-FI model through the network of universities for the
cooperation of manpower development with the industry. To support the Hi-FI development, the
mechanism from NSTDA ITAP Program was used as the main driver for managing the coordination with
the industry to produce the manpower in every university that intended to develop the manpower from
higher education. The Demand-Driven concept was also utilized to expand the network of higher education
institutions with the intention to match the graduate skills with the demand from the industry from the
beginning. The matching approach is the main framework in practices to guarantee that the production of
graduates will match with the demand of the industry and ensure that the production of graduates will be
a part of the sustainable development of manpower in the systematic way. Equally important, the concept
of Hi-FI also aims to encourage the knowledge transfer between the firms in the different industries to
improve the capacity of the country to compete with other competitors in the world. In short, the objectives
of Hi-Fi can be summarized as follow.
To develop a manpower production platform in cooperation with public agencies, educational
institutions and the industrial sector to promote the continuous and effective development of
innovation in the industrial sector
To improve the production of high-skilled graduate with the proper skills to work in response to the
demand of the industry and to be the main workforce in the research and innovation development
in the industry
To develop a process of innovation development in the industrial system for the firms and entrepreneurs
and create the means to transfer knowledge within the firms in the industrial sector
To strengthen the collaboration between universities and firms in making the research and development
under the norm of consortium
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To promote the development of modular curriculum or the new type of curriculum that can improve
the co-management of higher education between universities and firms
The development of personnel skills under the Eastern Economic Corridor Model (EEC Model) 6
The development of workforce under EEC model focuses on the development of skill and capacities of
personnel in the way that can match with the real operation in the targeted industry. The EEC model for the
development of personnel skills was created by the co-operation between the EEC vocational excellence center,
the Ministry of Labor, the Office of the Board of Investment (BOI), and the MHESI. The main target of the
model is to improve the skills of personnel in consistent with the demand-driven co-payment by the government
and private organizations in the ratio of 50 : 50. The EEC operational and co-ordination for the development of
personnel sills is the main driver in the operation of the model in practices. The mechanisms of EEC model to
develop the personnel skills can be divided into two types: type A and type B. Type A is the degree-curriculum
or the vocational certificate aiming to match with the industrial demand in the long-term development of
personnel. However, type B is the short course module and non-degree that the private educational institutions
co-create in the design of curriculum, the accreditation and the guarantee of one-year employment for the
graduates of the course.

Figure 1: The formulation procedure of universities budget estimate
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The formulation procedure of universities budget estimate
The procedure of the formulation of universities budget estimate requires the operational plan as the
supplemental document. The credibility of the plan, particularly in terms of capacities and missions of the
organization, must be reflected by evidence-based information in the operational plan. The proper operational
plan should include the clear demand signal framework to get a permission from the Committee of Higher
Education before proposing the estimate. In consequences, the cluster of universities need to make the
operational plan that includes an organizational strategy, goals and indicators of missions, the estimates of budget
for the operation of organizations (See Figure 1). Most importantly, the operational plan must be aligned with
the national policy, plan and strategy.

3 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The system of budget allocation to
higher education institutions in the
itemized budgeting

The lack of evidence-based
Information in the process of budget
consideration

The study to develop a model of budget allocation based
on universities expertise and capacities

The analysis of related projects in the production of
graduates and manpower from universities

The results from the analysis

The proposal of a new model of budget allocation to
universities in Thailand

Figure 2: Analytical framework
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4 METHODOLOGY
The study uses the qualitative research as the main research method. The documentary research from
academic documents, theory, and related studies was conducted to explore the status of budget allocation system
in Thailand. Moreover, the interview from experts and the key stakeholders was also used to analyze and
synthesize a new model for budget allocation to universities in Thailand. Finally, the findings from the research
were presented to the experts and stakeholders to validate the model from the research.

Input
The related information regarding the operations in
the production of graduates and manpower in
universities
The universities under MHESI
Process
The literature review and analysis of project
implementation of the production of graduates from
universities
The proposal of annual budget estimate for the
Output
A new model for the budget allocation to
universities in Thailand
The 2019 Higher Education Act in consistent with
Figure 3: Methodology

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The findings form the study show that the development of budget allocation in Thailand attempted to
develop the manpower as presented in Table 1.
Table 1: The allocation method

Project
The New Growth Engine

The allocation method
The subsidy from the government to support the development of
manpower both in terms of competencies and capacities in the
form of Degree and Non-degree.
The Student Loan Fund (SLF)
The loan under the revolving fund that the borrower must
disburse under the law’s term. The funding provides tuition fee
and the cost of living for the disadvantaged students.
The Equitable Education Fund (EEF)
The provision of funding to students (the disadvantages) and
universities to reduce educational inequalities.
The Collaborative Project to Increase
The funding to support universities in the production of doctors in
Production of Doctor (CPID)
the rural area and countryside.
The Engineer Graduates Production Project The subsidy for the learning management in the production of
engineers in the country-targeted fields
The Higher Education for Industry (Hi-FI) The supporting fund from the government in producing the
master-degree graduates through the innovation development
based on the demand from the private firms.
EEC Model
The government and the private firms share the payment at the
ratio of 50 : 50
Table 2: Funders
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Project
The New Growth Engine
The Student Loan Fund (SLF)
The Equitable Education Fund (EEF)
The Collaborative Project to Increase
Production of Doctor (CPID)

Funder (s)
The Office of Permanent Secretary allocates budget to the
universities in the project
The Ministry of Finance allocates budget to the universities
through the ELF
The Office of the Prime Minister allocates the budget to students
and universities via the EEF
The government allocates the budget to the Ministry of Public
Health in the form of the general subsidy operating by the CPRID
team

The Engineer Graduates Production Project The Budget Bureau allocates the budget to the universities in the
project
The Higher Education for Industry (Hi-FI) The Budget Bureau allocates the budget to the Program
Management Unit (PMU) and NSTDA to support the universities
and firms
EEC Model
The government and the private firms share the payment
Table 1 and Table 2 illustrates the overview of the budget allocation method and the sources of the
budgetary resources to the projects. It can be found from these tables that the government is still the main funder
that provide the budget through the higher education institutions while the private organizations are inclined to
pay based on the demand for manpower in the organizations.
Table 3: The strengths of the projects to support the production of the higher education graduates in Thailand

Project
The New Growth Engine

The Student Loan Fund (SLF)

The Equitable Education Fund (EEF)

Strength (s)
• The production of high-skilled labor
• The collaboration between universities and private firms in the
production of high-skilled labor
• The alleviation to the problem of educational inequalities and
the expansion of educational opportunities to the disadvantaged
household
• The grant to the disadvantaged students and teachers in the
remote areas and the lab for the educational reform (the
scholarship for further study in the preferred career)
• an increase in the numbers of doctors in Thailand

The Collaborative Project to Increase
Production of Doctor (CPID)
The Engineer Graduates Production Project • an increase in the numbers of engineers based on the national
demand
The Higher Education for Industry (Hi-FI) • The development of universities’ consortium to produce
manpower with the master’s degree in cooperation with the
industry through the innovation development in the private
firms to satisfy the demand from the private sector
EEC Model
• The development of skills and competitive capacities of the
personnel to match with the real practices in the targeted
industries
• The development of personnel skills under the demand-driven
model supported the co-payment from the private firms
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Table 3 displays the trend of the funding from the projects aiming to support the production of higher
education graduates in Thailand that increasingly allows the participation of the private firms to influence the
learning process and management.

6 CONCLUSION
The new model of the budget allocation to the universities in Thailand should emphasize the expertise and
capacities of the universities. The investment to the higher education should move toward the co-creation
investment that encourage both the financial and non-financial investment between the government and the
private firms to increase the engagement in the production of graduates. Moreover, the production and
development of manpower should be operated through the mechanism of ‘Income Sharing Agreement’ (ISA) in
the way the universities provide funding to the potential students studying in the fields with high employability
rate. These types of co-investments will help incentivizing the universities to increase their performance and
create more curriculum for supporting the labor market and the industry. 7,8
Having presented all the findings, it can be concluded that this study provides the important information
that should be used in the process of budget consideration to the university or the process of budget allocation in
the organization aiming to effectively and efficiently allocate its budget to increase the organizational
performance and the national manpower capacities from the higher education of the country.
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Abstract
Thus far, most decisions made within the walls of Thai higher education (HE) institutions have primarily
been supply-oriented. With the current supply-driven, itemized HE financing systems, the nation is struggling to
systemically produce high-quality manpower that serves the market’s needs, often resulting in education
mismatches and unemployment, particularly in STI-related fields. With the COVID-19 pandemic challenges
widening the education inequality (accessibility and quality) gap, HE becomes more unobtainable for
underprivileged students, permanently leaving some out of the system. Therefore, Thai HE needs a new financing
system that produces the “right people” for the “right occupations” through the “right ways”, regardless of their
socioeconomic backgrounds, and encourages the creation of non-degree courses to tackle these ongoing
challenges. The “Demand-Side Financing for Thai Higher Education” policy aims to do so by offering a new
paradigm of HE resource allocation via three mechanisms: i) standardized formula-based unit-cost subsidizations
that is specific to each study field ii) student loan programs that respond to the “demand signals” from the labor
market and the students, which are in line with the country’s priorities and iii) co-creative investments between
all stakeholders.
Through in-dept reviews, extensive studies and consultations with various experts, education committees
and related agencies, i) the method of demand signal analysis is identified, ii) the unit-cost of each student in the
sample study fields is approximated, iii) the method of budget analysis is formulated, iv) the interagency
workflows are established, and v) a supporting information database is created to suggest the number of graduates
each HE institution can potentially produce, the study fields and skillsets that are in demand by the labor market,
the employers’ satisfaction with the graduates from each institution, and the employment rates of each study field.
By responding to the needs of and involving all stakeholders, this policy is expected to steer Thai HE toward
producing more STI-related manpower in order to uplift Thai people’s quality of life and enhance the nation’s
global competitiveness.
Keywords: Higher Education, Demand-Side Financing, Performance-Based Financing, Sustainable
Development, Human Capital
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1 INTRODUCTION
Higher education (HE) plays a very crucial role in developing and increasing the competitiveness of all
nations by being the ultimate source of knowledge and multidisciplinary manpower, as well as the heart of
research, technology and innovation. Currently, Thailand is facing a major demographic change as it is
experiencing a sustained decline in birthrates and transitioning from “aging society” to “aged society” (20% of
the overall population consisting of people aged 65 years or older) this year (Office of the National Economic and
Social Development Board, 2020). Because of this, there is a major reduction in the size of school-age population
and a huge decline in school enrollment rates, particularly in the post-secondary levels. Consequently, all these
trends have already begun to reduce the size of the active labor force (people aged 15-60 years, who are willing
and able to work), especially lowering the number of high-skilled workers and, ultimately, reducing the country’s
productivity and growth rates (Bank of Thailand, 2019). Therefore, the Thai government and all related
stakeholders must quickly adapt to all these trends now through the use of HE to produce high-quality and highskilled workforce for the near future. This could be done by improving, advancing, or creating new degree
programs for the school-age population and non-degree programs for the working-age population, which would
promote lifelong learning to keep up with the multi-stage life today.
Nonetheless, Thailand still struggles with education inequality (quality and accessibility) that is heavily
related to socioeconomic inequality – one of the country’s biggest concerns. This makes Sustainable Development
Goal 4: “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”
almost unachievable. Although the government has tried to reduce the inequality gap by increasing the number
of HE institutions in rural areas to spread prosperity to different parts of the country and provide learning
opportunities for those living in remote areas, most of them still experience many financial burdens and lack the
incentives to obtain education. As a result, most of them become low-skilled workers. On the other hand, most of
the people living in urbanized cities – such as Bangkok – have both the ability and the willingness, more and
better options, as well as greater opportunities to work in high-paying occupations, which creates a never-ending
loop of inequality.
The Demand-Side Financing for Thai Higher Education policy aims to tackle these challenges to create
equitable education opportunities for people of all ages and socioeconomic backgrounds to propel the country
forward. With ongoing technological disruptions and digital transformations not only changing the nature of work,
but also replacing workers in some occupations with something that is more productive, reliable, and efficient,
this policy takes into consideration the skills that are still needed and the ones that are in demand for new types
of occupations as the “demand signals” of the country. By responding to these challenges and adapting to these
signals, this policy hopes to lead Thailand to a sustainable growth in the rapidly changing world.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
An effective and highly functional financing system has always been one of the most important tools for
policymakers to drive the country forward. Various versions of HE financing systems have been implemented in
the past – with the ultimate goal to incentivize HE institutions to increase their performances in producing more
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employable graduates that can help drive the economy. However, these systems have proven to be ineffective as
many Thai HE institutions still cannot produce the “right people” for the “right jobs”, through the “right ways”,
due to two main reasons:
•

All these financing systems in the past up until today still lack systematic management and have
primarily focused on the supply side of education, particularly utilizing the itemized budgeting method
to determine the amount of money and resources that would directly be allocated to the HE institutions.
This financial support from the government often only covers personnel and administrative costs and
does not take into consideration the performance of each institution, implying that this support
sometimes does not translate into better or more obtainable education for Thai students.

•

Most decisions made within the walls of HE institutions still do not take enough into consideration the
demand signals from or the real needs of the labor market and the students. Consequently, most Thai HE
institutions still struggle to produce highly employable manpower that serve both personal and the
country’s needs and reduce education mismatches, which tends to lead to misallocation of resources.

With the goal to overcome these pressing issues and by defining “demand-side financing” as the restructure
of the HE financing system or, in simpler words, the reallocation of money to HE institutions that leads to the
production and the nurture of human resources that directly respond to the country’s needs, the demand-side
financing for Thai higher education policy aims to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase resource allocation and utilization efficiency through standardized formula-based unit-cost
subsidization that is specific to each field of study to ensure high quality education.
Increase HE accessibility through student loan programs that focus on financially helping low-income
students and those who wish to study in the fields that are needed by the labor market.
Produce highly skilled and employable manpower that responds directly to the country’s needs and
priorities by taking into consideration the demand signals from the labor market and the students.
Stimulate co-creative (financial and non-financial) investments and create an income sharing agreement
mechanism (ISA) between the public and the private sectors to create opportunities for various
stakeholders to engage in the production of human resources with high employability.

3 METHODOLOGY
This study was carried out through extensive reviews of literature and other sources, such as the Annual
Expenditure Acts from B.E. 2550 (A.D. 2007) to 2564 (A.D. 2019) and the demand-side financing policy case
studies from Australia, Germany, and Norway. In particular, an in-dept analysis of the Annual Expenditure Acts
from the recent fiscal years was performed and classified into demand-side and supply-side resource allocation
for further investigations. Consultations with all stakeholders were done throughout the entire policy development
process. All of the studies and proposed models are made under the recommendations of various national
committees.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Thai Higher Education’s Current Situation
In the past five years, Thai government has invested more than THB100,000 million in HE
(). Although HE investments have contributed to approximately 4% of the country’s total public expenditure
(0.75% of the national GDP), effective resource allocation and utilization still remains a problem that leads to
both market and government failures in HE as more input does not translate into more “usable” output – the
students. One important reason that could justify these failures is the itemized approach that most Thai HE
institutions still adopt today. By closely looking through the Budget Procedures Act, B.E. 2561 and particularly
focusing on the spending patterns of each HE institution, it is evident that most of the resources, from both the
public and the private support, are used toward the supply-side of HE – such as personnel, infrastructure
maintenance and administrative costs. Consequently, a very small proportion of these limited resources are
actually dedicated toward the students, who will eventually be the key players of the labor market and can directly
respond to the country’s needs. Although there are some student-centric or demand-oriented programs available
– such as the Income Contingent Loan program that specifically targets low-income students (Student Loan Fund,
2018), the Collaborative Project to Increase Production of Rural Doctors (CPIRD) that aims to increase the
number of doctors in the rural areas (Ministry of Public Health, n.d.), and the Higher Education for Industry
Consortium (Hi-Fi) (Hi-Fi Consortium, n.d.) program that is designed to deliver high-performance and highly
compatible graduates to the country’s “new growth engine” industries (Permanent Secretary Office of Ministry
of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation, n.d.), the country still lacks those that are highly
functioning and effective. Thus, a new financing system that directly responds to all these demand signals and
leads to a more efficient and effective HE resource allocation must be established.

Figure 1. Allocation of HE budgets across different fiscal years (B.E.2550-2563, A.D. 2007-2019
(Source: Annual Budgeting Expenditure Acts B.E. 2550-2563, Budget Bureau, Thailand)
Since 1990 (B.E. 2533), the government has attempted to increase the number of autonomous universities
(AUs), some of which are transformed from public-owned universities (PUs), in order to provide self-governance
and full autonomy to the universities. Theoretically, AUs would operate completely independently and have their
own financing systems, while still receiving some financial support in the form of block grants from the
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government. Realistically, the top-down financial support from the government through the Budget Bureau of
Thailand is still highly itemized and does not come in the form of block grants as intended.
As seen in Figure 2, most AUs and PUs still rely on the government support. In 2019 (B.E. 2562), these
sampled universities’ revenues consisted of approximately 59% government support (public budgets) on average
– 50% for AUs and 65% for PUs. It is important to note that AU02, AU03, AU04 and AU11 received, on average,
30% of their overall revenues from the government support because they received most of their incomes from the
revenues generated by their self-run hospitals, while PU19 only received 32% of its overall revenues from the
government support as a high proportion of their incomes came from the high tuition fees.

Figure 2. Percentage of university incomes from different sources (B.E. 2562, A.D. 2019)
(Source: Annual Budgeting Expenditure Act B.E. 2562, Budget Bureau, Thailand)
The correlation between university revenues per student – the average amount of money from tuition fees and
government support each university requires to produce one student – and the degree of government support for
teaching and learning purposes from the overall government support (public budgets, as shown in Figure 2) is
shown in Figure 3. The amount of university revenues per student of each sampled university ranges from THB
45,000 to 190,000, with the exception of AU02 at THB 360,000, which is the predominant university in medical
training with five self-owned hospitals. Nevertheless, other universities – AU03, AU05, AU11 and AU13 – that
also specialize in medical training do not have the same, or even remotely close to, amount as AU02 does.
Although most AUs generally have higher revenues to spend on each student, they still rely on and receive
additional government support as much as PUs do. In the long run, this inequitable allocation of resources would
result in financial unsustainability, meaning that some universities might be left with insufficient financial support
from the government, which could potentially worsen their quality of education. Not only that, it is evident that
most universities in the rural areas tend to receive less support than those in the bigger cities, hindering the areabased development – another national priority, and widening the inequality gap. Subsequently, attempting to
move these students from the rural areas to the bigger cities would lead to higher investments of already limited
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resources. To address these issues, the current HE financing systems need to be reformed in order to maximize
both social and private benefits and efficiently respond to the students’ demands that are in line with the national
priorities.

Figure 3. Correlation between actual university revenues per student (unit cost subsidy) and degree of
government supports
(Source: Annual Budgeting Expenditure Act B.E. 2562, Budget Bureau, Thailand)

4.2 Successful Demand-Side Financing Policies in Different Countries
Through an in-dept review of these successful demand-side financing strategies of the three chosen countries
(Australia, Germany, and Norway), it could be concluded that, in order for this type of policy to be effective in
achieving its goals, it must consider the following:
•

Responsibility: The government and the students should not solely be the only two contributors of HE
expenses. Instead, the private sector – those who need these graduates to work for them in the future –
should take some of the financial burdens off of them by sharing the responsibility.

•

Autonomy: HE institutions need a large degree of freedom when it comes down to managing these
programs, which would generally lead to greater productivity and higher efficiency.

•

Demand Signals: There must be a demand signal analysis system to translate the needs from the labor
market into better education that would produce high-quality graduates who are the answers to those
needs.

•

Data: A reliable and constantly-updating data system needs to be established for any budgeting-related
decisions – such as course information, demand signals from the labor market, and HE institutions’
performances.

•

Output-Oriented: Unit-cost expenses of each student from each field of study should be calculated in
order to determine the number of output (the students) that the HE institutions can produce and fully
support.

•

Evaluation Quality: There must be a reliable monitoring and evaluation system to control and improve
the quality, efficiency, and effectiveness of the current budgeting system for the next fiscal year.
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4.3 Policy Focuses for Thai Higher Education
To uplift Thai people’s quality of life and enhance the nation’s global competitiveness through HE, a radical
transformation of the current HE financing system is required for a more effective and efficient resource allocation
and utilization that would ensure fairness and equitable access through financial burden reduction. The “DemandSide Financing for Thai Higher Education” policy aims to do so by offering a new paradigm of HE financing via
three main mechanisms: i) standardized formula-based unit-cost subsidizations that is specific to each study field
ii) student loan programs that respond to the “demand signals” from the labor market and the students, which are
in line with the country’s priorities, and iii) co-creative investments between the public and the private sectors.
To achieve these goals, this policy must accomplish the following:
•
•
•
•

Analysis of demand signals
Approximation of unit-cost subsidization
Thorough budget analysis system and improved interagency workflows
Establishment of supporting information database
4.4.1 Analysis of Demand Signals
The demand signals, in terms of occupation types, quality, and quantity of labor, could be

identified through three main approaches, including: i) employer surveys ii) manpower demand forecasting, and
iii) demand and supply platform development. Through these methods, the demand signals obtained would reflect
the current and the future demand of skills and competencies, particularly in the key industries that are considered
Thailand’s “new growth engines. These results will directly signify the HE institutions, allowing them to readjust,
reposition, and reinvent themselves in order to keep up with the constantly changing world.
4.4.2 Approximation of Unit-Cost Subsidization
As mentioned in Section 3.1, there are still significant differences in university revenues per
student (the average amount of money from tuition fees and government support each university requires to
produce one student) and the degree of government support for teaching and learning purposes across various
Thai HE institutions. Since different institutions receive different levels of support and use their resources in
different ways, unequal education quality is always the result. Thus, a standardized formula-based unit-cost
subsidization that is specific to each field of study is needed to ensure fairness of resource allocation that would
maximize both social and private returns. These subsidies will be given directly to the institutions, which will
also over human resource, direction operation, student services, and overhead costs. To comply with the
constantly changing needs from the labor market and the aging population, the standardized formula-based unitcost subsidization would also be applied to non-degree programs in order to support lifelong learning in the age
of multistage life through “reskilling, upskilling and new-skilling”.
4.4.3 Thorough Budget Analysis and Interagency Workflows
A new and more thorough budget analysis system along with improved interagency workflows
between HE institutions, the Ministry of Higher Education, Science, Research and Innovation (MHESI), the
Budget Bureau of Thailand, the Cabinets, as well as the Parliament, would really support and speed up the policy
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implementation process. After the HE institutions work with the Office of the Permanent Secretary of MHESI in
the budget preparation process, the Budget Bureau of Thailand will examine and analyze their budget requests
based on the current national strategies and priorities. Then, these HE institutions will receive the government
support that is compliant to the Budget Procedures Act, B.E. 2561, in which they have to specifically use toward
the demand-side of education – producing employable graduates who are needed by the labor market. In short,
the programs that are considered the country’s “new growth engines” and that are in line with the national
strategies and priorities would be subsidized more and the level of financial support for these programs would be
equally distributed to all universities across the country.
4.4.4 Establishment of Supporting Information Database
The establishment of the supporting information database that consists of information on tuition
fees, national and global occupation demands, wages, each study field’s employment rates, work connections
through HE institutions and other related information would not only help the prospective students in making
decisions related to their futures, but also indirectly guide the HE institutions into producing the “right people”
for the “right jobs”.

4.5 Policy Recommendation
Through in-dept reviews, extensive studies and consultations with various experts, education committees,
and related agencies, the “Demand-Side Financing for Thai Higher Education” transformation roadmap – as a
policy recommendation – was proposed and finalized. This roadmap will progressively be implemented across
ten years through three main steps:
Step 1 – Year 1: Preparation of guidelines for demand signal analysis, standard unit-cost approximation,
and co-creative investment between the public and the private sectors by all responsible agencies and authorities.
Step 2 – Years 2 – 5: Deployment of demand signals, standard unit-cost subsidizations, and other relevant
mechanisms for budget preparation, review and allocation by the Budget Bureau of Thailand, as well as
implementation of new governance and financing systems by HE institutions.
Step 3 – Years 6 – 10: Alignment of most HE financing systems with the “Demand-Side Financing for
Thai Higher Education” policy according to given guidelines, as well as implementation of demand-oriented
programs, such as the Income Contingent Loan.

5 CONCLUSION
Ultimately, in order to adapt to and thrive in the constantly changing world with continuous and rapid
disruptions that have already begun to change the ways of living and working, the entire Thai HE system needs
to take advantage of the apparent demand signals that are sent from the labor market, as well as the students, in
order to start reinventing itself to produce graduates who would still be desired in the disrupted workforce. With
the help of the demand-side financing policy, a new method of direct financial support to the Thai HE institutions
would be established to achieve these goals, on top of contributing to the Sustainable Development Goal 4:
“ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”. The heart
of this policy consists of three integrated systems that complement each other: unit-cost subsidizations, student
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loan programs and co-creative investments between the public and the private sectors. Therefore, it is expected
that there would be an increase in education quality, accessibility and resource allocation and utilization
efficiency, with a significant decrease in the financial burden on the students. With major progresses already
being made during the policy development stage, this project is currently being reviewed by the National
Education Transformation Committee and the higher Education Commission.
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Abstract

Japanese companies have the second largest number of overseas manufacturing sites in Thailand after in
China. To cope with labor cost increase, on one hand, they automate their production processes using robots. On
the other hand, they establish satellite manufacturing sites in neighboring lower labor cost countries. This
movement is called “Thailand+1” Strategy. The paper discusses these two movements comparing with the
experiences of Japanese companies in Japan in the late 1980s coping with rapid Japanese Yen appreciation. The
paper discusses that the automation in Thailand now is more systematic and needs system integrators and that
local engineers need to be trained as system integrators since the technological operation in Thailand is already
heavily localized. In the case of Japan in the late 1980s, shop-floor workers were needed to be mechatronics
operators since individual machines became IT (Information Technology) -based. For the “Thailand +1” Strategy,
only a part of production process, which is heavily labor-intensive, is moved out as a satellite factory, while in
the case of Japan in the 1980s a whole assembling process was moved out and many parts suppliers followed.
Another difference is that local engineers (Thai engineers) play an important role in technology transfer in the
case of the “Thailand +1” Strategy, while Japanese engineers transferred technology to overseas factories in the
case of Japanese companies in the late 1980s. Japanese companies have become globally operated from Japancentered.
Keywords: automation with robots, Thailand plus one, satellite factories, Thai engineers, Japanese
companies
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1 INTRODUCTION
FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) from Japan to Thailand is huge. The FDI from Japan to Thailand used to
occupy more than sixty percent. According to the Thailand Board of Investment (BOI) data, the amount of FDI
application of Japanese companies was 42 billion Baht, the largest, in 2019 first half.
The number of overseas sites of Japanese companies was the fourth largest in Thailand after the United
States, China and India in 2017 (Table 1). However, the perception is quite different when looking at the number
of overseas sites of Japanese companies per million people. Thailand has the largest number of Japanese company
overseas sites per million people, 56.9 (Table 1).
As far as the number of members of Japanese company chambers of commerce overseas concerns, the
Japanese Chambers of Commerce, Bangkok, is the largest as of April 2021.
Along with the FDI, technology transfer takes place. In order to see the quantity of technology transfer,
technology export data is examined. The amount of technology exports from Japan was largest for the United
States, 1,598 billion yen, in 2015. Thailand ranked the third place, 327 billion yen (Table 2). However, the amount
of technology exports from Japan per GDP gives a different impression. The amount of technology exports from
Japan to Thailand was more than eight times larger than that to the United States (Table 2).
The data of patent application to Thailand also shows that Japanese companies play a big role in Thailand.
More than 30 percent of patent application to Thailand was made by Japanese companies in 2009, while the
companies of foreign countries except Japan occupied around 50 percent. (Table 3). Among top 10 patent
applicants, Japanese companies occupied six places (Table 4).
The patent application by Japanese companies to Thailand means that Japanese companies intend to use the
technologies related to the patents applied for in Thailand. Thus, patent application by Japanese companies to
Thailand means technology transfer to Thailand from Japan.
The Japanese government promoted technology transfer from Japan to Thailand and assisted Japanese
companies to transfer technology from Japan to Thailand.
For example, the Japanese government executed a project to assist King Mongkut's Institute of Technology
Ladkrabang and Thailand Automotive Institute. The Association for Overseas Technical Cooperation and
Sustainable Partnerships (AOTS), partly financed by the Japanese government, send Japanese experts and
engineers to Thailand or receive Thai engineers and technicians from Thailand to Japan as trainees. The pair of
Japan-Thailand Economic Cooperation Society (JTECS) and Technology Promotion Association Thailand-Japan
(TPA), partly financed by the former Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI), transferred a lot of
manufacturing technologies and calibration technologies from Japan to Thailand (see Kondo (2010)).
As described above, Japanese companies established many companies in Thailand and transferred
technology vigorously from Japan to Thailand.
Based on this fact, this paper discusses the Japanese company strategy of automation with robots and
“Thailand+1” strategy (setting up satellite factories in neighboring countries) compared with Japanese company
experiences in the late 1980s to cope with acute yen appreciation caused by Plaza Accord in 1985. That is,
automation with robots and moving out factories overseas.
The paper points out that the automation in Thailand is conducted mainly by Thai engineers and that
technology transfer of Thailand+1 is mostly conducted by Thai engineers, while the automation and technology
transfer to overseas factories in the late 1980s were conducted by Japanese engineers.
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Table 1: Number of Japanese Company Overseas Sites

Country

Japanese Company Sites (as of
October 1, 2017)
32,349

Japanese Company Sites per one
million people (in 2017)
23.0

The United States

8,606

26.5

India

4,805

3.6

Thailand

3,925

56.9

Indonesia

1,911

7.2

China

Source: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Japan, and United Nations.
Table 2: Technology Exports from Japan

1,597,947

Technology Exports from Japan per GDP
(Standardized making the United States
1.0)
1.0

China

476,504

0.5

Thailand

327,284

8.6

The United Kingdom

234,061

1.1

Indonesia

146,243

1.8

Top 5 Destinations

Technology Exports from Japan
(million yen)

The United States

Note. The data of Technology Exports from Japan is 2015FY data and GDP data is 2018-year data.
Sources: The Survey of Research and Development of Japan and IMF.
Table 3: Patent applications from Japan to Thailand (in 2009)

Nationalities of
Applicants
Patents
Utility Models
Industrial Designs
Trade Marks

Total

Thailand

5,857
1,467
3,873
36,087

1,025
1,416
3,171
24,734

Foreign countries
(excluding Japan)
3,008
51
419
9,415

Japan
1,824
0
283
1,938

Source: The author tabulated using the data contained in JETRO Home Page.
Table 4: Top 10 Patent Applicants in Thailand

1

Number of
patents
146

2

84

3
4

82
60

5

56

6
7
8
9
9

47
46
43
39
39

Applicants
Honda Motor Co. Ltd. Honda Motor Co. Ltd.
Thailand National Science and Technology
Development Agency
Unicharm Corp.
UNILEVER NV
Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological
Research
Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
Sumitomo Chemical Co. Ltd.
Kao Corp.
COLGATE PALMOLIVE Co.
MICROSOFT Corp.

Note. The number of publicized patent applications was 4,300 in 2012.
Source: Japanese Patent Office in March 2015.
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Nationality
Japan
Thailand
Japan
Netherlands
Thailand
Japan
Japan
Japan
The United States
The United States
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As concluding remarks, the paper discusses the merits of using Thai engineers in the automation in Thailand
and technology transfer from Thailand to Thailand+1destination countries.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
When domestic production cost increases due to some reasons, companies have two options to cope with
this challenge (Table 5). One is to enhance domestic productivity to absorb production cost increases. The other
is to move out production activities to a country where production cost is lower.
This paper analyzes the case of Japanese companies in Thailand in the 21st century where they face the
production cost increase in Thailand due to labor cost increase caused by the economic growth of Thailand and
the policy of Thai government. Before doing so, this paper reviews a similar experience of Japanese companies
in the 1980s. They suffered from comparative domestic production cost increase in Japan in the export market
because of the acute Japanese Yen appreciation On one hand Japanese companies introduced ME
(Microelectronics) machines, such as CNC (Computer Numerical Control) machines and robots. Japanese
companies also moved out their production activities to lower labor cost countries such as China and Thailand.
This phenomenon is called “Hollowing Out”
Table 5: Measures to Cope with Domestic Production Cost Increase Taken by Japanese Companies

Measures to Cope with Domestic
Production Cost Increase

(Case of Japan in the 1980s due to
Acute Yen Appreciation)

Domestic Productivity
Enhancement

Automation (ME
(Microelectronics) equipment or
MECHATRONICS)
Hollowing Out Phenomena in
Japan

Moving to Lower Cost Countries

(Case of Thailand in the 21st
Century due to Labor Cost
Increase)
Automation (System Integration,
Robots, etc.)
Thailand +1

3 METHODOLOGY
The research methodology used is semi-structured interviews for Thailand+1. The interviewees include
executives of Japanese companies in Thailand and executives of Japanese companies in Cambodia which are
subsidiary companies of the Japanese companies in Thailand, Japanese engineers to train Thai engineers on
system integration, Japanese engineers to sell robots and automation systems in Thailand and a Japanese
coordinator to transfer Japanese system integration technology from Japan to Thailand in a project supported by
the Japanese government.
To conduct a study on the case of Japan in the 1980s due to acute Japanese Yen appreciation, a literature
study and the experiences of the author were used.

4 STRATEGIES OF JAPANESE COMPANIES IN JAPAN TO COPE
WITH YEN APPRECIATION IN THE LATE 1980S
4.1 Japanese Yen Appreciation in the late 1980s
The dollar/yen exchange rate used to be 360 yen/dollar for a long time after WWII. Then, it became 308
yen/dollar based on Smithsonian Agreement in1971. In February 1973, the fixed exchange rate system changed
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to the floating exchange rate system. The rate became 256 yen/dollar in March 1973. On September 22, 1985,
“Plaza Accord” was reached among five economically major countries in New York. In 24 hours, the exchange
rate of the US dollar went down from 235 yen/dollar by 20 yen/dollar. In a year, the exchange rate became around
150 yen/dollar (Table 6).
Table 6: The Yen/dollar Exchange Rate (unit: yen/dollar)

year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

rate

226.7

220.5

249.1

237.5

237.5

238.5

168.5

144.6

128.2

138.0

year

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

rate

144.8

134.7

126.7

111.2

102.2

94.1

108.8

121.0

130.9

113.9

Source: IMF

Japanese companies took two actions to cope with this acute yen appreciation. One is automation to reduce
labor cost and to improve labor quality and product quality at the same time. The other option is to move their
factories overseas where production cost, especially labor cost, is lower.

4.2 Automation
Japanese companies actively introduced industrial robots for production in the 1980s. Industrial robots
developed as excellent automation machines in the 1980s. Japan occupied nearly 70 % in the 1980s and 23 % in
2014 according to International Federation of Robotics. Japan had the largest number of robots in the world. Japan
reached the world share of 88 % in production and 75 % in shipment in 10 years from 1980.
Robot-related organizations were established. Incorporated Association: Japan Industrial Robot Association
(renamed as Japan Robot Association in 1994) was established in 1973. The Robotics Society of Japan, an
academic association, was organized in 1983.
However, the introduction of industrial robots was not easy. Changes were required for a company to
introduce IT (information technology) – based machines such as industrial robots.
First, the organization needed to be changed. On one hand, IT-related sections were created. On the other
hand, related worker units were closed. For example, when painting robots were introduced, painting worker
section was closed.
Second, worker role changed. Supervisors became engineers; operators became multi-skilled; and
maintenance staff became knowledge workers (Kondo (1999)).

4.3 Overseas Factories for Assembling
Assembling processes were moved out from Japan to lower labor cost countries. Since China started its
“reform and opening policy” in 1979, China was one of the favorite destinations for Japanese companies. Their
parts suppliers followed. Thus, the hollowing out of Japanese industry was worried at that time. The amount of
FDI (Foreign Direct investment) from Japan apparently increased from 1985 (Table 7).
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Table 7: FDI from Japan (unit: million dollars)

year
FDI

1984
5,965

1985
6,452

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

14,480

19,519

34,210

44,130

48,024

Source: JETRO

This movement was called “Hollowing Out” and caused social problems as well as economic problems in
Japan. Some regions faced serious problems such as the collapse of a local society.
However, key component production was retained in Japan. Key component production required
experiences and know-hows.
Technology transfer to overseas was conducted by Japanese engineers from Japan at that time.

5 STRATEGIES OF JAPANESE COMPANIES IN THAILAND TO
COPE WITH LABOR COST INCREASE IN THE AGE OF AEC
5.1 Automation with Robots
According to JETRO (Japan External Trade Organization) Survey (JETRO (2019)), the largest management
issue for Japanese companies in Thailand was “labor cost increase” (Table 8). The wage was rapidly rising.
Minimum daily wage is 300 Baht anywhere in Thailand from January 2013, while the daily wage in Ayutthaya
near Bangkok was 190 Baht in November 2011（JETRO Sensor, June 2013）. In addition, it was difficult to
secure human resources. The unemployment ratio was around one percent.
Japanese companies as well as Thai companies in Thailand promoted automation using robots to decrease
labor work. According to JETRO Survey (FY2018), 29.9 % of Japanese manufacturing companies in Thailand
already introduced industrial robots and 17.9 % of them were under consideration of introducing industrial robots.
One Japanese company formed a project team of Thai engineers for original automation using industrial robots.
Thailand as a whole promote automation with industrial robots. Thai Ministry of Industry, cooperating with
Japanese Government, asked a Japanese company, DENSO, to foster Thai system integrators for factory
automation (Kondo (2019)). While in the 1980s automation took place at the work unit level, in the 21st century
automation is more systemized. Thus, system integrators are in demand.
At TGI (Thai-German Institute, a public training center), Center of Robotics Excellence (CORE) was
established. In Core, Japanese companies (Fanuc, DENSO, Mitsubishi, Yasukawa and DAIHEN) provide training
on robotics. An experimental network connecting 8 collaborating regions is organized for automation and robotics
as well.
Table 8: Management Issues in Thailand for Japanese Companies

Management Issues

2019

2018

Labor cost increase

63.5 %

59.3 %

Difficulty in quality control

52.9

58.6

Rise of competitors in terms of cost

47.3

49.5

Employee quality

47.0

50.1

New customer

46.7

46.1

Source: JETRO, Survey on Japanese Companies in Asia/Oceania Region (in Japanese), November 2019.
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University level efforts are also made. FIBO (Institute of FIeld roBOtics) of KMUTT (King Mongkut’s
University of Technology Thonburi) fosters robotics teaching stuff in 24 universities. Thai universities are active
in participating in robot contests.
In addition to the public sector efforts, on commercial base some Japanese robot manufacturers in Thailand
opened a Robot Show Room/Training Center in business districts. Their customers are both Thai companies and
Japanese ones. Thai Automation and Robotics Association was established in 2018 in line with Thailand 4.0 plan
to promote automation and robot use.
In 2018, International Federation of Robotics estimated the shipment of general-purpose robots in Thailand
would be 6,000 robots in 2020, though it was 2,646 robots in 2016..

5.2 Situation in CLMV Countries and ASEAN
In CLMV (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam) countries near Thailand, the conditions are not bad for
foreign investors. The governments welcome FDIs. They establish special economic zones in large cities and
along borders. They provide attractive tax concessions to FDIs. The wage rates are comparatively low and labor
force is relatively abundant. Not only as production sites, CLMV countries are attractive as markets as well. The
total population was 167 million in 2017 and the per capita income is increasing.
Since Thailand and CLMV countries are members of ASEAN (Association of South‐East Asian Nations),
the economic integration of AEAN helps companies in ASEAN countries to establish new companies in other
ASEAN countries. AEC (ASEAN Economic Community) started in 2015 to realize a single market and
production base.

5.3 Vertical and Horizontal Expansion
There are two ways to expand production capabilities: vertical expansion and horizontal expansion. For
vertical expansion, production process is expanded to upper stream of production or lower stream of production.
The case of “Thailand+1” Strategy described below is one variation of vertical expansion. First, vertical
disintegration of production process takes place. Then, a part of production process is transferred to another site.
As a whole, production capacity is expanded. However, no expansion occurs in the direction of upper stream or
lower stream of production. For horizontal expansion, a certain volume of a copy of production process is
constructed in another site. “Thailand+1’” Strategy described below is the case of horizontal expansion.

6 THAILAND+1
6.1 Background of Thailand+1
Thailand has been developing well and now suffers from Middle-Income Trap. The wage is rapidly rising.
Minimum daily wage is 300 Baht anywhere in Thailand from January 2013, while the daily wage in Ayutthaya
near Bangkok was 190 Baht in November 2011（JETRO Sensor, June 2013. In addition, it is difficult to secure
human resources. The unemployment ratio is around one percent.)
Moreover, the political situation is not very stable. There could be natural disasters such as flooding.
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Therefore, some companies in Thailand are inclined to move some manufacturing functions to other
countries.
In CLMV (Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam) countries near Thailand, the conditions are not bad for
foreign investors. The governments are welcome to FDIs. They establish special economic zones in large cities
and along borders. They provide attractive tax concessions to FDIs. The wage rates are comparatively low and
labor force is relatively abundant.
Not only as production sites, CLMV countries are attractive as markets as well. The total population was
167 million in 2017 and the per capita income is increasing.
Since Thailand and CLMV countries are members of ASEAN (Association of South‐East Asian Nations),
the economic integration of AEAN helps companies in ASEAN countries to establish new companies in other
ASEAN countries. AEC (ASEAN Economic Community) started in 2015 to realize a single market and
production base.
Under this situation, Japanese companies are increasing their operation in CLMV countries (Table 9).
Table 9: Japanese Companies Operating in CLMV Countries

Country
Vietnam
Cambodia
Laos
Myanmar

As of October 1, 2017
1816
309
135
438

As of October 1, 2012
1211
125
83
75

Source: Japanese MOFA, Survey on Overseas Japanese Companies (in Japanese).

6.2 Operation of Thailand+1
Thailand+1 is the strategy of Japanese companies residing in Thailand to keep their operation in Thailand
and to establish their new sites outside Thailand. In this case, they move a part of their production process,
especially a labor-intensive part, to a neighboring country where wage is lower than in Thailand (Figure 1). In
other words, “Thailand+1 is a vertical disintegration of a production process in Thailand to move a labor-intensive
process to a neighboring country where wage is lower”. The emptied space could be used for the expansion of
remaining process.
In fact, Japanese companies in Thailand already started setting up subsidiaries in CLMV countries. As of
the end of the fourth quarter of 2014, at least 134 companies had established production sites or sales sites in
CLMV countries (Umesaki (2017)). Other 65 companies were under consideration.
The operation of Thailand+1 companies largely receive various assistance from mother companies in
Thailand. In the case of a company which the author visited, it receives parts and raw materials are procured in
bulk by a Thai mother company; it delivers finished products in bulk to a Thai mother company; it receives
business supports from a Thai mother company regarding general affairs, accounting and so on; and it receives
production management supports from a Thai mother company regarding quality control, safety measures and so
on (Figure 2). Moreover, the president of a Thaland+1 company is an executive of a Thai mother company, who
is Thai.
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6.3 Thailand+1 Compared with China+1
The strategy of Thaland+1 is markedly different from that of China+1. A main reason for China+1 is the
political risk aversion rather than wage increase. The initiative of decision is taken by headquarters in Japan unlike
the case of Thailand+1. A certain ratio of the whole production process is copied or moved to a country outside
China (Figure 3). The capacity which remains in China may depend on how that company evaluates Chinese
domestic market.
There exists another strategy Thailand+1’. With this strategy, a copy of a production process of a Japanese
Thai company is newly established in another country (Figure 4).
A model process is a process in Thailand not in Japan. That is, Thailand+1’ is a horizontal expansion of a
Japanese Thai company. This strategy is similar to the China+1 strategy.
The demand in ASEAN or a designation country is larger than the capacity of a Japanese Thai company.
The decision is, in many cases, done by headquarters in Japan.

7 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OF THAILAND+1
7.1 Technology Transfer of Thailand+1
In the case of THaland+1, since the investment and management come from a Japanese Thai company,
technology comes from the Japanese Thai company as well (Figure 1). In this case, Thai engineers are in charge
to transfer technology.
Thai engineers do not have language problems in training workers in Laos and Cambodia. Lao language is
quite similar to a dialect of Thai language; and Cambodia language has some common words with Thai language.
For China+1, Japanese headquarters plays an important role in technology transfer as well (Figure32), since
FDI decision is made by Japanese headquarters. Japanese Chinese company is also involved to some extent.
For Thailand+1’, although FDI decision is made by Japanese headquarters, technology transfer is mainly
managed by Japanese Thai company (Figure 4).

7.2 Assistance of Japanese Government
Responding to the Technology Transfer from Thailand by Thai engineers in the cases of Thailand+1 and
Thailand+1’, the Japanese government provides assistance accordingly.
One is the third country training (Figure5). Trainees from CLMV countries come to Thailand and they are
trained by Thai trainers in Thailand. The other is a local training in each CLMV country, where Thai trainers are
sent from Thailand. In the both cases, Japanese trainers are sent from Japan when needed.

8 CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed two topics. One is that automation using industrial robots in Thailand is promoted
by Thai engineers with the assistance from Japanese engineers. The other is that a new technology transfer for
Japanese companies is emerging associated with the strategies of Thailand+1 and Thailand+1’. That is,
technology transfer from Thailand by Thai engineers of Japanese Thai companies.
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The merits of technology transfer from Thailand by Thai engineers are 1) self-confidence and affinity of
trainees of CLMV countries and 2) efficiency of time and budget. The trainees of CLMV countries feel “we can
do it since Thais could do it”. They have geographic/cultural closeness with Thais and they observe that Thais
operate very well at the factories of Japanese companies in Thailand. They come to Thailand, not to Japan, for
training. One possible demerit is that the trainees of CLMV countries might feel that they desire to learn from
Japanese trainers directly.
The future research could be more case studies in the automobile industry and some other industries to
further the fact finding. The other direction of future research could be a quantitative analysis to show efficiency
of the new technology transfer scheme.
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GLOBAL CORPORATE LABORATORY
IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
- THE CASE OF A JAPANESE COMPANY IN
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Abstract

As Japanese companies globalize their operations, they establish R&D (research and development) centers
as well as production facilities in developing countries. However, it is extremely rare to establish a global
corporate laboratory in a developing country. This paper investigates a unique case of a global corporate
laboratory in Thailand as a single case study. The paper clarifies the reasons for this unique case from viewpoints
of company global operation, customer relation and the distance between a production site and an R&D site.
Then, the paper discusses the issues associated with the management of a global corporate laboratory in a
developing country, especially local staffing, and their solutions.
Keywords: Corporate Laboratory in a Developing Country, Japanese Company, Thailand
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1 INTRODUCTION
As globalization advances, Japanese companies globalize their operations. They invest a large amount of
money overseas. From a recipient point of view, Japan was the largest foreign direct investor for Thailand in 2020.
The amount was 75.9 billion Baht and occupied 36 percent of all FDI (foreign direct investment) 都 Thailand
according to Board of Investment (BOI), Thailand.
Japanese companies are active in Thailand. Japanese Chamber of Commerce, Bangkok, is No.1 Japanese
Chamber of Commerce in the world regarding the number of members. Its number of member companies was
1,685 in April 2021 according to the homepage of Japanese Chamber of Commerce, Bangkok.
According to JETRO (Japan External Trade Organization) (2020), the second largest ratio of Japanese
companies had manufacturing sites in Thailand after in China in the world (Table 1). With regard to overseas
R&D (research and development) centers, Japanese companies establish them not only in developed countries
but also in developing countries. The fourth largest ratio of them had R&D sites in Thailand in 2019 (Table 2).
Overseas R&D destination of Japanese companies in the near future (in around 3 years from 2019), Thailand was
ranked in the second place for product localization and in the fourth place for new product development (Table
3).
This paper analyzes a unique case of a Japanese automobile parts company in Thailand that established a
global corporate laboratory in Thailand as a single case study. This paper analyzes why and how the global
corporate laboratory was established in Thailand and the current technological relations between the laboratory
and the group manufacturing companies that make use of technological achievements of the laboratory in the
world. Then, the paper discusses the management issues of the laboratory and how they solved. Implications from
this case study will be stated as concluding remarks. This paper is largely based on Kondo (2013) in Japanese
with various changes such as more elaborated explanation of R&D staff problems, data updates, patent data
addition and so on.
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2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The locations of R&D centers are basically determined by two factors (Figure 1). One is R&D environment.
The R&D environment includes researchers, research facilities, research materials and so on. The other is related
to R&D results application, such as the closeness to production and market.
In general, R&D environment is more important to decide the location for basic research and R&D results
application is more important for product development. Thus, a corporate laboratory, which conducts basic
research or applied research tends to lo0cate in developed countries where research environment is better.
However, the case of this paper analyzes a unique case that a corporate laboratory is established in a developing
country.

3 METHODOLOGY
Since this paper analyzes a unique case of a single case study, the research methodology used is extensive
interviews. The interviewees include the executives of a parent company in Japan, the researchers in a corporate
laboratory in Thailand and the president of the subsidiary company in Thailand that possesses the corporate
laboratory.

4 PARENT COMPANY IN JAPAN AND ITS SUBSIDIARIES IN
THAILAND
This chapter describes a parent company, Company E, in Japan which produces automobile parts and its
group companies in Thailand, that is, Company E (Thailand) and Company F. Company E and Company E
(Thailand) produce automobile parts for final assemblers of four-wheeled cars and motorcycles. They are firsttier suppliers. Company F produces basic materials and basic automobile parts using those materials for first-tier
suppliers.
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4.1 Company E in Japan
Company E was established in 1950 in Osaka as an independent automobile parts manufacturer (not a
member of “keiretsu” suppliers). It produces manual clutches, torque converters and so on. Its capital was around
8.3 billion yen; and its number of employees (consolidated) was more than 16,000 at the end of March 2021 It
operates in 25 countries. The number of overseas group companies in the world amounted to 29 companies. It
had 12 domestic group companies as well. Overseas manufacturing group companies were located in India,
Hungary, Thailand, China, The United States, Mexico, Indonesia, Vietnam, Malaysia and Cambodia. The first
overseas manufacturing site was established in India in 1973.
The company has a reputation that it makes a quick decision and does unique things in the Japanese
automobile parts industry.
Its customers include assembling automobile manufacturers including motorcycle manufacturers, such as
Toyota, Nissan and Honda, and other automobile parts suppliers.

4.2 Company E (Thailand)
Company E (Thailand) was established in the mid-1990s as a joint venture with a Thai company. Later
Company E (Japan) became a major owner of this company and renamed as Company E (Thailand). Its products
include manual clutches, and clutches for motorcycles (not produced in Japan). It conducts R&D on clutches for
motorcycles for Thai customers

4.3 Company F in Thailand
Heading s Company F was established in Thailand in the late-1990s to produce basic materials, that is,
friction materials, for the Group. Its capital was around 300 million Baht; and it had more than 800 employees in
February 2013.
The company produced automobile parts such as clutch facings for motorcycles and four-wheeled vehicles
and friction materials. In the beginning the company operated in the premise of Company E (Thailand). In 2001
the company built its own factory.
In 2009 the company established an R&D section. In 2011 this R&D section developed into a corporate
laboratory. This corporate laboratory in Thailand is the global center of friction material R&D in the Group and
transfers its technological results to other friction material production sites.

5 REASONS TO ESTABLISH A FRICTION MATERIAL COMPANY
AND ITS R&D CENTER IN THAILAND
Before discussing the reasons to have established a friction material R&D center in Thailand, the paper
discusses why the Group decided to establish a friction material manufacturing company in Thailand in three
stages: the reasons to establish an own friction material manufacturing company in the Group, the reasons to
establish such a company overseas not in Japan, and the reasons to select Thailand as a destination.
One of the reasons to establish an own friction material company in the Group was that friction materials
were key materials to improve their products. Thus, this was a strategic management decision. The other reason
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was that friction materials suppliers at that time were large companies and that the production of friction materials
were conducted by small sections of those companies. They did not make many efforts for friction material R&D.
Though they thought of buying a supplier of friction materials, it was difficult because these companies were
fairly large. Thus, the Company E decided to expand its business to its upstream business by itself. Company E
decided to manufacture friction materials (key materials) within the Group. They already conducted some R&D
on friction materials internally. They constructed a pilot production line as well.
Most of this kind of friction materials were used overseas for clutch production. Company E thought that it
was good to establish a friction material company near a group company which uses friction materials. Thus, the
company decided to establish a friction material overseas.
At that time two group companies were big users of friction materials: one in China and the other in Thailand,
that is, Company E (Thailand). However, only Company E (Thailand) had enough space for friction material
production. In addition, there existed a strong leader in Company E (Thailand) to invite Company F. Thai
government preferential policy to attract such a company like Company F also mattered.
High future potential of automobile parts production development in Thailand also affected the decision to
establish Company F in Thailand. Many automobile manufacturers were concentrated in Thailand among ASEAN
(Association of Southeast Asian Nations) countries. In Thailand, 1,426,970 cars and 1,615,319 motorcycles were
produced in 2020 according to Federation of Thai Industry (FTI). In Japan, 9,684,000 cars were produced in 2019
according to Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association, Inc. (JAMA). However, only 567,000 motorcycles
were produced in Japan in 2019.
As a result, the supply chain of friction materials in the Group changed. Before the establishment of
Company F, friction materials were purchased from Japanese manufacturers in Japan and were supplied to the
Group companies in the world. After the establishment of Company F, friction materials were supplied by
Company F in Thailand. Currently friction materials are produced by Company F in Thailand, a group company
in China, a group company in India, a group company in Indonesia and a group company in Vietnam, receiving
technology transfer from Company F. However, an independent friction material manufacturing company is only
Company F. The other companies which manufacture friction materials also manufacture automobile parts such
as clutches using friction materials.
Company F took over R&D activities on friction materials done by Company E in Japan and started R&D
in Thailand in 2009. To start R&D, two product designers and one laboratory engineer were transferred from
Japan to Thailand. Test/measurement instruments were also transferred from Japan to Thailand. Test production
equipment existed in Thailand and it was not transferred from Japan to Thailand.
In 2011 the R&D section developed into a corporate laboratory. There were two purposes to establish the
Corporate Laboratory in Thailand. One purpose was to level up the R&D capabilities of company R&D staff. The
other purpose was to get good reputation in Thailand through R&D outputs. The purpose in the world was to
upgrade R&D capability on friction materials to improve a key component for the Group.
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6 MANAGEMENT OF CORPORATE LABORATORY IN THAILAND
6.1 R&D Staff and Organization
At the start of the R&D Section in 2009, the staff were three Japanese transferred from Company E in Japan
and five Thai staff transferred from the prototype production section of the factory specializing in testing and
material search. In 2012, there were five Japanese and 27 local staff. Two Japanese engineers joined the original
three Japanese staff later.
Although English is an official language in the corporate laboratory, Japanese staff learn Thai to
communicate better with Thai staff. Some Thai staff lean Japanese as well. Good communication matters very
much in an R&D organization since discussion and communication is very important in try-and-error activities.
Organization structure is constructed by customer. Requirement largely differs from customer to customer.

6.2 R&D Activities
Research themes come from two sources. One source was customer requests; and the other source was
proposals from the staff.
Activities conducted in the corporate laboratory were:
structural/thermal analyses
making test pieces and
evaluation by power meters.
Material development itself was not conducted.
One of the most difficult issues in R&D on friction materials is to balance required performances. In addition,
it is needed to develop friction materials which can be manufactured quickly at low cost. Competitors in emerging
countries, such as China and India, are getting tougher.

6.3 Customer Relations
Regarding friction material design, the staff of the corporate laboratory communicate with clutch
manufacturing staff in the Group and final customers in the world directly since friction material design engineers
exist only in this laboratory.
Regarding product development, they communicate with final customers through the R&D section of
Company E in Japan. Company E produces the products demanded by final customers.

6.4 Collaboration with Universities and Public Research Institutes
Regarding the collaboration with public research institutes in Thailand, they have active discussions on joint
R&D. Regarding the collaboration with Thai universities, they contact individual professors directly, not through
university offices. Thai professors are active in collaborating with companies. Their ideas are quite interesting
according to the CEO of Company F.
The purposes of collaboration with universities are multipurposed. Surely good R&D outputs are desirable.
Training the Thai staff is one of the purposes since a professor explains expert knowledge to the Thai staff in Thai.
A professor comes to the corporate laboratory once a month and the staff visit the professor twice a month. Free
use of university equipment and discount rate use of public research institute equipment are attractive, too.
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6.5 Intellectual Property Right (IPR) Management
Basically, no patenting on material production and products are made since knowhows are very important.
Once material patents are made public, it is easy to copy those materials. Knowhow management to keep its
secrecy is very important. Company original numbering labels are used for raw materials. The numbering labels
of raw material manufacturers are not used.
However, recently, analysis apparatuses are improving their accuracy. They are inclined to apply for
patents.
The author found some international patents applied for by Company F as follows:
Example 1. PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) Application (in 2014)
Applicants: Company E (Japan), Company F, and Car Manufacturer (Japan)
Inventors: 3 Japanese of Company E (Japan), 2 Japanese of Company F, and 4 Japanese of Car
Manufacturer (Japan)
Example 2 .US Patent A (in 2013)
Applicants: Car Manufacturer (Japan), Company E (Japan), and Company F
Inventors: 4 Japanese of Car Manufacturer (Japan), 3 Japanese of Company E (Japan), and 2 Japanese of
Company F
Example 3. US Patent B (in 2014)
Applicants: Company E (Japan), Company F, and Car Manufacturer (Japan)
Inventors: 3 Japanese of Company E (Japan), 2 Japanese of Company F, and 4 Japanese of Car
Manufacturer (Japan)

7 ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
The corporate laboratory had staff problems. Thai staff lacked knowledge and skills on R&D at the
beginning. In Thailand, R&D was not common among companies. They also had difficulties in recruiting new
R&D staff at the beginning. Students preferred production lines to R&D sections. In production lines, they would
soon have subordinates after joining the company. In R&D sections, they had to think hard and deeply. However,
they encountered failures every day. They would have no subordinates for a long time.
Production and R&D/D&D (design and development) are markedly different according to Clark and
Fujimoto (1991). Production activities produce the same product repetitively and are routine (Table 4 and Figure
2). Its organization is mechanistic like an army. Its control is tight; and efficiency is pursued. Time horizon is
very short. It could be daily. Outputs are completed products. If one hundred products are produced, all the one
hundred products should be perfect.
R&D (D&D) activities produce one prototype. It is reasonably acceptable but not perfect. If there were more
time and more resources, the output could be further improved. The activities are unique and are never routine.
The organizational structure is organic, and the control is loose. What is required is creativity. Time horizon is
fairly long.
To improve the capability of Thai staff, the company conducted joint research with university professors
as mentioned above in addition to on-the-job training.
They also suffered from job hopping of Thai staff to some extent.
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In order to solve recruiting problems and to provide research training to students before joining the
company, the company accepted internship and introduced a scholarship program. The company provided
120,000 Baht per year for two years to master course students of two excellent universities. Scholarship students
conducted R&D on the topics given by the company. Though research outputs belonged to the company, the
scholarship students had no obligation to join the company.
Later the recruiting issues were partly solved by Thai public efforts. Since Thai government tried to get
out from “middle-income country trap”, the government emphasized the importance of innovation and R&D.
Some universities introduced more R&D elements in their education, such as International Program of
Chulalongkorn University. A distinguished program created was TAIST (Thailand Advanced Institute of Science
and Technology) Program. It was a special program created by the government research institute, NASDA
(National Science and Technology Development Agency), and TITECH (Tokyo Institute of Technology), Japan,
in 2007, collaborating with some Thai universities, The purpose was to foster R&D personnel. Lectures were
given by the faculty members of TITECH and thesis work was supervised by the faculty members of TITECH,
the NASDA staff and the faculty members of collaborating Thai universities.
The corporate laboratory had a budget problem other than the staff problems. R&D expenditure amounted
to several percentage of total sales. This was a heavy financial burden for Company F. The company tried to
receive technology service fees from the group companies which produced friction materials.
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8 CONCLUSION
This unique case of establishing a global corporate laboratory in a developing country provides us the
following lessons. That is, global corporate laboratories are not necessarily established in the places where R&D
environment is good in terms of R&D staff and so on.
A global corporate laboratory might be established in the vicinity of a core manufacturing site where R&D
environment is not good provided that the close collaboration between R&D and product production using the
R&D results is indispensable.
A core manufacturing site could be in a developing country if production activities are not favorable in Japan
or key customers operate outside Japan.
Managing a global corporate laboratory in a developing country requires some special efforts. Regarding
staff recruiting, some special efforts, such as scholarship and internship, need to be introduced. For staff
development, in addition to on-the-job training in a laboratory, the training in the process of collaboration with
university professors would be helpful.
Public facilities and equipment are available even in a developing country to some extent. Academic
information could be obtained through academic association information sources, such as journals, and through
university professors. Ideas of local professors could be interesting.
In the age of global competition, global innovation strategy is important. Global innovation strategy requires
both the division of labor among innovation sites in Japan, those in industrialized countries and those in
developing countries and their collaboration. The close collaboration between manufacturing sites and R&D sites
are also needed in some product categories.
With this recognition in mind, the author plans to conduct research on the conditions and success factors in
establishing a global corporate laboratory in a developing country for multi-national companies of developed
countries and the policies for the governments of developing countries to attract global corporate laboratories to
their countries.
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Abstract
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Thailand faces widespread shortages of high-demand medical supplies
due to a surging domestic demand and also a major disruption in the global supply chain. These shortages trigger
local efforts to innovate appropriate solutions to meet the unmet healthcare needs. Unlike mainstream innovation
management where a more planned and prepared approach are sought to learn from prior experiences and more
effective models are developed, the problem-solving under crisis conditions are rather ad hoc responses to solve
life-or-death issue. Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) was selected as the case study as it fits well with
the criteria of a crisis-driven innovation management. Faced with not just a series of windows of opportunity for
a new idea or practice, but also serious constraints on existing standard operating procedures in a local context,
the findings illustrate how innovations, innovators and adopters are managed in a completely new approach. The
innovation processes were done outside the market-based interaction via the strong cooperation among four key
players (i.e. the multidisciplinary non-profit organization, the manufacturing association, the leading firm and
funding agencies). To solve the real pain and drive rapid diffusion among local consumers, the solution is
deliberately reconfigured to provide appropriate level of technology considering safety, affordability and
reusability. However, it is observed that innovations typically emerge from crisis driven situation faces the
market acceptance problem since its early adoption until moving to scale. Therefore, we made recommendation
that the developing country, such as Thailand, may use a demand-side policy instrument, such as special
government procurement measures, to foster certain essential medical devices. This is not only for the future
resilience of healthcare system, but it can be used to provide the complete ecosystem conditions by identifying,
specifying and signaling needs, and incentivizing innovative healthcare solutions that will in turn help private
sector sustain their businesses and technological capabilities.
Keywords: Covid-19 Pandemic, Crisis-driven Innovation, Inclusive Innovation, Capability, Thailand
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Equipped with premium medical services, qualified healthcare specialists and various internationally
accredited medical facilities, Thailand is well-positioned to be the medical hub of Asia. It can be said that Thai
medical services are renowned worldwide. Unfortunately, this condition does not automatically contribute to the
growth of local medical device industry. Thailand has largely imported medical supplies and equipment
(Tunpaiboon, 2020). The imports accounted for more than 80% of the total market value. Looking at imports,
these were mostly durable medical items and single-use devices; for instance, ultrasound equipment, X-ray
machines, electrocardiogram (ECG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) monitors, and ophthalmological equipment.
Meanwhile, the medical supplies and equipment manufactured in Thailand mainly are low-value disposable
medical supplies such as medical gloves, eyeglass lenses, catheters, syringes, injection needles, and wound
dressing devices. For this low-value products, Thai local producers are then trapped in fierce competition from
China in terms of price and from Japan in terms of quality. As a result, medical equipment produced by Thai
producers is not recognized much in the domestic market and accounts for only a small market share.
In the early phase of Covid-19 pandemic, Thailand was recognized by the Global COVID-19 Index (GCI,
2020) as the top country in making the most progress toward curbing the spread of the pandemic (Sirilak S., 2020).
Thailand actively initiated screening of passengers from Wuhan, People’s Republic of China (PRC) within three
days after PRC’s announcement of cases of pneumonia. In early January 2020, the detection of the first COVID19 case outside the PRC prompted strong public health measures and campaigns in the country. The Center for
COVID-19 Situation Administration (CCSA), chaired by the Prime Minister, was also set up to serve as a single
command center employing a whole-of-government approach in managing the COVID-19. By May 2020,
Thailand was able to flatten the COVID-19 curve with limited local transmission. The general policy measures
were implemented to contain the outbreak including (i) remote working measures and social campaigns to “stay
home, stop the virus, save the nation”; (ii) providing free of charge treatment to all COVID-19 patients, including
non-Thai citizens, to control the spread of the virus; and (iii) enforcing travel restrictions both nationally and
internationally in the first week of April 2020.
Although Thailand had accomplishment in containing its domestic COVID-19 pandemic during 2020 and
the first quarter of 2021, the situation has drastically deteriorated since April 2021, with an escalating COVID-19
wave driven by the more highly transmissible Delta variant that has resulted in a rising death toll. Low COVID19 vaccination rates have also contributed to Thailand's vulnerability to the latest pandemic wave. The adoption
of preventive measures proved to be insufficient and ineffective to handle future epidemic. The pandemic caused
a sudden stop in tourism flows and a significant contraction in economic activity, leading to the macroeconomic
fallout (OECD, 2020). Thailand’s GDP fell by 6.1 percent in 2020 and became the largest contraction since the
Asian financial crisis. The tourism sector, accounting for almost one fifth of GDP and 20 percent of employment,
has been especially affected by the halt of tourist travel. Low-skilled workers and informal and migrant workers
have been laid off and small and medium-sized business has been closed down. Furthermore, the latest COVID-
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19 Delta wave has further dampened economic growth momentum due to the weakening domestic demand and
the collapse of international tourism.
Meanwhile, under this pandemic situation Thailand has faced the shortage of high-demand medical supplies
due to a surging domestic demand and also a major disruption in the global supply chain. On one hand, Thai
people have been advised to strictly practice good personal hygiene throughout the course of the outbreak.
Unsurprisingly, alcohol-based hand sanitizers and face masks have faced severe shortages in Thailand. On the
other hand, the supply chain disruption is triggered as the COVID-19 outbreak starting off in China which is the
main exporter of medical supplies; for instance; China accounted for half of the world’s face mask production.
The Thailand Ministry of Public Health has been involved in the supply of these high-demand items by relaxing
some regulations on their importation and production (Nopparatrungroj and Warathornthnakul, 2020). However,
these moves alone are not considered sufficient. The shortage of disposable masks is much more acute. Hospitals
have run out of their supply due to high public demand, low production scale, and hoarding.
According to Aminullah and Erman (2021), the complexity of policy innovation implementation is a result
of the balance between public health resolution and economic interest. This may also trigger the attempt for health
system improvement and also the emergence of innovative health technology. In the case of Thailand, the
prolonged outbreaks have created market opportunities where Thai manufacturers attempt to fill the gap of local
demand for those high-demand medical supplies and equipment. Based on the viewpoints of the uncertain and
ambiguous natures of innovation management during the crisis, this paper investigates whether there are lessons
drawn from the crisis which could be learned for mainstream innovation management? And if so, what are the
mechanisms which might enable such learning and experience exchange to take place? For this purpose, Powered
Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) was selected as the case study as it fits well with the criteria of a crisis-driven
innovation management.

1.2 Objective of study
The key questions are as follows: i) How the crisis-driven innovation management can offer new insights
for mainstream innovation management? In this regard, what are the key factors supporting the success of our
single case study considering the specific characteristics of context, innovation, innovator and adopters? How
does our case study illustrate the changes in the innovation forms and processes in different stages in response to
opportunities and drawbacks? ii) How government measures could help accelerate the early adoption and sustain
the crisis-driven innovation?

1.3 Methodology
A case study allows an investigation to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events,
such as organizational and managerial processes (Yin, 1984). In our case study, we investigated the actors that
played central roles and the events that took place during the birth and expansion of the product innovation during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The evidence accessed in our case study was sourced primarily from interviews, and
supplemented by documents and secondary data.
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The focus group with key informants from keystone organizations in the medical supplies and equipment
was conducted to access information on the current situations of Thailand’s medical equipment industry and the
innovations taking place during the COVID-19 pandemic. By reviewing the results of the focus group, the single
case study is selected. The interviews with key informants related to the single case were interviewed with the
focus on presenting how the innovation processes and relevant actors related to the Powered Air Purifying
Respirator (PAPR) project can be mapped with a crisis-driven innovation management practice.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Innovation Management Perspective
Innovation processes occur over time and are typically influenced by many factors. As a result of this
complexity, firms almost never innovate in isolation. The interaction with other organizations to gain, develop,
and exchange various kinds of knowledge, information and other resources are shaped and influenced by diverse
institutional contexts (Edquist, 1997).

Innovations may be new products or new processes. The product

innovations may be new material goods or new intangible services; it is a matter of what is produced. The process
innovations may be technological or organizational; it is a matter of how the products are produced. In addition,
the essence in innovation management perspective focuses on how the learning process of innovation are
managed, the role of creativity within a spectrum of novelty, the role of entrepreneurship and multiple actor
interactions, as well as the importance of those factors influencing the diffusion of innovation. Nevertheless, good
practice for innovation management or how to create value from knowledge is constantly being adapted and
redefined in the face of a constantly shifting technological and social environment (Rush, et al., 2015).

2.2 System of Innovation and Innovation Ecosystem
In the realm of technology and innovation management studies, the concept of Systems of Innovation
highlights the systemic qualities of supporting environment or ecosystem (Freeman, 1991; Nelson, 1993; Edquist,
2011). Different institutional contexts affect the interactions among players and shape innovation processes. What
we call ‘activities’ in the Systems of Innovation (SI) are the determinants of the development and diffusion of
innovations. The activities include Research and Development (R&D) activities, the way to finance and
commercialize such knowledge, the articulation of new product quality requirements and the formation of new
product markets etc. As Moore (1993) stated that innovation ecosystems develop through a series of stages that
reflect a progressive movement from lower to higher levels of organizational structure: birth, expansion,
leadership, self‐renewal (or death). A common pathway for the ecosystem development starts from the initial
emergence of competing niche innovations, to the expansion into wider markets, to the maturity and stabilization
with incremental improvements, and then either the renewal or obsolescence and replacement by alternative
innovations. The vital tasks for firms operating within this environment is to manage the benefits of ecosystem
involvement at the same time as recognize the dangers of lock-in and stagnation.
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2.3 Inclusive Innovation and Social Innovation
This innovations during crisis highlight the need for more bottom--‐up and user driven innovations, which
touch upon the desirable goal of inclusive and social innovations. For the market that are constrained by low
income levels and poorly developed infrastructure, inclusive innovation activities tend to target appropriate
technology and intermediate technology solutions that are compatible with the local context and have a higher
chance of successful diffusion (Prahalad 2006; NESTA 2012). The techniques such as lean thinking are adopted
to cope with the challenging context of emerging economies with low income. Meanwhile inclusive innovations
are still motivated by the profit and market-based relationships, social innovations are primarily motivated by the
goal of meeting a social unmet need (Mulgan, 2007). Since social innovation can be driven by goals such as
equity, rights and the alleviation of suffering, implementing such innovations encompasses diverse organizational,
sectoral or disciplinary boundaries. The ability to utilize new social relationships outside the market, leading to
the adoption and diffusion of the innovation, is critical. The challenge in social innovation lies in the need to
balance risk, reward and reliability. This creates challenges for the structures and incentives put in place to enable
and sustain innovation. The inclusive innovation and social innovation to solve the problem during the COVID19 pandemic are highlighted in our case. It is observed that the development of our crisis-driven innovation and
its wide diffusion is highly influenced by demand that originates from both private or public organizations.

2.4 Crisis-driven Innovation Management
Crisis requires rapid problem solving and innovations in this context is often a life-or-death matter. Unlike
mainstream innovation management where a more planned and prepared approach are sought to learn from prior
experiences and more effective models are developed, problem-solving under crisis conditions are rather ad hoc
responses (Bessant, Rush & Trifilova, 2015). In other words, the crisis provides the ‘laboratory’ stage to
experiment the original idea and adapt it to the new context. Not only does this process involve failure and fast
learning, but also user become critical input in shaping and configuring a robust solution. Moreover, crisis-driven
innovations open up core capacity to massive engagement of multiple players from multidisciplinary fields. This
increase potential for engaging users from the very front end till the diffusion of innovation. There is a distinct
role of intermediaries in the system and how they can be identified and supported (Rush et al, 2015). As the
problems and solutions address wider group of stakeholders, the connection between problem ‘owners’ and
problem ‘solvers’ may well extend beyond the notion of brokerage agents who act as gatekeepers or translators
across the knowledge network in mainstream innovation management. Regarding the degree of novelty, there is
also a tension between two parallel innovation models between incremental improvements along a dominant
design trajectory and the radical innovation solutions but often lacking the traction to move to the mainstream.
To speed up the diffusion of innovations, public procurement for innovation is proposed as an important demandside instrument to trigger favorable innovation to satisfy human needs and even to solve societal grand challenges
(Edquist and Zabala-Iturriagagoitia, 2012).
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2.5 Analytical framework
The analytical framework is a combination of Roger (2003)’s effective innovation diffusion and Bessant,
Rush, Trifilova (2015) ’s crisis-driven innovation. The innovation processes in our case study are then analyzed
into 4 key aspects:
•
•
•

•

Contextual characteristics relating to the sector: including culture of risk, financing, codes and standards
and incentives.
Innovation characteristics: including relative advantage, complexity, observability, trialability and
compatibility of product or services.
Innovator characteristics: the capacities of actors who are trying to introduce the change and including
innovation entrepreneurs and leaders; field and operational staff; researchers and evaluators, and external
experts etc and the relationships among them.
Adopter characteristics: the readiness of consumer to take on new ideas or innovations and their
proportion across a population.

Contextual
characteristics

Innovation
characteristics

Adopter
characteristics

Innovator
characteristics

Figure 1: Checklist for Configure Innovations for Effective Diffusion (Roger, 2003)
In the mainstream innovation management, the importance of accumulation of innovation management
capability is highlighted as ‘absorptive capacity’. Innovation management is perceived as a learning process.
Firms require routines at organizational levels to organize, manage and repeat the innovation process. The
literature focuses on identifying and training the relevant skills within in individuals and groups to enable
innovation to take place in established businesses (Tidd and Bessant 2013). Some organizations such as Hyundai
Group has aggressively made use of ‘constructed crisis’ as a new organizational learning method during its
catching-up period (Kim 1998). Unlike externally evoked crisis, proactively constructed internal crisis offers a
clear performance gap, shift learning orientation from imitation to innovation, and increase the intensity of effort
in organizational learning. Such crisis construction provides a new learning approach for breaking with dominant
designs and established trajectories of products available in the market. The new mindset and space for radical
innovations are systemized and routinized.
However, for the externally evoked crisis, it appears that these innovation management concepts are neither
systematically understood nor applied, except in a post hoc fashion. To deal with the high uncertainty and
ambiguity during crisis, Bessant, Rush and Trifilova (2015) suggested that innovation activities can be operated
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in five stages: crisis, observatory, laboratory, prototyping and scaling & diffusion. Our case study aims at illustrate
actors and activities involved in the management approaches and identify opportunities and drawbacks in each
stage.
Table 1 Suggested process model for working with crisis-driven innovation

Stage

Characteristic activity

Crisis

Creation of a driving entrepreneurial vision which simultaneously articulates
the need for change and for radically different solution involving a new trajectory

Observatory

Extensive search in novel directions to find relevant approaches which could be
adapted – requires ability to abstract problem and solution thinking to a higher level
and brokerage mechanisms to make connections

Laboratory

Experimentation around core ideas and creating in context a new system
through recombination of proven elements from elsewhere

Prototyping

Development of a scale version of the system which allows for testing and
configuration in context with users. Also provides a boundary object which can
demonstrate potential and engage key agents in further development and diffusion

Scaling
diffusion

and

Codification of core model into a standard transferable package which can be
replicated. Importantly this allows for further innovation and continuous
improvement via channels which integrate emerging ideas into the standard
operating model

Source: Bessant, Rush and Trifilova (2015)

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
What derived from our case study showed that the turning point in innovation management involves not just
a series of windows of opportunity for a new idea or practice, but also an array of serious constraints on existing
standard operating procedures in a local context. Faced with this contextual obstruction, our findings illustrate
how the innovations, innovators and adopters are managed and interacted in a completely new approach.

1) Contextual Factors during Covid-19 Pandemic
When the COVID-19 outbreak arrives at Thailand in the beginning of 2020, the shortage of personal
protective equipment becomes a critical issue. Powered Air-Purifying Respirator (PAPR) is one of the personal
protective equipment (PPE) suitable for medical staff. PAPR provides high protection safety for the medical
staffs because of its high virus filtration, thereby reducing the risk of infection. Yet, many hospitals do not procure
the PAPRs. This is because without the COVID-19 pandemic, there is no need of using it. Hospitals in Thailand
are facing not only a severe global shortage of supplies, but also the difficulties in procurement due to the lack of
budgets. The imported PAPRs are so expensive; therefore, many medical units have to operate without the proper
protection equipment for their staff.
Figure 1 illustrates stages in crisis-driven innovation management in Thailand. The COVID-19 pandemic
provides an emerging ‘unmet market’ for various high demand medical supplies and equipment to fight with the
pandemic. Those unmet needs are articulated into alternative solutions by a variety of medical relevant agencies
and actors. Innovations are urgently developed to try and meet those needs in time. However, the Thai R&D
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system for proactive solution is absence or even at nascent stage. Despite there are R&D funding strategically
allocated to rapid-response COVID-19 innovations; for instance, the research on COVID-19 vaccine, health
devices and ventilators for intensive care units, the national choice to pursue preventive policy measure, such as
remote working and travel restrictions, has led to less proactive government investment in medical equipment and
technology innovations in fighting with COVID-19.
As mentioned before that innovations emerge from crisis driven situation faces the major problem of moving
to scale, the development of our crisis-driven innovation and its wide diffusion is highly influenced by demand
that originates from both private or public organizations. Entrepreneurs may work in close collaboration with end
users and successfully develop novel solutions for the COVID-19. Yet, the early adoption may be promising in
that there is no other alternative solutions. For any healthcare products to reach its critical mass, users still demand
the innovation solutions in terms of product design and testing to be robust enough to be widely deployed and
accepted. In the setting of Thailand, it is found that the strategic demand-side policy is absent. The public and
private market is uncertain; The private businesses are rather left to take extensive risk in R&D investment without
knowing who committed to purchase their innovations. As a result, the Thai government has failed to create the
complete framework conditions that help business sector establish organizational frameworks and develop
capabilities by identifying, specifying and signaling needs, and incentivizing innovative solutions.

Figure 2: Stages in crisis-driven innovation management in Thailand

2) Innovation Characteristics
• Product Complexity of Powered Air-Purifying Respirator (PAPR)
Regarding the system characteristics of the product, a PAPR composes of three portions: purifier, breathing
hose and hood. Inside the purifier, the atmospheric air is drawn through the filter by the suction action of a fan.
The filtered air is now clean, then, being pushed out to the air outlet. The clean air is conducted to the hood
through the breathing hose. With the high enough air flow and small leak from the hood, the pressure inside the
hood can be maintained positive. The positive pressure inside the hood will protect the dirty air from outside the
hood to come in. With this level of system complexity, there is a need for system integrators to ensure that these
subsystems function together as a whole. Yet, it required more than just technical integration skills. The product
design of PAPR require multidisciplinary fields of experts to guarantee the safety and reliability of the product
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designed. The role of system integrators will cover multiple stages including planning, system analysis, system
design, development, implementation, integration and testing, operations and maintenance.
• Product Innovation
From our interviews, since the outbreak of COVID-19 Thai medical experts are trying to find a different
approach to solve the foreseen shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE). Then, the medical expert
purposely contacted the private sector to seek cooperation for import substitution by locally producing local
designed PAPR products. At the pandemic situation, many limitations have been imposed; the design has been
done through reverse engineer. Due to time constrain and fast-paced scenarios, it even found that extreme
conditions forcing the speed of product design and rapid prototyping as well as the standard testing to be complete
in around only one month. Regarding inclusive innovation aspects, figure 3 shows the distinct quality of the
products in terms of appropriateness, affordability and reusability. The appropriate design needs to be simple and
lean, yet able to accommodate the need of being the personal protection. Meanwhile, the product must have all
the basic features needed for the protection. Safety and reliability are the two critical parts in the design. The
design does not intend to compete with the expensive import products, but it aims to overcome the pain points of
local unmet needs in terms of affordability and reusability. For example, the price of PAPR is 9,800 Baht per set,
which is only one-fifth of the imported product. Unlike the import product that provide only a single use, the
breathing hose and hood in the locally produced PAPR set can be cleaned after use. The PAPR can be reused for
work many times and the service life of the air filter is 180 days.

Figure 3: Product Innovation and its Quality

3) Innovator Characteristics: Four Key Players
One of the distinct innovation management approach of our case study highlight the roles of intermediaries
and how the learning processes, communications and cooperation are interacted outside the normal market
situation. There are four key players: a multidisciplinary non-profit organization, a manufacturing association, a
leading entrepreneur and finally funding agencies and donors.
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Figure 4: Interaction of Important Players
•
Thai Multidisciplinary Innovation for Covid (THAIMIC)
There was one important non-profit organization initiated since the beginning of COVID-19 outbreak to
help patients and healthcare professionals in the Covid-19 situation. The Thai Multidisciplinary Innovation for
Covid (THAIMIC) became the voluntary and social task force focusing on finding alternative approaches to
overcome the shortage of medical supplies relevant to the COVID-19 pandemic. The task forces are composed
of the medical doctors, engineers, scientists, architects, product designers and people of various profession. Refer
to the way Schumpeter characterized innovations, diversity is the key contribution of this taskforce to any of their
research and development (R&D) projects and offers the basis for “new combinations” of knowledge. The
complexity of PAPR product design demand the co-operation and interactive learning across multidisciplinary
fields of knowledge. The close collaboration between medical doctors and engineers creates sophisticated
competence. This not only offers the “translation” of basic functional requirements into technical specifications,
but also provides the “translation” of the pain points of local user regarding affordability and reusability. To seek
manufacturing capabilities to fulfil their R&D projects, ThaiMIC contacted the Thai Subcontracting Promotion
Association to cooperate in the production of the PAPR sets that will be donated to the hospitals under the Ministry
of Public Health and other public hospitals.
• Thai Subcontracting Promotion Association (Thai SUBCON)
Since Thailand has been well known as the production hub for automotive in the Southeast Asia, there are
strong presence and technological capabilities amongst local system integrators and part manufacturing as well
as the leading manufacturing associations (Intarakumnerd, 2021). To provide corporate social responsibility
during the COVID-19, the manufacturing association known as Thai subcon set up a special task force team
named TSC CSR Covid-19 to help design, develop and manufacture the medical equipment in collaboration with
the medical team and experts from well-known hospital in Thailand. Those company members under the Thai
Subcontracting Promotion Association (Thai SUBCON) are the well-known OEM companies with diverse
specializations in the design and manufacture of automotive parts, electronics parts and automation systems as
well as medical equipment. During the pandemic situation, hardware and other supplies are in disruption as well.
The shortage of parts and components is without doubt. With the voluntary support of manufacturing companies
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in the TSC CSR Covid-19 task force, the supply of parts, molds and dies needed for the prototype and product
manufacturing were sourced in time and at an acceptable price. It is observed that the innovative PAPR product
is a result of non-market-based collaboration between the manufacturing association and MENAM Mechanika
Company Limited, the company that is responsible as the project leader. The funding to feed in the prototype
development were from private donors, and later on the project received research grant from the National
Research Council Thailand (NRCT).
• Leading entrepreneur
In the process of Schumpeter’s creative destruction, entrepreneurs play a vital role by constantly assimilating
knowledge not yet in current use and setting up new production processes to produce and position new products
in the market. For Schumpeter, successful innovation requires an act of will to take risk, not of mere intellect.
From entrepreneurship and capabilities perspective, the leading company known as Menam Mechanika Co.,Ltd
contributed greatly to the success of the project. The company represent the entrepreneur who is willing to take
risk to invest in the PAPR project even though the initial attempt of the company is just to ensure all staff at all
medical facilities have adequate personal protection in the face of the outbreak. Under the Menam Group, there
are also three companies specializing in the steel and stainless manufacturing, the automation distribution provider
and the fulfilment center. Looking at the company profile, Menam Mechanika Co.,Ltd is founded in 2001 as a
system integrator that provides engineering design and turn key project in automation used in distribution center
and warehouse. This Menam Group has shown strong technological capabilities in parts manufacturing,
automation and fulfillment Industry. In the PARR prototype project, the company has fully utilized its
technological capabilities and performed as the system integrator in both design and manufacture PAPR set. Faced
with a series of serious constraints on existing standard operating procedures in a local context, the company does
not just invest seed fund and utilized their own engineers and researchers in the product design and manufacturing
process. It has to sort out the problem that the testing facilities and safety standards are yet in place; meanwhile,
there is a need to speed up the ‘prototype’ stage. The reverse engineering and modification of products require
high engagement with prestige medical experts to ensure that robust configurations of products will actually work
and be accepted by medical staff who are the real users.
• Funding agency and private donors
In the past Thailand has a much less well-developed public ‘R&D’ system to generate solutions in proactive
fashion. The common problems found in the Thai R&D system are insufficient research fund to carry any largescale R&D project and a strong preference toward academic orientation. The research committee tend to be rather
risk-averse; this partly because they are acting as stewards for public money. Nevertheless, since 2016 Thailand
has recognized a significant shift in research and innovation policy, national public R&D funding system has been
reoriented toward mission-oriented program that focuses on speeding up the commercialization and economic
impact of targeted R&D projects (Jutarosaga, et al, 2019). To fight with the COVID-19 Pandemic has become a
strategic research agenda for national R&D funding agencies, which proactively search for practical solutions.
However, there are still roadblocks in term of impractical operation procedure of funding and the unclear
intellectual property right. In the early day of the PAPR projects, apart from their own funds, Menam Mechanika
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Co.,Ltd receive grant from private donors. The private fund has been utilized for experimentation in rapid
prototyping. Until the minimum viable product is clear and solid, the company started to apply for the public
funding. The PAPR projects became one of the funded projects by National Research Council of Thailand
(NRCT)that successfully demonstrates how the national research fund could promote import-substitution
innovation in a timely manner. Also, the NRCT funding involves and contributes both at the product design and
manufacturing stage, leading to the local innovation that is several times cheaper than imported from abroad with
appropriate quality and standard.

4) Adopter Characteristics
• Early days of Thai domestic market before Covid-19
Even though Thailand are famous for its medical services, such local medical service market has regrettably
relied on import products for both public and private hospitals. Thai local manufacturers have complained that
the public and private hospitals have been long dominated by imported medical device products. The distributor
company occupied most of the domestic market share. It seems that the doctors and medical staff in the hospital
do not accept and do not trust the products that produced locally. They preferred the products that certified by
international standards. It is observed that there is a bottleneck in the regular procurement process in the Thai
public hospital system. Not only does a procuring agency set excessively detailed specifications, but they also
use the specification of import products as a benchmark. The administrators in charge of procurement are often
“normal” purchasing managers who are inclined to procure off-the-shelf products. As a result, even if Thai
medical device manufacturers are qualified by the world-class standards, such Thai manufacturers prefer to
export their products to other countries. This is to avoid price war with the imported global brands flooded in
domestic market. Even more for some products that demand both high quality standard and market acceptance,
some local Thai companies decided to register their medical products in Europe and sell back to Thailand instead.
• Domestic market and tipping point after Covid-19
User acceptance is the most critical factor and a key barrier not only in the early day of pandemic but also
in the wide diffusion phase. It is found that the medical staff are very skeptical about the quality and safety of
products, as Thailand has no specific local testing procedure and certified standards for PAPRs manufacturing
beforehand. The local designed PAPR product passed the required three groups of testing: manufacturer test,
third-party test and end-user test. Flow test is to check the flowrate generated by the unit. Pressure test is to check
the static pressure inside the hood while being worn by a wearer. Breathing Hose and Coupling Test is to guarantee
the quality of the breathing hose and the couplings. The product passed the local standard for safety and reliability
but not international standards. The surge in daily infections of Covid-19 and the chronic shortage of import
PAPRs has pushed the local product to be widely adopted and diffused. Thanks to the close engagement amongst
medical doctor, engineers and scientist together with the strong recommendation on the product quality by wellknown experts, the locally manufactured PAPRs were warmly accepted by medical staff in the frontline. The
feedback received from medical staff were used to further modification of the new model of products. However,
healthcare supplies by its nature demand proper testing and quality standards. The shortage of PAPR may offer
short term opportunity for the local innovations to enter the market. Yet, it is expected that in the long run the
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absence of testing laboratory and international certified bodies will become a bottleneck for sustaining medical
device sector. There is room for government intervention by become first-time buyer for the high demand medical
products that could attain the sufficient quality standard but lack the market recognition. The government can
create a list of necessity products that could enjoy the special public procurement process, so the local
manufacturer could at least to gain sufficient economies of scale and be able to compete with products imported
from abroad.
Table 2: Innovation ecosystem o before and after COVID-19 outbreak

Components

Prior to Covid-19 Outbreak

After COVID-19 Outbreak

Market
Characteristics

Strong preference for import product due to
quality and safety.

Severe shortage of import products opens up
market for local innovation.

Quality & Standard
Infrastructure

No testing laboratory and certification for
PAPR available.

Required testing procedure were setup. Medical
expert personally gave positive opinion on the
products’ safety and reliability.

Capability of leading
firms

The leading entrepreneur has technological
capabilities in parts manufacturing,
automation and fulfillment Industry.

The leading entrepreneur has started to invest and
research in medical device projects by using their
existing capabilities.

Capability of
supporting
organizations

ThaiMIC was intentionally set up to provide
multidisciplinary collaboration in designed and
production of medical devices needed for coping
with the Covid-19 outbreak.

-

Capability of local
part suppliers

ThaiSUBCON is the association where the
members are local OEM companies
specializing in the design and manufacture of
automotive parts, electronics parts and
automation systems as well as medical
equipment.

With the support of ThaiSUBCON, parts, molds
and dies needed for the prototype and product
manufacturing were provided in time and at an
acceptable price.

Funding System

Government funding system is rather risk
averse and unclear direction. The grants
prefer academic-oriented topic. The IPR
issue is unclear and impractical.

Apart from private donors, the government
agencies provide strategic funds that proactively
search for practical solutions.

Source: authors

4. CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATION FOR CRISIS DRIVEN
INNOVATION
The case study reported in this paper aimed at providing the knowledge of innovation management during
the COVID-19 pandemic. It illustrates the distinct characteristics of management approaches in respond to
opportunities and drawbacks in each stage. The shortage of PAPR products offer the window of opportunity for
the company to enter the market. During the crisis, the prototyping, manufacturing and testing have been done
with close collaboration amongst medical doctor, engineers and scientist. It even found that extreme conditions
forcing the speed of product design and rapid prototyping as well as the standard testing to be complete in around
only one month. The innovation process was done through the strong cooperation from non-profit organization
(THAIMIC) and manufacturing association (THAI SUBCON). The strong connection in necessary areas were
done outside the market-based interaction. This non-market-based collaboration allows the experimentation and
the supply of relevant parts in manufacturing to be attained at a lower cost if compare to the normal situation. To
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solve the real pain and drive rapid diffusion of local consumer, the solution is deliberately reconfigured to fit with
the local Thai context with less purchasing power. The solution provides appropriate level of technology
considering safety, affordability and reusability. The feedback received from medical staff also led to the
continuous modification and the new model of products.
However, innovations typically emerge from crisis driven situation faces the major problem of moving to
scale. Especially for medical supplies and products, users highly demand the innovation solutions to be robust
enough to be widely deployed and accepted. In Thailand, the absence of testing laboratory and international
certified bodies will become a bottleneck for medical device manufacturing to sustain the business in the long
term. As a result, the government needs to attract the international certified lab and invest in testing and standard
infrastructure. In addition, there is room for government intervention such as public procurement for necessity
products. As healthcare supplies and products by its nature demand testing and quality standards, the government
can play an important role as the first-time buyer for the infant products that could attain the sufficient quality
standard but lack the market recognition. The government procurement can be used to open up and support
“infant” products to penetrate into the real market. Meanwhile, to sustain the innovations sprung out of crisis, the
subsequent public demand and the market adoption is needed for the infant product to gain economies of scale.
This cannot be done in the regular procurement process. Yet, the new procurement system should integrate with
interactive learning and regulation modification. For example, the “industry days” may offer consultation and
dialogue between buyer and supplier in the pre-procurement process. This kind of event provides the opportunity
for suppliers and purchasing agencies to meet and match. This then directly influence the requirement setting
stages and unlock the traditional procurement inclined to off-the-shelf products.
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Abstract
Food industry is significant to economic growth in Thailand because the country is one of the largest food
exporters in the World. In particular, the broiler meat industry has been an integral part of Thailand’s economy for
the past years. Its production cycle is much shorter in comparison to other source of meat-based protein while
related technologies are intensively utilised along its supply chain. With a highly competitive nature of the broiler
meat market, Thai government/policymakers seek to find appropriate measure to support the industry, requiring a
set of comprehensive information on industry landscape. However, a lack of information on how well Thai private
companies perform, in terms of technology utilization/ technological capability, poses problem among
policymakers. This paper aims to propose a framework to evaluate technological capability of private firms by
focusing on upstream section/ farms in the broiler meat industry as a case study. The theoretical framework by Bell
and Pavitt, covering machinery and technology acquisition, tacit knowledge in production process and
organization, was applied in this research. The capability level consists of 4 levels in ascending order; routine, basic
(or adoptive), intermediate (or adaptive) and advanced (or innovative). Nine different aspects of farm’s activities,
ranging from planning broiler house design to sourcing of feed and medication, were analysed. Finally, the
proposed framework was tested by in-depth interviews at three ‘conventional-breed’ broiler farms and one
additional ‘native-breed’ broiler farm. The result showed that the proposed framework was able to distinguish
different levels of technological capability, regarding Primary activities and Supporting activities of the assessed
farms. The analytical results of technology capability can be used to stipulate new supportive measures, especially
budget allocation from the government, which leads to competitiveness enhancement for entrepreneurs in S-curve
industries. Further works on larger number of samples coupled with international benchmarking are recommended
to fine-tune the proposed framework.
Keywords: Technological capability, Broiler meat industry
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1 INTRODUCTION
Technology Capability can be defined as an assessment tool for functional ability in various technological
activities (Panda & Ramananthan, 1997). The capability assessment results are reflected each firm or organization
performance thoroughly technological activities. The assessment results can be not only identified weakness and
problems, but also hi-lighted advantages or strengths in organizations. This is led into making the technological
innovation strategy in each firm or private organizations. Meanwhile, the technological capability assessment can
be a guideline of a development policy formulation for a government in strategic industries. The technological
capabilities in the industries are included with technical, managerial knowledge and skill along chain of activities.
In this study, the technological capability is used to be an assessment tool for entrepreneur capability’ s evaluation
based on strategic industry sectors in Thailand.
The technological capability assessment procedure in this study could start with the selection of targeted
industrial sectors that would be assessed. Then, clarification of related technology along the value chain of this
sector is complemented. This is bringing into the identification of technological capability regarding to knowledge
skills, experience of staff/ operating labors in these organizations along institutional structure and value chains.
Bell and Pavitt (1995) proposed that technological development is not only new machines and new transferred
knowledge, but also tacit knowledge is necessary. It happens during the production process and product
development. This is known as “Technological Accumulation” or “Technological Learning” and could be led to
“Technological Change” and a need of “Technological Management”. Meanwhile, the production capability
related to technology in firms is consisted of capability of fixed capital usage, capability of workers, skilled
workers, capability of process and product design, capability of resource seeking and capability of organisational
restructure and work procedure adaptation.
Categories of industrial sectors can be divided into 1) Supplier-dominated industry: suppliers suggest
equipment, instrument, and technology for processing such as agriculture sector and food industry sectors 2) Scaleintensive industry: thinking and design lead to technology accumulation from basic to complexity, entrepreneurs
have sufficient capitals and large-scale production, exact investment and rapid return of investment 3) Informativeintensive industry: usage of data flow and data analytics are necessary, software and various programs are applied
and assisted these business e.g. retails and finance sectors 4) Science-based: research ,development and technology
are needed for competitiveness e.g. chemicals and electronics sectors 5) Specialized-intensive industry: this sector
involves with manufacturing of specialized tools and need complex technology and knowledge. Hence,
development of technological capacity is dependent on each sectoral characteristic and business.
The tools of technological capability assessment could be differentiated to features, maturity levels of
industrial sectors. Examples of technological capability tool (Akba, 2015) are consisted of 1) models of
determining technological gaps such as technology content assessment model, model of technology position
assessment, 2) models of assessing reasons of technological gap such as model of technology needs management,
technological capabilities levels model and 3) models of provision of solutions to overcome technological gap,
e.g., model of technology needs assessment and model of information systems of science and technology
management. One proposed model that is used in this paper is “Bell and Pavitt” model. This tool has been
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recognized to assess the technological capability especially in entrepreneurs. The concept of this model is stated
difference between production capability and technological capability. The production capability is basic ability
which entrepreneurs should be had, whereas the technological capability in the in-depth performance along
production process and could be assisted entrepreneurs to change/ adapt to technology development. The in-dept
technological capability can be divided into 3 levels: Basic, Intermediate and Advanced levels.
Food industry is considered one of the S-curve strategic industries for high economic growth in Thailand. In
2020, Thailand's agricultural exports in the food industry amounted to around 38 billion U.S. dollars, which was
the highest among other food segments. In that year, the food industry in Thailand contributed around 21% to the
country's GDP (Manakitsomboon, 2021). The significant reasons are included with a lot of natural resources from
50% of country’s area for agricultural sector, high-skilled labor forces with low costs. Furthermore, approximately
9,000 companies for food processing are settled in Thailand which could produce food products with competitive
prices. Thus, food industry has been selected owing to this sector has been well-established and long-term carried
out. The maturity level is highly grown.
When considering the food export value, broiler meat is one top-ten of Thailand highest export values liked
rice, sugar, and seafood. The global consumption for various types of meat is mostly broilers among terrestrial
animals. The broiler has the highest amount of protein which is much beneficial to consumers. In a point of
production investment, the return of investment for broiler farmers is quite promptly. In Thailand, business of
broiler industry is large and involved with many stakeholders. The products of broiler are consumed by domestic
consumers and export to foreign partners. The restricted standards regulation and food safety have been concerned.
The patterns of business can be classified into 2 models: 1) Cooperate farm: entrepreneurs own and manage their
farms 2) Contract farm: entrepreneurs hire farmer to operate their farms with specified conditions. Thai broiler
farms are operated with 2 models. In addition, broiler farmers and entrepreneurs in Thailand have broiler business
into 2 types. The first one is commercial broiler which could be the main economic-driven sector to a country. The
second one is Thai native broiler which has been nourished Thai people for very long time ago. The difference of
commercial broiler and Thai native broiler can be clarified as: commercial broiler is a source of food sustainability
and a main protein resource; this meat has focused on export with premium/high standards and regulation.
Meanwhile, Thai native broilers can be made revenues for local people and farmers, especially in rural. This is led
to revenue distribution and could be a symbolized product of “Geographical Indication: GI”.
Therefore, the objective of this paper is the utilization of a result from technological capability tool which is
used to assess the capability of broiler farmers and broiler entrepreneurs along value chain and recommendation
from the analysis of assessment.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
The analytical framework of this paper is based on Bell & Pavitt model. This model is classified the
technological capability of entrepreneurs into 2 industrial activities: 1) Primary activities are consisted of
investment (analysis and decision for investment, investment preparation and management), production
(production management and product development) and supporting activities (linkages of external organizations
and raw material seeking and management). The technological capability could be justified since basic production
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capability that is a basic ability for entrepreneurs, basic technological capability that entrepreneurs should know
basic technology and can simply solve problems caused by the technology. The intermediate technological
capability can be defined that entrepreneurs understand technological application in a term of science and
engineering included with reverse engineering. Finally, advance technological capability is entrepreneurial
capability which compose of research and development (R&D), product design and stakeholder engagement for
better competitiveness. This principle should be adopted to each industrial process to be the most appropriate
assessment tool.

3 METHODOLOGY
The policy research is focused on development of technological capability tool which was built by the
academic experts to practical industrial sectors. This tool was design to assess the performance/ ability of
entrepreneurs in each industry. The result of assessment should be as reverse data to improve and development the
technological performance in the organization later. The research method can be divided into 5 steps 1) Academic
review: review and analysis for sector outlook 2) Industry specification: value chain analysis, key technological
capability and stakeholders with interviewing and visiting 3) Development of Technological assessment tool 4)
Assessment the capability in real sector: assessment of technological capability along value chain, analysis of
technological learning process 5) Conclusion and recommendation: analytical results and recommendation making
for technological capability building/ enhancement
The technological assessment tool for this study is based on the theory of Bell and Pavitt, which has
conceptual base of the distinction of production capability and technological capability. Meanwhile, the
technological capability could be led into “Technical change” for entrepreneurs’ in-dept capability. The
technological capability can be classified into 3 levels: Basic, Intermediate and Advance.
Table 1: Analytical framework of Technological capability (Bell and Pavitt, 1995)
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This analytical framework divides technological activities into 2 activities, namely; 1) Primary activity which
covers investment and production, and 2) Supporting activity which covers business network development, capital
and raw material management.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There is a few ‘conventional breeds’ widely used in broiler farms around the World today; namely, Arbor
Acres, Ross and Cobb. However, in Thailand’s domestic market, there are also some ‘native breeds’, for example,
Pradu Hang Dam, Laung Hang Khao and Korat. In this paper, we randomly selected broiler farms as diverse as
broiler breeds, production capacity and mode of business operation (i.e. corporate-own farm and contract farms).
Detail of the four farms is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2: Features of broiler farms selected for this study. (CB = Conventional Breed and NB = Native Breed)
Farm

Broiler breeds

CB1

Arbor Acres, Ross
and Cobb

CB2

CB3

NB1

Production
Capacity
400,000/cycle
4 broiler houses

Business
Operation
Corporate-own
farm

Number of
caretakers
4

Ross

40,000/cycle
3 broiler houses

Contract farm

3

C
(type of male
chicken)
Korat

30,000/cycle
2 broiler houses

Contract farm

1

20,000/cycle
4 broiler houses

Contract farm

2

Technological Capability (TC) assessments were done by in-depth interviews at locations of the farms, except
on the farm CB1 where Covid-19 was highly regarded as a risk of contamination, thus, the interview was held in
a meeting with corporate’s senior managerial personnel and representative of farm’s caretakers. The farms were
assessed on 9 aspects with possible score of the following; Routine (1), Basic (2), Intermediate (3) or Advanced
(4).
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4.1 Proposed Technological Capability frameworks for ‘Conventional Breed’ Broiler Farms
and ‘Native Breed’ Broiler farm.
Technological Capability frameworks developed for assessing ‘conventional breed’ and ‘native breed’ broiler
farms,

are

shown

in

and Error! Reference source not found.. Details on each activity corresponding with a certain capability
level is a result of interviews with farmers, experts and academia in the field, along with study on related secondary
data. Both frameworks are identical in terms of structure, with 9 aspects of activities and 4 capability levels.
However, in greater details, the farms’ capability level is described differently for each framework, meaning that,
for example, an intermediate level in ‘conventional breed’ broiler farm is not entirely described the same as an
intermediate level in ‘native breed’ broiler farm. This is due to the fact that different type of breed needs different
treatment and management. Thailand’s native breed broiler naturally suits local climate, needs more space for
exercising and having habit of resting on higher ground, causing differences in broiler house design, flock density
and ventilation, etc.
Table 3: Technological Capability framework for “conventional breed’ broiler farm.
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Table 4: Technological Capability framework for ‘native breed’ broiler farm

4.2 Technological Capability Assessment on Broiler Farms
Result from Technological Capability assessment on ‘conventional breed’ broiler farms and ‘native breed’
broiler farm is shown in Figure 4. Overall, the result shows that farms having different capability since each farm’s
feature varies among one another, implying that the frameworks would be suitable in determining entrepreneurs/
farmers’ capability level.
Broiler farms: ‘Conventional breed’
It can be clearly seen that large entrepreneur, in this case, the corporate-own farm CB1 has more superior
Technological Capability than small entrepreneurs CB2 and CB3 in almost all aspects of activities. However, in
Primary activities under ‘Broiler house construction’ and ‘Feeding management’, all three farms have the same
level of capability, i.e. level 3 – Intermediate. This is due to knowledge transfer in designing/ building broiler house
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among stakeholders, including experienced constructers, and adoption of Evaporative cooling system (EVAP)
technology has proven to be successful in improving productivity of the broiler farm after serious outbreak of Bird
flu disease since 2004. Therefore, closed broiler house with addition of EVAP is a common archetype among
poultry farmers all over the country.
Farmers and entrepreneurs need to follow strict regulation of standard farms (both animals and plants) called
Good Agricultural Practice (or GAP) issued by Ministry of Agriculture (National Bureau of Agricultural
Commodity and Food Standards, Ministry of Agriculture, 2017). In the case of broiler farms, GAP dictates overall
farm layout and operation; from broiler house design, fence, feed storage to hazard control, waste management and
animal welfare. Most broiler farms also follow a protocol that minimises a number of staffs having access to broiler
house to prevent unwanted risk of contamination. Therefore, feeding large number of broilers many times a day is
a burdensome task for a few staffs. Most farms usually install semi-automation system, for example, using motor,
pipeline, and feed sensor, to transfer feed to broiler house more conveniently.

Technological Capability assessment on
'conventional breed' broiler farms

Market and
distribution

Broiler house
construction
4
3

Technological Capability assessment on
'native breed' broiler farms

Ventilation and
temperature &
lighting control

Market and
distribution

Broiler house
construction
4

Feeding
management

1
0

Medicine and
vaccine

Cleaning and
waste
management

Feed
Broiler breed

CB1

Ventilation
and
temperature…

2

2

Medicine and
vaccine

3

0

Cleaning and
waste
management

Feed

QC and
Selection
CB2

Feeding
management

1

QC and
Selection

Broiler breed

NB1

CB3

Figure 4: Results from Technological Capability assessment on Thailand’s three ‘conventional breed’ broiler
farms (left) and one ‘native breed’ broiler farm (right).
Gap in Technological Capability among the three farms is wider in activities involving production inputs
which include Feed, Broiler breed and Medicine and vaccine. Small and medium entrepreneurs under contract
farming scheme need to rely on their counterparties (corporates) who set out rules and conditions, stating
specifically which breed of broiler, feed and vaccination program to use. Hence, farm CB2 and CB3 do not
participate in any activity involving development in feed, broiler breed and medicine and vaccine. Farm CB1,
however, is part of many corporate-own farms which usually play important role in providing data and adopting
technology from R&D program managed by headquarter. Note that broiler breeds in today’s global market (Arbor
Acres, Ross, Cobb, etc.) are controlled by IP of private companies, thus large corporates in Thailand cannot take
part in altering/ modifying their genes. Nevertheless, it is possible to research on improvement in feed formula in
order to gain better ‘Feed Conversion Ratio’ (FCR), such as addition of functional feed supplement, and research
on use of appropriate technological system for precision livestock farming.
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Broiler farm: ‘Native breed’
Although, farm NB1 seems to have Technological Capability lower on most activities comparing to farm
CB2 and CB3, but from in-depth interview, there are interesting details on some activities worth mentioning. First,
there is a variety of ‘native’ breeds in Thailand’s database and, thus, the country has freedom to develop these local
breeds. Currently, two native breeds, Korat (by Suranaree University of Technology) and KKU-1 (by Khon Kaen
University) was developed and able to shorten production cycle to less than 50 days, which is very close to
‘conventional breed’ broiler. Most of R&D work on breeds/ traits have been done by public institutions, such as
universities and government’s agriculture research units. Nonetheless, Thai farmers and entrepreneurs can
participate in working with those institutions on research and/ or act as hatchery unit to secure supply of ‘native’
chicks to local farmers (This is not allowed in conventional broiler production due to IP right).
Secondly, there are research on feed formula and alternative feed ingredients by some institutions.
Knowledges is distributed through projects cooperating with Thai farmers to increase capability and self-support.
Alternative ingredients are mostly from local plants/ herbs plus agricultural waste and by-products, which
encourages circular economy and sustainability.
Comparison on ‘conventional breed’ broiler farm and ‘native breed’ broiler farm
‘Conventional breed’ broiler meat industry has been an integral part of Thailand’s economy. Relating
knowledge and know-how have long been disseminated from large corporates and suppliers to farmers throughout
the years. This has advantage of ensuring all products are safe under strict controlled environment and align with
international standard in order to export to global market. Thus, overall use of technology in conventional breed
broiler farm is more intense throughout production process. On the other hand, ‘native breed’ broiler farms rely on
breeds which suit to local climate. Native broilers have been conservatively maintained for very long time in
Thailand. These breeds are more agile and active which then need different treatment to operate broiler farms. The
native breed broiler meat is, at the moment, preferred in domestic market, but starting to gain popularity in
neighboring countries (Cambodia, Laos, etc.). It is likely that technology would play more important role in
operating native breed broiler farm when pursuing wider market.
When Technological Capability assessment is applied to well-established industry and its sub-sector, it is
vital to understand the nature of its market, local or international/ less demanding or very demanding consumers,
which affects its operation routine. The degree of intensity of technology utilisation in its production process varies
greatly from one to another.

5 CONCLUSION
The results of Technological Capability assessment with the analytical framework based on Bell & Pavitt
certainly indicate that, first, this analytical framework is suitable to “existing/ matured industries” that have wellestablished in a country for long time, for example, agriculture and food industries. The supporting reason is this
industry has gradually grown and has added Thailand’s strength. Particularly, a case of Thailand, the commercial
broiler industry is in top-ten traders in the World. The analytical results can be divided into sections in value chain
(upstream, mid-stream and downstream) and shown capability levels, which could be led into “Technological
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Capability enhancement”. Secondly, this analysis framework has been explored and analysed only on domestic
broiler entrepreneurs and farmers in Thailand. However, Technological Capability should be enhanced to
strengthen competitiveness of a country, in order to gain higher productivity and higher value-added products,
which, in turn, leads to higher exports and higher revenues for a country. Thus, benchmarking analysis should be
also comprehensively studied, comparing entrepreneurs across the World’s leaders in the industry. The third one
is the analysis results could be “evidence-based tools” for policy advocacy and deployment. In addition, agencies/
organisations which are related to granting and funding could use and leverage this information directed to funding/
granting process with fruitful outcomes. Another significant conclusion is the analysis result of Technological
Capability can be useful to own businesses for improvement/ enhancement the most efficient/ potential production
processes.
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Abstract

The innovation theory tends to focus on the innovation process or innovation capability and estimate how
these promote innovation. But the final aim of innovation is not to innovation itself but to enhance profits r sales.
Innovation is one measure to achieve better business performances. To complete the innovation theory requires
to show whether innovation achieved contributes to promote business performances. This paper employs twostage IV panel data probit estimation and analysis to examine what internal capability promote innovation and
whether innovation enhance business performances. Significant factors are (i) Transaction channels, (ii) Open
innovation, (iii) R&D, (iv) ICT, and (VI) public supports. Innovation also enhances sales, but does not profit.
Keywords: Two-step IV panel data estimation, ICT, R&D, Innovation capacity, Open Innovation,
Transaction channels
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of the information society triggered by information and communication technology (ICT) in
the early 1990s has been shifting economies and societies all over the world into those based on knowledge and
information. Continuous development of ICT has particularly created a new wave in society, termed the “Digital
Transformation (DX).” This new transformation is different from previous ones in terms of its profoundness.
Typical new ICTs such as big data, AI, and robots, are about to cause a shift in all traditional social fundamentals
in economy and business. The impending society can be referred to as the “Post-information Society (Tsuji, 2019).”
Various SMEs in Europe and the U.S. have taken on the role of inducing such changes. Startups in the AI and
biotech industries are especially representative of these SMEs. They are, in fact, steering so-called destructive
innovation (Christensen and Raynor, 2003) by terminating existing industrial structures and creating new products,
services, and business models. In the midst of such rapid and turbulent changes, it goes without saying that
sustained innovation is required to regain vitality and further economic growth.
With the above discussion in mind, this study aims to propose a new direction for the empirical study of
SME innovation by reviewing and forming an understanding of findings and knowledge obtained to date from a
unified perspective. Traditional studies on innovation in general have focused thematically on individual factors
such as absorptive capability, R&D, HR (human resources), managerial capability, technology management, ICT,
and so on. Although this approach has its advantages, it is critical to consider innovation as a single process from
a broad perspective and framework, and analyze how SMEs obtain new information and ideas as sources of
innovation, organize and conduct R&D to assimilate these ideas with management resources within the firm and
finally achieve new products (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Zahra and George, 2002). At each step of the process,
one particular factor is focused on. ICT, for example, plays a vital role in absorbing information from outside the
firm, while R&D is essential for assimilating information obtained with existing resources to create something
novel. Along with this, a great amount of diverse research on R&D has been published since the 1980s, because
R&D is recognized as risky and having a high failure rate (Booz, Allen, and Hamilton, 1982; Crawford, 1987).
As for ICT, it is a general-purpose technology that has various roles (Bresnahan and Trajtenberg, 1995). In fact,
ICT has created opportunities for assessing and sharing information, both within and outside the firm, reducing
related costs and improving efficiency in the business process, including innovation activities. However, only a
handful of papers have provided evidence of the joint activity of R&D and ICT in this respect. Tsoukatos et al.
(2017), using original survey data on 405 Greek manufacturing SMEs, is one example. The point in which this
study differs from that of Tsoukatos et al. (2017). and traditional studies lies in the following two aspects: One is
that the roles of R&D and ICT are analyzed together, namely, the focus of this study is on how these two elements
jointly promote innovation. In contrast, in their empirical model, Tsoukatos et al. (2017) control R&D and ICT
separately as variables. In addition, this paper focuses on the functions of R&D and ICT, which leads to an
exploration of how these two promote innovation. Most previous papers have used the amounts of R&D or ICT
investment as a proxy of R&D or ICT, but in this setting, it is difficult to grasp the roles of these in innovation,
namely, how and why these two promote innovation. This study, on the other hand, focuses on the functions of
R&D and ICT as variables, which makes it possible to clarify their essential roles in the innovation process.
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Another novelty of this paper is the use of panel data analysis in empirical research on innovation. Many panel
data study on innovation and R&D have appeared thus far, but the majority of these utilize official data
constructed by governments or international organizations such as patent offices, OECD, and other organizations.
Patent offices all over the world have accumulated a great mass of data on patent applications, which can be said
to be meta-data or big data. This paper, on the other hand, employs the authors’ own survey data. Very few cases
of this kind of panel data study are to be found in the previous literature.
The innovation theory tends to focus on the innovation process or innovation capability and estimate how
these promote innovation. But the final aim of innovation is not to innovation itself but to enhance profits.
Innovation is one measure to achieve better business performances such as the number of sales or profits. To
complete the innovation theory requires to show whether innovation achieved contributes to promote business
performances. This paper, therefore, addresses the following new perspective on the relationship between product
innovation and corporate performances such as sales in Japanese SMEs. Then the RQs are as follows:
RQ1: How SMEs promote product innovation by using what kinds of innovation capability they own.
RQ2: Whether product innovation enhances corporate performances
This paper integrates the innovation process and innovation performances into one model, and aims to
explore the real objective of innovation.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
1.1 Innovation and business processes
Most of innovation models attempt to explore the innovation process which indicates how the innovation
capability achieve innovation. The innovation capability includes human resources, R&D, the level of technology,
ability of the top management, and so forth. Innovation, however, is not a final objective of firm, but profit.
Innovation is one process of making profits. Innovation is one factor of obtaining profits since it creates new
products which owns better quality and cheaper price. In case of process innovation, existing products can be
produces with lower costs, which raises profit. This paper adds one process of achieving profit, in which firms
make use of all resources to achieve profits. These two processes conclude the whole process starting from ideas
or seeds of business to ending up with profit. The framework of the model is shown Figure 1.

Figure 1: Framework of the model
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1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY
1.2.1 R&D in the innovation process
Previous research has mainly addressed R&D from the perspective of organizational theory, focusing on
areas such as acquisition of new information through the R&D organization, sharing of the information among
R&D team members, and the conversion of the information to knowledge, and furthermore, from tacit knowledge
to codified/explicit knowledge. Accordingly, two roles are considered critical in the R&D process: The gatekeeper,
the key person who incorporates new information, and the transformer, who converts the acquired information
into knowledge and transmits it to other members of the organization (Freeman, 1979; Tsuji et al., 2016). To
smoothly convey information, trustworthiness among R&D members is a prerequisite (Leven and Cross, 2004;
Colquitt and Rodell, 2011). Many of these discussions on R&D consider R&D’s success or failure as the outcome
of their analyses. However, in this study the essence of R&D is not the focus. Instead, what is analyzed here is
the relationship between R&D and the achievement of innovation.
1.2.2 ICT in the innovation process
ICT can contribute to the promotion of innovations though the following two functions: Firstly, SMEs can
utilize ICT to search for and access cutting-edge information outside the firm. One example of this channel is
open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003), which is a key factor for SME innovation, these channels consisting of
intellectual and transaction channels (Tsuji et al., 2016, 2017). The former are used for collaboration with
universities and research institutions, whereas the latter are for obtaining information from customers and
suppliers via the supply chain (Pietrobelli and Rabellotti, 2011), enabling information flows through orders,
claims or improvements to interact more efficiently (Todo et al., 2016). Secondly, SMEs assimilate information
obtained through managerial resources they own and transform it into new knowledge, this process being referred
to as “knowledge management.” ICT can support the sharing of information among R&D teams, which may
shorten the R&D period or transform tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. From these functions, ICT is
termed “IT capability” (Karimi et al., 2007). The following discussion focuses on how recent developments in
various ICTs can assist in the achievement of innovation.
1.2.3 IoT and innovation
The Internet of Things (IoT) is transforming the traditional innovation process into a novel one in which big
data on consumers, firms, and markets is utilized in real time. IoT could never have been realized without ICT
development. Equipment and machinery in the factory are operated without human assistance, and robots
equipped with AI can replace human engineers and workers everywhere in the economy, which is resulting in a
digital transformation even in traditional process innovation (Bilgeri et al., 2019). Agriculture has been
transformed into a high-tech industry due to ICT (Alan et al., 2016; Paul, 2019). These observations show that
IoT enhances innovation.
1.2.4 Big data and innovation
Huge amounts of data can be saved and stored to be subsequently utilized for business purposes. Such big
data is allowing firms to create new business models to serve customers in new ways. The so-called GAFA
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(Google, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon) are typical examples of the expansion of new business models. The
kinds of characteristics of big data that enhance core competency or innovation have become the focus of research,
Lee (2018), Maryam and Goran (2019), and Jaime et al. (2019) identifying these as the three Vs of big data;
Volume, Velocity, and Variety. Zhan et al. (2017) analyze the merits of big data, finding that they reduce lead
time and costs of innovation through efficient transactions with consumers and trade partners. Blackburn et al.
(2017) focus on how big data transforms the R&D process through interviews and case studies. Big data is relevant
not only for large firms but also SMEs, since the latter can access big data through open innovation with large
firms or universities (Pasquale et al., 2018). The age of big data has just begun, but new ICTs will surely bring
about a transformation to the data-driven economy.
1.2.5 Social media and innovation
Social media such as Twitter, blogs, Facebook, Instagram, and others have become popular in all kinds of
businesses. Firms have come to recognize that the use of social media is a strategic measure not only for the
collection of information on promoting marketing but also for developing new goods and services (Idota et al.,
2017, 2019). Consumer involvement in social media has the three dimensions of consumer brand engagement;
cognitive processing, affection and activation (Brandão et al., 2019).
1.2.6 ICT and R&D
As discussed earlier, in knowledge management, ICT offers effective measures for the promotion of R&D
and innovations. ICT can also contribute to all aspects of the above innovation process; acquisition, assimilation,
transformation, and exploitation. ICT can activate and make these more efficient (Nicolas and Acosta, 2010;
Omona et al, 2010; Ologbo and Nor, 2015). Information networks inside the firm promote the sharing of necessary
information among R&D team members and other teams, which may shorten the time required for decisionmaking, or assist in the transformation of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge (Polanyi, 1966; Nonaka and
Takeuchi, 1996). ICT thus transforms information to knowledge efficiently and encourages innovation. As
mentioned earlier, Tsoukatos et al. (2017) examine the role of R&D and ICT in one mode using their survey data
of 405 Greek manufacturing SMEs. They use ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and TQM (Total Quality
Management) as variables to represent ICT and R&D investment. Least square regression shows that only TQM
is significant. In empirical studies of productivity, but not innovation, R&D and ICT are used as variables, as seen
in the following papers: Martin and Nguyen-Thi (2015) analyze 569 Luxembourg-based firms based on data from
2004 to 2006 using the three-step CDM model, Pieria et al. (2018) use a Stochastic Frontier Model (SFM) to
estimate the productivity effects of R&D and ICT for a large sample of OECD industries between 1973 and 2007.
These studies obtain positive results regarding the effect of R&D and ICT on productivity.
1.2.7 Panel data analysis on innovation and R&D
There are numerous studies on innovation employing panel data analysis. A number of these are surveyed
here, focusing on R&D and ICT. Choi and Yi (2018) analyze the relationship between the two variables Internet
and R&D expenditure and economic growth based on data from 105 countries over the period 1994-2014. They
showed a fixed effect model and verify the hypothesis that Internet expenditures enhance economic growth, which
is promoted by R&D expenditures. The causality they showed is that R&D mediates the impact of the Internet on
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economic growth. Meliciani (2000) analyzes the relationship between R&D and investment activities on patent
acquisition across 12 countries and industries over the period 1973-1993 based on OECD data. He asserts that
panel data analysis shows different results from pooled data. The importance of either R&D or investment differ
depending on the industry; the former being greater than the latter in science-based industries, while the opposite
is observed in supplier-dominated and production-intensive industries, implying that in a high-technology
industry, for example, R&D promotes innovation, while in a simple manufacturing industry, investment enhances
innovation. The differences in regional or international innovation due to R&D can be highlighted by panel data
analysis (Crescenzi and Rodoriguez-Pose, 2013; Lu and Wang, 2015), and the differences in public policy on
innovation are also analyzed by panel data (Banno et al. 2013).

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1. Questionnaire survey
This model is based on a survey conducted in February 2012. The samples were selected as follows: From
the lists of the Teikoku Data Bank, 3,959 firms were selected from the manufacturing, construction, information
and communications, and service industries. The criteria of the selection were that sample firms have to satisfy
the following conditions: the firm (i) is unlisted; (ii) employs more than 20 workers, (iii) has earned positive
profits in the most recent three terms, that is, in the last 18 months, and (iv) is experiencing increasing sales. The
reason for these limitations is to reduce the number of samples to an appropriate size. The valid number of
responses to the first survey was 647, a response rate of 16.2%. A second survey was conducted in February 2018
with 620 of the above 647 SMEs which responded to the first survey, 27 unable to participate due to bankruptcy,
change of address, or rejection of the survey. 122 SMEs among the 620 replied, the valid response rate being
9.7%. Summary statistics of the pooled data are shown in Table 1.

3. 2 Selected firm characteristics
Details of some firm characteristics are introduced here. The main industry the sample firms were engaged
in was manufacturing, amounting to 60% of the total, followed by construction. Regarding the trend of sales in
the past three years, in 2011, almost two thirds of the firms, whether they succeeded in innovation or not, had
increased their sales amounts, which may have been due to recovery from the Lehman Shock. In 2017, on the
other hand, the percentage of “Increasing” sales declined and those of “Almost the same” increased. The ratios
of R&D over sales indicate that SMEs that achieved innovation tended to have a higher R&D ratio than those that
did not achieve innovation. The ratio for more than half of the former was 0.1-0.3, whereas more than half (2011)
or two thirds (2017) of the latter had no R&D expenditures, a substantially large contrast. Similar phenomena are
also seen in the trends in R&D over the past three years; about 50% of SMEs that achieved innovation and 80%
of SMEs that did not maintain the same R&D ratio in both the first and second surveys.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix

3.3 Construction of variables for estimation
3.3.1. Dependent variable
The number of SMEs which achieved innovation in the questionnaire is taken in this paper as an outcome
variable. That is, respondents were asked whether they supplied a new product or service to the market during
2006-2010 and during 2013-2017 (QII.1). Firms were asked to reply “yes” or “no,” and these are taken as
explained variables for estimation. The numbers of replies to the two surveys are shown in Table 2. About two
thirds of respondents answered positively in both surveys, these firms being genuinely innovative. The variable
of “Innovation” is thus constructed.
Table 2: Distribution of replies

2011
Achieved innovation: 80 (66.7)
Not at all: 40 (33.3)

2017
Achieved: 52 (65.0)
Not at all: 28 (35.0)
Achieved :5 (12.5)
Not at all: 33(82.5)
No reply: 2 (5)

Another dependent variable, sales, is asked in VIII.9 in the questionnaire, whether sales are increasing or
not. If SMEs reply “yes,” it takes 1, and otherwise 0. More than half samples firms replied “yes.” Innovation is
not the sole objective of firms, but profit or sales; innovation is one means of obtaining profit or sales. Many
patents do not necessarily yield profits automatically. To make the whole process of innovation worthwhile, profit
should accrue from the outcome. The hypothesis of this paper is seeking to substantiate related to innovation, and
innovation is one variable that explains profit or sales. In addition, one further equation, which defines a firm’s
profits, is required. Innovation, which is examined in this study, is included as one variable that explains profit or
sales. A two-stage estimation model is thus a better formulation for examining the innovation process (Kesidou
and Szirmai, 2008).

3.4 Explanatory variables
3.4.1 R&D
To construct variables related to R&D, suitable questions were chosen from QI and QIII of the questionnaire,
as follows:
QI.1.3 Various basic technologies and know-how other than core technologies are owned
QIII.1.3. R&D is directly connected to new products and services
QI.1.5.5. Goals are assigned to employees, who are rewarded based on their achievements
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QI.1.5.8. The top manager takes the lead in new business
QIII.1.4. Positive about offering owned technology to other firms
QIII.2.1. Speedy decision-making
QIII.2.2. Responsibility and authority are delegated to the R&D department
QVIII.3. Number of employees
The result of the factor analysis regarding R&D, shown in Table 3, extracts two factors which consist of two
questions each. The first factor is named “R&D orientation,” while the second factor is named “R&D autonomy.”
The first factor consists of “QIII.1.3. R&D is directly connected to new products and services,” These factors
indicate the direction and performance of R&D and, accordingly, the latent variable based on these observed
variables is referred to as “R&D orientation.” This variable, in other words, indicates whether R&D leads on to
the achievement of innovation, which is an essential question for R&D. Various previous papers have also
analyzed this aspect (Leonard-Barton, 1988; Iansiti, 1998; Sundgren et al., 2005).
The second factor extracted contains “QIII.2.1: Speedy decision-making,” and “QIII.2.2: Responsibility and
authority are delegated to the R&D department.” Particularly, the latter question 2.2 is related to the
decentralization and autonomy of R&D units. From our field research, it is observed that the speed of decisionmaking is a characteristic merit of SMEs (Tsuji et al., 2017). From these observations, it follows that the latent
variable is referred to as “R&D autonomy.” Previous papers also discussed autonomy and found from Japanese
data that autonomy as a variable elevates innovation, whereas Argyres and Silverman (2004) and Lerner and Wulf
(2007) claim that centralization in R&D organizations is better in the pursuit of innovation in terms of efficient
allocation of resources and coping with shifts in technologies, markets, and other environments related to R&D.
This study supports autonomy as a factor promoting innovation.
Table 3: Factor analysis of R&D

3.4.2 ICT
In the age of the information society, ICT can contribute to the above innovation process by (i) aiding the
firm to obtain related information from outside, from customers and suppliers and from research networks, such
as universities, via the transaction networks; (ii) sharing information for innovation with relevant R&D sections
and employees inside the firm; and (iii) shortening the R&D process by concurrent engineering. The RQs of this
study are to examine how ICT contributes to R&D and innovation in SMEs. Although the authors’ previous study
adopted the number of ICT systems and practices, such as e-commerce, supply chain management, SNS, and so
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on as variables of ICT use, it is in line with the objective of this paper that the perceived effect of ICT is taken as
a variable. In other words, instead of external differences, how successfully SMEs use ICT is evaluated in this
analysis.
The questionnaire contains questions on the effect of ICT on innovation, which were asked in QV.4. The
questions used in this analysis are summarized as follows:
QV.4.2: ICT assists the advertisement of products
QV.4.3: ICT improves the speed of decision-making
QV.4.4: ICT shortens the development period for a new product
These questions required a response on the five-point Likert scale. Again, factor analysis is applied to extract
latent variables. The results are shown in Table 4, which extracts one factor consisting of “QV.4.3: ICT improves
the speed of decision-making” and “QV.4.4: ICT shortens the development period for a new product.” Thus, the
related latent variable is referred to as the “ICT.” These are consistent with assertions in previous research
(Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2000; Brynjolfsson and Saunders, 2009). Ueki and Tsuji (2019) discuss the roles of ICT
in innovation in greater detail.
Table 4: Factor analysis of ICT

Observation variables
ICT shortens the development period of new product
ICT makes the speed of decision making faster
ICT assists the advertisement of products
Variance
Proportion
Cumulative

Factor 1
0.452
0.442
0.237
2.025
67.502
67.502

3.4.3 Transaction channels
This variable explains the competitiveness of products. There are lots of possible indicators which explain
this characteristic, but the questionnaire asks whether the number of transaction partners is increasing (QI.4.2). If
so, they are attracted by either quality or price of products, indicating the competitiveness of products. To whom
they answered affirmatively, another question was asked whether new trade partners approached to start
transactions. This question is also related to product competitiveness. The dummy variable of “Transaction
channels” is thus constructed.
3.4.4 Number of employees
This paper uses the number of employees as the size of firm, which is asked by V.3.3. This question is used
for individual from characteristics. Logarithm is used for estimation.
3.4.5 Open innovation
The collaboration with other firms, universities, and public research institutions is a vital factor for
innovation, which refers to open innovation (Chesbrough, 2003). Question IV. 2 asks whether SMEs own such
collaboration. To elaborate the collaborative behavior, the question III.1.7 asks whether firms positively
participate in open innovation, that is, whether they corporate in their advantaged fields. If they reply affirmatively
to two questions, dummy variable of “Open innovation” takes 1, otherwise 0.
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3.4.6 ICT*R&D autonomy
This variable is constructed as the cross term of ICT use and R&D autonmomy (latent variable), indicating
whether two variables together affect innovation. This variable also explains the intermediate effect of ICT on
innovation, which will be discussed in detail in what follows.
3.4.7 Subsidies
Question VI.1. asks whether they received public supports for innovation such as financial assistances for
R&D, investment, training, tax exempts, registering patents, participating in exhibitions and trade shows. If they
received at least one of them, it takes 1, otherwise 0.

3.5 Estimation method
This paper at first conducts probit estimation based on the pooled data (Model 1), and the second analysis is
the examination on the relationship between innovation and sales with instrumental variables (IV) panel data
regression, in which a variable of innovation is instrument and the variable of sales is instrumented. then twostage panel data estimation, which is IV probit model consisting of the first and second estimation, namely the
first equation estimates innovation with internal innovation capabilities such as R&D, ICT, and subsidies and the
second equation estimates sales with competitiveness of products (Transaction channels), collaboration with other
entities (Open innovation), innovation and the firm size (Number of employees) is controlled as firm characteristic.
1st eq. Innovation =  + *R&D + C + *S + ITC*R&D + 
2nd eq.

Sales =  + *TC + OI +  + 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Results
The results of IV probit panel data estimation are shown in Table 5. In the first equation, R&D orientation
(p<0.01), ICT*R&D autonomy (p<0.01), and Subsidies (p<0.1) are found to be significant, but ICT itself is not
significant. Among factors which affect innovation, two latent variables related to R&D strongly enhance
innovation, which is consistent with results of previous studies listed in Section 1.2.1. In particular, it is natural
that R&D orientation which consists of two characteristics such as “Offer own technology” and “R&D is directly
connected to new products and services” promotes innovation, whereas R&D autonomy consisting of “Give
responsibility and authority to R&D department” and “Decision making is speedy” is not significant. but R&D
autonomy with help of ICT, that is the cross-term of ICT*R&D autonomy is significant to innovation. This is
because ICT assists to make decision making faster, which is a nature of ICT. The role of ICT in this context will
be discussed later.
In the second equation, Innovation (p<0.01), Transaction channel (p<0.01), and Open innovation (p<0.05)
are found significant. Innovative SMEs which own competitive product due to the collaboration with universities
and research institutes tend to achieve increasing in sales. But this result was not found for profit. ICT and R&D
are not significant to sales. These two variables directly promote innovation, and then innovation raises profits.
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Table 5: Results of estimation

4.2 Discussion
This paper has some degree of novelty in comparison with previous literature on the roles of R&D and ICT
in the innovation process. Firstly, as mentioned in Introduction, most panel data analyses on R&D or ICT in the
innovation process employed data constructed by government or international organizations. These have merits
such as containing a large number of samples and using international data, which makes for much more rigorous
and in-depth analysis. In comparison with firm-level survey data, however, official data on R&D or ICT contain
less firm-specific characteristics such as the implementation of R&D, organizational structure, information flow
among different R&D departments, leadership of top management, and so on. This paper aims to explain the role
of R&D and ICT in the innovation process of SMEs and hypotheses are derived from the authors’ in-depth field
surveys. Because of this, it has been possible to include in this paper variables related to SME management,
organization, implementation of R&D and ICT. Because of the sample number, not all the variables can be taken
into the analysis and the variables analyzed here are limited. While the model used in this paper has these
shortcomings, to the authors’ limited knowledge there has been no analysis employing robust panel data analysis
thus far.
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Secondly, this paper demonstrates the causality of variables in the innovation process. The causality, or
endogeneity, is now a central issue in this field, and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) is commonly used
(Tsuji et al., 2018). In addition, this paper has identified how ICT affects R&D and innovation across the whole
innovation process. Most of the papers investigating R&D or ICT in relation to innovation, however, tend to
examine only a limited framework by focusing on R&D and specific topics of innovation: Trustworthiness among
R&D team members (Leven and Cross, 2004; Colquitt and Rodell, 2011), and information flow among members
via a gatekeeper (Freeman, 1979). Many of these discussions on R&D consider R&D’s success or failure to be
the outcome of their analyses. In this paper, however, the success of R&D is not the focus. Rather, what is
analyzed is how innovation is enhanced as an outcome of R&D autonomy throughout the whole innovation
process.
Thirdly, this paper examines not only whether R&D and ICT enhance innovation but also how they
contribute to innovation. This paper identifies the mediation effect of ICT on innovation via R&D autonomy. ICT
itself may not necessarily create innovation, but it is an “innovation enabler” that supports other factors (Martin
and Nguyen-Thi, 2015). Taking the example of cloud computing, since cloud computing is one kind of
information technology, combining this with mobile phones is what has brought smartphones to realization (Lina
and Chen, 2012). Thus, the mediation effect appears to be an essential nature of ICT, and the model in this paper
demonstrates this nature.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper studies the role of R&D and ICT in a rigorous panel data analysis. Other characteristics of this
paper lie in the fact that, based on our field research, the models are constructed to verify how actual innovation
and R&D are conducted in SMEs and what the essential factors for achieving innovation are, and whether
innovation enhance sales of SMEs. As a result, we obtain some results, summarized by answering the research
questions, that differ from those of previous papers. Regarding RQ1, by taking the cross-term of ICT*R&D
autonomy, R&D and ICT are found to jointly promote nnovation in SMEs. However, ICT is not significant alone,
and it follows from these results that ICT itself does not create innovation, but assists R&D teams to activate
R&D functions such as “Speedy decision-making,” and “Responsibility and authority are delegated to the R&D
department.” The former is precisely one of the merits of ICT and the latter enhances the motivation of R&D
team members. These discussions lead to the answer for RQ2, that is, the roles of ICT and autonomy of R&D
teams in shortening decision-making are particularly important for innovation.
Firstly, R&D enhances innovation in a way that absorbs new information owned by other agents such as
large firms, universities, or research institutions, which are termed external linkages. In this sense, innovation is
achieved by absorbing new information, transforming it into knowledge by R&D and then sharing it among the
members. But the innovation process begins with how to obtain information from external linkages which own
information, this process being expressed by the flow of external linkages → ICT → R&D → innovation. The
model should begin with how SMEs absorb information on technology, consumers, markets, and so on by making
use of ICT, and how they transform information into concrete innovation. One example of such ICT is that used
in the supply chain. Our previous studies identify two channels, transaction and intellectual, and the contents of
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R&D and its effects on innovation differ in the two types of channel (Tsuji et al. 2017). In particular, from the
transaction channel, the autonomy of R&D organizations along with mutual understanding and confidence among
related engineers in SMEs are found important, whereas in the intellectual channel, the level of technology and
R&D orientation or autonomy are essential.
Secondly, regarding the role of ICT in the innovation process, this study obtained a more important effect
related to ICT, namely, ICT not only directly but also indirectly contributes to innovation. Further, ICT is essential
to innovation since it is located at the first stage of the innovation process. In this aspect, a role of ICT that differs
from that expected by earlier literature, such as Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000), Brynjolfsson and Saunders (2009)
and Ueki and Tsuji (2019), seems to be highlighted.
Thirdly, another requirement for further study should be a focus on policy, which is not discussed in detail
here. Our in-depth interviews found that instead of large amounts of subsidies, SMEs wanted small subsidies to
support their investments in new fields, including funds for supporting consortia for the application of new
technologies, exhibitions in trade shows, HRD (human resource development), and so on. Some SMEs may
possess specific technologies, but due to a lack of manpower and financial capability they are unable to develop
them into final products. The above policies assist SMEs in stimulating their innovation. The amount of funds
offered by policy measures are not of such great significance; what is much more important is the selection of the
targets of support policy measures.
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Abstract

Competency framework has been studied widely for human resource development in organizations, but there
are a few publications about researcher competency-based development in public research institutes. Therefore,
the purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship between competency framework and research
performance in public research institutes to promote research career development in Vietnam. Data collected from
600 researchers in public research institutes used for analyses. Confirmatory factor analysis technique (CFA) and
hierarchical multiple regression were applied to test the relationship between competency framework and research
performance. The results provide supports for the view that competency framework positively affects research
performance and task frequency positively moderates the relationship between competency framework and
research performance in public research institutes. The paper explores the concept of competency framework for
researchers in the public research institute context and clarifies its affect to the development of science, technology
and innnovation in Vietnam.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) plays an impportant role for national social economics
development worldwide and public research institutes (PRIs) are key factors in national innovation systems (NIS)
to create and transfer knowledge to the society. There are several factors for PRIs to fulfill their assigned roles in
the NIS, of which researchers are much related to funding structure and research agenda (Goto & Intarakumnerd,
2016). Researcher capability development through practical experiences of scientific research and technology
development activities ensures their career development and sustains the research organization development.
Competency-based human resource development has been widely studied and applied in many fields with
various advantages to enhance both individual and organizational performance. Most of industrial countries with
good archievements of STI develops the competency frameworks for researchers. The Research Development
Framework (RDF) was designed and popularly used in research institutes and universities in the United Kingdom
and other countries, which has been used for different activities for researcher career development such as:
training, career planning, competency profiling and mentoring (Vitae, 2011).
Although competency framework has been popularily applied in developed countries for both academia and
industry; in Vietnam, it is used in enterprises for the long-term performance and others in the phrase of
experiments (Le, 2016). In the period of 2021-2030, the Vietnamese social-economics strategy emphasizes the
key role of science, technology and innovation as well as digital transformation for fast and sustainable
development through high productivity and national competativeness. In such context, PRIs’ researcher
competency development is required to aliged with regional and international standards with suitable competency
framework learned from other countries’experiences. Recently, the competency framwork for Vietnamese
researchers in the PRIs has been studied and a standard of 20 competencies divided into 4 domains of core
competency, personal competency, research competency and management competency has been published and
recommended for PRIs’ training activities (Tran et al., 2021b). However, for the more effective uses of such
competency framework in PRIs, the relationship between competency framework and research performance
should be further studied in specific context in Vietnam. Therefore, in this empirical research we explore the
concept of researcher competency framework in the context of developing countries and clarifies its direct and
indirect affects to the research performance in the Vietnamese PRIs.

2 ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Competency framework
The concept of competency was introduced in the research of C.McClelland (1973) of “Testing for
competence rather than for intelligence” to emphasize the importance of individual competence for sucessful
performance. Later on, various scholars have further studied the concept with different aspects and mostly reached
a consensus on the behaviors of a specific job to complete its tasks to ensure individual performance (Tran et al.,
2021a). The competency framework (CF) has been conceptualized as the combination of necessary competencies
for an individual or organization to ensure the required performance with different structure (Dubois & Rothwell,
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2004). Each competency of this CF was analysed and described further in detail into different proficiency level
for evaluation to apply in various human resource management activities (Horton et al., 2002).
To take the advantages of the competency-based human resource development approach, different
organizations such as OECD, Vitae in the UK, CSIRO in Australia and ITRI in Taiwan have developed and
applied the competency framework for their employee development. OECD has developed the core and technical
competency framework for managers in policy research and public administration (OECD, 2017). In 2010,
Deloitte and APEC management career association had joined research and proposed 20 essential competencies
for the employees to ensure their sucessful tasks in 2020 with working skills in 3 domains including scientific
research, research administration and personnal administration (APEC & DELOITTE, 2010). In addition , the
competency framework and research competency evaluation model in technical and engineering universities in
Indonesia was introduced by Carolina et al. (2015) and the RDF introduced by Vitae (2011) with 4 domains of
knowledge and intellectual abilities; personal effectiveness; research governance and organisation; engagement,
influence and impact and widely used in UK and other countries.
The competency framework for researchers in Vietnamese PRIs has been recently introduced and
empirically studied by Tran et al. (2021b) with 20 competencies divided into 4 domains: core competency,
personal competency, research competency and management competency. This competency framework was
designed and developed based on the national job specification standards and practical requirements of knowledge
and skills to fulfill related tasks of public research institutes in Vietnam. The necessary knowledge, skills and
attitudes for the successful performance of research tasks were collected by indepth interviews, group discussions
and analysed to establish each competency. Further competency framework validation was carried out by
analysing primary data to confirm that the suggested competencies are suitable for the practical tasks of
researchers and their correlations to research performance were statistically significant. That researcher
competency framework was recommended to STI policy makers and PRIs managers for competency-based
training to improve the researcher capabilities systematically and to conform with international research career
standards. That may be also used for a competency-based compensation mechanism for researchers in the PRIs
in Vietnam to attract more talents working in research and development activities.

2.2 Competency framework and research performance
There are different factors influencing the individual and organizational performance in various types of
organizations and contexts, of which employee competency is one of the key success factors. Some empirical
studies confirmed the relationship between researcher competency and individual performance in research
institutes (Prasad et al., 2016; Ajay et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2021; Natalia, 2016).
To improve the importance of Ph.D. holder researchers in Japan, Natalia (2016) analysed the necessity and
sufficiency of researchers’ and engineers’ competencies in the area of science and technology, given oncoming
technological changes. The results from quantitative and qualitative analyses indicate those general competencies
such as fundamental theoretical knowledge, ability to work on projects, teamwork and creativity will be in demand
in 10-15 years, rather than highly specialized skills. Then, the research in Agriculture Research Institutes in
Hyderabad Metro, India showed that employee core competency influenced the performance appraisal system
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using multiple regression analysis with a highly significant of 74% (Prasad et al., 2016). Another research in
India PRIs of Ajay et al. (2016) proved that the quality of researcher publication was highly eaffected by
researcher competency and the research competencies mostly influenced to academic research performance along
with the mediating role of psychological capital in three top universities in China (Guo et al., 2021). Therefore,
we propose the first two hypothesises as below:
H1. Competency framework improves the performance of researchers in the PRIs in Vietnam.
Besides the above direct effect of competency to individual performance, there are also various researches
that verified its indirect relationship by testing the mediating and moderating effects of other variables. To develop
a suitable competency framework for performance improvement, the task analysis is important to check the
frequency, requirements of knowledge and skills to fulfill the task assignment (Janetta, 2002). Recent researches
have shown that task analysis has both direct and indirect effects on competency framework and performance
(Augustine et al., 2021; Tabitha, 2017). Traditional job analysis also plays important role in competency-based
human resoure development and clarifies different aspects of task including frequency, importance, difficulty
(Juan & Edward, 2009). In addition, Sarah et al. (2016) discovered the frequency of 11 tasks in records managers’
daily work, as well as the importance of each task contribute to their job success. In the competency framework
development for researchers in Vietnam, tasks based on the national standard job specification had been verified
of the frequency and results (Tran et al., 2021b). From the conceptualization of task analysis, the competency
framework should enhance the quality of research through working experiences especially the more frequent
tasks. Therefore, task frequency can strengthen the relationship between competency framework and research
performance. Thus, we propose the next hypothesises as below:
H2: Task frequency moderates the relationship between competency framework and research performance,
and the relationship will be stronger when the level of task frequency is high.

3 METHODOLOGY
A quantitative methodology was applied to empirically clarify the positive impact of a competency
framework to research performance and the moderating role of task frequency on the relationship between
competency framework and research performance in the PRIs. A series of discussions with human resource
experts and managers of different research institutes was carried out to clarify the theoretical model and
measurement instruments to make sure that the adapted measures are suitable for the PRIs context in Vietnam.
Moreover, there were several in-depth interviews with research managers, researchers to understand the current
situation of a competency framework, task frequency and research performance at their institutes.
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3.1 Research model
The research model, which is based on our hypotheses and theoretical arguments aforementioned, is
illustrated in Figure 1. We used confirmatory factor analysis and hierarchical multiple regression to evaluate and
test this model.

Figure 1: Research model

3.2 Samples and questionnaire
According to the statistical data from National Agency for Science and Technology Information, by 2018
there were 687 research institutes with 26,681 researchers in Vietnam (NASTI, 2018). This total population was
quite large and questionnaires were sent to about 100 PRIs with different research fields (natural science,
technology and engineering, medical and phamacy, agriculture and social science and humanity) in Vietnam and
there were 600 respondents, who were researchers and research managers with different working experiences,
research fields. This sample is suitable according to the methodology used by Ajay et al. (2016), in which
respondents were researchers and managers in Indian research institutes. The questionnaire consists of 29
questions in Vietnamese related to competency framework, task frequency and research performance, that was
delivered to researchers and managers via online survey tool.

3.3 Measurement and scales
Competency framework: According to the qualitative research to analyse the competency requirements in
the national job specification standards for Vietnamese researchers and in-depth interview results, Tran et al.
(2021b) proposed a comptency framework of 20 competencies divided into 4 domains such as: (i) Core
competency (analytical thinking, critical thinking, innovative thinking and problem solving skill), (ii) Personnal
competency (research communication skill, digital skill, foreign language skill, teamwork skill, time
management), (iii) Research competency (research problem analysis, research proposal writing, data collection
and processing, scientific research report writing, technology transfer, research publication and intellectual
property), and (iv) Management competency (research planning, organizing research group, training and
research evaluation). All scales were measured using a multiple, five-point Likert scale with response options
ranging from 1 = “Poor performance” to 5 = “high proficiency”
Task frequency: As the national job specification standards, there are most common tasks required for
researchers and could be clasified into different task-related to research projects, policy and planning,
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postgraduate teaching and supervision, conference orgnanizing, main research activities, training and coaching,
research report writing, data collecting and processing. These scales were measured using a multiple, five-point
Likert scale with response options ranging from 1= “never” to 5 “always”.
Research performance: as the Vietnamese researcher job specification standardsand previous studies (Tran
et al., 2021b), we proposed five indicatiors for reseach performance in PRIs such as: scientific research
publication, research project, postgraduate teaching, research application to practice and research management.
These indicators also match with a study on factors influencing job performance in the National Agricultural
Research Institutes in southest Nigeria (Tokula et al., 2010). All scaleswere measured using a multiple, five-point
Likert scale with response options ranging from 1 = “strongly disagreed” to 5 = “strongly agreed”.

3.4 Results and analysis
Demographic characteristics of the participants: to empirically test the hypotheses, 600 valid responses
were analyzed. The responses were obtained from researchers and managers working at Vietnamese public
research institutes. The respondents were directly or indirectly involved in the research activities in their
organizations. With respect to job composition, there were 48 research assistants, 305 researchers, 194 principle
researchers and 53 senior researchers. Regarding to research field, there are 52 responses in natural science, 172
responses in technology and engineering, 67 responses in medical and phamacy, 140 responses in agriculture and
169 responses in social science and humanity.

Figure 2: Overall CFA model for measurement reliability and validity
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Reliability and validity analysis: before hypotheses testing, we performed CFA to examine the construct
reliability and validity of our hypothesized measurement model. We used four indices to access the model fit, the
ratio of chi-square goodness of fit to degrees of freedom (X2/df < 3.0), root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA < 0.08), comparative fit index (CFI > 0.9) and goodness-of-fit index (GFI > 0.9) (Nguyen & Nguyen,
2008). After the model fit was confirmed, the composite reliability and validity of the constructs were tested to
ensure the scale reliability (composite reliability > 0.7) and validity (Average Value Extracted > 0.5)
(Stockburger, 1998) with statistical significance (p < 0.05). Through CFA, the measurement model demonstrated
good fit to the data (X2 = 1273.570, df = 518, X2/df = 2.459, p < 0.001; RMSEA = 0.049, CFI = 0.954, GFI =
0.874 (Figure 2), and all the construct reliabilities and validities were tested. They are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Construct reliability and validity test results

Factors

Competency
framework
(CF)

Task
frequency
(TF)

Research
performance
(RP)

Standard
factor loading

Composite
reliability

Core competency

0.770

0.84

0.56

Personnal competency

0.710

Research competency

0.820

Management competency

0.690

Research projects

0.822

0.91

0.57

Policy and planning

0.769

Postgraduate teaching and supervision

0.575

Conference orgnanizing

0.816

Main research activities

0.824

Training and coaching

0.740

Research report writing

0.731

Data collecting and processing

0.729

Publication

0.830

0,86

0,55

Research project

0.780

Postgraduate teaching

0.580

Research application to practice

0.770

Research management

0.720

Observed variables or Constructs
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3.5 Hypothesis testing
We used statistical package for the social science (SPSS) to test the hypotheses. The hierarchical multiple
regression analysis was adapted from Baron and Kenny (1986), and if the interaction was proven, we would then
run a simple slope analysis following the procedure recommended by Preacher et al. (2006).
Regression analysis
The hypothesis testing included an examination of regression analyses in predicting research performance.
For each of the independent variables in the regression models, the square root of the variable inflation factor was
calculated (Fox, 1991).Variables in the analysis fell well within the accepted limits, indicating no problems with
multicollinearity. To test the first hypothesis, simple regression analysis was performed to establish the predictive
power of competency framework in the research performance. The resulting linear regression and its
corresponding adjusted R2 with standardization coefficients are presented in Table 2 (Model 1). This regression
model is statistically significant with p<0.01, explaining 38 percent of the variation of research performance. The
results show competency framework (= 0.516, p<0.01) has a positive effect on research performance. Therefore,
H1 is supported.
Moderation analysis
The results from the hierarchical multiple regression analysed by Stockburger (1998) are summarized in
Table 2 (Model 2). To test the hypotheses, we first estimated null models in which we included only outcome
variables, random effect resulting from individuals. Thus, it was appropriate to investigate the effect of task
frequency. The regression model was used to test our hypotheses that the relationship between competency
framework and research performance would be positive (H1) and that this relationship would be stronger when
the level of task frequency was high (H2).
The results for the model revealed that competency framework was significantly related to research
performance (t = 13.976, p< 0.001). The interaction of competency framework and task frequency was positive
with statistical significance (t = 2.698, p<0.001). Then, we ran simple slope analysis. As shown in Figure 3, when
the level of task frequency was low, competency framework was positively associated with research performance;
and when the level of task frequency was higher, competency framework was positively associated with research
performance with a higher coefficient. This means that task frequency strengthens the positive relationship
between competency framework and research performance. As shown in Table 2 (Models 1 and 2), the change
of R2 is from 0.380 to 0.397. Therefore, 1.7 per cent of the overall variance was explained by the moderator and
interaction after the effect of the control and independent variables. Thus, H1 and H2 were supported.
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Table 2 :. Hierarchical multiple regression analysis

Description

Research performance
(Model 1)
Coefficient
SE

Research performance
(Model 2)
Coefficient
SE

Independent variables
Research fields

- 0,018

0.017

− 0.006

0.016

Job titles

- 0.193

0.032

− 0.093

0.042

Competency Framework

0.516***

0.035

0.493***

0.035

Task frequency

0.167

***

0.039

Competency framework
× Task frequency

0.087**

0.042

Adjusted R2
F Statistic

0.380

0.397

123.381***

80.002***

Note: * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001

Figure 3: Cross-level interaction plot

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Relationship between competency framework and research performance
In the current research, we replicated previous studies (Ajay et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2021) and verified the
relationship between competency framework and research performance measured by research project results,
postgraduate teaching, publication and practial application of research results. The findings provide initial
empirical support for the impact of competency framework on research performance through proficiency and
work experience. In public research institutes, one of the most important and valuable resources is researcher
competence which ensure the fulfillment of the scientific and knowledgable tasks. With strong teams of
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researchers, PRIs would sucessfully deal with difficulties in funding issues and have good balance of basic
research and industry orientation (Goto & Intarakumnerd, 2016). The Vietnamese researcher competency
development should be aliged and comformed with international standards for the internationalization strategy in
STI. Therefore, the competency framework which was learnt from international experiences could be one of the
important tools for researcher career development and the research performance will also be oriented by
international standards.

4.2 Moderating role of task frequency in the relationship between competency framework and
research performance
The main purpose of this study was to test the moderating role of task frequency on the relationship between
competency framwork and research performance in the research organization context. Figure 3 shows that when
the level of task frequency was high, the positive effect on research performance was stronger. This implies that
when PRIs leaders decide to promote the researcher competency to enhance the research results of their
organizations, the introduction of task frequency in this relationship also enhances research results over and above
the results achieved by adopting competency framework alone. When researchers have more scientific research
projects to do, they have more chances to practice and improve their knowlege and skills through work
experiences. Based on the results, their competencies could be encouraged and applied into research activities
leading to high performance based on their proficiency. The results emphasize that task frequency in the public
research institutes context plays an important role in promoting research performance by its direct and indirect
effect as a moderator. The scientific research and technology development activities are quite special to solve the
new theorical and practical problems which never been ocurred before thus researcher competency and
performance could be improved by practical experiences. That indicates the importance of task frequency to
enhance the researcher cabability and their performance accordingly.

5 CONCLUSION
5.1 Research and practical implications
The aforementioned results contribute to enrich the literature on competency framework and research
institution practices. First, our findings provide a valuable additional contribution to competency framework in
the research institution context, thereby confirming that task frequency is the moderating effect between
competency framework and research performance based on Vietnamese public research institutes’ situation and
empirical data. This clarifies the important role of competency framework in research institution in applying
knowledge, skills to enhance performance through practice. Moreover, we confirm a positive relationship between
competency framework and research performance in PRIs. That indicates the influence of competency framework
to research performance directly and indirectly through task frequency by moderation effect.
Our research also provides useful recommendations for PRIs leaders in changing their management practices
that could lead to better research performance. On the one hand, PRIs leaders support researcher competency
development through training and coaching at workplace or encouring self learning environment and the
competency standard based culture. On the other hand, leaders should assign research tasks according to
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researcher competence advantages so that they could have a chance to apply their knowledge and skills into
practice, and job concentration mechanism should also be considered for researchers’ skill development. Through
such mechanisms, researcher capability in terms of individual and organizational will be strengthened sustainably.
The social-economics development strategy in the period of 2020 to 2030 had been approved last year
emphasizing the key role of STI and digital transformation in enhancing the productivities for the sustainable
devevelopment. The national innovation system was introduced as the new approach for STI development driven
by enterprises together with PRIs and Universities that could be the important pilars for knowledge creation and
innovation promotion in the whole system. In such circumstances, researcher development (in terms of quatity,
quality and structure) could be one of the important solutions for STI development strategy in Vietnam by
competency-based training, talent attracting and recruitment with permanent and non-permanent working
contracts. Therefore, competency framework helps to improve researcher capability synchronously to meet the
skill requirements of supporting, working with enterprises for knowledge transfer, research commercialization
and organizational and national innovations. In addition, the scientific research and technology developement
tasks which are suitable with STI developement orientations and objectives would be highly encouraged with
high frequency.

5.2 Limitations and future research
This research has some limitations. The first one is that the measurement of competency framework, task
frequency and reseach performance in this study is based mainly on the national job specification standards for
Vietnamese researchers, and there should be further empirical studies in research institution outside of Vietnam.
The second one is moderating role of task frequency on the relationship between competency framework and
research performance conducted only for Vietnamese PRIs. Thus, more research needs to be carried out,
particularly that addressing the mechanism underlying the moderator effect through case-based research.
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Abstract
The constant increase of an aging society unveils social and economic problems. Elderly independent
living (EIL) is supported by numerous services and technologies that take care of their emotional and physical
health. Previous studies have reviewed the potential of Artificial Intelligence (AI) applications to support
health care, such as AI robots and intelligent senior well-being support systems. A growing number of
scientists and tech companies are working on AI applications to help the elderly independent living. We
propose to identify AI technological innovation opportunities when developing AI solutions to help the
elderly independent living. The research consists of two steps: 1) Identifying AI solutions to help elderly
independent living by implementing scientometric analysis on scientific publications related to AI
technologies and the elderly. 2) The review and national-level comparison of the identified AI solutions under
the proposed framework of elderly need, supporting function, underlying technologies and scientific
knowledge. Based on an analysis of the literature on emerging technology in the third AI Boom, we pinpoint
science mapping to grasp the situation of research and development of emerging technologies in various
regions, to explore the status of technological and research cooperation, to find out the hot research topics of
AI technologies in dealing with the problem of aging, to discover the direction of technological development
and innovation opportunities in the future, and to combine with the actual need of EIL for exploring the
innovative potential of AI technology. From our analysis we can argue that solutions to support elderly
independent living require the integration of knowledge from various disciplines, services and products such
as machine learning, sensors, data analysis, IoT, wearable devices, sociology and healthcare.
Keywords: AI, Elderly independent living, Scientometric analysis, Country-level comparison,
Technological opportunities
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1 INTRODUCTION
Starting from 2012, the third boom AI technologies promise innovations to improve the quality of life
of the elderly population. However, to improve their quality of life, some issues need to be attended such as
safety, costs, and user-friendliness; in this context of AI opportunities and challenges, this paper will use a
bottom-up approach to look into what challenges management of technology researchers could look into to
foster innovations emerging from AI. The world's population is aging, and the population aged 65 and over
is growing faster than all other age groups globally. By 2050, almost all countries will face severe pressures
of population aging, and the independent living care of the elderly has urgently become one of the key issues
in economic and social development[1].
The third boom of AI technology is driving the R&D and offering solutions to support the elderly
independent living based on various technologies, e.g., sensor networks and cognitive computing, Apps
loaded with machine learning algorithms, and social robots. However, these solutions still have a long
passage to achieve innovation. Challenges such as achieving a balance between respecting seniors' privacy
and monitoring their data to better serve them or serving the seniors without generating dependence to
"virtual" rather than human interaction stand in the middle of this path towards innovation.
Management of technology has provided insights on how to exploit opportunities to achieve innovation
and create value. Nevertheless, AI technologies to support elderly independent living present a special
challenge. 1) AI covers many disciplines, and their innovations can be delivered as AI-powered intangible
software or tangible facilities. Therefore, it requires the identification of cross-disciplinary AI solutions to
help the elderly independent living. Moreover, 2) it requires the review and comparison of senior adults in a
different context with special needs that take advantage of the knowledge underlying AI technologies to meet
the supporting functions for independent living. Looking into these two points, we propose a scientometric
analysis and a framework to focus on developing AI solutions to help the elderly independent living. The
scope of the paper is narrowed by answering two research questions: What are the opportunities of AI
solutions being disclosed in scientific research of different nations and institutions to help senior adults to
live independently? And what are the challenges and issues disclosed in those AI solutions to help the EIL?

2 METHOD
Based on scientometric analysis on AI technology to support EIL, this paper will illustrat the national
and regional research development, cooperation, and trending topics in the field of emerging AI technology
for elderly activities of daily living (ADL).
Moreover, elderly demand for innovation in the technology domains can still drive researchers to
advance innovation. To meet the need of elderly in AI technology innovation, a descriptive analysis of
knowledge and technology structure is needed to examine the knowledge and technical structure of AI and
explore the potential AI solutions of product and service innovations supporting elderly independent living.

3 AI TO SUPPORT ELDERLY INDEPENDENT LIVING
3.1 Elderly independent living (EIL) care
To help the elderly live independently at home, the new challenges and changes that come with aging
require flexibility, openness to change, and acceptance of a new way of life. Indeed, the ability to stay in
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one's home in older years instead of a nursing home is a positive and empowering concept, and, currently, it
is becoming more and more of a preferred and achievable lifestyle choice. Home modifications, myriad
caregiving services, and products driven by technology advances make aging at home a realistic goal for
many. It is important to see what assistive technologies, such as AI, can do and what is currently available
for helping the elderly so they can live their best lives at home. AI technologies improve the independence
of the elderly and maintain the quality of life seniors deserve while living in their own homes. Emergency
situations such as a simple slip and fall can trigger a series of medical conditions in geriatric patients. A bit
of getting extra in-home care assistance by AI technologies can ensure that the activities of daily living (ADL)
are met efficiently and safely for the elderly who needs long-term care.

3.2 AI-enabled solutions to support elderly independent living
Given the rapidly aging demographic situation, healthcare providers are starting to shift parts of their
care-pathways to artificial intelligence (AI) based automatization [3]. AI-enabled solutions for telemedicine
and telecare, such as those connected to Ambient Assisted Living solutions [2], will have the biggest positive
impact on caregiving services. Also, simple technical aids can be beneficial for the elderly to enhance the
quality of life (QOL) by enabling autonomy in their familiar surroundings.
AI-enabled devices and research are helping in every step of the independent living care-pathway and
revolutionizing elder care. Companies like Apple and Fitbit have made smart wearable biometric trackers
available to elderly and geriatric patients. The elderly can use this device's built-in AI-powered functionality
to check inconsistencies in their biometric data, as well as to detect a significant or hard fall and sound an
alarm [3]. AiCare claims to use machine learning analytics and wearable sensors to personalizes individual
security, safety, and care to empower an independent lifestyle for senior citizens. Xsens, Kardian, and
Qventus have built AI-powered fall detectors. Starkey has integrated AI-powered fall detectors within its
hearing aid Livio AI.
One of the biggest impacts of AI is in helping anti-aging researchers understand the very process of
aging and thereby develop methods to delay the process, such as Calico [4], Insilico Medicine [5], and Nuritas
[6].

4 SCIENTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF AI TECHNOLOGIES TO
SUPPORT ELDERLY INDEPENDENT LIVING
4.1 Scientific output on AI to support Aging
Based on an analysis of the literature on emerging technology in the third AI Boom [7], we pinpoint
scientific mapping[8] to grasp the situation of research and development of emerging technologies in various
regions, to explore the status of technology cooperation, to find out the hot research topics of AI technology
in dealing with the problem of aging, to discover the direction of technological development and innovation
opportunity in the future, and to combine with the actual need of EIL for exploring the innovative potential
of AI technology. In this paper, the SCI-EXPANDED and SSCI databases in the core collection of Web of
Science are searched for the literature related to AI and aging from 2012 to 2019. The keywords are divided
into two parts: AI technology and aging-related terms. 3683 documents were finally obtained. Figure 1 shows
the number of publications of interdisciplinary research on AI technology and aging.
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Figure 1: Number of papers on AI to support Aging 2012-2019

4.2 Mapping the regional research of AI technology for Elderly independent living care
We analyzed the affiliations of retrieved publications and obtained the rankings of research institutions
publishing papers on AI technology to support aging issues in Table 1.
Table 1 shows that the top-ranked research institutions are mostly top universities in the world. They
have relatively high subject rankings in computing science, namely AI and machine learning, and agingrelated medicine, brain science. It shows that institutions with interdisciplinary capabilities have the research
and innovation potential to meet the interdisciplinary issue of elderly independent living.
Moreover, newly joined institutions have published many papers in the interdisciplinary area since 2012.
It is noted that the great majority of institutions are US institutions, indicating that the US has a leading
position for AI technology to deal with aging issues. In recent years, many research institutions outside the
United States have emerged, mainly in Europe and Asia, indicating that with the development of AI
technology and the intensification of population aging, more and more countries are concerned with AI
technology to solve the aging issues.
We utilize CiteSpace to analyze the node of the regional cooperation network. Table 2 shows the top 15
regions in terms of publication frequency.
In this paper, nations with a score greater than 0.05 are defined as the core position in the research of
AI technology to support elderly independent living. Seven countries in Table 2 are the core players, namely
the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, France, Japan, and South Korea, and these
countries also have the highest number of published scientific research literature contributing to AI
technology to support ADLs. Considering the centrality scores, the United Kingdom and Canada are in a
leading position in the research field with more international influence in the cooperative network.
However, not all countries with high volume publications are at the forefront. For example, Australia
has only 205 articles since 2012, but its centrality is 0.12 (higher influence), while Italy has 246 articles more
than Australia with centrality at 0.03. It may reflect that the research impact of the scientific outcome on
emerging AI technological domain is associated with the international cooperative network and whether it
meets the societal expectation and demand supporting elderly ADLs.
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TABLE 1: TOP 20 RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS BY THE NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Organizations
University of California System
Harvard University
University of London
University of Toronto
Pennsylvania Commonwealth System of Higher Education Pcshe
University of Texas System
State University System of Florida
University of Pittsburgh
Centre National De La Recherche Scientifique Cnrs
Institut National De La Sante Et De La Recherche Medicale Inserm
Harvard Medical School
Columbia University
University of Pennsylvania
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Karolinska Institutet
King S College London
Mayo Clinic
University of California San Francisco
Northwestern University
University College London

Number
118
102
87
85
74
74
68
53
52
52
51
47
44
43
41
41
40
39
38
38

Japan, Italy, Germany, France, etc., with a high degree of aging, are all increasing their research in this
field so that the related articles are in the forefront, and their cooperation with other countries is also relatively
close. According to the centrality scores, Japan and France are the core countries of a cooperative research
network, which shows their influence. While Italy and Germany are not highly centralized in the network, it
shows that their research differs from the main focus of global researchers, and the research results have not
attracted the attention of others. The increasing frequency shows that more and more researchers pay
attention to AI technology to solve the aging problem. The low centrality shows that the quality and theme
of related AI technology research have not been highly recognized and valued by other researchers.
TABLE 2: PUBLICATIONS FREQUENCY OF COUNTRIES/REGIONS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Frequency
1342
455
332
279
246
237
205

Centrality
0.10
0.04
0.23
0.20
0.03
0.05
0.12

Nation/region
Usa
China
England
Canada
Italy
Germany
Australia

8

178

0.04

Spain

9

175

0.06

France

10

173

0.12

Japan

11

142

0.06

South Korea

12

139

0.02

Netherlands

13

128

0.00

Taiwan

14

98

0.03

Sweden

15

87

0.01

Switzerland
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Although France, Japan, and South Korea have not published many articles, their research results have
a greater impact. It means that their research output can induce innovation close to solving problems caused
by population aging. China's publication ranks second with 455, but the centrality is only 0.04, indicating
that its attention on using AI technology to deal with the aging problem is emerging and many researchers
have explored AI technologies to support aging, but the outputs of technological innovation do not match
with the actual needs of an aging society, and the development of related AI technologies has not effectively
solved the main problems caused by the population aging.

3.3 Visualizing the trending foci of AI supporting elderly ADLs
By exploring keywords of literature, we can understand the research hotspot and the development
frontier for future research and discover opportunities for later technological innovation.

Figure 2: Visualizing the research foci of AI to support aging
A total of 978 keywords appeared more than five times were selected to visualize the research foci of
AI to support aging. By dint of VOSviewer, the 978 keywords were divided into 7 clusters, each of which
was marked with a different color in figure 5. In particular, the bigger the node in the network, the greater
the frequency of the keyword, which represents the hot research content.
In Figure 2, the closer the node is to the center, the more important the keyword is, which is the research
focus in the field; nodes of the same color represent the same research topic. We reviewed these seven clusters
and keywords, then examined the related technological application for elderly ADLs. The result is shown in
Table 3.
.
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TABLE 3: CLUSTERING THE RESEARCH FOCI OF AI TO SUPPORT ELDERLY ADLS
Classifications
Cluster 1(red):
brain functions
of the elderly
Cluster
2(green):
Diagnosis and
treatment of
disease
Cluster 3(blue):
Behavior
Surveillance
Cluster
4(yellow):
Disease
prediction and
assessment
Cluster
5(purple):
Speech
recognition and
hearing-aid
Cluster
6(Aqua): facial
recognition
Cluster
7(orange):
Algorithm
application

Keywords
Dementia, Alzheimer' s-disease, mild
cognitive impairment, brain, fMRI, neural network,
cortex, hippocampus, atrophy, prefrontal cortex
Surgery, management, meta-analysis, qualityof-life, morbidity, hysterectomy, carcinoma,
polypharmacy, cardiovascular-disease, robotic
surgery

Technology Application
AI Detect Alzheimer's Disease in Brain Scans
Six Years Before a Diagnosis[9]；AI help address
mental issues such as dementia.
AI improve the accuracy of surgical
procedures[10]；use AI to detect early signs of
lung diseases

Robotics, fall detection, model, depression,
ambient assisted living, ethics, behavior, big data
analysis, detection system, human activity
recognition
machine learning, prediction, rehabilitation,
physical-activity, bone mineral density,
osteoporosis, risk assessment, wearable sensor,
randomized controlled, postural control

Artificial Intelligence Detect and Prevent
Senior Falls[11]；Automated Conversational
Agent (Woebot) appear to be a feasible, engaging,
and effective way to deliver CBT[12].
Prediction of fatty liver disease using
machine learning algorithms6；AI assist the
elderly in disease rehabilitation training[13]

speech recognition, working-memory, noise,
cochlear implant, hearing aid, hearing-loss,
reception threshold, speech perception, word
recognition

Use AI to Program Cochlear Implants[14];
autonomous cochlear implant[15]

face recognition, memory, identification,
event-related potentials, eye-movements, emotion
recognition, face perception, sex difference, facial
expressions
Biomarkers, random forest, body mass,
diagnosis, image processing, PCA, segmentation,
oxidative stress, marker

Face recognition assists the cognitive
function of the elderly
Random forest algorithm assists biomarkers
or diagnosis of diseases [16]

The keywords in Table 3 are associated with ADLs needs about information supplement, cognitive
ability, Neurodegenerative disorders, disease diagnosis and prognosis, caregiving, behavior recognition, and
surveillance. The first and fourth clusters both have a keyword frequently appearing in the literature. The
keywords are dementia and machine learning that occupies the major position, which means that in the field
of AI technology to assist EIL, using machine learning technology to deal with Neurodegenerative diseases,
such as Alzheimer's disease, plays an important role with an opportunity for innovation
Dementia, Alzheimer's-disease, mild cognitive impairment, and speech recognition are the research
hotspots of AI technology to support elderly ADLs. The senior behavioral ability has also attracted the
attention of researchers. Together with the observation of all the larger and clearly visible nodes in Figure 2,
current research focuses on diagnosis and prognosis technologies, assisted Nursing Care of brain function
and behavior disorders, and improvement of the quality-of-life by using AI technology.
We also use the CiteSpace clustering function to visualize the co-citation network of literature on AI to
support aging. Eight clusters related to elderly ADLs are extracted in figure 3, which include fall detection,
behavior recognition, cochlear implants, auditory and motor function, mild cognitive impairment, gait, health
monitoring, and long-term care. It indicates that researchers mainly focus on hearing-aid, behavior-assist,
cognitive enhancement, using AI technology to solve the elderly independent living difficulties, to a certain
extent, to replace the simple human caregiving.
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Figure 3: Visualizing the co-citation of literature on AI to support aging

5 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE KNOWLEDGE AND
TECHNOLOGY STRUCTURE OF AI SOLUTIONS TO SUPPORT
ELDERLY INDEPENDENT LIVING
We propose six steps to provide a descriptive analysis of the knowledge and technology structure of AI
solutions to help the elderly independent living scientific publications:
•
living
•
•
•
•
•
In this step,

Retrieving the scientific publications related to AI solutions to help the elderly independent
Author keyword preprocessing
Enhancing keyword metadata using DBpedia and Wikipedia
Classifying technology and knowledge keywords.
Creating keyword co-occurrence network
Analysis of knowledge and technology structure for 2019.
we analyzed the keyword co-occurrence network created for the documents published in

2020 using the classification of keywords into knowledge and technology created from the metadata obtained
from Wikipedia and DBpedia. The analysis consists of a descriptive observation of the topological measures
for the keywords published in the year 2020, focused on answering the question of what opportunities might
be open to developing innovative AI solutions to support elderly living. The following premises guide the
descriptive analysis.
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• In a context of convergence, knowledge and technologies are the foundation for services
and products and services and products are a component of industries [17].
• The betweenness centrality of a node in a network represents its connection or influence
over other nodes of the network [18]
• Degree of a node in a network represents how often a node is linked to other nodes [19]

6 RESULTS OF DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
6.1 Analysis of knowledge and technology structure for 2020
We present the analysis of the top three central clusters for the year 2020.
Notes for the analysis: we expected to find only technology or disciplines among the keywords on a
cluster. However, we found that the keywords had mixed classifications such as discipline and industry such
as data mining or discipline, industry, and service/product such as biomedical monitoring. Therefore, we
decided to classify as a discipline all keywords with only the discipline category and any other combination
of categories as technology.
Tables 4,5, and 6 show the top ten betweenness central keywords of clusters 12, 14, and 4 (the three
most average betweenness central). The columns BS stands for keyword betweenness centrality in the table,
D for node degree, RD % node relative degree, AK for author keyword, and C category.
TABLE 4 : CLUSTER 12. MACHINE LEARNING AND SENSORS TO SOLVE QUALITY OF SLEEP AND LIFE AND STROKES.

BC
0.387
0.028

D
142
31

RD %
4.578
0.999

0.013
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.005
0.005
0.003

23
31
13
4
28
16
13
19

0.741
0.999
0.419
0.129
0.903
0.516
0.419
0.613

AK
machine learning
data mining
convolutional
neural
networks
Accelerometer
neural networks
sleep quality
wearable sensors
risk management
Stroke
convolutional neural network

C
Discipline
Technology
Technology
Technology
Discipline
Discipline
Technology
Technology
Discipline
Technology

Table 4 shows that the keywords categorized as discipline describe challenges for elderly independent
living such as sleep quality, stroke, quality of life, atrial fibrillation, e-health and neural networks, and
machine learning that describe technical knowledge to solve these issues. On the other hand, the words with
the technology category describe sensors such as gyroscope and accelerometer; and services, e.g.,
personalized medicine, risk management, and computer vision. In summary, researchers are using machine
learning techniques and a variety of sensors to solve aged person problems such as quality of sleep, stroke,
quality of life.
TABLE 5: CLUSTER 14, MACHINE LEARNING, IOT, SMART HOUSE AND WEARABLES TO SOLVE HEALTHY AGING.

BC
0.010
0.008
0.004
0.003
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000

D
22
23
13
10
6
9
6
4
5
6

RD %
0.709
0.741
0.419
0.322
0.193
0.290
0.193
0.129
0.161
0.193

AK
iot
smart home
health care
fuzzy logic
elderly care
wearable technology
patient monitoring
three-axis accelerometer
healthy aging
cnn
387

C
Technology
Technology
Technology
Discipline
Technology
Technology
Technology
Technology
Discipline
Technology
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From Table 5, we can see that this cluster is focused on technologies. The keywords with the discipline
category describe a control technique fuzzy logic and two challenges for elderly independent living, healthy
aging, and prostate cancer. In terms of technology, the more betweenness central keywords, IoT and Smart
home, give a clue of how these issues are being solved. In summary, this cluster describes applications based
on the Internet of Things, Smart houses, Wearables, and machine learning techniques such as fuzzy logic and
deep convolutional networks to provide healthy aging and monitor illnesses such as prostate cancer.
TABLE 6: CLUSTER 4. MACHINE LEARNING, HEALTH ECONOMICS, PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, VACCINATION AND HEARING AIDS
TO SOLVE CONDITIONS SUCH AS CARCINOMA, BRAIN INJURY AND CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE.

BC
0.009
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000

D
5
5
6
7
2
3
3

RD %
0.161
0.161
0.193
0.226
0.064
0.097
0.097

AK
ageing
fall risk
carcinoma
china
physical activity
elderly health
traumatic brain injury

C
Discipline
Technology
Discipline
Technology
Discipline
Technology
Discipline

0.000
0.000
0.000

5
6
3

0.161
0.193
0.097

chronic kidney disease
Vaccination
health economics

Discipline
Technology
Discipline

From Table 6, it is possible to see that among the discipline words, most describe issues such as aging,
physical activity, traumatic brain injury, chronic kidney disease, except health economics. On the other hand,
the words under the technology category describe services such as fall risk, vaccination, elderly health, and
products such as hearing aids. In summary, this cluster represents applications based on machine learning,
health economics, and physical activity in synergy with services such as vaccination and elderly health to
solve conditions such as carcinoma, brain injury, and chronic kidney disease .

7 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Scientometric analysis on AI technology to support EIL in this paper has illustrated the national and
regional research development, cooperation, and trending topics in the field of emerging AI technology for
elderly ADLs. We, as second part of the paper, analyzed scientific documents related to AI solutions to
support aged adults’ independent living and provided a descriptive analysis of the more central solutions
identified for the year 2020. The analysis resulted in the identification of solutions based on technical and
healthcare disciplines to attend elderly living issues such as illness, quality of sleep and life.
In the 3rd boom of AI technology, researchers have paid a lot of attention to some keywords, such as
emotion, education, and so on. But these keywords are not highlighted in the scientific mapping, and the
relevant literature is not highly cited. With the co-evolution of elderly demand and AI technology, some aging
issues have attracted less attention to developing related technology innovation.
Based on scientometric analysis on AI technology to support EIL, we have illustrated the national and
regional research development, cooperation, and trending topics in the field of emerging AI technology for
elderly ADLs. In particular, the combined examination shows that cognitive function, assisted care, and
recognition techniques are among the most prominent keywords that have remained the focus of scientist
research in the 3rd boom of AI.
The descriptive analysis on the documents published in 2020 led us to identifying solutions using as
base knowledge machine learning, healthcare and sociology disciplines, making synergy with products and
services such as vaccination, sensors, risk assessment, smart houses, IoT to solve elderly independent living
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issues such as diseases, quality of sleep and life, brain injury and cancer. From this analysis, we suggest
actors interested in developing solutions for supporting elderly independent living to pay attention to foster
interdisciplinary work and what it entails. From our analysis we can argue that solutions to support elderly
independent living require the integration of knowledge from various disciplines, services and products such
as machine learning, sensors, data analysis and sociology and healthcare.
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the innovation value chain (IVC) theory that breaks down an organization’s innovation process into three distinct
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1 INTRODUCTION
The concept of open innovation (OI) has attracted increasing attention from scholars and policy makers as
firms struggle to respond to a dynamic business environment that is marked by intense competition and
substitution (Kretschmer, Miravete and Pernías, 2012). Since the pioneering works of Chesbrough (2003) two
decades ago, many studies have proliferated about OI content (e.g. inbound OI referring to internal use of external
knowledge possibly through technology in-licensing or purchase), context (e.g. internal firm characteristics such
as search strategies) and process (e.g. how to create and capture value). However, much research is still needed
in several areas. First, inbound OI has been focus of extant studies, rather than outbound OI involving external
exploitation of a firm’s internal knowledge through technology out-licensing or sale to external parties, or
integrated OI comprising both inbound and outbound OI (Huizingh, 2011). To advance our knowledge, it is
therefore important to consider how all OI activities—not just inbound OI—affect firm performance. Second, the
OI literature is abundant with articles examining the direct effects between search strategies and firm performance,
with some showing curvilinear relationship between the former and the latter purportedly due to the substitution
effect between openness and internal research (Laursen and Salter, 2006). Others have demonstrated linear
relationship between them on the basis of organizational learning (Chiang and Hung, 2010). Although the
contradictory results have been attributed to the possible variation in the effect of search strategies on firm
performance across different stages of the product life cycle (PLC), this conjecture has not been empirically
assessed. Third, the OI process has an issue with how to capture value from innovation. While several OI studies
posit various frameworks to enable managerial decision-making, there is general consensus that the internal
process that companies adopt to manage OI is ‘still more trial and error than a professionally managed process’
(Huizingh, 2011:7). There is therefore a need to have an integrated framework to support management in deciding
when and how to deploy OI so as to create and capture value for optimal firm performance.
To address these areas of inquiry, our study aims to examine the underlying mechanisms between OI
activities (inbound, outbound and integrated OI) and firm performance (radical and incremental innovation).
Building on Hansen and Birkinshaw’s (2007) innovation value chain (IVC) theory that breaks down an
organization’s innovation process into three distinct activities—idea generation, idea conversion and idea
diffusion, we explore empirically if and how each IVC activity mediates a firm’s OI activities and its innovation
performance. In addition, we investigate the moderating role of PLC in the link between the OI activity and IVC
activity. Based on a survey sample of 303 info-communication technology (ICT) firms in Singapore and Japan,
we found idea diffusion mediates the OI activities-radical innovation link of Japan firms while idea generation
mediates the OI activities-incremental innovation link of Singapore firms. Our results empirically established that
PLC positively moderates the relationship between OI activities and idea generation of Singapore firms but has
no effect on that of Japan firms.
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES
2.1 OI activities, innovation value chain and innovation performance
In the innovation literature, many studies have built on Schumpeter’s (1934) works of radical and
incremental innovation to highlight the importance of both types of innovation to sustaining a firm’s competitive
advantage. The former has generally been associated with the emergence of a completely new product or service
that ‘is unlike anything that previously existed’ or displaces an existing product or service (Windrum and GarciaGoni, 2007:661). The radical innovation is likely to have been enabled by the discovery of new scientific principle
or breakthrough technological knowledge to support the development of new products and services with new
characteristics (Grubler, 1990). Incremental innovation, in contrast, does not involve the development of new
characteristics but only incremental enhancement of one or more existing characteristics.
In the recent decade, it became increasingly apparent to companies and scholars that external knowledge
from OI sources ranging from customers and suppliers to research institutes and consultants can accelerate
internal innovation to develop new or improved products or services. Extant studies have found support for
positive relationship between inbound OI activities and incremental as well as radical innovation (Ardito,
Petruzzelli, Dezi and Castellano, 2018; Parida, Westerberg and Frishammar, 2012). Most OI studies have focused
on the direct relationship between inbound OI and innovation performance. Little attention has been paid on the
effect of outbound OI or integrated OI, except for a few studies such as Chen, Yang and Sheu (2016) who found
that different capabilities are required for inbound OI (knowledge sharing capabilities) and outbound OI
(knowledge acquisition capabilities) to achieve radical innovation. The dearth of studies on outbound OI and
integrated OI may be attributed to the firm’s preference to perform inbound OI (Huizingh, 2010). This suggests
that firms may find it challenging to embark on outbound or integrated OI and hence miss the opportunity to
exploit its internal innovation to capture value (Chesbrough, 2003). The process from OI activity to innovation
performance is indeed more complex than what scholars had initially thought.
To unpack the complexity of the internal organization process, we build on Hansen and Birkinshaw’s (2007)
IVC model comprising three activities, because it presents the structure and complexity of the process of
converting knowledge into commercial value, and highlights the role of resources and capabilities in the value
creation and capture process. The first activity comprises idea generation that can include internal creation or
external collaboration. The second activity involves idea conversion consisting of screening ideas for selection
and funding to support development from idea into a new or improved product. Idea diffusion is the third activity
that refers to the dissemination of the new or improved product—developed from the second activity—throughout
the organization to gain support from business units to market, sell and distribute through their channels. In the
past decade, scholars have applied this model to study the process efficiency from knowledge to added value in
small economies such as Ireland and Switzerland (Roper and Arvanitis, 2012), and large economies such as China
(Chen, Liu and Zhu, 2018). Van Lancker, Mondelaers, Wauters and van Huylenbroeck (2016) have drawn upon
the innovation value chain to develop an integrated organization innovation framework to make conceptual
linkages among open innovation and innovation management.
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Based on the IVC model, we extend the works of OI scholars to hypothesize that idea generation, idea
conversion and idea diffusion mediate the relationship between inbound/outbound/integrated OI and
radical/incremental innovation.
Hypothesis 1a: Idea generation mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI
and radical innovation.
Hypothesis 1b: Idea generation mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI
and incremental innovation.
Hypothesis 2a: Idea conversion mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI
and radical innovation.
Hypothesis 2b: Idea conversion mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI
and incremental innovation.
Hypothesis 3a: Idea diffusion mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI and
radical innovation.
Hypothesis 3b: Idea diffusion mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI and
incremental innovation.

2.2 Product life cycle, OI activities and innovation value chain
Although the OI literature is replete with studies on the direct effect between inbound OI and innovation
performance, there have been mixed findings. For example, Laursen and Salter’s (2006) study of UK
manufacturing firms found inverted U-shaped relationship between external search depth/breadth and radical
innovation, on the argument that firms that are more open to external knowledge sources are better positioned to
identify and realize innovative opportunities up to a certain point where the costs associated with these sources
would outweigh the benefits. On the other hand, Chiang and Hung’s (2010) research on Taiwanese electronic
product manufacturer established a direct positive relationship between open search breadth and radical
innovation and that between open search depth and incremental innovation. The contradictory results have been
attributed to the possible variation in the effect of search strategies on innovation performance across the PLC
stages.
According to the PLC theory introduced by Vernon (1971), products go through three distinct stages from
introduction to maturity. In the initial stage of introduction, products are developed to meet the requirements of a
particular market segment or geographical with similar cultural preferences. During this stage, products are in
early development with rapidly changing technologies and customers have little awareness about them. Due to
the uncertainty of market demand, the industry structure is characterized with the presence of only a small number
of firms providing offerings to a relatively small market with low price elasticity. At this stage, firms are motivated
to keep new product development in house and focus on their domestic market for better control of their
production process to meet the needs of a market that the firms are familiar with. As demand for the products
increases, sales and profits grow and products move to the growth stage where more new firms are attracted to
enter the industry to scale up their production to serve the growing market. This leads to greater competition and
higher price elasticity. As the products move to the maturity stage, technologies have matured with standardized
products that become commoditized. Although sales continue to grow, the competition becomes more intense
resulting in falling prices. This is the phase where companies will be very motivated to innovate to upgrade their
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existing products by adding new features or functions. With these product enhancements, firms aim to achieve
product differentiation and foreign market expansion to sustain their sales and profits.
Few studies have examined the relationship between OI activities and PLC stages. Among these notable
works was a recent study by Chen, Guo, Huang and Zhu (2011) on firms’ choices of various innovation sources
at different PLC sources in the Chinese firms, with universities, other firms and internal departments being the
dominant in introduction, growth and maturity stages, respectively. However, these findings contradict those of
Yun, Ryu, and Jung’s (2013) study of South Korean automotive firms that found significant effect of inbound OI
on firm performance across all PLC stages. Building on their works and the PLC theory, argue that firms have
the greatest motivation to pursue OI activities, not just inbound OI, but also outbound and integrated OI, during
the maturity stage of their PLC to fend off competitors at the most intense level.
However, the implementation of OI activities are not without costs. As products move towards maturity
based on established technologies, firms have to ensure that the benefits of their OI activities exceed their costs.
This implies that firms are likely to focus on OI strategies that are cost-effective to yield incremental innovation
rather than radical innovation. Some extant OI studies have shown that firms have relied on customer or suppliers
as a relatively inexpensive way to access new ideas to enhance their existing products to achieve incremental
innovation (Parida, Westerberg and Frishammar, 2012). Others postulated that the idea generation phase of the
innovation value chain tend to involve customers, technology scouts and design communities where the
relationships are more transactional and incur less costs compared to the idea conversion and diffusion phases
where firms have to invest significantly more resources in fostering formal business-to-business collaborations
such as licensing agreements and joint ventures (Muller, Hutchins and Pinto, 2012). Extending the works of these
OI scholars and PLC researchers, we hypothesize that among firms that engage in OI activities, those with
maturing PLCs are most motivated to do so in the idea generation, compared to those in the other two phases.
The moderating role of PLC between OI activities and innovation value chain stages is therefore captured in the
following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 4a: PLC positively moderates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI
and idea generation
Hypothesis 4b: PLC does not have any moderating effect on the relationship between inbound OI/outbound
OI/integrated OI and idea conversion
Hypothesis 4c: PLC does not have any moderating effect on the relationship between inbound OI/outbound
OI/integrated OI and idea diffusion
The conceptual model is shown in Figure 1:
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Figure 5: Conceptual Model

3 METHODS
3.1 Sample and procedure
To validate our hypotheses, we focus on the ICT industry of Singapore and Japan for three reasons. First,
both countries are representative of knowledge-based economies, where the trade of goods and services as well
as the flow of information, capital and people have been enabled by ICT adoption on the back of a vibrant of ICT
industry. Second, the ICT industry is a significant contributor to the country’s economic output, accounting for
close 6% of total value added in Japan (OECD, 2015) and over 4% of that in Singapore (Govtech, 2020). Third,
among the various industries, ICT has been pioneering in inbound OI activities (e.g. crowdsourcing of ideas from
communities in system design of user interfaces), outbound OI activities (e.g. out-licensing of software programs)
and integrated OI (e.g. cross-licensing of technologies).
While the number of ICT firms may exceed 10,000 in both countries, not all firms engage in innovation
activities. As our study concerns organizations that have been active in OI to achieve incremental and radical
innovation, we work with the ICT associations of both countries—Singapore Infocomm Technology Federation
(SiTF) and Japan Information Technology Services Industry Association (JISA)—that have 444 and 514 member
companies, respectively. The associations helped to reach out to their members to participate in our study. In
2016, we collected 202 responses in Singapore (45% response rate) and 101 responses in Japan (20% response
rate). In Singapore, ICT companies that responded are on average 9.21 years old with annual sales of SGD15.70
million and 141.6 employees. The respondents in Japan are on average 34.54 years old with annual sales of
SGD436.64 million and 465 employees.
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3.2 Measures
3.2.1 Dependent variables
We captured radical innovation and incremental innovation as dependent variables, following those used
by innovation scholars (Laursen and Salter, 2006). The former was measured as a percentage of the contribution
of new products (new to the world) to the firm’s turnover. The latter was measured as a percentage of the
contribution of two items—significantly improved products (new to firm) and unchanged/marginally modified
products—to the firm’s turnover in FY2013/2014. The respondents were given six ranges (a) <1%, (b) 1% - 4.9%,
(c) 5% - 9.9%, (d) 10% - 19.9%, (e) 20% - 49.9%, (f) 50% - 99.9. Logarithm was used on the midpoint of each
range to compute their values (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of incremental innovation=0.70).
3.2.2 Independent variables
We introduced three determinants of innovation performance as independent variables, adapting the external
search depth variable used by Laursen and Salter (2006). The first variable inbound OI is defined as the frequency
of engaging eight OI activities— technology purchase from the outside, joint research, research contracts, joint
ventures, corporate venture capital, merger and acquisition, user innovation and collective intelligence—on a
Likert scale of 1=very low to 5=very high (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient=0.822). The second variable outbound
OI is defined as the extent to which firms engage in two OI activities involving technology sales to the outside
and spin offs (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient=0.569). The third variable integrated OI is defined as which firms
engage in two OI activities comprising cross-licensing and strategic alliance (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient=0.693).
3.2.3 Mediating variables
We followed Hansen and Birkinshaw’s (2007) three sets of items measuring the three links of IVC to assess
a firm’s innovation capability on a Likert scale of 1=Strongly Disagree to 5=Strongly Agree. The first set
measures the first mediator idea generation using six items, ‘our company culture makes it hard for people to put
forward novel ideas’, ‘people in our company come up with very few good ideas on their own’, ‘few of our
innovation projects involve team members from the different functions’, ‘units or subsidiaries; our people
typically don’t collaborate on projects across functions, units or subsidiaries’,

‘few good ideas for new

projects/businesses come from outside company’ and ‘our people often exhibit a “not invented here” attitude—
ideas from outside aren’t considered as valuable those invented within’ (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient=0.65).
The second mediator idea conversion is measured by the second set of four items, ‘we have strict rules for
investment in new projects – it is often too hard to get ideas funded’, ‘we have a risk-averse attitude toward
investing in novel ideas’, ‘new product development projects are often not finished on time’ and ‘managers have
a hard time getting traction in developing new business’ (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient=0.67).
Idea diffusion is the third mediator measured by the third set of three items, ‘we are slow in rolling out new
products and businesses’, ‘competitors quickly copy our product introductions and often make preemptive
launched in other countries’ and ‘We don't penetrate all possible channels, customers groups and regions with
new products and services’ (Cronbach’s alpha coefficient=0.64).
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3.2.4 Moderating variable
PLC is a moderator defined by the stage of product life cycle the company’s main product is in, adapting
the scale used by Chen et al. (2011). It is measured by a Likert scale of 1 to 3 where 1=introduction, 2=growth
and 3=maturity.
3.2.5 Control variable
We controlled for firm size, firm sales and firm age. Firms that have been established for a longer time may
have more employees, a bigger scale of sales and may have accumulated more resources and much experience
that could positively influence their radical innovation. To control for these variation, firm size is measured by
the total number of employees, firm age by the number of years that the firm has been established and firm sales
by its average annual sales. Firm age is squared while the logarithm of firm size and firm sales are computed as
part of data preparation for statistical analysis.
We also incorporated a dummy variable country which is coded 0 for Singapore and 1 for Japan.

4 RESULTS
The descriptive statistics are given in Table 1 which shows that OI activity variables, and innovation
capability variables are significantly correlated with radical innovation, however such results do not hold for
incremental innovation. As the correlation between inbound OI and integrated OI are high up to 0.69, we
calculated the variance inflation factors (VIFs) to address any multi-collinearity issues. All the VIFs were less
than Chatterjee and Price’s (1991) suggested guideline of 10, indicating the low probability of multi-collinearity
issue in the findings. A similar approach of reducing multi-collinearity among interaction terms was adopted by
Lee, Wong, Foo and Leung (2011).
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics, Pearson’s correlations, and variance inflation factors
Variables

Mean

SD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

VIF

1Radical
innovation

0.70

0.77

-

2Incrementa
l innovation

1.04

0.72

0.43**

-

3Firm size

1.69

1.11

-0.12*

0.22**

-

4Firm sales

0.77

1.07

-0.24**

0.17*

0.84*

-

5Firm age

630

1065

-0.24**

0.03

0.54*

0.60**

-

6Country

0.33

0.47

-0.42*

0.06

0.50**

0.67**

0.53**

-

7Inbound OI

1.70

1.08

0.36**

0.09

-0.09

-0.25**

-0.30**

-0.65**

-

8Outbound
OI

1.50

1.26

0.31**

0.07

-0.13*

-0.28**

-0.27**

-0.50**

0.64**

-

9Integrated
OI

1.74

1.36

0.31**

0.07

-0.12*

-0.24**

-0.30**

-0.52**

0.69**

0.65**

-

1Idea
generation

3.28

0.93

0.33**

-0.12*

-0.47**

-0.57**

-0.43**

-0.70**

0.43**

0.32**

0.36**

-

0

2.93

0.97

0.27**

-0.09

-0.33**

-0.42**

-0.38**

-0.61**

0.41**

0.32**

0.35**

0.73**

1

1Idea
conversion
1Idea
diffusion

2.70

1.04

0.27**

-0.07

-0.37**

-0.48**

-0.41**

-0.68**

0.42**

0.31**

0.35**

0.68**

0.74**

-

2.79

2

1PLC

2.08

0.73

-0.14*

0.15*

0.52**

0.55**

0.45**

0.45**

-0.28**

-0.22**

-0.24**

-0.43**

-0.34**

-0.39**

1.59

1.09
3.92
5.31
1.75
4.45
3.03
2.02
2.25
2.92
-

2.86

3

†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=303, Singapore is coded as 0, Japan is coded as 1; VIF: variance inflation
factor
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Table 2 presents the regression results on innovation performance using the combined dataset of 303
responses from Japan and Singapore. Models 1 and 5 are the base model testing the effects of control variables
on radical and incremental innovation, respectively. The country variable was found to have significant direct
effects on radical innovation in Models 2 to 4, and moderating effects with OI activities on incremental innovation
in Models 6 to 8. These results suggest that further investigation should be conducted by analysing the country
data separately.
Table 2: Regression results on radical/incremental innovation
Variables
Radical innovation
Model 1
0.63**
0.21**
-0.29**
0.00

Model 2
0.55**
0.14*
-0.05
0.00
-0.53**
0.10

Model 3
0.58**
0.13†
-0.05
0.00
-0.54**

Incremental innovation
Model 4
0.58**
0.14†
-0.06
0.00
-0.59**

Model 5
0.78**
0.18**
0.01
0.00

Constant
Firm size
Firm sales
Firm age
Country
Idea generation
Idea conversion
0.06
Idea diffusion
0.01
Country*Idea
0.08
generation
Country*Idea
0.18
conversion
Country*Idea diffusion
0.14
R2 Change
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.06
Adjusted R2
0.09
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.05
F Change
10.89** 11.53** 11.24** 11.14** 6.19**
†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=303, Country: 0=Singapore, 1=Japan.

Model 6
0.93**
0.17*
0.01
0.00
0.29
0.00

Model 7
0.88**
0.18*
0.03
0.00
0.13

Model 8
0.84**
0.18*
0.01
0.00
0.09

0.02
0.00
0.41*
0.36*

0.02
0.06
2.24†

0.02
0.06
1.79

0.19†
0.01
0.05
0.60

To validate Hypotheses 1 to 3 positing the mediating role of IVC stages in the relationship between OI
activities and innovation performance, we adopt Baron and Kenny’s (1986) approach of four conditions. The first
condition expects a direct significant relationship between the independent and dependent variables, that is
confirmed in that between inbound/outbound/integrated OI and radical innovation for Japan data only (Table 3a
Models 2-4 with coefficients 0.18, 0.17 and 0.15 with p-value<0.05), as well as that between
inbound/outbound/integrated OI and incremental innovation for Singapore data only (Table 3b Models 6-8 with
coefficients 0.42, 0.29 and 0.13 with p-value<0.1). The first condition in Hypotheses 1a to 3a is fulfilled for Japan
companies, while that in Hypothesis 1b to 3b satisfied for Singapore companies.
Table 3a: Regression results on radical/incremental innovation (Japan)
Variables
Radical innovation
Incremental innovation
Model 1
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8
Constant
1.45** 1.38**
1.42**
Firm size
-0.57* -0.58*
-0.64*
Firm sales
0.11
0.06
0.16
Firm age
0.00
0.00
0.00
Inbound OI
0.18*
Outbound OI
0.17*
Integrated OI
R2 Change
0.10
0.04
0.06
Adjusted R2
0.07
0.10
0.11
F Change
3.38*
4.34*
6.18*
†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=101

1.33**
-0.56*
0.07
0.00

0.83†
0.13
0.00
0.00

0.78†
0.12
-0.04
0.00
0.13

0.82†
0.11
0.01
0.00

0.76†
0.14
-0.02
0.00

0.06
0.15*
0.05
0.11
5.33*

0.01
-0.02
0.25
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0.01
-0.03
0.67

0.09
0.02
-0.02
1.71
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Table 3b: Regression results on radical/incremental innovation (Singapore)
Variables
Radical innovation
Incremental innovation
Model 1
Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8
Constant
0.80** 0.72**
0.77**
Firm size
0.10
0.08
0.08
Firm sales
0.02
0.01
0.03
Firm age
0.00
0.00
0.00
Inbound OI
0.38
Outbound OI
0.22
Integrated OI
R2 Change
0.02
0.01
0.01
Adjusted R2
0.00
0.01
0.00
F Change
1.17
1.35
1.03
†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=202

0.76**
0.09
0.02
0.00

0.92**
0.09
0.13
0.00

0.83**
0.07
0.11
0.00
0.42†

0.88**
0.06
0.14
0.00

0.89**
0.09
0.12
0.00

0.29†
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.49

0.06
0.04
3.67*

0.01
0.05
2.10†

0.13†
0.01
0.05
2.48†

0.01
0.05
2.28†

The second condition of Baron and Kenny’s (1986) approach stipulates that the mediator should be
associated with the dependent variable, which is found in that between idea generation/diffusion and radical
innovation for Japan data only (Table 4a Models 2 and 4 with coefficients 0.39 and 0.27 with p-value<0.10), as
well as that between idea generation/conversion and incremental innovation for Singapore data only (Table 4b
Models 2 and 3 with coefficients 0.56 and 0.42 with p-value<0.1). The second condition in Hypotheses 1a and 3a
is fulfilled for Japan companies, while that in Hypothesis 1b and 2b satisfied for Singapore companies.
Table 4a: Regression results on radical innovation (Japan)
Variables
Radical innovation
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Constant

1.45**

2.91**

2.72**

2.52**

2.58**

2.33**

2.55**

2.34**

Model
10
2.50**
2.44**

Firm size

-0.57*

-0.58*

-0.49*

-0.51*

-0.58*

-0.52*

-0.62*

-0.57*

-0.57*

-0.49*

Firm sales

0.11

0.10

0.08

0.05

0.08

0.01

0.14

0.10

0.08

0.01

Firm age

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.10†

0.17†
0.12†

0.15*
0.10

0.14*

Inbound OI

Model 5

Model 6

Outbound OI

Model 7

Model 8

Integrated OI
Idea
generation
Idea
conversion
Idea diffusion

0.39*

0.31

0.30

Model 9

0.30

0.37
0.27†

0.24†

0.23†

0.28*

R2 Change

0.10

0.06

0.05

0.03

0.07

0.06

0.09

0.08

0.08

0.08

Adjusted R2

0.07

0.12

0.11

0.09

0.12

0.11

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.13

F Change

3.38*

6.93*

5.92*

3.54*

4.09*

3.61*

5.05*

4.50**

4.58*

4.76**

†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=101
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Table 4b: Regression results on incremental innovation (Singapore)
Variables
Incremental innovation
Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Constant

0.92**

0.75**

0.74**

0.83**

0.67**

0.64**

0.73**

0.70**

0.72**

Firm size

0.09

0.10

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.06

0.08

0.06

0.10

0.09

Firm sales

0.13

0.08

0.13

0.12

0.07

0.12

0.10

0.14

0.08

0.13

Firm age

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.41†

0.45†
0.26†

0.31†
0.12†

0.14†

Inbound OI
Outbound OI
Integrated OI
0.56†

Idea
generation
Idea
conversion
Idea diffusion

0.55†
0.42†

0.52†
0.44†

Model
10
0.71**

0.55†
0.44†

0.42†

0.20

R2 Change

0.06

0.02

0.02

0.00

Adjusted R2

0.04

0.06

0.06

0.04

3.67* 3.59†
3.23†
0.61
F Change
†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=202

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

2.82†

2.87†

2.72†

2.93†

2.99†

2.90†

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) third condition requires significant association between independent variables
and mediators, which are found between inbound/outbound/integrated OI and idea diffusion for Japan only (Table
5a Models 2-4 with coefficients 0.07, 0.05 and 0.01 with p-value<0.10), as well as that between
inbound/outbound/integrated OI and idea generation for Singapore only (Table 5b Models 2-3 with coefficients
0.02, 0.06 and 0.02 with p-value<0.10). The third condition in Hypothesis 3a is fulfilled for Japan companies,
while that in Hypothesis 1b satisfied for Singapore companies.
The final condition of having the coefficient of independent variable becoming smaller or nonsignificant
after controlling for the mediator is satisfied with the reduction of inbound/outbound/integrated OI coefficient
from 0.18, 0.17, 0.15 to (p-value<0.05 in Table 3a Models 2-4) to 0.17, 0.15, 0.14 (p-value<0.10 in Table 4a
Models 6, 8 and10) with idea diffusion coefficients remaining significant at 0.24, 0.23, 0.28, respectively,
showing support for Hypothesis 3a for Japan companies. The final condition is also met with the decrease of
inbound/outbound/integrated OI coefficient from 0.42, 0.29, 0.13 (p-value<0.10 in Table 3b Models 6-8) to 0.41,
0.26, 0.12 (p-value<0.10 in Table 4b Models 5, 7 and 9) with idea generation coefficients remaining significant
at 0.55, 0.52 and 0.55, respectively, validating Hypothesis 1b for Singapore firms.
This series of analyses implies partial mediating effect of idea diffusion on the relationship between
inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI and radical innovation in Japan only (Hypothesis 3a), and partial
mediating effect of idea generation on the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI and
incremental innovation in Singapore only (Hypothesis 1b).
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Table 5a: Regression results on mediator (Japan)
Variables
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Constant
3.98**
4.01**
3.99**
Firm size
0.24
0.25
0.27
Firm sales
-0.23*
-0.21†
-0.24*
Firm age
0.00
0.00
0.00
Inbound OI
0.07†
Outbound OI
0.05†
Integrated OI
PLC
Inbound
OI*PLC
Outbound
OI*PLC
Integrated
OI*PLC
R2 Change
0.06
0.01
0.01
Adjusted R2
0.03
0.03
0.03
F Change
2.00
1.33
1.28
†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=101
Table 5b: Regression results on mediator (Singapore)
Variables
Model 1

Idea diffusion
Model 4
Model 5
3.96**
4.06**
0.25
0.24
-0.23*
-0.24*
0.00
0.00
-0.04

Model 6
4.08**
0.24
-0.25*
0.00

Model 7
4.08**
0.24
-0.26*
0.00

-0.04
0.01†
0.18*
0.02

0.18*

0.04
0.19**

-0.04

0.01
0.02
1.10

0.07
0.08
2.66†

Model 8
3.99**
0.29
-0.29*
0.00
-0.12
-0.11
0.18*
0.18*
0.09
-0.15

0.01

0.05

0.08
0.08
2.85*

0.08
0.08
2.78*

0.14
0.11
2.30*

Idea generation

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

Model 8

3.82**

3.87**

3.82**

3.79**

3.75**

3.78**

3.78**

Constant

3.78**

Firm size

0.07

0.08

0.10

0.08

0.05

0.09

0.06

0.07

Firm sales

-0.31*

-0.31*

-0.32*

-0.31*

-0.25†

-0.28†

-0.27†

-0.26†

Firm age

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.02†

Inbound OI

-0.05
0.06†

Outbound OI

-0.02
-0.07

0.02†

Integrated OI
PLC

-0.05

Inbound
OI*PLC
Outbound
OI*PLC
Integrated
OI*PLC
R2 Change

0.37**

0.08

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.08

Adjusted R2

0.07

0.06

0.07

0.06

0.16

F Change

5.15**

1.06

1.45

1.19

5.53**

-0.09

-0.05
-0.02

-0.01

-0.09

-0.05
0.37**

0.12†

-0.04
0.15†

0.03

0.02

0.03

0.09

0.11

0.11

0.17

2.55

2.78

2.52*

†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=202

To validate Hypothesis 4, we tested the moderation effects of PLC in the link between OI activities and
idea generation/conversion/diffusion and found the coefficients of their interaction terms significant at 0.19, 0.12,
0.11, respectively (p-value<0.05 in Table 6 Models 1-3) for idea generation, but non-significant for idea
conversion/diffusion (Table 6 Models 4-9). As the country variable is significant, we examined Table 5a and
found the interaction term coefficients significant at 0.37, 0.12, 0.15, respectively (p<0.10 in Models 5-7) for idea
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generation in Singapore but non-significant for that in Japan. This shows that Hypothesis 4a is validated for
Singapore firms.
For idea conversion, detailed analysis of individual country data shows that interaction terms coefficients
are significant in inbound/integrated OI for Singapore, but non-significant for Japan, suggesting that Hypothesis
4b is supported for Japan firms only.
All interaction term coefficients are found to be non-significant for idea diffusion for both combined and
individual country responses, validating Hypothesis 4c for firms of both countries.
Table 6: Regression results on mediator
Variables
Idea generation
Idea conversion
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4 Model 5 Model 6
Constant
3.88** 3.84**
3.85**
3.37**
3.36**
3.36**
Firm size
-0.11
-0.08
-0.10
-0.03
-0.02
-0.03
Firm sales
-0.05
-0.05
-0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
Firm age
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Country
-1.10**
-1.03**
-1.06** -1.12** -1.08**
0.97**
Inbound OI
0.03
0.03
Outbound OI
-0.01
0.02
Integrated OI
0.03
0.03
PLC
-0.09
-0.10
-0.11†
-0.07
-0.08
-0.09
Inbound
0.19**
0.12
OI*PLC
Outbound
0.12*
0.12
OI*PLC
Integrated
0.11*
0.10
OI*PLC
R2 Change
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
Adjusted R2
0.53
0.51
0.51
0.38
0.38
0.38
F Change
6.21**
3.46*
3.60*
1.88
1.94
2.06
†p<0.10; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 (two-tailed), N=303, Country: 0=Singapore, 1=Japan.

Model 7
3.22**
-0.01
0.05
0.00
-1.41**

Idea diffusion
Model 8
Model 9
3.20**
3.20**
-0.01
-0.02
0.04
0.05
0.00
0.00
-1.40**
-1.38**

-0.04
-0.03
-0.13†
0.10

-0.12†

0.00
-0.13†

0.09
0.04
0.01
0.47
2.18†

0.01
0.47
2.04†

0.01
0.46
1.33

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our research aimed to investigate the mediating processes between OI activities and innovation performance,
as well the moderating role of PLC based on an empirical study of ICT firms in Singapore and Japan. Our findings
have contributed to the literature in several ways. First, prior research has focused on the direct effects of inbound
OI on innovation performance with mixed findings (Huizingh, 2011). Our results have extended the literature by
including outbound and integrated OI in our study, and showing the direct effects of these seldom-studied OI
activities on innovation performance.
Second, extant studies show the lack of an integrated framework to support managerial decision-making in
deploying OI to create and capture value for optimal firm performance. To shed light on this area, we empirically
demonstrated idea generation partially mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound OI/integrated OI
and incremental innovation, while idea diffusion mediates the relationship between inbound OI/outbound
OI/integrated OI and radical innovation. This is corroborated by van Lancker et al.’s (2016) conceptual framework
of organization innovation based on the IVC model.
Third, from our mediation analysis, we found differences between Singapore and Japan firms in that (a) OI
in the former results in incremental innovation, while OI in the latter in radical innovation, and (b) idea generation
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mediates how OI influences innovation in the former, while the mediating mechanism is idea diffusion in the
latter. This illustrates that Japan firms are better able to leverage OI to achieve radical innovation outcome, and
this is achieved through their capabilities to diffuse ideas (presumably across firm boundaries to their OI
networks). Singapore firms, on the other hand, leverage OI to achieve incremental improvements, and via the
mechanism of idea generation.
Fourth, few studies have examined the relationship between OI activities and PLC stages. Our research
enriches the literature by establishing that PLC positively moderates the relationship between
inbound/outbound/integrated OI and idea generation, rather than the subsequent IVC stages—idea conversion
and idea diffusion—where OI costs are more likely to exceed the benefits expected of enhancing mature products.
This empirically supports the conceptual works by Muller et al. (2012). In particular, we found this effect in
Singapore firms but not Japan firms. The difference in effect may be attributed to Japan firms’ development of
capabilities for leveraging OI into innovation results, regardless of the PLC stage of their products. From our
moderation analysis, we can posit that Singapore firms are at risk of being "stuck" in an idea generation loop, as
firms with mature products have not moved on to leverage OI for later IVC stage such as idea diffusion.
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Abstract

As an emerging technology, the development path of nanotechnology has yet to be fully charted, creating
significant limitations in the planning and management of the continued development of nanotechnology. In this
regard, there is a crucial need for a pathway to guide the development of nanotechnology as both a technology
itself and as an enabler for other technologies. This Delphi study on 22 experts therefore focuses on the
development of such a pathway in the form of various scenarios for the development of nanotechnology, focused
particularly on the information and communications technology (ICT) sector. The survey focuses on four core
area, namely the technology landscape, economic viability, social and ethical aspects and anticipatory
governance. The main findings show that industrial and social adoption and acceptance of nanotechnology in
Malaysia’s ICT is already very strong, and uptake can be easily increased. However, awareness and knowledge
building is a high requirement, and as such it falls to the government again to create various programs to ensure
this. The current direction for the development of nanotechnology and applications for ICT systems in Malaysia
is securely on track to continue on the current chartered path towards the best-case scenario, although as usual
care must always be taken to ensure that there is no falling back towards the business-as-usual scenario and seeing
the national lead lost.
Keywords: Technology foresight, information and communication, sectoral innovation system, emerging
technology, social-technical
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1 INTRODUCTION
The prevalent gaps in the literature and the public-driven initiatives of nanotechnology have revealed the
crucial need for the development and implementation of a Nanotechnology Innovation System (NanoSI) (Islam
& Miyazaki, 2009), compounded with the fact that there is insufficient emerging technology management or
policy techniques like emerging technology-specific roadmaps to guide the development of nanotechnology.
NanoSI is a complex and interactive system of nano-scale science and engineering domains e.g., nanomaterials,
nanoelectronics, nanobiotech, nanomanufacturing, and tools etc. that comprise of a set of co-operating actors in
the development, diffusion and utilization of technology in a multi-disciplinary setting (Islam & Miyazaki, 2009,
p. 130).
Based on the viewpoints of the uncertain and ambiguous natures of emerging technologies which make them
an immense challenge when dealing with for scholars, industrialists and policy makers (Rotolo, Hicks, & Martin,
2015); and the crucial need to linking sectoral innovation studies and theory to policy- and strategy-oriented
foresight (Weber & Schaper-Rinkel, 2017), this papers attempts to anticipate the future scenarios of the NanoSI
in the context of a developing nation using the Delphi method. For the purpose of this paper, Malaysia was chosen
as the example as it fits well the criteria of a developing nation that is approaching the status of a developed one.
As nanotechnology is generic and multi-disciplinary, the paper further employs a case study method on the
development of nanotechnology by focusing specifically on the area of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) in Malaysia as a source of evidence.

2 THEORETICAL BASIS AND RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
2.1 Socio-technical Views
In the perspective of social-technical system, technological advancements cannot be separated from social
development. This is evident throughout history as tool usage, the most fundamental form of technology knowhow and skills has long been an indicator of human development, more so the development of civilizations.
Indeed, technology cannot be seen as merely the application of science, but is instead a complex social enterprise
that encompasses encompassing multiple elements of research and design, manufacturing, management, finance
and marketing and so on and so forth (Amanatidou et al., 2012; Boussouara & Deakins, 1999; McGinn, 1991). In
this context, the socio-technical system is referred to the outcome of human actors’ activities that comprise
production, diffusion and use of technology in order to fulfil societal functions (Geels, 2004).
In the realm of technology studies, the concept of socio-technical systems stresses the mutual
interrelationship between humans and machines. The concept was established to cope with the theoretical and
practical issues of working conditions in industry (Ropohl, 1999); and devoted to effectively amalgamation both
the social and technical dimensions of an industry. In relative to the traditional model that focuses on technology
first and people as expandable “spare parts”, socio-technical systems emphases on joint optimization of
social/technical systems, and people as complements to machines as well as a resource to be developed (Fox,
1995). Indeed, the cultural concerns and societal debates, organization of labor and supervision, and government
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regulations (e.g. safety, working conditions) have been constantly exhibited in the socio-technical regime in
factory production (see Geels, 2004; Geels & Schot, 2007).

2.2 Nanotechnology Innovation System
As a new radical generic technology, nanoscience is not a discrete field but has pervasive influences across
various scientific disciplines and industries such as health, electronics, energy, automotive, and environmental
industry (Beyhan & Rickne, 2015; Islam & Miyazaki, 2009; Moreira & Vale, 2016; Mount, Milewski, &
Fernandes, 2015). In fact, nanotechnology represents a progression from normal science to problem-solving
theory in the manufacturing industry (Wonglimpiyarat, 2005, p. 1350).
Nanotechnology is considered to be a highly promising scientific and technological development that would
shape the future of the world, and has become the focus of significant research and development in almost all
developing and developed countries in the world today. The US, China, and India have already taken the lead in
the development of nanotechnology, and these countries are developing policies that support the development of
nanotechnology with the future in mind (Michelson, 2008). However, because of its emerging nature as well, the
understanding on the exploration and exploitation of advancements in nanotechnology is still lacking.
Furthermore, the complexity of this particular emerging field has resulted in a great difficulty to equally distribute
the risks and rewards of nanotechnology research, further compounding the problem. (Bhattacherjee, 1998).
This rapid advancement has also resulted in significant complications to governnance, as nanotechnology
cannot be easily adapted to current regulatory structures, education systems and social choice. This has made the
call for governance even more important.There are two challenge s in governing emerging technologies such as
nanotechnology, these being decision making that is not sufficiently diverse and reflexive, and the rapid change
in technologuy that makes socio-political responses difficult (Selin, 2011). These uncertain dilemmas show up in
multiple levels, and to overcome this, a new aspect of foresight was introduced, which was “anticipatory
governance.” This type of foresight has already been implemented Europe in the form of nanofuture, with
initiatives for sustainable development by nanotechnologies considered four critical areas of governance.

2.3 Research Framework
Figure 1 illustrates the concept framework of this proposed study. The framework focuses on four building
blocks of technology landscape, the economic viability, the social and ethical impacts and anticipatory
governance. The framework is also inspired by the systemic PEST (Political-Economic-Social-Technological)
analysis on environmental scanning (Ho, 2014). The following notes provide brief account on each of these
building blocks:
• Technology landscape – The available and assessable to the types and forms of new
technologies. It busts the myth of what an imaginary technology would look like and set proper
expectations.
• Economic viability – The emerging technology should affordable to manufacture and cheap
enough for the public to obtain.
• Social and ethical – Safety and ethical issues of technology should be the main concern in the
usage and dissemination of technological know-how in society.
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• Appropriate governance – The current and draft policies in place are re-examined and new
appropriate ones are recommended, as well as the implementation of policies for wide-sweeping changes
in the associated technology.
•
•
•
•

Anticipating invention
Real vs imaginary
Multiple-disciplinary
Wildcard technologies

• Approaches
• Decision making
• Regional vs country
specific

Technology

Economic

Technology
landscape

Economic
viability

Politic

Social

Anticipatory
governance

Social & ethical

•

Economically viable

•

Affordable

•

Sustainable

•

Safety

•

Ethical

•

Public acceptance

Figure 1: Research Framework

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This paper employed Delphi method to obtained empirical data. Delphi is a qualitative method for
structuring a group communication process amongst a group of individuals (usually experts) to deal with a
complex problem (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004). It is an iterative polling between rounds of engagement, usually in
the form of surveys that include feedback, anonymity of participation, and statistical predictions of the probability
of occurrence and likely time course for the scenarios (Parente & Anderson-Parente, 2011, p. 1705).
Experts for this study were selected from the government or public sector, the private sector, academia and
the general public. This is to make sure each group would represent a distinct yet crucial aspect of the overall
view of nanotechnology and its applications. The targeted participants are first generally briefed on the survey by
email, with a follow up phone call in about two or three days from the date in which the email was sent. This
includes providing a brief explanation on the background of the survey, the objectives of the survey and its
possible outcomes, as well as the criteria by which the participant was selected for survey.
Once the participant has agreed to take part in the survey, a follow up phone-call or face-to-face meeting is
arranged. It is during this phone-call or meeting that a detailed overview of the survey is given, touching on how
the outcomes of the survey will be used as policy recommendations that will be made as a part of the study. The
participant will also be given an overview on how the survey will be conducted according to the Delphi method,
and how additional rounds of surveys may be needed in order to reach a consensus. A total of 50 participants
were originally identified and approached, although only 22 participants agreed to partake in the survey, giving a
response rate of approximately 44%. Listed in Table 1 are the brief profile of the participants.
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Table 1: Profiles of Participants

ID

Age

Sector

Gender

Education

1

40

Academics

M

PhD

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

29
65
28
30
28
28
60
40
35
30
50
55
54
55
31
33
30
40
22
24
27

Academics
Public
Academics
Academics
Academics
Academics
Public
Government
Public
Public
Academics
Industry
Academics
Industry
NGO
NGO
Public
Industry
Public
Public
Public

F
F
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F

Masters
Bachelors
Masters
PhD
Masters
Masters
Diploma
Bachelors
PhD
Masters
PhD
Bachelors
PhD
PhD
Bachelors
Bachelors
Masters
PhD
Bachelors
Bachelors
Bachelors

Professional / industry
background
Researcher in Nanophotonic /
Lecturer
ICT Telecommunications
Housewife
ICT Telecommunications
Researcher in Nanotechnology
ICT Telecommunications
ICT Telecommunications
ICT
Physics
Education
Aviation / Drones
Socio-Economics
Waste Management
Socio Economics
Waste Management
Energy
ICT
Technology Management
Technology Management
Marketing
Marketing
Marketing

The survey instruments were developed based on the four building blocks of the research framework namely
technology landscape, economic viability, social and ethical, and anticipatory governance. A total of 29 questions
have been developed to gain the views from the experts on the current and future development of nanotechnology.
Out of these questions, 21 questions were structured in such a way consensus need to be established during the
Delphi survey. The remaining 8 questions were to obtain specific information from the experts and they are not
intended to form consensus. Table 2 lists the survey questions for each of these building blocks
There were 20 experts participated in the first round of study and all the experts were also participate in the
second round of survey. The study was able to form consensus for all the questions in the second round of the
study. For this study, the consensus value was determined to be 75%. It is important to note that there is no single
percentage that has been definite as consensus in Delphi studies. Nonetheless, most of the Delphi studies have
determined the percentage of agreement or high enough score in the range of 70-80% (e.g. Diamond et al., 2014;
Eubank et al., 2016; Suris & Akre, 2015; Toepoel & Emerson, 2017). Once all responses have been collected, the
foresight model will be run. This includes scenario building, identification of ‘road-signs’ or scenario key
indicators and the generation of the best case, business as usual and worst-case scenarios.
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4 DATA AND FINDINGS
Table 3 presents the data from the two-round Delphi survey which is organized into the four building blocks
of NanoSI. Figure 2 illustrates the current trends and issues of NanoSI in Malaysia which has been formulated
based on the insights provided by the experts during the Delphi survey.

4.1 Technology Landscape
The primary output of this building block is to gauge how well participants are aware or knowledgeable on
nanotechnology and its applications, as well as its linkages to other technologies. The experts agree (at 96% of
consensus) that new nanotechnologies and their applications are constantly being discovered. This implies the
emerging trend with short R&D and product life cycle. The examples of nanotechnology application in ICT cited
by the experts are “computing, telecommunication; quantum computing; wireless sensor; memory storage;
molecular computers; smartphones; quantum computing; batteries; waste management; internet of things; RFID;
fiber optic nanowire; smart device; and computer chips & sensors”.
More specifically, 91% of the experts see the important of nanotechnology in the development of new
technologies, systems and services that would provide faster and more power communications and computing.
On the other hand, the experts disagree (at 95% of consensus) in the image of nanotechnology has been accurately
portrayed in current movies and media. Nonetheless, there is a strong consensus (at 95% of consensus) that the
enhancements depicted in movies for communications and computing, such as holography and quantum
computing, could be made possible by nanotechnology. Meanwhile, the experts are also agreed on
nanotechnology enables cross-disciplinary application (at 91% of consensus) and they strongly believe (at 91%
of consensus) that there are chances of a wildcard nanotechnology or application. A wildcard technology means
a nanotechnology or applications that is unexpected by conventional thinking / knowledge.

4.2 Economic Viability
The experts agree (at 91% of consensus) that nanotechnology and its applications are economically viable,
and the application of nanotechnology be a useful to help promote existing economic activities, in terms of
increasing output and productivity (at 96% of consensus). Meanwhile, nanotechnology applications produce
cheaper and affordable products in the market (at 96% of consensus) at a range of 5%-15% price reduction (at
77% of consensus). In terms of sustainability, all experts agree that the use of nanotechnology is sustainable. In
other word, while nanotechnology increases production significantly, this doesn’t cause the natural resources are
being drained faster. The rate of conception, in this context, is assumed in the range of 5%-10% (at 82% of
consensus).
In order to examine the benefits of nanotechnology developments to the stakeholders, the experts were
requested to rank on the economic beneficiaries of nanotechnology. It can be seen that most respondents agree
that the industry, and research centres and universities would be the primary beneficiaries, followed closely by
consumers. Government seems is the ranked lowest in comparison to the other beneficiaries.
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4.3 Social and Ethical
The experts agree that (at 87% of consensus) nanotechnology is safe, however, it may pose potential safety
hazards in the future. These hazards, include among others, are “bio application; treat to privacy; medicine;
reduce labor; labor cost; health; radiation; mobile devices, phone and laptops”. At its current stage,
nanotechnology is still perceived as not harmful to the human body (at 91% of consensus). In respect to the
environment, the experts disagree (at 82% of consensus) that nanotechnology could not have a negative effect on
the environment. In other words, there is a consensus from the respondents in which the development of
nanotechnology will potentially result in negative impact on the environment. Besides, the experts (at 77% of
consensus) nanotechnology may present a potential ethical issue. The cited issues are “right to privacy could be
jeopardized; not willing to face any risks; medical screening for the workers”.
Overall, the experts feel that all parties would play an essential role in the ensuring the safety and ethical use
of nanotechnologies and its applications. However, it must also be noted that some experts believe that certain
parties such as the media, NGOs, the public and research institutions would play a less significant role.

4.4 Anticipatory Governance
In this building block, out of the four questions asked, only one of them was need to continue to second
round of survey. The experts (at 86% of consensus) are aware of the current policies and regulations for the use
of nanotechnology, and they think these policies should have an international reach or be coordinated at the
international level (at 81% of consensus). Overall, the expert agree that the government is responsible for making
all parties aware of policies and regulations pertaining to nanotechnology, as well as the government is efficient
in making various parties aware of these policies (both at 91% of consensus). Finally, the experts suggest that the
factors that promote or hinder the implementation of policies are “people knowledge and awareness; education;
and early education especially in school”.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Insights from Delphi Survey
It is immediately obvious that the experts are well aware of and knowledgeable on nanotechnology and its
applications. From this, it can be inferred that most, if not all participants are knowledgeable on nanotechnology
and its applications. This awareness and knowledge would undoubtedly come from formal education, via school
programs and activities, as well as informal education through other sources of information such as mass media
and books. In terms of understanding the difference between nanotechnology that can actually be realized, as
compared to imaginary or even pseudo-technologies, it was rather surprising that almost half of the participants
of this study were not able to make such a differentiation. Interestingly, the majority of participants indicated that
some the pseudo-technologies portrayed in media such as holography and quantum computing are possible. This
is an indicative parameter that the public in general is aware of what nanotechnology applications can be achieved
in the near future, indicating a good depth of knowledge on nanotechnology. It can be inferred that this knowledge
would be gained from unofficial sources though, as it would be too advanced to be a part of current curriculum.
It also shows that the general public does in fact have a positive interest on nanotechnology and is supportive of
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its use as a tool to enhance current technologies. The experts can be assumed that the population in general is
more aware of the nature of nanotechnology as a tool for enabling cross-disciplinary usage in technologies than
it being a multi-disciplinary technology itself. This would again draw to the awareness of the public in general to
nanotechnology, and as such the need for increased knowledge on the applications of nanotechnology. Table 3
and Figures 2 summarize the main findings of the survey.
All experts agree that the main contribution of nanotechnology towards economic viability would be to
increase output and productivity. This augurs well with the technical benefits of nanotechnology, as it is a material
that has numerous unique characteristics that in turn can help to speed up production and make it much more
efficient. In fact, one of the primaries uses of nanotechnology would be as catalysts in the manufacturing of
various materials. In this regard, the large surface area of the nanoparticles used as the catalyst greatly enhances
the speed and output that can be obtained from the production line, thereby increasing overall productivity. This
is one of the many examples of which nanotechnology can significantly boots the economic viability of various
sectors, particularly the electronics sector and in turn the communications and computing sector. In terms of
affordability, surprisingly not all participants believed that nanotechnology would make for cheaper and more
affordable products during the first round of the survey. Further discussions with participants indicated that while
most new technologies, in particular electronics claim to have some element of nanotechnology incorporated into
their design or production, rarely does this result in lower prices. In most cases, the prices of the devices remain
the same, with the addition of nanotechnology being used as a value-add to the device, instead of reducing its
cost.
Most participants agreed that the government would benefit from nanotechnology and its applications,
with only a few indicating that there would be no observable difference or disagreeing completely that the
government would be a beneficiary. In this regard, the government would not be the direct beneficiary of
nanotechnology, but rather benefit indirectly through increased economic development and efficiency.
Consumers on the other hand would be the direct beneficiary of nanotechnology, as indicated by respondents, due
to them being the end users of most products built using nanotechnology. In a similar manner, the industry is also
strongly indicated as the primary beneficiary of nanotechnology either as a technology itself or as a tool to enable
other technologies and processes which would lead to the final product. Finally, universities and research
establishments were also indicated as strong beneficiaries of nanotechnology. The responses given clearly indicate
that the participants, and by extension the general public would have a good grasp on the benefits of
nanotechnology and its target stakeholders. Overall, there is a very positive sentiment on the benefits of
nanotechnology.
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While the majority of participants agreed that nanotechnology was indeed safe, a few participants did
indicate otherwise. This disagreement was determined to have arisen primarily due to the portrayal of
nanotechnology in the mass media and with no technical knowledge or awareness to counter this perception,
created the disagreeing opinion. From this, it can be assumed that the majority of the general public would also
carry the same opinions on nanotechnology and would thus require a substantial effort to correct. Interestingly
enough, more respondents believed that nanotechnology could pose a problem in the future. When questioned,
participants indicated problems such as potential treats to privacy and radiation as among the problems that could
be faced in the future by nanotechnology. An interesting point that was raised was the reduction of cost, as while
this would be beneficial for the industry and consumers, it would not bode well for workers, who could see
reductions in workforce. As such, it would seem that the participants and the general public are well aware of the
safety of nanotechnology, though are also vary of its direct and indirect effects.
In addressing the potential ethical issues on the use of nanotechnology, the experts agree that nanotechnology
could have potential ethical issues to agreeing to that statement. A more relevant concern would be the uptake of
nanotechnology against someone’s personal preference, i.e., that person could be forced to use a nanotechnology
enhanced product or service even if they prefer not to. This creates a significant ethical dilemma, and can be
solved only at the policy level. Most participants strongly agreed that the government would play this role, as of
all the possible entities mentioned only the government would have the legal and regulatory framework to ensure
the safe and ethical use of nanotechnology. At the same time, educators and the media would also play a
significant role to bring up knowledge and awareness into safety and ethical use, while the public and NGOs
would also play their part in spreading this awareness and knowledge as well. Finally, researchers and industries
would play their role by developing the right protocols and technologies to ensure the safe use of nanotechnology.
The experts indicate that the government is doing rather well in making the various parties, including the
public, aware of these policies and regulations. Most experts believe that an international approach would be
required when policies are drawn up and implemented, as nanotechnology products and services would be
obtained or sent to many different countries around the world. As such, there would need to be a standardized
approach towards its implementation, and this can only be done via internationally agreed upon regulations.

5.2 Possible Scenarios
Three possible future scenarios were developed for the use of nanotechnology (e.g., nanomaterials) in ICTs
systems. These scenarios are the best-case scenario, business as usual scenario, and worst-case scenario. Each
scenario was elaborated on in terms of technological readiness, economic viability and social acceptance. Figure
3 illustrates the three possible scenarios.
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Technological
readiness

Worst-case
• Public supports are
removed, resulted in
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funding & infrastructure
supports
• Uneconomical industry
development
• Self-safety concern and
rejection from society

Social
acceptance

Business as usual
• Unchanged public
support in R&D but little
effort towards promotion
• Limited incentive for
industries development
• Moderate awareness &
knowledge building

Best-case
• Innovative and
comprehensive policies
& regulations – tax
rebates, funding & R&D
• High performing
electronics industry &
fabrication cluster
• Widespread and positive
public acceptance
• Knowledgeable and

Economic
viability

Figure 3: Possible Scenarios of Nanotechnology Development in ICT Sector Malaysia
In the best-case scenario, Malaysia is technologically, ready and heavily involved in the use of
nanotechnology for various ICT applications. The Government provides substantial support through
comprehensive policies and regulations that support the uptake of nanotechnology and ICT along with incentives
to the industry such as tax rebates and funding support. The government also provides support in terms of facilities
for research and development to create a substantial knowledge base and build up the human capital reserves
needed. Economically, Malaysia is once again a leader in the electronics industry, although this time in the niche
area of nanotechnology in ICT. More manufacturing and fabrication activities are established in the country,
making Malaysia a manufacturing hub for the region with a strong international presence. Multiple ancillary
activities that support the manufacturing and fabrication cluster are also developed, such as design houses,
material processing and supply, maintenance and repair and even specialized waste management, as well as
boosting indirect sectors such as logistics, education and research. Because of this, Malaysia becomes a regional
powerhouse, with manufacturing supply and product chains reaching throughout the region. Socially, acceptance
towards nanotechnology and ICT by the public is widespread and positive. The public is not only aware of the
applications of nanotechnology in ICT but supports its usage significantly as well. As the public is knowledgeable
on nanotechnology applications in ICT, they are also well aware of its safety and less susceptible to external bias
or influence for or against the use of nanotechnology in ICT. Market acceptance of ICT products using
nanotechnology is also high, thereby boosting the industry. Overall, the best-case scenario is one of significant
technological advancement, economic viability and social acceptance of nanotechnology in ICT, and is the most
desired scenario.
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In the business-as-usual scenario, the government’s support for nanotechnology and ICT is only continued,
but not increased in any way or if increased, only slightly. As a result of this, there is continued support for current
research and development activities in nanotechnology and ICT, but very little effort towards its promotion,
leading to a possible stagnation or even stopping of research and development in nanotechnology for ICT as
researchers switch focus to other areas. This would hinder the technological readiness of the country for
nanotechnology and ICT, and even affect the development of the local knowledge base and human capital. While
Malaysia will still be able to realize a strong industry that incorporates nanotechnology with ICT, it will lose the
chance to become a regional leader, instead being relegated to becoming a part of the regional supply chains
towards other hubs in the region. This will in turn result in less incentive for the development of various industries,
either directly or indirectly involved manufacturing and fabrication of nanotechnology-based ICT products,
further reducing the economic viability of the sector in Malaysia. Finally, this would have negative feedback
towards research and development activities as well, and thus further affecting the technological readiness.
Socially, while the current acceptance of nanotechnology-based ICT products would remain generally unchanged,
there would also be little effort to create awareness and build knowledge, resulting in the general becoming less
versed in the safety and ethical use of nanotechnology. This would affect the future market acceptance of
nanotechnology-based ICT products, and in turn exacerbate the decline in the industrial development and
economic viability. There would also be a possible rise in social problems, such as environmental damage or
privacy violations resulting from the unrestrained use of nanotechnology-based ICT products. As such, the
business-as-usual scenario would be one in which technological advancement of nanotechnology in ICT is
limited, with low economic viability as well as moderate social acceptance.
The worst-case scenario is the third and final envisioned scenario. In this scenario, here are significant
failures in aspects of technological readiness, economic viability and social acceptance combined. This scenario
would arise as a result of active limitations or resistance to the development of nanotechnology in ICT in Malaysia.
Under this scenario, the government support for the development of nanotechnology in ICT would be actively
limited or removed, severely reducing funding and infrastructure support for nanotechnology research and
development and resulting in a significant drop in technological readiness. This would prevent Malaysia form
playing any significant role in the research and development of nanotechnology applications for ICT and would
result in a loss of the crucial knowledge base and human capital reserves. Following this, Malaysia would not be
able develop an economically viable nanotechnology industry, much less one that is specialized towards ICT.
This would effectively remove Malaysia from any significant role in the region and leave the country out of any
future developments in this area as well. Finally, the public would be actively uninformed in the use of
nanotechnology and ICT, either accepting nanotechnology enabled ICT products with little concern to self-safety
or rejecting it completely with no consideration to it being a safe technology. Furthermore, the acceptance of the
public towards nanotechnology enabled ICT products would be significantly influenced by the media and other
forms on informal knowledge, creating a very skewed view and decision-making process. The same problem
would present itself in the ethical concerns of nanotechnology enabled ICT products, with no care on various
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ethical issues such as environmental concerns and privacy, or over-reactions to ethical concerns without a solid
understanding of them. The worst-case scenario is thus one whereby the technological advancement of
nanotechnology in ICT is stopped or even reversed, leading to no economic viability as well as therefore no social
acceptance.

6 CONCLUSION
From the study, it could be seen that the current nanotechnology landscape of Malaysia is large and robust
with substantial support in terms of infrastructure and policies from the government. At the same time, there are
also significant research activities and awareness on nanotechnology and its applications, particularly for ICT. In
terms of the economic viability of nanotechnology, it was discovered that in the context of Malaysia,
nanotechnology by itself is not economically viable. Supporting this is the strong market adoption and acceptance
of computing and communications products that incorporate nanotechnology within them or use nanotechnology
in their manufacture. It was also surprising to note that despite there being no substantial reduction in the price of
nanotechnology enhanced ICT products for consumers and end-users, market acceptance was still high as the
trade-off was increased performance and effectiveness at the same price. As such, the current technological
landscape of nanotechnology with reference to the Malaysian ICT sector is economically viable and easily
accepted by the market.
The development direction taken is one that would eventually realize the best-case scenario. From a
technological readiness standpoint, a strong push must be made from the level of the government, with policies
and regulations first being implemented and followed by funding and infrastructure. To increase the technological
readiness of Malaysia for the development of nanotechnology in ICT, a two-prong approach towards policy
development is necessary. The government would have to work towards providing increased funding and facilities
for nanotechnology research with the goal being to build a strong knowledge base and human capital. At the same
time, policies that are fine-tuned to support the industry should be implemented to help encourage and nurture the
growth of the nanotechnology and ICT sector in Malaysia. As a technology by itself, nanotechnology-based ICT
applications can be considered matured and nanotechnology itself has already been well adopted by the
electronics industry in particular, mainly in applications related to energy storage such as batteries and capacitors.
However, the real advantage of nanotechnology is in process advancements on the manufacturing of parts and
components for various ICT devices that are enhanced by the use of nanotechnology. Thus, from the technology
standpoint, nanotechnology is more than ready for use in the ICT sector, and needs only the push from the
government to boost its participation.
Generally, the current direction for the development of nanotechnology and applications for ICT systems in
Malaysia would be to continue on the chartered path, in which the best-case scenario would be achieved.
However, a ramping up of efforts must also be made, particularly for enhanced government support for the
industry and building awareness and knowledge among the general population. This is because while we are ontrack to achieve the best-case scenario, a lackluster approach would quickly see us falling into the business-asusual scenario instead, allowing any lead the nation currently has to be lost.
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